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Introduction
The Networks Technology Conference was conceived as a means to allow all those people
involved in the Space, Ground, and Deep Space Network activities to be exposed to the scope of
on-going technical work. Additionally, the conference presents an opportunity to showcase the
technical accomplishments of personnel of the GSFC Networks Division and their support
contractors.
The technical papers included in these proceedings are the result of an intensive effort during the
past six months to solicit, evaluate and to select the most interesting and current topics for
presentation and publication. A total of 29 papers are included in these proceedings.
Regrettably, only 12 of the 29 could be selected for presentation due to time and space
limitations. We anticipate that future conferences will be expanded to include a larger
participation.
These proceedings are organized to align with the principal technical areas and functions of
interest to the Networks Division. These areas are:
• Project Management
• Network Operations
• Network Control, Scheduling, and Monitoring
• Modeling and Simulation
• Telecommunications Engineering
On behalf of the Networks Technology Conference Program Committee, I want to express my
appreciation for your participation and interest in the 1993 Networks Technology Conference.
Cha_, Program Committee
Networks Technology Conference
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SESSION 1: PROJECT MANAGEMENT

N94-2i324
THE NCC PROJECT : A QUALITY MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE
Raymond H. Lee
Computer Sciences Corporation
10110 Aerospace Road
Seabrook, Maryland 20706
(301) 794-1600
(301) 552-3272 (FAX)
Summary
The Network Control Center (NCC) Project introduced the concept of total
quality management (TQM) in mid-1990. The CSC project team established a
program which focused on continuous process improvement in software
development methodology and consistent deliveries of high quality software
products for the NCC. The vision of the TQM program was to produce error free
software. Specific goals were established to allow continuing assessment of
the progress toward meeting the overall quality objectives. The total quality
environment, now a part of the NCC Project culture, has become the foundation
for continuous process improvement and has resulted in the consistent delivery
of quality software products over the last three years.
Backuround
The Network Control Center (NCC) Project has had a long history of developing
and maintaining software to assure that the system stays abreast of the
changing needs of the Space Network. The NCC must schedule, control, and
monitor the real time activities associated with providing communications
support to spacecraft requiring the capabilities of the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).
In 1989, a major initiative was underway to modernize the White Sands Complex
by establishing a Second TDRS Ground Terminal and upgrading the existing
terminal to handle the projected workload for the late 1990s. These changes in
the Space Network necessitated major changes in the NCC to assure that control
center software would be compatible with the ground terminal environment.
This development activity was designated as NCC Block 3 and the project was
tasked to develop software that would be delivered in three releases. The
first release would accommodate the changes necessitated by the Second TDRS
Ground Terminal (STGT). The software product would have to operate with
formats and functionality that could support the current ground terminal
environment and the STGT. The second release was to be designed to handle the
STGT and the White Sands Ground Terminal Upgrade (WSGTU). The final release
had the objective of providing the capability to schedule, control, and
monitor a four or more TDRS constellation. The planned completion of the NCC
Block 3 software upgrades was scheduled for 1995.
In parallel with the challenge to develop the Block 3 software, the NCC
Project had to provide software enhancements to the operational baseline to
address known system deficiencies and planned hardware upgrades. These
activities were to be accomplished under the NCC Block 1 or maintenance
effort. Maintenance deliveries were planned for each fiscal year and all
operational baseline changes were integrated into the development baselines.
All development planning actions had to take into consideration the impact of
the ongoing maintenance tasks.
Manaaemen_ Rea_iqnment
Within the context of this phased software development effort, the concept of
total quality management was introduced in mid-1990. During the same time
frame Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) management aligned the NCC
Project software development efforts within the Flight Dynamics Division (FDD)
from the traditional Networks Division (ND) in the Mission Operations & Data
Systems Directorate. This action was taken because it was determined that the
appropriate project management structure had to be in place for the NCC Block
3 software development objectives to be successfully met. This structure was
not in place in the Networks Division nor was there sufficient expertise to
establish the required organization. Thus, a project organization was
established within the FDD to manage the CSC SEAS NCC Project Block 3 software
development effort.
In concert with the management changes made on the GSFC staff, CSC assigned a
new project manager and deputy project manager to lead the NCC Project. This
new team established, within the NCC Project, a total quality program which
focused on continuous process improvements in the software development
methodology and consistent deliveries of high quality software products for
the NCC. The vision of the total quality program was to establish and maintain
an environment in which software products could be developed and delivered
error free. To accomplish this goal, the project had to emphasize its
understanding of customer needs, appreciate the value of continuous process
improvement, and recognize the importance of team building and effective
communications.
Several measures of merit were established to allow for continuous assessment
of the progress toward meeting the overall quality objective. These measures
were categorized as the "FOUR P's": Product; Process; Performance; and
Participation. The "Product" criteria was measured in terms of the quality of
delivered software and the project's ability to deliver on schedule and within
budget. The critical quality measures were related to the error rates during
system and acceptance testing. The "Process" criteria was measured in terms
of process improvements implemented which contributed to product quality
and/or cost avoidance. These accomplishments are documented in success stories
and task improvement initiatives. The "Performance" criteria was measured by
the monthly award fee evaluations. The performance target was to achieve at
least 50% plus evaluations during a given fiscal year. The "Participation"
measure was the percentage of project personnel who participated in TQM
activities. The target was to achieve and sustain a 75% participation rate.
Measurements against these goals are accomplished on a monthly basis and
feedback is provided to project personnel through newsletters and all-hands
meetings.
The NCC Project TQM environment provided the framework for continuously
improving the quality of all NCC products and services to meet established
goals and objectives. The TQM environment established a highly participative
management methodology that complemented the NCC organizational structure.
The focus of the methodology was a long-term commitment to improving the
quality of products and services. This methodology used a hierarchy of NCC
management-chartered committees to improve the quality of NCC processes and
products. These committees accomplished this by identifying, assessing,
measuring, analyzing, and documenting processes, issues, and products and
recommending improvement action plans to management.
The TQM program was implemented through the NCC Quality Management Board
(QMB), designated permanent committees and selected ad hoc committees. The
five permanent committees include the Suggestion Analysis and Resolution Group
(SARG), the Customer Satisfaction Committee (CSAT), the Worklife and
Communications Committee (WLCC), the Process Improvement Committee (PIC), and
the Awards and Recognition Committee (ARC). The SARG was chartered to analyze
suggestions for improving products and processes. Following the analysis, a
recommendation for implementation would be provided. The CSAT was chartered
to establish consistent and meaningful mechanisms for obtaining client
feedback and measuring customer satisfaction. The WLCC was chartered to
develop, implement, and facilitate an effective NCC communications program.
The PIC was chartered to focus on methods to improve technical processes.
Many of the ad hoc Process Action Teams (PATs) evolved from PIC initiatives to
update or modify existing procedures. The ARC was chartered to develop,
implement, and facilitate the NCC recognition program. Their work was the
basis for the monthly recognition program at all-hands meetings and the annual
NCC DATUM award to the project employee of the year.
The Total Quality Impact
Given the scope of the tasks that the project had to accomplish, the
organizational environment (i.e. the FDD GSFC management team), and the newly
established TQM environment for the SEAS NCC project team, a look at the
results and on-going activity provides an interesting perspective on how a
large software development project can succeed.
One of the most important contributors to success was responsiveness. This
was demonstrated in the initial transition of the project to the FDD. Close
coordination and communication among all parties, intense effort, and a strong
desire to succeed paved the way to assure a smooth transition took place.
Responding to five new task assignments which mapped to the development,
maintenance, system engineering, system testing, and security requirements,
the NCC project team replanned all the work in less than one month. To
expedite task planning, CSC management and technical personnel worked closely
with GSFC managers to familiarize them with the NCC system architecture,
software environment, and system functionality. Frequent meetings between the
project task managers and their GSFC counterparts ensured that the technical
effort mapped correctly to the new task structure.
During the transition, project personnel were preparing to meet two critical
milestones. On August 7, 1990, the CDR for Block 3, Release 1 was held
successfully. Related deliveries included the detailed design document,
operations concept document, quality assurance plan, system test plan, and
configuration managementplan - collectively, more than 4000 pages. This
event concluded the detailed design phase and clearly demonstrated the
readiness for software implementation. The relatively small numberof Review
Item Disposition (RIDs) (31), none of which affected the overall design
direction, testifies to the high quality of the design. The second event was
the delivery on September 17 of the FY90 maintenance release to acceptance
testing 2 weeks early. The quality of the software was evident from the low
numberof problem reports (ii) identified and corrected during system testing.
This release, designated 90.1, completed acceptance test one month earlier
than scheduled. Release 90.1 was the first delivery to operations in which the
label "error-free" could be applied since there were no errors associated with
new or modified functions.
As the project stabilized in the FDD environment, significant milestones
continued to be met. The FY91 maintenance release, 91.1, completed system
testing as scheduled. The upgrade of the Communications and Control Segment
(CCS) VAX to an 8550 processor configuration was system tested and integrated
into the operational configuration. The Block 3, Release i, Build i activity
completed integration testing on schedule and made significant progress in
implementing Build 2 during the spring of 1991. Release 91.1 was delivered to
operations during the summer of 1991. This release consisted of operating
system upgrades to both the UNISYS and DEC processors. These upgrades were
implemented as a risk mitigation action for Release 1 to minimize the amount
of change occurring with a planned development release. The lesson learned was
that operating system changes in a real time system environment can have
unexpected results as was evident during transition to operations. Both
timing and performance deficiencies were uncovered which required quick fix
actions to maintain system stability. The final delivery for release 91.1 was
accomplished in November 1991.
In parallel with the maintenance activity, the Block 3, Release 2 CDR was
successfully held in October 1991, while system testing of the Release 1 final
build was progressing as planned. As another risk mitigation activity, the
system test team performed limited interface testing with STGT while it was at
the vendor's site. These tests proved invaluable in uncovering problems early
and assigning responsibility for resolution. This activity contributed to the
establishment of the interface incident reporting (IIR) process which is now
in place to document and resolve interface incompatibilities within the Space
Network. Block 3, Release i, was delivered to acceptance test in March 1992
on schedule and within budget. The release was over I00,000 Delivered Source
Instruction (DSI) and a relatively small number of problem reports were
identified during acceptance testing. After a successful ORR on August 27,
1992, the Block 3, Release 1 (Release 92.1) was successfully transitioned to
operations on September 25, 1992.
To achieve this successful delivery over a two year period, several
significant process improvements were put in place, resulting in a more
disciplined software development environment and a significantly higher
quality product. During implementation, all changes were subjected to a
rigorous design, code, and unit test inspection and certification process.
The configuration management team implemented procedures that reduced baseline
build errors by over 50 percent. The system test team developed more detailed
functional and regression test procedures that reduced the number of errors
found by the acceptance test team by over 25 percent of that projected for a
release of this size. Overall, the software engineering process improvements
implemented during the Release 1 development cycle have resulted in a
capability for the NCC to be compatible with all Space Network elements and to
operate more reliably in the STGT era.
Block 3, Releases 2 and 3 are still under development and progressing as
planned. Release 93.1, the FY93 maintenance release, was successfully
delivered to operations on August 25, 1993 with the highest quality measure
for any NCC delivered product.
The Transition Back To Networks Division
After two and a half years, the software development effort was transitioned
back to the Networks Division. The lessons learned from the Flight Dynamics
software management experience were an integral part of the successful
transition back to the Networks Division. A comparable GSFC management team
was established to work with the Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) NCC
Project management team.
In order to accomplish a successful transition, a plan was developed in which
a period of 9 months was allocated for transition activities. The first step
was to establish a comparable GSFC technical management team in the Networks
Division. This team was carefully selected and in April 1992 they began
attending the weekly task meetings. This provided a mechanism for the new
team to become familiar with the technical issues, the development
methodology, and the technical management roles and responsibilities. During
the first 6 months of the transition period, the FDD team was in the decision
making role for the project. During the last 3 months, the ND team took the
lead while the FDD team assumed the role of adviser and observer. At the
beginning of 1993, the transition was completed without impact on any critical
NCC milestones.
Key Lessons Learned
The key lessons learned were in four areas: (I) commitment at all levels in
the project - both CSC and GSFC; (2) requirements control and effective change
management vital; (3) product focus as well as process focus is key to
success; and (4) consistent measurement of critical success factors.
The management commitment to the NCC Project was visible and sincere on the
part of GSFC and CSC. In the spring of 1990, CSC not only selected a new
management team for the project but also established periodic meetings between
senior MO&DSD personnel and CSC corporate personnel. These meetings were held
quarterly and provided the forum for discussion of issues which might impact
the project's objectives. The participants at these meetings included the
Director and/or Deputy Director of MO&DSD, the CSC Systems Group President,
the Systems Sciences Division President, the SEAS Program Manager, and the
SEAS Deputy Program manager. This level of commitment assured that the
appropriate level of attention and resources would be applied should an issue
arise which could potentially impact the project. The periodic meetings
continued through the transition of the project back to the Networks Division
and will be convened in the future as required.
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Requirements control and change management were vital to the success of the
project. The management decision to separate the software development
activities from the requirements definition functions was critlcal to
requirements control. The GSFC FDD management team had the responsibility to
focus on the software development progress and control the growth of the
system. As new or changed requirements were identified by the ND NCC Project
Office, an impact assessment was performed and a conscious decision was made
to consider adjusting established milestones and resources to accommodate new
requirements. In addition to the external pressures to change requirements,
there were internal proposed changes that were identified during the design
and development phases of the implementation. To control these changes,
processes were put in place for both technical and management reviews of all
proposed changes through the Technical Review Board (TRB) and Configuration
Review Board (CRB). These internal project reviews are an integral part of
the change management process and provided a more rigorous approach to
managing the scope and size of the software effort.
With the establishment of the Total Quality Management Program, there was
significant emphasis on continuous process improvement. However, in parallel
with that emphasis, there was need to keep the focus on product improvement as
well. This was accomplished by establishing a clear cut vision which focused
on the product and challenged project personnel to develop and deliver error-
free software. By having this focus, all impacts of process improvement
activities could be measured either directly or indirectly with the quality of
the delivered release. The result of the product focus can be seen in Figure
1 which shows the error rate of the major releases over the last four years.
The results of the process improvements are readily seen in the trends showing
a steady decrease in the error rate during system and acceptance testing.
The final area where lessons were learned was in the establishment of a
measurement program and sustaining it to provide visibility into the project's
progress toward meeting targeted objectives. The "Product" measure as stated
above was the error rates experienced during the test phases. This is
illustrated in Figure 1. The impact of the quality initiatives is clearly seen
in the error rate in releases 92.1 and 93.1 which were .24 and .19 errors/KDSI
respectively. The "Performance" measure is shown in Figure 2 where the goal
of 50% plus evaluations is on target through fiscal year 1993. The "Process"
measure of success stories is demonstrated by the fact that during FY1993,
there have been 18 success stories written by project members with a total
cost avoidance value of $ 387,000 . The final measure was "Participation".
During the current fiscal year, participation has exceeded 85% of project
personnel. These measures have been used for management assessment of the TQM
program, but these initiatives have had a much deeper impact on the project.
The total quality environment is now a part of the NCC Project culture. It
remains the foundation for continuous process improvement on the project and
is the basis for the consistent quality of all NCC software products.
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N94-21325
LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE WALKING ....
THE PROJECTS MOST INVALUABLE TOOL
Deborah A. Zirk
Computer Sciences Corporation
GreenTec I Building
10000 K Aerospace Road
Seabrook, Maryland 20706
(301)794-1383 (Office)
(301) 552-3272 (FAX)
1. INTRODUCTION
The barrage of information pertaining to software being developed on a project
c_n be overwhelming. Current status information as well as the statistics and
history of software releases should be "at the fingertips" of project management
and key technical personnel. This paper discusses the development,
configuration, capabilities, and operation of a relational database, the System
Engineering Database (SEDB) which was designed to assist management in monitoring
of the tasks performed by the Network Control Center (NCC) Project. This
database has proved to be an invaluable project tool and is utilized daily to
support all project personnel.
1.0 DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
The development of the SEDB utilizes a spiral methodology, whereby capabilities
are prototyped, implemented and testing concurrently. Each capability provided
by the SEDB is "prototyped a little, implemented a little, tested a little,
prototyped a little more, implemented a little more, and tested a little more"
Throughout development the primary users of each capability are significantly
involved by utilizing the prototype and providing comments. This reiterative
methodology prevents the full implementation of a capability that is not useful
or appropriate for the users. The use of such a methodology has been shown to
be significantly efficient and effective for all types of software development.
The initial SEDB development was to provide a tracking mechanism for impact
assessments. Its original purpose was merely to provide a database in which
II
these impact assessments would be logged. As this capability was being
prototyped, Quality Assurance (QA) was in need of a better problem reporting
database. The impact assessment capability was therefore modified and prototyped
again to include the problem report capability. This initial development
determined the methodology for all future database efforts. Project personnel
determine a need and work closely with the database developers in ensuring its
correct implementation.
2.0 CONFIGURATION
The SEDB is capable of supporting a project in a standalone mode or in a LAN
configuration. A standalone configuration only allows one user at a time access
to the database. The requirements for a standalone configuration are as follows:
o 486DX33 PC
o 8 MB RAM
o 200 MD HD
o Laser Printer
o DOS 5
o RBase Version 4.0
To allow multiple users simultaneous access to the database, a LAN configuration
is required. The NCCDS Project utilizes the following LAN configuration:
Workstation:
Fileserver:
Laser Printer
486DX33
8 MB RAM
200 MD HD
EtherNet Card
486DX 33
8 MB RAM
500 MB HD
EtherNet Card
The software requirements are as follows:
DOS 5
Novel Netware
12
RBase Version 4.0
The LAN components (I0 base - twisted pair) are as follows:
HUB
Patch Panel
Telco Block
Level 4 Wiring
The SEDB can be run with a copy of RBase Runtime (this is available at no cost
from the author), thereby eliminating the need to purchase RBase 4.0. RBase
Runtime, however, does not allow software modifications on the PEDB.
3.0 SYSTEM ENGINEERING DATABASE SEGMENTS
The SEDB is comprised of four major _egments: the Project Engineering Database
(PEDB), the Configuration Management Database (CMDB), the Requirements Database
(RQDB), and the Hardware Resources Database (HWDB). This section specifically
describes each of these segments and the benefits each segment provides to the
project.
3.1 Project Enqineerinq Database (PEDB)
The PEDB segment is the most heavily utilized segment of the database. It
manages all project problem reporting data such as System Trouble Reports (STRs),
System Problem Reports (SPRs), and Integration System Problem Reports (ISPRs).
In addition, the PEDB also is used to manage all other potential project impacts,
such as NCC Requirements Inputs (NRIs), Minispecifications, and future impacts.
The PEDB also provides the user with the capability to submit/review SEDB
database problem reports. The PEDB al2ows project management to retrieve this
data for:
o History information (e.g., How long did it take Development personnel
to turnaround fixes to problems found during System Testing for a
particular release two years ago? What was the Development turnaround
time for a release six months ago?)
o Current status of a particular problem/impact entity/release (how many
ISPRs have been closed currently in Integration Testing?)
o Planning purposes (e.g., how many DSI does a future release contain
if we include the resolution to these STRs?)
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The PEDB offers four significant benefits to a project. One major benefit is
that it allows searching of problem reports and impact entities by any data
field. This allows the database user to find what he/she needs using any
information available. For example, a problem report can be searched by number,
a text string, system functionality, responsible organization, problem type,
priority, status, and/or system configuration.
Secondly, the PEDB automates the preparation of reports which can be displayed
and/or printed. These reports can be created by the database user utilizing the
search capability to generate the information desired or by utilizing the
standard reports currently existing on the PEDB. One example of a standard
report that is of significant importance to a project is the weekly release
status report (see Figure i) which is automatically generated using the PEDB.
This report provides detailed information about the status of all problems for
a particular release.
A third major benefit of the PEDB is that it provides current, consistent
statistical data. Since all the project data is kept on one database, all
project personnel have access to the same data and the assurance that the data
is the most current.
Finally, the PEDB provides a historical archive for analysis. All data for
previous releases can be accessed through the PEDB. This historical data can be
utilized to provide release history information and defect causal analysis data
(e.g., the number of problems written against each subsystem, the average length
of time required to resolve each problem, the number of problem reports by
problem type, etc.).
3.2 Confiquration Manaqement Database (CMDB)
The prime responsibility of the CMDB segment is to track software through the
development process, that is, to manage CM information. The CMDB segment was
created to replace manual CM logs. CM personnel enter data into the CMDB
directly from internal software delivery forms received from Development
personnel. This allows the CMDB to generate and identify delivery contents for
a specific build and/or release for a specific time period (see Figures 2 and 3).
In addition, the CMDB allows the monitoring of CM level status for all units,
14
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Date : 05/28/93
List of XXX units delivered for RELEASE 93.1
Unit Name Type Action
APPGBL.MMS M C
BELLTA s d
BELLTARA c a
CALTSYN S C
CCCFERP S C
CCCFERPI S C
CCCFERP2 S C
CCCINIT S C
CCCISBU S C
CCCISCT S C
CCCISRP S C
CCCISRPI S C
CCCISRP2 S C
CCCISUB S C
CCCISYN S C
CCCISYNI S C
CCCLSPS2 S A
CCCNORQ S C
CCCPTUD S C
CCCRAPP S C
CCCRAPS S C
CCCRASD S C
CCCRASW S A
CCCRPRE S A
CMCCDY S C
CMCDYN S C
CMCICS S C
CMCNCS S C
CMCRAP S C
CMCSDP S A
End of data for XXX (where XXX = Segment)
Unit Type = S(ource), T(emplate - SPS), P(roc - SPS),
Q(LP Report - SPS), H(Schema/Subschema - SPS),
R(unstream - SPS or ITS, (Mapstream - SPS),
I(nclude File - CCS, NFE, ITS), D(ata File - CCS, ITS),
C(ommand Procedure - CCS), M(MS Description File - CCS,
or O(ther)
Action = A(dd), C(hange), or D(elete)
Page : 1
Figure 2. Example of a Configuration Management Database (CMI)B) report listing
units delivered for a release.
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S D F STATUS REPORT
This report lists fixes installed in the SDF for RELEASE 93.1
since the start of System Test.
Report Date : 5/28/93
CCS - Current Diskpaok : 93_1
ITS - Current ID : 93.1
SPS - Current Onlines : NCC*NCC.ONLINE
NCC*NCC.SPS
NTE - Current ID : 93.1
| ||| |m | imm! ! m| | m|mm||||
REQUIREMENT ' DATE DELIVERED ' SEGMENT : LEVEL '
! I !
I
SCR 71
SPR 92-12-01-303
SPR 92-12-09-312
SPR 92-12-21-331
SPR 93-01-22-013
SPR 93-01-25-022
SPR 93-02-0-2-040
SPR 93-02-02-041
SPR 93-03-16-114
SPR 93-03-17-119
SPR 93-04-13-164
SPR 93-04-26-0186
SPR23
'MINISPEC IT032
SPR 92-12-10-318
SPR 92-12-31-336
SPR 93-01-18-010
SPR 93-02-19-069
SPR 93-03-15-110
93.0QFI MERGER
Runstreams
219193
219193
213193
211_193
41Sl93
312si93
3/2s/9)
419193
4/1/93
4/_3/93
4128193
s13_193
i/zs/93
2/25/93
_izsi93
z/29/93
</7/93
3/2s/93
4/23/93
12/14/92
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
COS
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
ITS
ITS
ITS
ITS
ITS -
ITS
SPS
SPS
U/A
N/A
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Z_/A
2
* - New item within the last week
If you have any questions regarding this report, please
contact <processor's name> in <processor's location> or at <phone
number>.
Figure 3. Example of a Co_figuration Management Database (CMDB) report listing the
status of problem resdutions installed in the Software Development
Facility (SDF).
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i.e., it verifies that the appropriate units are propagated to specific testing
levels.
The CMDB provides three major benefits to the project. One significant
contribution is that the CMDB provides QA with a Software Engineering Notebook
(SEN) verification tool. QA can utilize the CMDB to ensure that Development SENs
are accurate by comparing such information as delivery dates, frequency of unit
deliveries, and type of unit changes.
A second contribution of the CMDB is that it provides CM with a much need
internal organizational tool. It eliminates all costs associated with
maintaining manual logs. In addition, the CMDB maintains easily accessible CM
historical information for analysis purposes.
Finally, the CMDB provides an online reporting capability for CM. Specifically,
CM personnel can automatically generate reports for (i) units delivered for a
specific build/release, (2) deliveries processed at any point in time, and (3)
elapsed time between when CM personnel received a delivery and when it was
processed.
3.3 Requirements Database (RQDB)
The RQDB segment manages the text of the NCCDS Detailed Requirements Document
(530-DRD-NCCDS). Specifically, the RQDB provides on-line accessibility to the
requirements to all project personnel. The RQDB offers browse and search
capabilities, thereby allowing project personnel to find on-line a requirement(s)
text by paragraph number and/or a text search. The RQDB allows only approved
personnel to update the database with approved Document Change Notices (DCNs) and
Revisions. All project personnel, however, have the capability to enter comments
on each requirement. These comments are saved as attachments and are normally
used to provide information on software versus operational requirements, and/or
impact assessments performed on a specific requirement.
The RQDB also manages the relationship of the system software and test cases to
requirements. Specifically, all system Computer Software Configuration Items
(CSCls), units, modules and executables are mapped to individual requirements.
The lines of code associated with each software unit are also maintained in the
18
RQDB. The capability to perform an online search for units is available to
users. As a system security measure, users are allowed to download this software
data but are prevented from uploading data. In support of system testing, the
RQDB provides a mechanism to map a test case to each requirement, thereby
allowing the automatic generation of test and implementation matrices (see Figure
4).
The RQDB provides four significant benefits to the project. The first benefit
is the result of the requirements being automatically updated by downloading the
requirements document file(s) into the database. This capability ensures
complete accuracy of the requirements.
Second, the RQDB allows project personnel to perform string searches to identify
associated requirements to the specific requirement being examined. This
capability allows individuals to quickly find all requirement references to a
specific item.
A third major benefit is the capability to automatically create implementation
and test matrix reports. This feature provides reports that list each
requirement, the associated CSCI, the test case and type, and the implementation
date. This information is updatable for each release and allows efficient
generation of reports for various requirements and design reviews.
Finally, the RQDB provides the capability to access online Delivered Source
Instruction (DSI) counts. Each requirement is mapped to its associated DSI.
This capability allows personnel to quickly determine the impact of implementing
or changing a requirement.
3.4 Hardware Resource Monitorinq Database {HWDB)
The most recently developed segment of the SEDB is the Hardware Resource
Monitoring Database (HWDB). This segment was developed to provide for entry of
data related to hardware resource usage time. As the NCC utilizes two
development facilities [the Software Development Facility (SDF) and the
Development Test and Training Facility (DT&T)], each with several types of
equipment, the HWDB provides comprehensive resource utilization data for a
specific time period (e.g., weekly, monthly). This data provides the time
19
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requested by the user, time allocated, and time actually used. In addition, the
HWDB maintains lost time data and provides the capability to enter lost time
reason codes by day and by hardware resource type. Based on the above
information, the HWDB provides management a tool to review or automatically
generate reports via several options including, but not limited to:
organization, facility, time period, requestor, release, and lost time summary
(see Figure 5).
The primary benefit provided by the HWDB is that the maintenance of hardware
usage data provides a history of resource utilization. This information is
useful for determining how many resource hours are being lost and the reasons for
the lost time. In addition, resource utilization metrics are useful for
projecting future resource needs for similar releases.
4.0 OPERATIONAL USAGE OF SEDB
The SEDB may be utilized by all project personnel. Figure 6 illustrates an
overview of SEDB usage. Specifically, the following provides the normal
utilization of the SEDB for each project group:
o QA - enter/update SPR and STR data
- compare delivery contents generated from
the CMDB to Development SENs (validation
tool)
o CM - enter/update software baseline data
- verify appropriate units propagated to
specific testing levels
- report CM data
o Test - enter test case data for requirements
- generate test status information
o Development - review SPR and STR status
- review impact assessment
information
o Maintenance - review SPR and STR status
- review impact assessment
information
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o System Engineering - enter/update impact
assessment information
- enter/update defect
causal analysis data
- generate DSI counts for
requirement impact
assessments
- create software release
status reports
- enter/update resource
utilization information
review software release status
review SPR/STR status
review resource utilization metrics
Management -
Access to the SEDB for any add/edit capability is restricted by user group,
report form, and data field. This ensures that all information contained within
the database is protected from unauthorized access.
The SEDB allows all users to search data by log number, keyword/phrases or other
significant field. This provides a mechanism for quick access to specific
information.
In addition, the SEDB allows reports to be generated based on any combination of
fields, that is, data may be sorted on these fields. Users can define what
information is desired for a specific report.
The operational usage of the SEDB provides significant advantages to the project.
It is flexible - it allows reports to be quickly created for specific users. The
SEDB is efficient - it is immediately accessible via the LAN, therefore there is
no need for paperwork delay. Since all information is from one source with an
online updating capability, the SEDB is also accurate. All project personnel
have access to the same information. Finally, since the SEDB is menu driven,
user training time is minimal and operator confusion is virtually eliminated.
5.0 FUTURE ACTIVITIES
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It is anticipated that the SEDB will be utilized on other projects; for example,
it has been successfully transported and utilized on the X-Band Synthetic
Apperture Radar (XSAR) project. Although the future plans for the SEDB depend
upon funding, the following represent some of the potential capabilities that are
being examined for possible implementation:
o Display Graphics and Graphical Outputs
o Personnel Resource Management Database
o Online Interface Control Documents (ICDs) and Data Format Control
Documents)
o Cost Estimation
6.0 SUMMARY
In summary, the SEDB is an excellent tool that provides access to standardized
and consistent data. It facilitates management by allowing the monitoring all
tasks within their purview and provides a method to produce task required
products in a timely, accurate and consistent formats. It can be utilized by the
entire project and provides a basis for continuous process improvement.
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SUMMARY
Network Control Center (NCC) Project metrics are captured during the implementation and
testing phases of the NCCDS software development lifecycle. The metrics data collection and
reporting function has interfaces with all elements of the NCC project. Close collaboration
with all project elements has resulted in the development of a defined and repeatable set of
metrics processes. The resulting data are used to plan and monitor release activities on a
weekly basis. The use of graphical outputs facilitates the interpretation of progress and status.
The successful application of metrics throughout the NCC project has been instrumental in the
delivery of quality software. The use of metrics on the NCC Project supports the needs of the
technical and managerial staff. This paper describes the project, the functions supported by
metrics, the data that are collected and reported, how the data are used, and the improvements
in the quality of deliverable software since the metrics processes and products have been in
use.
NCC PROJECT OVERVIEW
The NCC is an element of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN). The STDN is a worldwide complex designed
to provide tracking and data acquisition support to manned and unmanned spacecraft in low-
earth orbit. It is composed of the Space Network (SN) and the Ground Network (GN). The
STDN has evolved into a network that currently uses the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS) as the primary source of support for orbiting spacecraft. The NCC Project
Office, Goddard Spaceflight Center (GSFC) Code 530, is responsible for the support and
maintenance of the current NCC Data System (NCCDS). The NCCDS performs network
scheduling, acquisition and tracking support, data quality assurance, performance monitoring,
and overall coordination of the STDN.
The NCCDS is maintained by the NCC Project within the Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC) System Sciences Division (SSD) Networks Technology Group (NTG).
The maintenance and enhancement of the NCCDS is performed as part of the System
PMiOg)tNQ PAGE BLAHI'_ NOT F!LMWD
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Engineering and Analysis Support (SEAS) contract. These responsibilities have been
distributed among several tasks: Software Development, Software Maintenance, Integration
Test, System Test, System Engineering, Metrics, Configuration Management, and Product
Assurance.
NCC SOFTWARE METRICS DEFINED
On the NCC Project, the metrics program consists of defined, documented processes
and measurement tools that provide a quantitative and qualitative representation of the status
of a software build or release. Data items including measures of quantity, scheduled and actual
progress, number of iterations, and defect information are collected, stored, and reported
weekly to provide a snapshot of progress and work yet to be accomplished. All of the tools
described in this paper are implemented using a spreadsheet on a 386 or 486 compatible
personal computer. The effort expended on project metrics task activities has varied. At peak
staffing of the NCC project, 3 full-time analysts were assigned to the metrics activity.
METRICS IN NCCDS SOFTWARE LIFECYCLE
The NCC metrics task originated coincident with the software development activity at
the outset of the NCCDS upgrade to support the Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT).
It remains a responsibility of the Software Development Department. While the bulk of the
data collected and reported by metrics is related to software development, the integration test,
system test, and software maintenance tasks are also primary metrics customers. Other project
tasks utilize metrics data as an ancillary function.
The phases of the NCCDS software development lifecycle are illustrated in Figure I.
The major phases of the lifecycle are requirements identification, design and implementation,
and testing. The testing phase is subdivided into integration, system and acceptance testing
activities. Each of these phases of testing is performed by a different test group. Milestones
that hallmark the software development lifecycle are: system requirements review (SRR),
preliminary design review (PDR), critical design review (CDR), integration test readiness
review (ITRR), system test readiness review (STRR), acceptance test readiness review (ATRR),
and the operations readiness review (ORR). The metrics group provides active support during
the design and implementation phase, the integration test phase, and the system test phase.
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Figure 1. NCCDS Software Development Lifecycle
The lifecycle for NCCDS software maintenance, illustrated in Figure 2, differs slightly
from the above. The major phases can be defined as contents definition, problem resolution
and implementation, and testing. The initial phase in the maintenance lifecycle is defined as
contents definition as opposed to requirements identification as contents are generally not major
system enhancements. They are predominantly fixes to anomalies reported during operational
use that have been scheduled for a particular maintenance release. Milestones that hallmark
the maintenance lifecycle are an official contents letter, followed by the test readiness reviews
listed above. Formal reviews such as SRR, PDR, and CDR are not included in the software
maintenance lifecycle.
CONTENTS ITRR STRR
CONTENTS
DEFINITION
PROBLEM RESOLUTION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
SYSTEM
TESTING
ATRR ORR
I --IAC_:EFi'_CE M_DTESTING MAINI"IENANCE
Figure 2. NCCDS Software Maintenance Lifecycle
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METRICS DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING
When using metrics to support software implementation and testing, the objective is to
estab]ish a baseline plan for the work to be done, and then perform work according to the plan.
Generally, this approach is the same for development, maintenance and testing with slight
variations according to the nature of the task being supported. Data flow between
development and maintenance customers and the metrics group is illustrated in Figure 3.
DEVELOPMENT
_iopmen!
scheOu_e
MAINTENANCE/ oa;a
DEVELOPMENT/PAO
_ata
MAINTENANCE
S_u_ clara
METRICS
INTEGRATIOW
SYSTEM TEST
Figure 3. Data Flow - Development, Maintenance and Metrics
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Development and Maintenance Support: Implementation Phase
The primary products produced by Metrics during a development or maintenance
software implementation are schedules, plots, and points summaries. To begin the process of
metrics support of a build or release, both the development and the maintenance organizations
must submit lists of the items (units, displays, etc) that are planned for change in the build or
release along with an estimate of the size of each item in delivered source instructions (DSI).
Development items are identified according to the computer software configuration item and
software component (CSCI and SC) along with the item name, and the anticipated impact of
the change (a percentage of the DSI.) Maintenance items are identified according to the
problem report number, or some other form identifier, along with the item name. This
information is used to build an Implementation Schedule spreadsheet. A sample portion of a
development implementation schedule is shown in Figure 5 below.
Figure 5. Development Implementation Schedule
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Included are estimated dates for the design, code and test certification of each item on the
schedule. The certification process is defined by the SEAS Software System Development
Methodo]ogy (SSDM) to record completion of the design, code and test of items in a build or
release. Weekly, as the actual certifications are completed, the completion dates are added to
the implementation schedule. Design, Code and Test Plots are generated that contrast the
planned certification progress against the actual certification progress. Each of these graphs
also shows growth in the total number of items to be certified. Samp]e design, code and test
plots are shown in Figure 6.
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Lastly, a tally of Points, Figure 7, is calculated based on the total items to complete and the
total completed. Points indicate the amount of credit that can be taken towards the completion
of the activity. A different number of points are assigned to each activity - design, code, and
test certification - by management. As the size of a build or release grows so does the number
of total points. This is reflected in the difference between baseline size and current size, and
the points added. Points are calculated weekly and included in the implementation schedule
data summary. Each of these products, the schedule, plots, and points summary supports the
timely delivery of quality software by providing detailed and high-level feedback on progress
and remaining work.
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Figure 7. Development Points Summary
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Development and Maintenance Support: Testing Phase
At the completion of an implementation phase, the build or release baseline is delivered
to Configuration Management (CM) through the Product Assurance Office (PAO) to be placed
under configuration control. Once a build or release has been placed under CM control,
changes made to the baseline are tracked through the problem reporting system defined in the
NCC Standards and Procedures.
The implementation schedule used to account for all items planned for the build or
release is now revised to become the Schedule Update. The schedule update is used to track
the impact of problem report changes on specific items in a build or release as it progresses
through testing. The impacting problem report, recertification information, new DSI counts,
and variance in the weighted amount of change are recorded on the schedule update. By
referencing the schedule update, management and technical staff can identify which software
components are being impacted by problem reports and determine if additional build or release
items require attention. An enhancement for cross-checking between different builds and
releases is the recently developed data summary, the Multiple Baseline Compare. The compare
shows which software items are being updated simultaneously for different builds or releases.
This information is critical in the NCCDS development and maintenance environment to insure
the integrity of software products. Implementation activities for different builds and releases
sometimes proceed in parallel, requiring that each baseline be updated separately, but yet
remain consistent with each other. For exan_ple, although a development build may be initiated
before a maintenance retease, the full development release may not be delivered to the
customer until after delivery of the maintenance release. All changes made in the maintenance
release must also be present in the superseding development release. The compare report
makes the development and maintenance programming staff aware of the need to merge
changes from one implementation effort into others as applicable, thus preventing the loss of
upgrades and fixes from one baseline to another.
Integration and System Test Metrics Support
There are two levels of testing performed by NCC project staff against each software
build or release - integration testing and system testing. The data flow between the test groups
and the metrics group is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Data Flow - Test and Metrics
As previously stated, at the start of testing the baseline is put under CM control. During
integration testing all problems found in the build or release are documented on Integration
Software Problem Reports (ISPRs). During system testing, all problems are documented on
Software Problem Reports (SPRs). The differentiation distinguishes the test phase in which
a problem was found in a build or release.
Similar to the development and maintenance implementation activities, three basic
products are provided in support of integration testing and system testing: a schedule of test
activities, plots of the progress, and points summary data. Before the start of integration and
system test, the integration or system test group provides information on the test cases that will
be run against the build or release. Both test groups provide an itemized list with titles and
numbers of each test to be run, along with the corresponding CSCI or release requirement.
Also provided is additional information including scheduled dates for the start and/or
completion of each test, the staff members responsible for each test, and the number of points
to be allocated to each test. The use of these tools supports testers and test managers by
facilitating the planning of resource allocation for specific tests, identifying problem reports
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that are impacting test caseprogress,and providing weekly feedbackon progress. The
information collectedalso helps identify wheretestproceduresare lacking the depth needed
to throughly test the software.
BENEFITS OF THE NCC METRICS DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITY
NCC metrics reporting makes project status accessible, traceable, and concise. The
metrics processes and tools are simple, yet flexible enough to accommodate the specific needs
of different managers; the outputs can easily be tailored to each group's needs. Additionally,
the use of a project-wide metrics data collection and reporting activity provides an excellent
source of information for defect causal analysis. Based on three years of practice, the benefits
of the NCC metrics activity can be summarized into three major categories: Planning,
Monitoring and Control, and Defect Causal Analysis.
Planning
From the management perspective, the initial and updated schedules provided by the
metrics group identify work to be accomplished, in detail, before the start of the effort, for both
implementation and testing. Managers are able to establish guidelines for the work to be
accomplished during the scheduled interval of time. When used for planning, the
implementation and test schedules indicate the concentration of items to be accomplished by
date and by functional area. The distribution of staff resources can be mapped and then
adjusted as necessary. The use of detailed schedules facilitates the formulation of a workable
and realistic plan. From the technical perspective, once the schedules are established they are
made available for reference. The plan of action is clear not only to management, but also to
those directly responsible for accomplishing the work. Individuals can formulate their own
plan for accomplishing work for which they are responsible. Making the schedules available
to technical staff also facilitates communication. Each person knows who is responsible for
specific items, therefore questions and information can be directed appropriately.
Monitoring and Control
Each manager involved in the completion of an NCC software build or release is
required to plan his or her work. Therefore, it is also incumbent upon the managers to
compare their planned activities to the progress being made. The points summary and the plots
provide at-a-glance feedback on planned versus actual progress. This assists managers in
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preparingfor monthly statusreviews. Metrics reportsprovideaccessto historical data that is
usedas a basisfor planning future softwareimplementations.
The regular distribution of metrics reports allows managersand technical staff to
identify potential problemsasthey aredeveloping. It is possibleto apply a mitigation action
before a problem grows in magnitude. The continuousdata capture and reporting cycles
facilitate the monitoring and control effort and direct managersto specific areasof concern.
Metrics processestrack the progressof the implementationdown to the unit level. Items that
are significantly behind scheduleare flagged for further investigation. Similarly, during
problem resolution, the progressof test casesand of problem resolution is closely tracked
throughthe datacollectionandreportingprocess.The progress of all activities - development,
testing and problem resolution - are tied to points summaries and plots. Therefore there are
several levels at which information is reported. Plots illustrate progress, and points summaries
numerically represent the progress and provide the basis for taking credit for accomplishments
on a monthly basis. The schedules contain the detailed information needed by line managers
and task leaders.
Defect Causal Analysis
An important initiative in the SEAS program is the defect causal analysis of software
implementation and testing efforts. The NCC Project developed a DCA procedure based on
data collected by the metrics task, and additional analysis provided by the technical staff. The
metrics group provides key data collection and reporting DCA on the NCC project.
In addition to the three basic products already described, the initiation and resolution
of ISPRs and SPRs is monitored using the Detailed Defect Causal Analysis (DCA) Listing.
This spreadsheet and associated plots contain information such as when a problem report was
,_-itten, the affected NCCDS segment, the manager or task leader assigned to analyze and
resolve the problem, and data items that characterize the problem resolution. To aid in DCA,
plots are generated that illustrate the characteristics of the problem report resolutions applied
to a build or release. When performing DCA of each build or release, it is often helpful to
make comparisons of the results against previous build or release statistics. Metrics reports
draw attention to areas that are consistently at risk in each subsequent build or release. Results
are fed into the subsequent planning process in order to formulate risk mitigation approaches.
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An analysisof Release92.1 statisticsby the metrics and developmentgroupsfor the
ServicePlanningSegment(SPS)of theNCCDS showedthat for softwareitemsagainstwhich
formal reviewswere conductedby developmentduring the designand codeof the release,no
softwarechangeswere necessaryin integrationor systemtesting. As aresultof thesefindings,
the SPSgrouphasenhancedits internal review procedures.
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT YIELDS QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
The effect of the project metrics activity on the quality of the NCCDS software is best
illustrated in the following chart, Figure 9, that compares size and incidence of errors for four
recent NCCDS Releases. Release 90.1 and Release 91.1, software maintenance releases, were
implemented and tested prior to the start of the NCC Metrics activity. The metrics activity was
initiated with the first build of Release 92.1, a two build software development release. The
first maintenance activity to be included in the NCCDS system of metrics was Release 93.1.
On this chart, SPRs are software problem reports written by the NCCDS Project before
delivery to the customer, STRs are system trouble reports written by the GFSC acceptance test
team. The statistics show that since the advent of the NCC metrics system
development Release 92.1, with the largest number of delivered source instructions, has
the lowest overall error rate, and
maintenance Release 93.1, at almost twice the size of Release 91.1, was delivered with
half as many total SPRs and STRs.
Release Identifier 90.1 (Maint)
Before Metrics
91.1 (Maint)
Before Metrics
92.1 (Dev)
After Metrics
93.1 (Maint)
After Metrics
Release Size (DSI) 7925 18308 112115 36041
Total SPRs Reported 31 135 221 155
Total STRs Reported 15 34 92 25
SPR Errors/KDSI 3.91 7.37 1.97 4.30
STR Errors/KDSI 1.89 1.85 0.82 0.69
Figure 9. Release Size and Error Rate Comparison
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Since the system of metrics data collection and reporting has been in use, the rate of errors per
thousand DSI has decreased. Collecting defect-related statistics on the schedule update report,
the testing schdules and plots, and on the detailed DCA listing has helped to focus attention
on critical areas of the software baseline, this has aided in the resolution of problems and the
unmasking of additional problems before delivery to the customer. Also, by using the
schedules, plots and points summaries to navigate development and test efforts, the NCC
Project has met the majority of its internal milestones, and made all of its scheduled deliveries
to the customer on time.
SUMMARY
The goal of the NCC Project metrics activity has been to support the project processes
and procedures in order that each build or release be delivered on schedule and reflective of
high quality. Consistent with this goal, the objectives to be met are to establish plans, monitor
the progress according to the plan, and utilize the feedback to effectively manage progress,
growth and change during the implementation and test phases. In addition to the above
benefits of the metrics data collection and reporting processes, data have been used in the
development of Baseline History Reports, and as evidence in internal, division level, and GSFC
process audits. Models of the NCC Metrics plan have been used in contract proposals to
outline a method for supporting the software development lifecycle.
Comparisons of NCCDS release histories, and the increased level of customer
satisfaction have proven that the use of simple tools to support management and technical staff,
as described in this paper, have had a measurable effect on the ability of the NCC project to
deliver high quality, error-free builds and releases.
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SUMMARY
By concentrating on defining and improving specific Configuration Management (CM)
functions, processes, procedures, personnel selection/development, and tools,
internal and external customers received improved CM services. Job performance
within the section increased in both satisfaction and output. Participation in
achieving major improvements has led to the delivery of consistent quality CM
products as well as significant decreases in every measured CM metrics category.
GETTING STARTED
In early 1989, the Network Control Center Data System (NCCDS) Configuration
Management Section was composed of two full-time technical people, one technical
person on loan (to be used as required), one task leader, and the section
manager. People had been in these positions for two-three years and knew their
jobs. The section manager was new to the company, but not to the CM function,
the software/engineering field, nor to Total Quality Management (TQM). The main
functions of the CM group are to:
- Provide support to formal project reviews, and baseline and control
documentation
- Support configuration item identification and discrepancy reporting
system activities
- Maintain software product baselines
- Control changes to various software releases at different testing
levels
- Provide status, accounting, reporting, and traceability
- conduct internal audits and support formal project audits
- coordinate, track, and report Data Management function activities
The challenge was to "coach" the CM group into one which recognized all of the
above responsibilities and responded with quality output to the NCCDS community,
consistently.
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WHAT WAS IT LIKE BEFORE IMPROVEMENT?
In order to fully appreciate the tremendous gains that have taken place in the
CM section, a little time must be devoted to understanding where the section
needed improvement. The major areas were:
o Section characteristics
o Procedures
o Tools
o communication
Section Characteristics: There were 3.0 staff to support over I00 people project
wide, which produced a total of 450k DSI for the NCCDS system. Although the
staff was working in the CM functional area, most were only familiar with the
product control aspect. There was no CM status, reports, involvement with the
Technical Review Board (TRE) or configuration Review Board (CRB), no
documentation reviews, and no emphasis on quality of work at every level. The
task leader was the only person with a college degree and the only person who
knew most all machine platforms as well as being able to troubleshoot and analyze
CM problems. The task leader was the only person who was cross trained and could
step in and help out all areas in addition to helping out during crisis
situations. The hours for all personnel were long and frustrating, with little
praise for good work. CM had the responsibility to support 7 different software
segments (CCS, GNSS, ITS, MFE, NTS, RAP, and SPS), on 4 different hardware
platforms (VAX, UNISYS 1100, MASSCOMP, and Intel architecture), in 2 facility
areas: The Development Test & Training (DT&T) and Operations. The Section
Manager, although experienced and knowledgeable of the CM function, was new to
the company and new to the NCCDS. Emphasis on training CM personnel or improving
CM processes did not seem to be a priority.
Procedures: of the 7 segments which CM supported , only 4 systems had any
written procedures. Three of these procedure sets were poorly written,
incomplete, and incorrect in several areas. The other set of procedures were
more of a history of the segment, rather than procedures needed to perform
routine functions of that segment. There were few clear steps to follow in any
sequential order. Because a new software segment was being developed, there were
no procedures in that segment, with no staff assigned to that CM segment on a
full time basis, there was little emphasis to write CM procedures for that
segment. There were many ideas, troubleshooting mechanisms, tips, procedures,
and methods written on sheets of paper gathered in notebooks which tended to be
lost easily. The procedures that were documented were inconsistently written
across segments. This did not support staff cross training. There was also no
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one place which housed all CM procedures. Worse, few people used the correct
procedures which did exist.
Tools: Simply stated, most tools which were available to the CM group at that
time did not work. Custom made tool sets were not maintained thereby causing
errors when unknowing staff used them. There was no time scheduled to
investigate the root causes and correct problems, just time to fix them. There
were many laborious work-arounds that staff used because automated routines were
not available or the ability to keep them current did not exist. The
inefficiencies resulted in long processing times, incorrect output, and longer
fix times. The mere difficulty in using some of the tools themselves caused
errors. These internal CM problems were having enormous effects on the rest of
the project, in terms of schedule, reliability, cost, causing staff frustration
and lowering confidence in the ability of CM to do the job.
Communication| During this time, CM processing time requirements were not
recognized on any official project schedules. The time CM required was discussed
in management meetings, although internal schedules never reflected the resource.
The section manager discussed with the development and test managers the need to
"steal" a day on each end of "their" schedules to accommodate CM requirements.
This method of acquiring schedule was not conducive to smooth transitions. Most
times, the software deliveries were made on the last day of their schedule at
6:00pm and test expected to start the next day at 6:00am. There was no routine
status accounting or reporting to the project of CM units processed, reports
tracking documentation, or CM efficiency and productivity. In addition, there
was little input from CM to the overall project planning process, needs, and
problem areas. Participation in CSC Project Management System (PMS) planning,
weekly reporting of CM activities to the Assistant Technical Representatives
(ATRs), and monthly presentations to GSFC management of CM
accomplishments/problems areas was weak.
WHAT WAS DONE?
There were two efforts undertaken to improve the CM function: I) A management
initiative to improve section processes and routine ways of conducting business,
and 2) Establishment of process improvements through the participation of CM
team members in the Task oriented Process Improvement committee (TOPIC).
MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES: After assessing the situation, management devoted
emphasis to I) staffing 2) project participation 3) defining procedures 4)
improving tools 5) providing status and reports, and 6) self evaluation of CM
processes. Several areas were totally re-engineered.
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TO remedy the staffing situation, over the next year and a half, there were 8-9
staff personnel hired to work in the CM function. An additional person was on
loan, part time, to assist with tools and CM sponsored a summer hire, who helped
with the CM data base development. At the end of the CM personnel transition,
all personnel had completed their bachelors, 3 people had completed their
masters, 3 people were working on their masters, and i person was working on a
PHd. This higher level of educated personnel was then applied to every segment,
which allowed a different degree of work to be performed. In reality, this
transition of personnel took nearly 2 years to evolve, and has never stopped.
The increased capabilities of the personnel have allowed a much easier cross
training of different personnel on different software segments. It reinforced
the necessity to have educated and trained personnel and precipitated regular
training for CM including internal classes, SEAS courses, vendor classes (both
brought into csc and attendance on vendor sites), and attendance at conferences.
The higher level of personnel expertise enabled CM to be able to analyze,
troubleshoot, and resolve problems within our own section. People who were doing
the work and making errors were able to begin fixing them. This also enabled the
group to have insight into what and where some of the root causes of the problems
were.
As CM began working more with project management, quality assurance, release
leaders, and other technical people, the need for CM to identify processing time
on schedules became a reality. Internal schedules contained references to CM
time required as well as providing detailed planning schedules prepared by
release leaders used to plan Integration, System Test, Acceptance Test, and
Operations transitions. CM personnel were able to plan for work and knew what
the project deadlines were and where CM fit into the big picture. CM also began
to schedule machine/facility resources in the software Development Facility
(SDF), the DT&T, Emergency NCC (ENCC), and operations areas. By this time the
NCCDS had added two facilities; one a development facility in the csc Greentec
I area, and the other an ENCC at the GSFC facility. This added to the CM
responsibility of maintaining equal configurations for each release. Having to
maintain multiple releases at different test levels sometimes necessitated that
CM have their own machine time to perform some processing and installation
functions. CM therefore began to schedule resources in the required facilities
and "piggy-backed" off other's scheduled time when there was no CM or other
function impact.
Procedures were another area which improved dramatically. Personnel have
documented or updated all CM procedures. Procedure formats were standardized
across all segments in a logical step by step fashion. They were also written
to be user friendly, incorporating helpful processing notes. Today the
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procedures are used as a training tool for new CM personnel. They are also
updated on a routine basis, as a part of the Csc Program Management System (PMS)
accountability system. In addition to the documented detailed procedures, an
NCCDS CM Software Plan was developed and is revised periodically.
Two major efforts were undertaken to improve CM tools used on the ccs and SPS
segments.
I. In 1989 a study was undertaken to determine the best CM tool to use on
the VAX. After the investigation was complete a presentation and report
was provided to GSFC. The decision was to continue to use the existing
CSC written tool which would be enhanced and coupled with Digital
Equipment corporations MMS (Module Management system) tool. Task
personnel basically completed the VAX tool effort in 1990. upgrades have
been added each year to continue improving tool productivity and
efficiency.
2. Another effort was undertaken in 1990 to improve the Unisys tool.
Although there were off-the-shelf
tools evaluated, none provided the
control, reporting, and speed that
were desired, over a period of one
year, task personnel first
identified the areas which required
immediate attention and made the
proper fixes. Second, desired
enhancements were identified and
gradually added. Both the fixes
and enhancements were applied in an
internal controlled manner.
Internal Problem Reports were
written and resolution
recommendations were evaluated.
SPa TOOL
FD(ES:
0 Modified code to work on Unlsys 2200
0 Modified code to correctly assign level dependent files
0 Modified code to generate cross-reference tables
0 Modified code to correctly, Identified source code type
ENHANCEMENTS:
0 Modified code Is allocate mass storage efficiently
O Developed code to add diagnostic error messages
0 Developed routines to summarize proccessin 0 results
O Developed routines to check entire baseline
Figure I
Various fixes and enhancements were
packaged together and released in builds to the tool. The build was first
tested in a testbed on the SDF Unisys. After all bugs had been
eliminated, it was inserted into the regular controlled tool which was
used in the SDF. Figure 1 contains a high level overview of the SPS tool
fixes and enhancements. A summary was presented to the project CRB,
approved and then applied to the DT&T controlled version of the tool.
These enhancements allowed the tool to run more efficiently and later
several utilities were automated into a menu program.
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The benefits as a result of the tool improvements have been noticeable throughout
the section and the project. No longer are incorrect software versions of a unit
delivered to test. Listings are routinely run, reviewed, and archived for
traceability purposes. These are used later for troubleshooting, if required.
The two-three day test sessions have not been hindered by the inability of CM to
locate an incorrectly assigned level dependent file. should there be a problem,
listings with diagnostic error messages assist in locating the source of the
problem quickly and easily.
93.1 SPRs at LVL 2 System Test
WEEKLY FROM 12/04/92 - 4/30/93
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Figure 2
Another tool
enhancement to the
section was the
creation of a CM
relational data base
to provide
traceability, reports,
and on line
information, up to
this time there was no
routine accountability
of CM activities to
the project. There
were no reports or
statistics kept within
the section. Task
personnel developed a
data base to house CM
data from the Internal software Delivery Forms (ISDF) and data regarding the CM
processing. Data such as segment, subsystem, type of delivery, ISPR/SPR/STR
number, unit name, type of unit, date received, and date processed was collected
and entered. A units processed report for each release is provided to the
project each week. Another report showing elapsed time indicates CM efficiency
in processing deliveries from the time of receipt to the time available at any
level for testing. Graphs are produced at each project phase for each release
and show what (if any) CM problems are occurring on each segment. Figure 2 shows
the CM problems by segment for Release 93.1 during the system Test phase. These
weekly graphs act as a catalyst for internal CM Defect Causal Analysis (DCA) and
in continuing process improvement. This database eventually was merged with the
system Engineering Project Database (SEDB) and is known today as the
configuration Management Database (CMDB) and is maintained and has been improved
by the system Engineering database section.
CM has code counter tools for each of the NCCDS segments. Over the last two
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years, each tool has been upgraded to be more efficient, easier to use, and has
been fixed to reduce errors. All of the tool improvements have enabled the CM
section to provide products to both internal and external customers faster,
better, cheaper, and more accurately.
THE CMTASK ORIENTED PROCESS IMPROVEMENT COMm4ITTEE (TOPIC): At the same time the
above management initiatives were taking place, the CM group began setting aside
a small amount of time each week to discuss changes in the section that would
improve quality, productivity, worker satisfaction, and reduce errors. In 1990,
with cscs increased interest in Total Quality Management, the group became known
as the Task Oriented Process Improvement Committee (TOPIC). The section manager
sponsored the group, and every six-eight months the group chose a new
facilitator.
The first project the group undertook
was to design a set of checklists
which were to be used as a
verification tool and used in
conjunction with the processing
procedures. Although the processing
procedures were being revised, the
group wanted a high level composite
list of "musts" that should be
accomplished that a second person
could verify to ensure the proper
steps had been followed. Each segment
lead prepared a set of "checks" for
each segment and each processing
phase. For example, the ccs checklist
for processing a delivery includes
seven "checks". The verifier
completes the checklist as the actual
item is checked. The verification is
a combination of checking on the
terminals and checking the printouts.
The checklists can be used for test
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levels I, 2, and 3 and are signed and dated by the verifier. An example of an
SPS checklist is shown in Figure 3. Other checklists have been designed for
phases such as: i) creating a Baseline, 2) Processing a Delivery, 3) SDF/DDT
Transfer Tape Update, 4) creating Faiiover Tapes, 5) Installing a Release, 6)
Making Operational Tapes, 7) Processing Symbolics, Procs, Schema, Templates, Maps
and QLP Reports, 8) Updating a Baseline, 9) Installing a Release Into OPS, and
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I0) Deleting units.
differences.
The checklists are tailored to incorporate segment
CM TOPIC ACHIEVEMENTS
• Standard Verification Check Lists
• Standard Code Count Form
• Computer Time Usage Log Form
• Operational Software Installation Form (OSIF)
• Monthly Backup Forms
• Delivery Form Error Reductions
Another process established to be used with the checklists, was the incorporation
of a reviewer. Usually, the reviewer
is either the task leader or the
section manager. The review session
takes place prior to the delivery or
product being installed in the SDF.
The processor, verifier, and reviewer
go over the delivery from beginning to
end to ensure all steps have been
completed properly and without error.
All printouts, listings, checklists,
and original delivery paperwork are
reviewed and retained by the CM lead
for the segment. Any future inquiries
Figure 4 into a delivery, can be recovered and
investigated if required. This
three-pronged approach has added discipline to the overall process and assisted
greatly in the reduction of errors. A partial list of CM TOPIC achievements is
shown in Figure 4.
The TOPIC also initiated what they called a "shake down" test. CM processes all
the deliveries for a given release for a particular group (i.e Integration Test,
System Test, or Acceptance Test) to begin testing. After the installation is
made on either the SDF or the DT&T machines, but prior to turnover to the test
group, CM coordinates a "shake down" test. This test is a multi discipline team
effort comprising the CM segment leads, an integration tester or system tester,
a computer operator, maintenance and data base personnel. The CCS, ITS, and SPS
segments are brought up, connected, and are checked to ensure all segments "talk"
to each other. Although no functions are performed, data passed, or test cases
run, this simple check has pinpointed several errors. These problems were
cleared up prior to the baseline being provided to the "internal test customer".
Time is saved by CM and the testing groups and customer satisfaction is enhanced.
WHAT WAS IT LIKE AFTER IMPROVEMENTS?
Specific= There have been many improvements over the past three years. In
addition to the overall management initiatives and TOPIC achievements there have
been other individual task improvements. Listed below are only those specific
improvements which have been documented through either the CSC code 550 or 530
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cost avoidance system:
IMPROVEMENT STAFF HOURS-$ SAVINGS/YEAR
I. Revised NTS Build Procedure - 24 staff hours
- 5500 sheets of treated
paper per year
2. Improved CM Procedures - 60 staff hours
3. simplified Delivery Process - 32 staff hours
4. Modified CCS compilation
Process
- 150 staff hours
- 18 VAX CPU hours in 1991
98 VAX CPU hours in 1992
106 VAX CPU hours in 1993
5. Designed Standard DSI Form - 114 staff hours
- $ 14,022 over 3 years
6. Eliminated Duplicate DSI
Counts and Reduced Errors
- $ 5,530 over 3 years
7. Revised and Designed New CM
Valtab Procedures and Form
- 26 staff hours
Statistical: Because either little or partial data was maintained in the late
80's in the CM section, the best possible attempt has been made to present fair
and accurate data. Emphasis has been placed over the last few years on quality
deliveries to our internal customers, some of those internal customers are
Integration and System Test.
During the Integration Testing phase, Integration software Problem Reports
(ISPRs) are written to document problems. Available data show there was a 50%
reduction in errors over the three builds after the 89.1 Release series. From
Release 90.1 to Release 93.1, CM ISPR errors decreased to around 11%. During the
Release 3 Build 0 integration testing, there were zero CM errors out of a total
of 51 problems.
CM was accountable for nearly 20% of the project's Software Problem Reports
(SPRs), written during System Test phase, up through the 89.1 Release series.
Figure 5 shows the SPR trend for earlier releases. During the time many of the
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improvements were initiated, Release
90.1 was being developed and CM SPRs
fell to about 13%. This trend
continued into the development of
Release 91.1A, and CM SPRs dropped to
under 6%. By the time Release 92.1
was being system Tested, CM SPRs were
down to just over 4%.
More recently, as shown in Figure 6,
the trend has continued to be the
same. Release 93.0 found CM SPRs at
zero. Release 93.1 was a much larger
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Figure 7 shows a composite of the
number of total problems against the
number of CM problems.
This improvement has also been seen in
installations and products delivered
to GSFC. During the Release 89.1
series of deliveries to Acceptance
Test, CM accounted for over 13% of the
errors identified in the release.
Acceptance Test documents problems on
a System Trouble Report (STR). Over
the next three releases, problems
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development effort and CM SPRs were
around 2.5%. Release 3 Build 0 is
currently under test and to date, CM
SPRs are .8%. Clearly, the number of
errors attributable to CM has
decreased substantially, obviously,
the time spent in correcting problems
has decreased accordingly, and a much
greater confidence level has been
achieved from groups receiving CM
products. The project can now count
on CM to make internal schedules.
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attributable to CM fell to less than 2.5%. There were also no CM STRs for
Release 93.0 and only one CM STR for Release 93.1.1, which went operational
recently. The turn around in the percentage of CM problems has been dramatic
over the past few years. The quality and dependability of CM products and
services to our customers has been increased by these measurable results.
Participation: Key to the improvements has been the acceptance of all CM team
members to want to make a difference and to make things better. Early in the
process, team members recognized the need to become more efficient and more
productive. As the opportunity became available to participate in TQM committees
all CM section members took advantage. The contributions to the CM TOPIC through
the years has been directly responsible for many of the CM successes and
improvements. CM has had 100% participation in the five major TQM committees.
Two of the five first committees were facilitated by CM members. All CM team
members have been involved in Process Improvement Committee (PIC) Process Action
Teams (PATs). This participation across project functions to improve a process
has provided team members with insight into resolving multi disciplined problems
which benefit everyone. The enthusiasm and willingness of CM team members to
participate at all levels of TQM activities has strengthened the project, the
section, and the individuals involved. Everyone wins.
Recognition: When a job needs to be done, it should not be done to seek
recognition. Over time, as each year rendered better results, individuals within
the CM group and the team as a whole realized technical and professional
recognition. Listed below are some of those achievements:
o Documented and received four Flight Dynamics Quality Improvement Ledgers
citing success stories
o Many of the CM achievements have been publicized in the SEAS Total
Quality Management Highlights
o Individual CM members and the CM team have received NCC Awards and
Recognition Committee (ARC) monthly recognition certificates
o Documented and received three recent cost avoidance success reports
o Two CM team members received FDTG Engineering Employee of the
Year Awards
o One CM team member was honored as the first recipient of the NCC Project
Dedication, Adaptability, Team spirit, Unique Solutions and Motivation
(DATUM) Award
o One CM team member was a winner of the SEAS TQM Involvement Award
The team was also nominated for the 1992 SEAS Quality Service Award and an
individual nominated for the 1993 NTG Quality Service Award. In addition, there
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have been letters of commendation from other csc codes and from the GSFC customer
on CM team members excellent service and support.
CONCLUSION
This paper has listed many CM improvements over a wide spectrum and shown
meaningful statistical evidence of positive results. The above findings,
however, do not mean the group is perfect or that the job is done. The challenge
is to provide "continuous" improvements. Because the gap has been tremendously
narrowed, future improvements will probably not be measured in whole percentages.
The hard job will be to continue to chip away until the goal is obtained. The
goal is to have zero processing errors, to provide internal and external
customers CM products and services which are error free, and to continue to
increase CM efficiency and productivity. "In CM, we don't make the software...
we make it betters"
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PROBLEM REPORTING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION
Author: David S. Van Natta, Raytheon Service Company
This paper proposes the Problem Reporting Management System (PRMS) model as an effective
discrete simulation tool that determines the risks involved during the development phase of a
Trouble Tracking Reporting Data Base replacement system. The model considers the type of
equipment and networks which will be used in the replacement system as well as varying user
loads, size of the database, and expected operational availability. The paper discusses the
dynamics, stability, and application of the PRMS and addresses suggested concepts to enhance
the service performance and enrich them.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the PRMS simulation is to develop an understanding of potential system
behavior, with the goal of using that understanding to make design decisions involving the
system. The process of developing and running the simulation involves some combination of the
following activities; preliminary analysis of proposed system design; model design and coding;
verification; validation; experimental design; performing simulation runs to produce output data;
and statistical analysis of output data to estimate parameters. Each of these activities contributes
to an understanding of the system behavior.
The intent of this paper is to describe the performance model of the PRMS. Performance
modeling is a technique that employs classical operations research and simulation to quantify
process improvements and expected operations performance in the spirit of Total Quality
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Management Continuous Improvement. As a TQM tool, performance modeling is a natural
extension of the flow chart, the histogram, the cause and effect ("fish bone") diagram, and other
statistical process control tools. Performance modeling allows managers to both visualize and
quantify a process, and to project what effects changes will have on that process.
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Use of NASAs Trouble Tracking Reporting Data Base (TTRDB) has increased significantly over
the past few years. Reporting requirements provided by the TTRDB no longer satisfy the
increased use of the system which currently serves the Space Network (SN). As a result, a
replacement system, PRMS is being developed to replace the TTRDB. PRMS will support and
provide enhanced reporting capabilities to the SN and the Ground Network (GN). Not
withstanding, the PRMS will accommodate reporting capabilities for the Second TDRSS Ground
Terminal (STGT), The White Sands Ground Terminal Upgrade (WSGTU), the Gamma Ray
Observatory Remote Terminal System (GRTS) and four TDRSS operations. Current reporting
capabilities are not configured to handle report inputs from STGT and WSGTU site
configurations or for more than three TDRSS operations. The PRMS will also contain the
required provisions for maintaining problem reports on ground sites supporting the Network
Control Center (NCC) scheduled missions (Elwell, 1993).
The design of the PRMS is portrayed as a single server unit servicing multiple users in multiple
locations. The functions of the system are to provide:
• Direct on-line entry, by NCC operations personnel,
• User logon/access security,
• Multilevel access characterized by user access security,
• Verifiable Data entry,
. Graphical User Interface,
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PRMS Database and Network Connection
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FIGURE 1. PRMS SIMULATION STRUCTURE AND NETWORK CONNECTIONS
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• Capability of building queries, generating output reports, batch processing, sorting,
indexing, consolidation &existing reports, slaving reports to a master report,
electronic approval, graphical output, and auto-numbering,
• Editing, appending, and viewing of reports, and
• Network capabilities
MODEL ORGANIZATION
A software organization was developed for implementation of an animated simulation model
based on the previous information and forms of animated even. It includes a simulation model, a
static background, static elements, a dynamic foreground, dynamic actors, and the trace file.
Figure 1 represents the basic simulation structure and network connections.
The simulation contains some initial sets of logical processes. Ideally, these processes should be
distributed accross the system so that response time delays are minimized. Thus, the simulation
model becomes a surrogate for actually being able to experiment with the yet to be built PRMS.
Since random samples from input probability distributions combined with current usage rates of
the TTRDB are used to "drive" this simulations model, basic simulation output data or an
estimated performance measure computed from them are also random.
Because of the random nature of the simulation input, the PRMS model produces a statistical
estimate &the (true) performance measure, not the measure itself (Bartley, Fox, and Schrage,
1987) .In order to predict statistically precise esti mates that are free of bias;
• The length of run was set at 1000 time units
• The number of independent simulation runs was set at 5, and
• No simulation warm-up period was needed.
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The independent runs were made for each configuration of the system (386 based, 486 based,
Macintosh based, etc.), and the average of the estimated performance measures from the
individual runs was used as the overall estimate of the performance measure. Independent runs
mean using different random numbers for each run, starting each run in the same initial state, and
resetting the model's statistical counters back to zero at the beginning of each run.
EXPERIbIENTS
The experimental study of the PRMS used three type of servers, a 486/33, a 486/66, and a
Macintosh 840A. In all cases, a user action that arrives at the queue is sequentially served and is
thereat_er routed to either an input or an output function with a predetermined probability. The
service time of a job at the server is generated from a negative exponential distribution in which all
servers are assumed to have an identical mean service time related to their clock rates. The
variants were the type of servers and the increase in user rates vs. data base size. An example
graphic output is shown in Figure 2.
The simulation was run for each of the server types with varying user loads and data base usage
rates. Steady state analytical models were used for comparison. (See Kleinrock, 1976 for a
discussion on steady state analytical queuing models associated with computer and
communications network performance issues.) The dynamic outputs, both numerical and visual,
are being evaluated for performance vs. cost concerns.
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FIGURE 2. GRAPH OF OUTPUT AS A FUNCTION OF DATA BASE SIZE AND
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CONCLUSIONS
The PRMS is still in the design phase. This model is being used to provide quantitative
performance measures to substantiate a specific system platform to build on. The model will be
expanded to include system maintenance and a more refined data base input mechanism as the
design progresses. The simulations model has demonstrated that a number of optimizations can
be performed transparently by a runtime model and that an accurate depiction of the PRMS can
be made in its various states of design.
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Summary
We propose an X Window Graphical User's Interface (GUI) which is tailored to
the operations of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Network Control Center
(NCC), the NASA Ground Terminal (NGT), the White Sands Ground Terminal
(WSGT) and the Second Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) Ground
Terminal (STGT). The proposed GUI can also be easily extended to other Ground
Network (GN) Tracking Stations due to its standardized nature.
1 Introduction
Currently, the operators of the various heterogeneous computer systems at the NCC,
NGT, WSGT and the future STGT need to monitor and control the computer sys-
tems under their responsibility using dedicated terminals for each system. Some of
these terminals are just ASCII interfaces which provide no graphical capabilities, thus
they can not support intuitive user-friendly Graphical User Interfaces. This makes
performance data analysis unnecessarily harder than what it should be. Some oper-
ators even have to alternate between different locations within the control room to
perform status and command operations.
With the increased availability and affordability of open networking among major
workstation vendors, it is a sensible solution to integrate multiple status and control
P_ PAGE IBLAi'4_ NOT FtL.bltD
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terminals into a reduced number of terminals with multiple windows. The X Window
System[l] was just designed to meet this requirement. A multiple window display
offers a much broader centralized picture of the overall system status while it could
simultaneously improve the efficiency of the control center operations. It can also
provide an intuitive user-friendly graphical model of the system interfaces that can
be designed to minimize entry errors.
Many other Commercial-Off-The-Shelf and NASA custom-developed services can
be easily incorporated into the basic X Window System to dramatically improve the
intercenter and intracenter Human-Computer and Operator-Operator Interfaces once
the basic infrastructure is in place[2]. These services, which could be encompassed by
the multimedia term include but are not limited to: FAX, NASA Select Television,
enhanced electronic mail containing text, graphics, animated sequences, images and
audio), Video Teleconferencing, Space Tracking and Data Network (STDN) Electronic
Library with hyperlinks to engineering drawings and technical manuals, CD-ROM
iatcractive training, what you see is what you get (WYSIWYG) word processing,
still image capture and display, Logistics, and Facilities Automation among others.
A well designed distributed system should provide fast real-time response, high
availability and reliability, security, robustness, fast prototyping, openness in terms
of multivendor support and transparent structured transitioning into operational sys-
tems. The UNIX Operating System in conjunction with the X Window System can
satisfy all of the above requirements. NASA can advantageously use the X Win-
dow System to integrate already developed standalone applications to provide all the
aforementioned services in a cost-efficient dependable way while still satisfying all the
operational and real-time constraints of a control center environmet. The X Win-
dow System application proposed in this paper, with its high degree of modularity,
multi-vendor compatibility, flexibility and intrinsic expandability should provide a
long lasting investment to safely launch us into the next century control center.
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2 Proposed System Architecture
The proposed baseline system standardizes on well accepted International and de-
facto client/server models. The basic building blocks are the Open System In-
terconnection (OSI) Seven-layer Reference Model, the Transmission Control Pro-
tocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
Protocol and the MIT X Window XllR5 (or later) System. Additionally it is sug-
gested to adopt the Motif Window Manager (mwm) and the UNIX Operating System
which are supported by all the manufacturers under the current NASA Scientific and
Engineering Workstation Procurement (SEWP) contract[3]. Another requirement is
RGB video monitors and RGB video switching. All the displays under the SEWP
also are compliant with RGB signaling. A typical configuration is shown in Figure 1.
We specifically propose to separate video and voice from the data on the network
to further enhance the robustness during possible emergencies and to prevent LAN
ovcrloading under normal operating conditions. In the future, if the Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI) becomes commonplace, we may consider mixing voice, data
and video on the same network.
3 Functional Requirements
We propose that minimally, an administrative workstation should have access to the
following services:
• Technical Information Program (TIP)
• Automated Logistic System (ALS)
• Enhanced Logistics Information Management Systems (E-LIMS)
• Interactive Multi-Media/Computer Based Training (IMM/CBT)
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Figure 1: Typical system configuration.
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AGNS
IMM/CBT
Figure 2: Depiction of some X Window services that could be made available to each
workstation. Legend: C&S = Control & Status, email = electronic mail, VTC =
Video Tele-Conferencing.
• Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
• Electronic Mail (email)
• File Transfer Protocol (ftp)
• Remote login (telnet)
• WYSIWYG Word Processing
• Weather Reports
An operations console should have all the above services plus access to
• Several Control and Status GUIs as dictated by the position responsibilities
• Facilities Automation System (FAS)
• Automated Ground Network System (AGNS)
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TIP is a Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate - Code 500 Level I
Project. It was conceived as a comprehensive approach to unifying the technical infor-
mation systems across Code 500. TIP is building an inter-organizational information
infrastructure whose operations concept is based on four tenets: information capture
at the point of origin, interoperability of tools, reusability of technical information
products and electronic connectivity. TIP information infrastructure functions span
the four domains of technical information processing: creation/revision, distribution,
use and management. The reuse of contract data deliverables, especially technical
information manuals, engineering drawings and their associated computer files, is a
major goal of TIP and results in significant cost savings. In addition to creativ-
ity standards and specifications, TIP is providing integrated services such as text
and graphics scanning, networked printers and plotters, engineering CAD symbols
libraries, electronic publishing, a master index of documents and drawings, document
number administration, and automated distribution.
The ALS modules will provide information regarding Customer Orders, Order
Status, Asset Availability, Technical Information and hypertext Customer Service
Handbook. A CD-ROM system is provided as a subscription service by Information
Itandling Services (IttS). Some of the products currently available are
1. IC/Discrete Parameter Database
2. Vendor Master Directory, full text OEM and Distributors Catalogs
3. NASA Documents
4. Department of Defense Standards and Specifications
5. GSA Source One
6. RECAL/Z (Resistors and Capacitors)
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Both text and imagesareavailablefor PC, Macintoshand UNIX platforms. Future
plans call for the information to be deliveredvia LAN/WANs to autorized users.
E-LIMS will be the site-basedportion of the Logistics EngineeringSupport Sys-
tem (LESS) that supports the information managementneedsof the site logistics
activities. E-LIMS will maintain the Site Inventory Database(SIDB) and generate
requisitions when predeterminedresupply levelsare reached(automatic resupply).
E-LIMS will providesite personnelwith the capability to query local inventory, issue
items, placeitems into the inventory,andrequisition itemsfrom the LogisticsSupport
Depot (LSD). It will alsoenablethe customerto query LSD-providedcatalogsystems
(e.g., HAYSTACK or local CD-ROM database)as well as other stations' and LSD
inventories. It will respond to inventory queriesfrom other E-LIMS and the LSD.
E-LIMS will be a PC-basedclient-serversystemof multiple, interconnectedworksta-
tions at eachsite. It will providea Graphical User Interface, mouseand incorporate
automatic identification equipment (e.g.,bar code)to facilitate the inventory control
process. It runs under 0S/2 and usesthe DBM relational databasemanagement
system.E-LIMS is currently underdevelopmentand partial functionality exists. The
first system will be installed at the White SandsComplexby the end of 1993.
IMM/CBT is provided by the Networks Training and Test Facility (NTTF). A
prototype system running on a Mac Centris 650 equipped with a CD-ROM drive
can provide audiovisual training ranging from introductory-level Networks system
description (for examplea TDRSS Orientation Course) to fully interactive testing,
scoring and ranking on particular hardwaresuchas the CommandData Formatter
(CDF). A typical sessionshowsscannedimagesof the systemboard-levelcomponents
with whom the student can interact measuringsignals,applying power,troubleshoot-
ing, etc. This approachcanprovide the required simulation basedtraining leadingto
certification for missioncritical systemswhich cannot bemadeavailablefor training.
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ISDN-baseddial-up Video Teleconferencing should be provided to selected posi-
tions such as station directors, network managers or mission controllers. VTC with
its graphic and image capture capabilities is the obvious progression to the voice
telephone and FAX. Additionally, NASA Select or any other RGB signal present at
the location's TV switch could be selectively made available to authorized users as
a Picture-in-Picture window. We propose to use INTERNET Electronic Mail which
provides world-wide access to commercial, educational, scientific, military and gov-
ernment facilities. Its geographical coverage is much less restricted and it is far more
friendly than our current NASAMAIL facilities. With INTERNET we also get fast
file transfer service (ftp) and remote login capabilities.
Operation consoles can benefit from the above services while performing their
required control and status functions. Two other systems, FAS and AGNS could
physically decentralize while logically centralize Facilities and Operations.
FAS is composed of four subsystems including:
1. Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS)
2. Electronic Drawing Management System (EDMS)
3. Facilities Management Information System (FMIS)
4. Equipment Instrumentation System (EIS)
The CMMS will be used by station personnel to initiate and track work orders,
manage preventive and predictive maintenance and for work planning and scheduling.
The CMMS will electronically interface with the station logistics systems to determine
the availability of parts required and for subsequent requisitions.
The EDMS will be used at GSFC, by support contractors and at each Network
station. The EDMS will allow its users to review and plot selected copies of facility
as-built drawings. The EDMS will also allow facility supervisors at each station
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to annotate drawings in conjunction with a Facility Change Request (FCR). The
NMOS support contractor will maintain a master set of as-built drawings and will
make distribution of duplicate raster formatted copies (electronically) to GSFC and
to each respective station as necessary.
The FMIS will be used by facility personnel at each Network station and by GSFC
personnel to track special facility events, assist in facility project planning and handle
all phases of FCR processing (EDMS will provide access to related drawings). The
FMIS will also be used to perform budgetary analysis and forecasting and provide
advanced reporting capabilities.
The EIS will be used at each Network station to monitor and control facility sup-
port equipment such as power distribution, air conditioning, antennas, fuel systems,
station engine/generator systems, fire detection systems, etc. The EIS will also mon-
itor environmental parameters (inside and outside) such as temperature, pressure,
humidity and air quality. A significant feature of the EIS will be its ability to track
and provide early problem detection of critical support equipment. This will permit
advanced repair and correction (before failure) thereby avoiding a potential station
down time.
The intent of the AGNS is to reduce station life cycle costs. Automated Monitor-
ing and Control (M&C) is one of the key strategies proposed for achieving that goal.
Other strategies include the use of Commercial Off-the-Shelf equipment in preference
to custom-developed equipment, consistent application of standards to improve in-
teroperability and the maintenance of configuration information in easily modified
dat abase tables.
AGNS uses commercial workstations (SUN Sparc) for operator interfaces, com-
mercial control processors (VME computers) for real-time equipment interfaces and
commercial M_C software. Development engineers define the behavior of all in-
terfaces between the real-time computers and the equipment being controlled using
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standard databasetools (dBaseIV) and draw display screensusing software that
mimics the behavior of typical computerdrawing programs.
The workstations communicate with real-time computers using Ethernet and
TCP/IP. Separatingreal-time processingresponsibilities(donein the real-time com-
puters) from the display functions (done at the workstations) permits us to place
operators and their workstations at any location that can be reachedvia local or
wide area network. Only the real-time computersneed to be co-locatedwith the
equipment beingmonitored or controlled.
4 Security Issues
There is the need to provide National Resource Protection and Computer Security
for systems connected to the INTERNET. The usual way of addressing this prob-
lena is by using trusted bridges and routers. A commercial system, the FIREWALL
Computer[4] has been mentioned as a candidate to perform packet security filtering.
This system provides some measure of isolation between the a LAN and INTERNET.
The FIREWALL system controls and monitors all incoming and outgoing traffic but
only allows connection of those hosts and services which are cleared to be intercon-
nected. Another possibility is the Compartmented Mode Workstation (CMW)[5].
This System is rated as BI+. UNIX machines such as the SUN can be minimally
configured as C2 systems by themselves without using any external devices[6].
5 Implementation Example
\Ve recently demonstrated a prototype "Multimedia" system for the NASA Station
Management Conference. The demonstration included a subset of the most likely
services required in future NASA Control Center and Station administrative con-
soles. Some of the services shown were the Technical Information Program electronic
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library, the Automated Logistics System showing scannedcommercial catalogsdi-
rectly from CD-ROM, an Interactive Multimedia Computer Based Training audio-
visual application, ISDN basedVideo Teleconferenceand severalother utilities such
as live television in a window, a typical Control Center Graphical User's Interface
simulating SpaceNetwork messageflow, the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG)
video-compressionstandard, FAX, Word-Processingutilities, and the latest weather
including cloud coverand groundobservedwinds and temperatures. Theseutilities
were complementedwith email and electronic talk and were seamlesslyintegrated
and concurrently displayedon a singlescreenusing the X Window System.
The Local Area Network usedfor the demonstrationcontaineda typical heteroge-
neousmixture of machinesincluding 486PCs, Macsand SUN SPARCstationsaimed
at showingthe conceptof systeminteroperability and compatibility. Eachhost with
its appropriate TCP/IP driver wasnetworkedusing thinnet (102) Ethernet. The PCs
were running DOS 6.0 and Microsoft Windows Version 3.0 and the Macintoshes were
running Mac OS 7.0. The SUNs were running SunOS Release 4.1.1. For the PCs we
used DESQView/X 486 X-Server Software. This package also provides a limited DOS
and Microsoft Windows X-client capabilities. For the Macintosh we used Planet-X
client software and the Macintosh exodus X-server.
6 Conclusion
Based on the very positive feedback and acceptance of the "Multimedia" workstation
concept shown at the NASA Station Management Conference it is recommended that
INTERNET and the X Window System be used by the NASA Networks Division to
further solidify a dlstributcd open computing environment among our stations.
Future availability of the LAN/WAN interconnection through the AGNS-provided
INTERNET will integrate the Merritt Island and Bermuda Stations with the God-
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dam Center Network Environment (CNE). There is also active interest in providing
INTERNET serviceto other SpaceNetwork (SN) locations. We needto assessany
security risks and weight the cost/benefit tradeoffs involved in making this decision
prior to connecting thesesites to the INTERNET. A!ocal administrative network
at an SN site does not necessarilyimply an INTERNET connection,however the
site could immediately benefit from resourcesharingand vendor interoperability if a
TCP/IP LAN solution is used.
The opennature of the X Window Systemwith its high degreeof vendor indepen-
dence,modularity and expandability not only will improvethe operations at NASA
control centersand stations but will signify a radical departure from proprietary and
custom architectures. As a net result, an implementation basedon the X Window
System could imply lower life cost cyclesand a more reliable distributed computing
environment. An X Window Systemimplementation will also emphasizeNASA's
commitment to Total Quality Management.
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Summary
The primary goal of the Automated Ground Network System (AGNS) project is to reduce Ground
Network (GN) station life-cycle costs. To accomplish this goal, the AGNS project will employ an
object-oriented approach to develop a new infrastructure that will permit continuous application of
new technologies and methodologies to the Ground Network's class of problems. The AGNS
project is a Total Quality (TQ) project. Through use of an open collaborative development
environment, developers and users will have equal input into the end-to-end design and
development process. This will permit direct user input and feedback, and will enable rapid
prototyping for requirements clarification. This paper describes the AGNS objectives, operations
concept and proposed design.
1 Introduction
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ground Network has gradually
evolved over the years to satisfy changing requirements and to accommodate new technologies. It
has effectively satisfied mission requirements and has generated an enviable record of station
availability and performance. However, the evolutionary process has resulted in a diverse
collection of aging, custom equipment that is becoming increasingly more difficult and expensive
to maintain. Technology advances over the past few decades allow for "better, faster, and
cheaper" ground tracking stations. The goal of the Automated Ground Network System (AGNS)
project is to use these advances to implement dramatic improvements in station life-cycle operating
costs and efficiencies. Since technology will continue to advance, and requirements will continue
to change, the project must provide for continuous technology insertion with minimal disruption to
routine operations.
Every automation project is unique because every system has unique requirements and constraints.
Although other automated tracking systems exist, such as the United States Air Force's Automated
Remote Tracking Station (ARTS) and the Wallops Transportable Orbital Tracking System (TOTS),
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thesesystemsarenotdesignedto accommodatetheGroundNetwork'suniquerequirements.The
GroundNetworktrackingstationsat Merritt IslandandBermudaareuniquebecausetheysupport
launchandlandingof mannedspacecraft,aswell asprovideorbitalsupportfor averywidevariety
of spacecraft.By contrast,theARTS wasdesignedto providerepetitiveorbitalsupportfor many
different spacecraftwith similar or identical receiveandcommandformats. The TOTS was
designedto provide repetitive orbital supportfor a few spacecraft,and it wasoptimized for
portabilityandsimplicity.
During the history of the GroundNetwork, there havebeennumerousattemptsto automate
portionsof thestationsandtheir operationswork-loads. Stationrequirementshavealwaysbeen
fluid, andthe technologydid not alwaysexist to cost-effectivelyautomatework to the extent
desired.TheAGNS projecthaspaidcloseattentionto the lessonsof history. Themostimportant
of theseis thatthestationsmusthavesignificantinput in theearlystagesof theproject. Muchof
thework ateachsite isrepetitive,butthereareday-to-dayvariations.A designthatis inflexible,or
inappropriate,will notachievethedesiredefficienciesandmaynot workat all. Significantand
continuousoperatorinput is in keepingwith the project'sTQ approach,andpermitsNASA to
draw uponhundredsof person-yearsof experienceavailableat the sites. This commitmentto
learningfromtheusersandimplementingtoolsto ensuretheirinputiscriticalto projectsuccess.
This paperdescribesthe AGNS project'sobjectives,its scope,andits approachto reducinglife
cyclecosts.Section2 describeswork atthecurrentGroundNetworkstationsthatis amenableto
automation,and it outlines AGNS project objectivesas they relate to this work. Section 3
describesthe scopeof the AGNS projectandthemajor subsystemstheprojectwill implement.
Sections4 through6 describetheAGNSDevelopmentFacility,MaintenanceandSupportNetwork
andtheMonitor andControlSubsystem.
2 Project Objectives
The AGNS project, managed by the Telecommunication Systems Branch (Code 531) at GSFC,
will enable more cost effective GN tracking station support. The objectives of the AGNS project
are to:
a. Significantly reduce station life-cycle costs.
b. Improve station reliability, maintainability, and availability.
c. Enable and enforce the use of internationally-recognized communications standards and
protocols.
d. Provide a flexible station architecture that can readily accommodate future requirements
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andtechnologywith minimumeffortandcost.
Operationsandmaintenancecostsfor theGN trackingstationsat Merritt IslandandBermudaand
thewing siteat PonceDeLeonaredrivenby manyfactors. Theseincludea tightly coupledand
complexsoftwarearchitecture;the useof largenumbersof different, customcommunications
interfaces;andlaborcoststhataredrivenby thepeakwork loadsencountered uringpreparation
for, andsupportof, Shuttlelaunchesandlandings.
First,theexistingstations'architectureis tightly coupled.Changesin onesubsystemoftenimpact
equipmentandprocedureselsewhereon the site. This necessitatesextensiveregressiontesting
whenmakingsoftwaremodifications.Suchtestingoften impactsexternalusersaswell asstation
operations.
Second,sinceexistingstationequipmentusesa varietyof customcommunicationsinterfacesand
protocolsratherthaninterfacesbasedon internationally-recognizedstandardsandprotocols,it is
difficult to usecommercialoff-the-shelf(COTS)equipmentfor systemupgrades.Somedegreeof
tailoring is invariably necessary.This increasesdevelopmenteffort, complexity and cost.A
furtherconsequenceof theselow levelsof interoperabilityis that it is verydifficult to reallocate
processingamongsubsystems,sotheyareoftenreplacedona "one-for-one"basis,perpetuating
theproblem.
Finally, laborcostsarethesinglelargestcomponentof stationoperatingexpenses,andsincethe
numberof operatorsis determinedby peak,notaveragework loads,thecostto operatetheGN is
significant.
TheAGNSwill simplify stationmaintenanceandreduceoperationscosts.Theprojectwill:
a. Use loosely coupled subsystembuilding blocks to simplify new developmentand
minimizerequirementsfor regressiontesting.
b. Encapsulatestationfunctionalityin "blackboxes"thathide implementationdetailsfrom
othersubsystemsandprovidewell definedmessaginginterfacesfor exchangeof data.
c. Automatestationconfiguration,testing,fault isolationandrecovery.
d. Utilizeexpertsystemsto captureoperatorknowledge,filter displayinformationto avoid
operatoroverloadandto respondto contingencies.
e. Enforcetheuseof common,commercialstandards,interfacesandequipment.
f. Providecentralizedmonitoranddistributedcontrolcapabilities.
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3 Project Scope
The AGNS project addresses only the GN tracking stations at Merritt Island and Bermuda. It is
not within the scope of this project to modify configurations, interfaces and operational procedures
at other GN sites or other locations such as Johnson Space Center (JSC), Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC), Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Department of Defense (DoD) sites or in the
NASA Communications (Nascom) network. The AGNS project provides capability for external
operators (at the Network Control Center for example) to access information and control activities,
if required.
The AGNS project presently consists of three subprojects: the AGNS Development Facility
(ADF), the AGNS Maintenance and Support Network (MSN), and the AGNS Monitor and
Control Subsystem (MCS). The ADF will provide developers and the sites with the tools
necessary to prototype, develop, test, and maintain other subprojects in support of the system.
The MSN will permit station personnel to share these tools, enabling their early and continuous
participation in system requirements analysis and design. The MSN will also enable sustaining
engineering personnel at contractor facilities to remotely troubleshoot and monitor station
subsystems. The MCS will provide interactive, real-time monitor and control of stations'
equipment.
4 AGNS Development Facility
The ADF is a distributed facility with components at GSFC, Merritt Island, Ponce De Leon and
Bermuda. The ADF at GSFC will be a remote extension of the stations' monitor and control
subsystems. Developers will work interactively with site operators and engineers to prototype,
evaluate, test, iterate and refine:
a. System displays and control procedures.
b. Expert system rule bases for operations resource scheduling and fault management.
The ADF equipment is all COTS and will be database-driven. Resource editors and commercial
databases will define and store the parameters that define system appearance and behavior. This
will permit rapid changes, but will require only minimal regression testing. This concept has
already been successfully demonstrated in development and implementation of the Gamma Ray
Observatory Remote Terminal Subsystem in Canberra, Australia. Development cycle times were
reduced from weeks to only hours through the use of database-driven subsystems, electronic
interaction with site equipment from GSFC and electronic exchange of system development and
project management information.
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5 AGNS Maintenance and Support Network
The AGNS Maintenance and Support Network (MSN), as shown in Figure 1, will consist of a
number of workstations and Ethernet local area networks (LANs) interfaced to the National
Science Foundation Internet via a Program Support Communications Network (PSCN) Gateway.
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Figure 1 AGNS Maintenance and Support Network
The MSN will reduce life cycle costs by:
a. Providing effective electronic connectivity for electronic mail services and electronic
conferencing, thereby improving communications between the sites and GSFC.
b° Providing seamless integration with major Networks Division (Code 530) Management
Information Systems including the Technical Information Program (TIP), the Engineering
Change Automation System (ECAS), the Facilities Automation System (FAS), and the
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EnhancedLogisticsInformationManagementSystem(ELIMS).
c. Reducingdevelopmentcycletimes
d. Enablingremotetroubleshootingandreducingresponsetimeswhenproblemsoccur.
e. Improvingsystemperformanceanalysis.
f. SharingprojectmanagementinformationbetweenGSFC,contractorsandthesites.
For securityreasons,theAGNS MaintenanceandSupportNetworkwill notbeconnectedto the
AGNSMonitorandControlSubsystemnetworkuntil a trustedinterfaceis identifiedor developed.
6 AGNS Monitor and Control Subsystem
The AGNS MCS approach is based on careful review of current station operations. During project
planning activities, site personnel and developers attempted to define the capabilities of successful
operations teams and important features of their approach to identify key attributes of a good MCS
design.
The lessons of two decades of station operations are clear. To significantly reduce operations
staffing, any MCS must provide complete equipment control. Feedback must be comprehensive
and fast, but must not overload operators with status information. Prioritizing and hardwiring
status information works only until an unanticipated problem occurs. All the status information
must be available for selection, but only that data desired at any specific instant should be presented
to the operator. Similarly, the control functions needed at any moment should be the easiest ones
to access.
It is valuable to examine why these lessons have not been applied in the existing GN. The key
reasons appear to be:
a. Limited processing resources. Computers built in the 1970's did not have the speed or
memory required to sample data and status, make preliminary analyses, draw conclusions
and offer suggestions to operators.
b. Primitive development approaches. No development methodologies existed to rapidly,
safely, and cheaply iterate monitor and control approaches. The developers' best guesses
by Critical Design Review time defined the subsystems and their operating modes for the
remaining life of the equipment.
The proposed monitor and control approach for the AGNS is to provide all of the relevant
equipment audio and visual cues that exist today to any operator, independent of location. Sites
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will specifydifferentkindsof supportscenariosandwill identify informationthat is importantin
thosecontexts.Sinceit is impracticalto defineall possiblescenariosduringthedesignphase,all
screendisplaysandcontrol interactionswill bedefinedin operator-accessibledatabases.Users
will define all the interfacesthroughan iterative,prototypingapproach. The equipmentand
softwareconfigurationandbehaviorwill bedefinedby parametersstoredin externaldatabases.
By modifyinginformationin thedatabases,itepersonnelwill beableto modify stationprocessing
anddisplays.Thiswill permitthemto makechangeslocally in minutesor hours.Presently,it can
takeweeksor evenmonthsto modifyandtestsystemsoftware.New configurationmanagement
procedureshavebeendefinedandwill beusedto managethisshortenedevelopmentcycle.
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Figure 2 AGNS Station Architecture
As shown in Figure 2, the AGNS MCS will comprise a file server/database, a series of distributed
subsystem managers, a small number of centralized monitor and control workstations, and an
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OperationsData SwitchSubsystem- all interconnectedvia a communicationsnetwork using
standardcommunicationsprotocols. The databasewill store important subsystemequipment
configurationparametersfor all supportedspacecraft,aswell asthe station'smissionsupport
schedule. The subsystemmanagerswill encapsulatethe detailsof the individual subsystem
components,will providewell-definedmonitor and control interfaces,and will utilize expert
systemsto helpautomatesubsystemconfiguration,testing,faultdetectionandrecovery.
The subsystemmanagerswill monitor and control their subsystemcomponentsvia real-time
databases.The real-time databaseswill function asa "presentationlayer" betweenoperator
workstationsandequipment.Theywill providestatusinformationto thecentralizedmonitorand
control workstations,which will displaythestatususinga standardgraphicaloperatorinterface.
Theseworkstationswill also transmitcontrol information,via the real-timedatabases,to the
subsystemmanagers.
The systemschedulewill defineoverall operationsrequirements.The subsystemswill decide
locally how to implementthoseportionsof the schedulethat they canaccommodate.During
equipmentconfigurationandfault recoveryoperations,subsystemmanagerswill transmitstatus
messagesto the Switch SubsystemManager. This managerwill interconnectthe subsystem
processingstringsasrequired,usingtheOperationsDataSwitchSubsystem.A detailedrecordof
all configurationswill bemaintainedfor subsequentfault or performanceanalysis,shouldthis be
necessary.
This object-oriented architecture will reduce coupling between subsystems and will create a
hierarchical monitor and control design structure. In a typical operations scenario, the schedule,
which is a high-level document, will be received at the AGNS station from the Network Control
Center (NCC). This schedule will be stored in a site database where it will be accessible to each of
the subsystem managers. Each subsystem manager will query the database using a Structured
Query Language (SQL) protocol to obtain relevant portions of the schedule. Each manager will
know, from its local knowledge base, the necessary frequencies, bit rates, and other configuration
parameters required for its subsystem to satisfy its specified support functions or requirements.
The managers will then allocate resources to each function.
Subsystem managers will be aware of the status and allocation of all components they control, and
they will be locally responsible for resource allocation. Status information will be available to
external subsystems if desired, but this information will have to be requested from the manager.
At the requested time of support, each subsystem manager will read its schedule requirements from
the central database, will allocate and test subsystem components, and will send a status message
to the Switch Subsystem Manager informing it of which subsystem components it is contributing
8O
to the overall processing string. The Switch Subsystem Manager will use this information to
control the actual data paths in the Operations Data Switch Subsystem.
7 Conclusion
The AGNS project will implement a modular, expandable, flexible station architecture. It will
employ expert system technologies to capture operations knowledge and reduce personnel peak
work loads. The project will implement a collaborative development environment to shorten
development cycles and converge on effective engineering solutions in the shortest possible time.
The architecture will permit continuous technology insertion, ensuring that NASA can make
maximum use of new, cost-effective technologies as they become commercially available.
Although the AGNS project will provide the Ground Network with a new infrastructure that will
enable significant life-cycle cost reductions, these cost reductions will not be fully realized until the
old, custom equipment is replaced with new, standard equipment. The Telecommunication
Systems Branch plans to replace this equipment over the next few years. A "better, faster, and
cheaper" Ground Network should soon be a reality.
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Mission Operations Support Area (MOS_} for Groun_
Network SuDDor_
Robert D. Woods and Susan A. Moser, AlliedSignal Technical
Services Corporation
The Mission Operations Support Area has been designed
utilizing numerous commercial off the shelf items (see
Figure i), when possible, providing ease of maintenance
and upgrade-ability. At its inception, all equipment was
at the fore-front of technology. The system was created
to provide the operator with a 'State of the Art'
replacement for equipment that was becoming antiquated
and virtually impossible to repair with new parts
because of unavailability. Although the Mini-NOCC
provided adequate support to the Network for a number of
years, it was quickly becoming ineffectual for higher
data rate and non-standard missions. The MOSA will prove
to be invaluable in the future as more and more missions
require Ground Network support.
For the past several years, NASA has provided Operational and
Technical support to its Ground stations utilizing the Mini-
NOCC telemetry, command, tracking, range safety, and
log/delog data systems shown in Figure 2. Specific functions
include, station sub-system verification, system
verification, Mission support verification, personnel
proficiency training, mission support validation, and pre-
mission, mission, and post mission fault isolation and
analysis. These functions are provided for Space Shuttle,
Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELV), and their payloads as well
as station changes and upgrades.
Early in 1990 the Small Explorer project requested the
assistance of the Networks Division in providing these
support functions for a series of ground supported high data
rate CCSDS compatible payloads. With the current Mini-NOCC
being restricted to 224kb data streams and unable to process
CCSDS recommendations, it was evident that not only a more
enhanced data system would need to be developed to meet these
requirements, but this new system must be designed and
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implemented in a relatively short period of time in order to
meet the established SMEX mission manifest. With a challenge
of this magnitude, it was decided that a team of qualified
engineers from both NASA and AlliedSignal Technical Services
(ATSC) be formed to tackle the project. Thus came in to
being, the Mission Operations Support Area (MOSA).
After investigating all avenues, a final design was agreed
upon. The design, as reflected in Figure 3, consisted of
multiple workstations tied together via an Ethernet interface
to an intelligent Front End Processor controlling all
incoming and outgoing data. Each workstation would consist of
a Macintosh or PC based system with dedicated video monitors.
Ten identical Macintosh workstations would be utilized as the
basic support system providing telemetry, command, and track
functions. The log/delog system would be comprised of two
Northgate 486 PC's and hard drives capable of logging IGBytes
of data. In addition to these workstations, it was decided to
incorporate another to act as a system file server that could
be used as a massive system data base providing multiple
system and program aides. To accommodate the system, new
consoles had to be designed and fabricated. And to further
assist in meeting the projected mission timeline, the
decision was made to relocate the MOSA instead of interfering
with ongoing mission support in the Mini-NOCC.
The following paragraphs describe in high level detail
individual MOSA sub-systems and their relationship to each
other and the overall system concept.
MOSA COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
The MOSA Communications Processor (MCP) provides the
interface to all external Nascom circuits. Two redundant
MCP's were developed around a Motorola 32MHz MC68030
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microprocessor with 16 Mbytes of RAM for subsystem
communication. Of the two processors within each MCP,
reference Figure 4, one acts as the master controller while
the other is the slave. The master processor controls all
communications to the workstations, maintains the subsystem
data requests, and controls the status and diagnostic
displays at each console. The slave processor analyzes the
data as it is received, builds the frames of data for
display, receives the asynchronous tracking data, and
coordinates diagnostic testing. The MCP stores the analyzed
data internally and provides it to the workstation upon
request.
The operator control of the MCP is provided by touch screens.
The touch screens are composed of plasma displays with
infrared sensors located around the perimeter of the screen
for sensing the menu selection made by the operator. The
touch screens are located not only on the front of the MCP
but also remotely from each console position. All touch
screen functions are available, regardless of which display
the operator utilizes. The MCP initializes the touch screen
with the MCP identification number, the software version, the
current GMT, provided by the internal Bancomm timing
decoders, and the elapsed time from MCP activation. The MCP
identifies which Macintosh workstations are currently
configured to the MCP along with an incrementing counter for
network messages transmitted to and received from the
workstation. The same display will provide the time at which
the Macintosh activated the connection and the number of
windows active at that position. The system errors are
displayed at the bottom of the main screen but can be
expanded to thirteen lines with scrolling capabilities. The
errors are identified and tagged with corresponding block
time. The diagnostic display provides an analysis of the
Intelligent Transmit/Receive boards. The test is configured
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with a specific transmit port, receive port, clock rate, and
receiver time out. The system performs a bit error rate
check on the ports and delivers the results to the operator
for analysis. The data connection display identifies which
of the Input/Output (I/O) ports are active according to the
stream name and/or clock activity. In addition to counting
the number of elements received and transmitted, the MCP
counts the number of Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) errors
received on each channel. The system is capable of
resynchronizing a stream of telemetry data in any standard
format as well as CCSDS data up to 1.544 Mb/second. The MCP
is capable of handling up to eight full duplex Nascom lines.
Within the MCP, Intelligent Transmit/Receive (ITR) boards are
installed to provide an interface to Nascom equipment. These
boards, designed and developed by NASA, communicate channel
activity to the MCP's and to the workstations. The
configuration is demonstrated in Figure 5. Each board
provides full duplex synchronous channels for interfacing to
NASCOM and resynchronizing telemetry. The board is a Harris
RTX2000 micro controller programmed in Forth assembly
language. Each transmit board can handle synchronous blocks
up to 65536 bytes in length. This makes the boards practical
for both Nascom blocked data and telemetry frames. CRC
polynomials are generated by the ITR and inserted at the end
of the Nascom blocks and telemetry frames. The transmit (or
receive) clock can be externally supplied, internally created
by the frequency synthesizer, or from a selected clock on
another transmitter. The ITR receive capability is also
65536 bytes in length. Two 64-bit digital correlators allow
detection of the selected synchronization pattern with
programmable data and mask patterns and an allowable number
of errors. The correlators operate in parallel to allow the
detection of both true and inverted frame sync patterns. The
receive channel on the ITR will also detect and correct for a
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bit slippage of up to one bit in either direction. Receive
CRC or Nascom polynomial errors are detected and reported to
the MCP.
MOSA WORKSTATIONS
The Apple Quadra workstations replace the Apple IIe and IBM
computers in the Mini-NOCC. The workstation is the primary
operator interface in the MOSA data system. The operating
system is Apple Computer's System 7. The MOSA software
developed by NASA is the processing software that allows the
user tO interact with the database/server, log/delog, and
MCP. The software was developed utilizing MacApp and C++
along with the importation of applications previously
developed for existing station equipment. Upon launching the
MOSA icon, an MCP connection must be chosen. If the operator
later wishes to connect to the other MCP, the MOSA
application must be ended and restarted. No connection is an
option if the user is creating and storing data monitoring
configurations for future use.
The MOSA software is a combination of all the functions
previously supported by the Mini-NOCC (with the exception of
Air-to-Ground). The operations are sorted into Block,
Telemetry, Shuttle, CCSDS, Acquisition/Track, Range Safety,
Command and general status information. Whenever a
processing window is selected from the menus, the operator is
prompted for the stream configuration information. The
amount of parameter information requested depends upon the
level of analysis.
The Block function processes Nascom 4800 bit blocks. A block
show will display all blocks which meet the configuration
criteria starting with the Nascom sync pattern. The scroll
bars enable the user to examine the block in its entirety.
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The block statistics window will process the indicated Nascom
blocks and provide summary information. The information
includes the number of blocks accepted, PEP errors, sequence
errors, missed blocks, delta time errors, and Nascom frame
sync bit errors. Counters in any statistic window can be
reset individually or globally.
The Telemetry operation includes a frame show which displays
the frame time and the raw frame starting at the frame sync.
The telemetry frame statistics window processes the selected
stream and indicates lock status, inversion, frames expected,
frames accepted, true/inverted syncs, sync dropouts and frame
sync errors. These two windows are specifically for
throughput telemetry.
To support the shuttle program, several shuttle specific
displays are required. An Operational Downlink (OD) show
window displays the telemetry with subframe information. The
Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) analysis tracks the number
of valid frames and errors received for each engine along
with a display of the frame its self. A statistical display
of the data received from the stations gives the operator a
quick view of the station performance. On another set of
displays, the command, telemetry, and track site status
messages (SSM's) are translated in alphanumeric values and
displayed in full by scrolling through the window.
The CCSDS functions include both telemetry and command
processing. The telemetry frame show and telemetry frame
statistics windows are comparable to the throughput telemetry
windows described previously. The CCSDS telemetry frame
statistics window additionally includes counters for the
number of frames and packets received relative to their
virtual channel identifier. The telemetry frame header,
telemetry packet header, command frame header, and command
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packet header windows translate the header information into
alphanumeric information based upon the corresponding CCSDS
standard. The telemetry frame show, telemetry packet show,
command frame show, and command packet show display the
selected segment (frame and packet) of raw data for the given
stream. The telemetry packet statistics displays the block,
frame, and packet times along with the quantity of each
application ID received in the telemetry stream. Once
enabled, the lock/search history will annotate the actual GMT
times for lock and loss of lock on a designated stream. The
Command Link Transmission Unit (CLTU) statistics evaluates
the telemetry stream. The CLTU portion of the stream is
translated while the number of blocks received and the number
of invalid CLTU's are counted. The Command Link Control Word
(CLCW) display provides the parameters in alphanumeric
symbols. The scroiling portion of £he display contains the
CLCW in raw format with GMT of receipt. Finally, the command
history window contains a scrolling area for listing the
command application ID, the commanded function ID, and the
block time of the command.
The Acquisition/Track function processes all incoming
tracking data for selection by the operator. The track
status window indicates which tracking data types are being
received and from which station the data originated. Valid
data is written in green. A stream that has dropped out or
has been interrupted will go to red for two minutes, then the
stream will drop from the display list. An invalid LTAS
stream will be displayed in black with only the valid bits
displayed. Clicking on one of these listed streams will
activate the tracking summary window. The track or Launch
Trajectory Acquisition System (LTAS) summary window will
translate the data selected into detailed alphanumeric
displays. The summary windows can also be accessed directly
from the Acq/Trk menu. If the window is selected from the
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menu, the operator will be requested to choose the data for
processing from a list of incoming streams. The options
window allows the operator to select the parameter units for
range, Doppler, and the angle coordinates. The track
comparison window prompts the operator to select an
acquisition message with which to compare the incoming
tracking data. The message is computed and derived for the
relative time found in the tracking data and then parameters
are compared to the incoming station data. The transmit
acquisition message window allows the selection of an
acquisition message from the server database. The operator
then selects which destination router is necessary for this
message. The transmit button enables the sending routine.
Range safety processing is a detailed analysis of the 2.4 Kb
streams utilized during ELV and Shuttle supports. The data
is evaluated and displayed in alphanumeric format to enable
rapid realtime analysis. The parameters are specified with
the appropriate units. This function also has the capability
to display the analog parameters within the stream as digital
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) strip chart signals. This process was
originally performed with physical analog strip chart
equipment provided specifically for this task.
Scientific spacecraft commanding allows the operator to
transmit test commands to the stations and POCC's for
verification. The commands are designed and created by the
operator to match the POCC command structure. The transmit
window will also confirm the validity of the station's
command echo block. The Shuttle command function provides
unencrypted modulation to the station and locks on the
station's command echo. The modulation can be clocked
internally or externally. A transmit window sends a command
through the modulation for verification in the command echo
portion of the window.
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Further functions adapted from other systems in existence
include the error history and the watch panels. The error
history tracks the processing errors reported by the MOSA
software and the MCP along with the time of their occurrence.
The watch panels allow the operator to select a specific bit
or group of bits to monitor within the block, frame, or
packet. This utility greatly reduces the time spent manually
delogging data or trying to see bit values on a constantly
updating show window.
Unique capabilities are created under the MOSA software
application. Since the capabilities are useful to all
windows and operations, they are grouped under File and Tool
menus. The MOSA software allows the user to configure a
window and save the file under a descriptive name for use
during operational support. When one opens a saved file, the
software requests a confirmation of the configuration and
then activates the window without additional entries, the
print show operation will print to the Apple Laser writer the
entire block or frame which is currently displayed in the
active show window. The configure function supplies the
configuration menu for the selected window in order to update
the parameters for processing. Freeze/thaw will pause/
restart the processing of the active window. The refresh
rate or how often a window is updated can be increased and
decreased, although this function is also affected by the
number of windows open on the workstation. Specific warning
messages are provided by the MCP to the workstation to alert
the operator when changes are made to the MCP that will
effect the workstation's current operations. A function is
available to disable the warning windows but an audible alarm
is still provided. Finally, the MCP can be configured to
allow the processor to lock on a frame sync with a few
incorrect bits. This effects all block synchronization that
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the MCP does and therefore, effects all other workstations
configured to this processor.
MOSA LOG/DELOG
The MOSA Log/Delog element replaces the PDP-II/24 system
originally used in the Mini-NOCC. Two Northgate 486DX 33MHz
computers have the capability of logging Nascom blocked data
and low speed teletype traffic. Each system contains two
Nascom Interface Boards (NIB) and a timing board, the
programs are created in a DOS environment with the Borland
"C" compiler. The logger requires the use of MX, or
Multitasking Executive, which was developed initially for the
Telemetry and Communications Data System located at the NASA
tracking stations in Bermuda and Merritt Island, Florida.
This multitasking environment will allow the unit to log
incoming data and also playback data, in separate operations,
for the user. The 1 Gbyte hard disk drive is segmented for
data storage. The high speed active area is used to log and
store Nascom blocked data. This is the largest area since it
is also designed to meet the requirement to log at least five
minutes of 1.544 Mbyte data. The low speed active area is
used to store the teletype tracking data. The last portion
of the disk is set aside for the archive areas. These
locations allow the operator to save previously logged data
and prevent overwrite by another logging activity. Six of
the archive areas are designed to hold 15 minutes of 224Kb
data, and the seventh area is dedicated to protecting five
minutes of the 1.544 Mb/second recorded data. An area has
been allocated to provide directory information to the
operating programs. The hardware allocation is designed to
reduce time-consuming disk head movement and to reduce file
segmentation.
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To begin a logging operation, the user selects either a
Nascom or serial port. For a Nascom port, the software
identifies delimiters that may be set by the operator or left
blank. This allows the system to identify selected blocks on
a port that may be receiving multiple data streams from
multiple sources. Start and stop times are selectable,
otherwise, all blocks received, which meet the criteria, are
logged. If the logging operation is at a T1 rate (1.544
Mbytes), all other logging operations are canceled to
dedicate all the system resources to the high rate operation.
If a serial port is chosen for the logging operation,
delimiters are not available and the system will promptly
begin logging all data that arrives at that port. A message
in the status area is provided to indicate when the active
area is in danger of being overwritten. This allows the
operator to write the data to an archive area before it is
lost. The status area also briefly indicates which ports are
logging and if any CRC errors were received at that input.
The main menu provides a short display of all sessions in the
high/low speed areas and a quick directory of the archive
locations. A selection of one of the sessions or locations
will provide a more detailed description including the
delimiter parameters and the exact block times within the
session.
The playback operation simply places data from either the
active or the archive areas directly to the MCP or on the
system Ethernet for use at the MOSA workstations. After
selecting a session ID or a specific archive area, the
operator selects a port and the recorded start/stop times of
the data to be transmitted. The playback can be set for
transmission at the original rate of the data, the maximum
rate for the port, or a user defined rate. For Nascom blocks,
the option is available to use an external or an internal
clock. If an internal clock is selected, several choices are
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provided or the user can specify the rate. Nascom blocks can
also be selected by header parameters (or delimiters) during
playback. The status window will update to reflect the
configuration for the playback with a continuous monitor
until the activity is complete.
To delog the data, a separate program is initiated. This
program is again written in "C" language. The archive or
active area is selected and the recorded start/stop times
identified. For Nascom blocks, delimiters are available.
The operator has the choice of reviewing the data on the
screen, sending it to the printer, or both. The printing and
display format is selectable between hexidecimal, decimal, or
octal. A delog to the screen will display the configuration
at the top of the screen and the blocked data below. The
blocks can be stepped through manually or allowed to update
at the system rate. Printouts are designed to ensure that a
full block is displayed on one page for operator ease of
analysis.
MOSA FILE _ER_rER
The MOSA File Servers are Macintosh Quadra 950 computers
running the 4D Client application. The server is accessible
remotely from any of the workstations. Each server is
independent, but data files can be copied by the operator
from one server to the other for backup purposes. The server
stores databases and program lookup tables. The operator has
the ability to review the databases and in specific instances
update the information. To access these databases a server
is selected, and the server will prompt the operator for a
limited access password. The access level is determined by
the system administrator. Once logged to the server, the
port status window indicates the activity of the server
serial port that is receiving the acquisition data or
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teletype. The server status window annotates the number of
messages received according to message class. These two
windows provide evidence of the server's current standings.
Under the database menu are the lookup tables and databases.
Each of the database menu items allows the user to create,
edit, review, and delete by record (according to access
privileges).
The database concepts are particularly important for the
tracking program. The tracking acquisition data is
automatically stored into a database by way of the serial
port. The outdated messages are deleted according to the
same criteria utilized by the NASA Ground Network tracking
systems documented in the STDN 724. This database allows the
user to update acquisition messages according to the needs of
the operational environment. As a result, the system allows
a retransmission of an acquisition message for purposes of
exercising the station tracking and acquisition procedures
and configurations, along with generating and transmitting
test acquisition data.
The lookup tables maintain information for the MOSA
workstation software. The site geodetics, spacecraft
identifier/vehicle identifier, station mnemonics, teletype
routers, and telemetry configuration parameters are all set
values that are provided in lookup tables instead of
requiring the operator to enter this data each time it is
needed.
The server also stores incoming teletype administrative
messages. This database is utilized by the operators to
retrieve Briefing Messages, Documentation Change Notices
(DCN), Software Support Instructions (SSI), Interim Support
Instructions (ISI), and many other operational messages. The
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teletype is distributed into relevant categories for easy
access by any operator.
Operational documentation is also stored on the server and
updated with a word processor as changes are received.
Therefore, the latest information is always available by
accessing the systems server.
In closing, the MOSA has been designed to enhance NASA's
required support to the Ground Network system. The design
will easily transition into normal system sustaining. In most
cases the actual operators will be able to add functionality
for new standardized missions. Though non-standard formats
will require software and hardware modifications depending
upon specific mission requirements.
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Summary
This paper describes a detailed proof-of-concept activity to evaluate flexible scheduling
technology as implemented in the Request Oriented Scheduling Engine (ROSE) and applied to
Space Network (SN) scheduling. The criteria developed for an operational evaluation of a
reusable scheduling system is addressed, including a methodology to prove that the proposed
system performs at least as well as the current system in function and performance. The
improvement of the new technology must be demonstrated and evaluated against the cost of
making changes. Finally, there is a need to show significant improvement in SN operational
procedures. Successful completion of a proof-of-concept would eventually lead to an
operational concept and implementation transition plan, which is outside the scope of this paper.
However, a high-fidelity benchmark using actual SN scheduling requests has been designed to
test the ROSE scheduling tool. The benchmark evaluation methodology, scheduling data, and
preliminary results are described.
Background
The concept of flexible scheduling has been proposed to help meet the Space Network's (SN)
anticipated increase in mission support in the late 1990's. The goal of flexible scheduling, which
is described in the next section, is increased resources utilization with less manual effort. If SN
utilization could be increased 10%, about an additional three service hours per day would be
available on each TDRS single access (SA) antenna. This increase provides a total of 24 extra
service hours per day, given four operational TDRSs. Scheduling studies have indicated that the
flexible scheduling approach will result in increased utilization even if only some customers
specify flexibility. 1 Furthermore, designers of many upcoming missions have indicated a desire
to utilize flexible scheduling concepts with the SN. 2 Another benefit of flexible scheduling is
the reduction in effort required for both customer and Network Control Center (NCC) scheduling
operator. 3 For these reasons, the Networks and Data Systems Technology Divisions undertook
a detailed proof-of-concept activity to evaluate the flexible scheduling technology as
implemented in the Request Oriented Scheduling Engine (ROSE). 4
A high-fidelity benchmark has been designed to test the ROSE scheduling tool. This benchmark
uses real SN scheduling requests and then modifies them into flexible requests for those customers
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who cantakeadvantageof flexibility. The benchmark evaluation methodology and scheduling data
are described, as well as how the ROSE tool was tailored and used in the proof-of-concept required
by NCC operations. ROSE is a generic scheduling engine and was augmented by the development
of two algorithms designed for NCC-type operations, including the lookahead algorithm currently
in use in the NCC. Also, a usability test has been defined to specifically test the scheduling system
user interface for supporting NCC operational scenarios. Preliminary results of the benchmark
functional performance testing are presented.
Flexible Scheduling Request (FSR) Concept
The FSR concept is a candidate for the future Mission Operations Center (MOC) interface to the
SN. The concept has evolved over the years based on experience in mission operations in
scheduling both spacecraft activities and shared space network services. 5,6,7,8 The flexible
request approach represents a major change in operations concept. Today each customer submits
(arid resubmits) requests for specific TDRS resources and receives yes/no responses. A large
percentage of the rejected requests in the current system are resolved by exercising the users'
flexibility through manual coordination. 9 Alternatively, requirements for space network service
requests can be specified in an FSR featuring:
• Flexibility - variable start times, duration, or optional resources
• Repeatability - number of service repetitions and their periods
• Alternatives - primary and backup services
• Constraints - orbital events such as orbits, TDRS antenna view periods, spacecraft day,
equator crossings, etc., relationships with other services or requests, or calendar events.
In flexible request scheduling, the user considers all service options and codifies flexible service
windows in the request. The space network scheduling system then has more information upon
which to base scheduling decisions, increasing the likelihood of successfully satisfying the
request. The format for this new scheduling information may be an extension of the Schedule
Add Request (SAR) or a new language-based interface.
A key benefit of the FSR concept is the shift of a significant conflict resolution effort from
humans to computers. The FSR operations concept minimizes request-response iterations
between the network scheduling system and the customer since multiple events can be scheduled
from a single request (using repeatability specifications). Also, backup events can be identified
and substituted in cases where the primary service is unavailable. The FSR concept supports
automated conflict resolution strategies, since tolerances in start times and duration are provided.
More events are scheduled, supporting more effective resource utilization. The time to generate
a week's worth of schedules can be reduced to hours instead of days.
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Proof-of-Concept Evaluation Criteria
For NCC Operations, the goal is for a scheduling tool with built-in flexibility to support an evolving
and diverse mission support load without increasing operational complexity and cost. The ROSE
scheduling tool is proposed as such a tool. NCC Operations developed a high-fidelity benchmark
as a criteria against which to evaluate the scheduling tool. This benchmark must prove that the
ROSE scheduling tool performs at least as well as the current scheduling system while providing a
significant improvement in SN operational procedures. The SN schedule produced by ROSE must
be at least as good in terms of fulfilling customer requests as that produced by the current system.
In addition, the process by which the final schedule is produced must show a measurable
improvement over the current process, including processing time. The human intervention required
by the current process is predicted to be the true bottleneck in scheduling customers in the late
1990's time frame. Therefore, the most important evaluation criteria for a new scheduling tool is
the improvement that it can provide to the overall scheduling process in reducing the time
consuming human interchanges.
Since NCC Operations will emphasize the scheduling process improvement in evaluating any new
scheduling tool, the criteria against which ROSE will be measured consists of computer processing
time and manual intervention involved in the total scheduling process. The analysis must go
beyond a comparison of computer processing time for a single schedule period based on priority
processing. It must be inclusive of the human and computer interfaces between the scheduling
personnel at the NCC and those at each customer scheduling facility. The benchmark effort has
been, and will continue to be, an effort to determine these measurements.
ROSE Benchmark Proof-of-Concept
The approach for the proof-of-concept involves two phases. In the first phase, the goals are to:
• Perform a high level assessment of ROSE forecast scheduling ability compared to the
Network Control Center Data System (NCCDS)
• Verify that ROSE allocates resource appropriately, and
• Compare the computer run times required to generate a forecast schedule prior to
manual conflict resolution.
Although the NCC scheduling functions involve additional capabilities, (e.g. request validation,
schedule dissemination) resource allocation is the primary function and clearly the most complex.
Therefore, our efforts focus on that capability. The resource allocation verification in conjunction
with the ROSE usability testing will provide the basis for evaluation of ROSE as a scheduling tool
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from anNCCperspective.Thisphasewill bereferredto as"PhaseI: ScheduleComparisonand
ResourceAllocation Verification."
In thesecondphase,theemphasisis ondemonstratingimprovementsin operationalproceduresand
evaluatingROSEfrom a SNcustomerperspective.ROSEhaspotentialfor significantlyreducing
thetimerequiredto performthecurrentNCCforecastschedulegenerationprocessbecauseof its
supportof flexibility. ThisbenefitsbothNCC andcustomeroperations.In thisphasewewill
quantify thereduction. Also, sinceROSEcapabilitiesinvolvemuchgreaterdegreesof flexibility
thanthecurrentNCC, it is importantthatthecustomerunderstandhowtheycaneffectivelyuse
thesenewflexibility options. Thecustomers'evaluationof theresultingscheduleis keyto the
overallassessmentof ROSE. Thisphasewill bereferredto as"PhaseII: ProcedureImprovement
andFlexibility Analysis."
For PhaseI wedescribetheprocess,theenvironmentin whichtheprocesswasperformed,the
scheduleandrelateddatautilized,andfinally summarizepreliminaryresults. Spacedoesn'tallowa
similardescriptionof PhaseII, howeverwewill highlight thenewfeaturesandindicatestatus.
PHASE I - Schedule Comparison and Resource Allocation Verification
The Process. The key drivers for devising the resource allocation verification process are time and
realism. Our goal is to perform a high level comparison of schedules and computer run times, as
well as to check that ROSE schedules SN resources without conflict. An in-depth detailed
verification would take on the order of several months and require skilled test personnel. This type
of testing will be performed in more formal testing phases if ROSE is selected as an NCC
scheduling system. Realism is key because we want to focus the evaluation on the most common
types of resource conflicts encountered, while still ensuring all resources are allocated properly.
The data flow for the Phase I process is illustrated in Figure 1. Shaded boxes indicate completed
activities at the time of publication.
Both drivers can be addressed by using operational SARs and related data for an NCC forecast
week and submitting them to both the NCCDS and to ROSE. The resulting schedules will be
compared in terms of number of events scheduled and minutes of support scheduled. Currently, the
operational SARs express flexibility in event start time and SA antenna, therefore, it is possible to
generate different conflict-free schedules. However, one schedule may better satisfy the SN
customers.
While this comparison provides a foundation for evaluating schedules and run times, an additional
step is required to verify ROSE resource allocation. The ROSE scheduled events will be formatted
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Figure 1. Phase I Process Overview
into specific SARs, without start time flexibility, and submitted back to the NCCDS. Another
NCCDS forecast schedule generation run will be performed to determine if ROSE scheduled any
requests in conflict based on NCCDS resource allocation rules.
The Environmcnl;. Utilizing actual SARs requires that the entire process be performed in a
classified environment. The NCCDS baseline schedule and the resource allocation verification
schedule run will be performed within the NCC. A SUN Sparcstation will be installed in the NCC
to support the ROSE benchmark evaluation effort. The results of the evaluation will be presented in
an unclassified manner.
To provide an accurate comparison of the NCCDS baseline schedule and the ROSE generated
schedule, the comparison is made for running all SARs together in one schedule generation run.
The NCCDS baseline schedule prior to any manual conflict resolution is the result of that run.
In the NCCDS, the resources utilized in the schedule run are dependent on the ground terminal that
supports the available TDRSs. Since the time frame in which a new NCC scheduling system would
be implemented is likely to be after the Second TDRS Ground Terminal (STGT) is operational, all
TDRSs will be assigned to STGT for all of the Phase I schedule runs.
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Schedule and Related Data Collection
It was necessary to carefully choose and coordinate the SARs, configuration codes, prototype
events, and spacecraft priority list for all of the tests. To obtain the operational SARs, a forecast
week was selected that included a shuttle mission to address a significant scheduling workload.
Coordination with the SN customers was necessary in gathering mission scheduling data. The
SARs were logged by the NCCDS Test System (NTS) for the test. Compatibility tests were
performed between the NTS and ROSE to ensure that they could reliably exchange the SAR data.
The NTS will be used to extract the SARs and to submit the ROSE generated SARs to the NCCDS
for the resource allocation verification step.
Configuration codes and prototype events are specified in the SARs. Copies of these were provided
to ROSE to ensure that the same resources are requested in all schedule runs. The same spacecraft
priority list will also be used in all schedule runs in accordance with operational procedures. The
same NCCDS database which contains the configuration codes, prototype events, and spacecraft
priority list will be used for the NCCDS schedule run to verify ROSE resource allocation. The
NCCDS baseline schedule was generated using this database, after all validated SARs were
received for the selected forecast week.
The boundary between the active and forecast period was also addressed. Some of the active period
events start late in the day on the last day of the active period and overlap into the forecast period.
These events were included in the forecast period schedule data collected for the tests.
Data Preparation for Input into ROSE
The first challenge from the ROSE perspective was deciding how to represent NCC information in
ROSE's Flexible Envelope Request Notation (FERN). 10 This information falls into the following
general categories: resources for allocation, scheduling ground rules, and requests. Scheduling
ground rules include specifications for setup buffers on resources (i.e., the time required between
uses of a resource), duty factors on the Multiplexer/Ddemultiplexer (MDM) and Statistical
Multiplexer (Stat Mux), and restrictions on the choice of TDRS antenna within an event.
Scheduling Resources. In order to schedule the SN, both communication services and TDRS
antennas must be allocated, although there is a very strong tie between them. For Multiple Access
(MA) services, one service equates to one antenna. However, multiple SA services may be
scheduled on a single physical antenna, provided all services are for the same customer (since the
antenna can point to only one spacecraft at a time). Customers request services. However, once
one SA service is assigned to a customer, the remaining SA services on that antenna can not be
assigned to any other customer. Therefore in requesting an SA service, the customer is in effect
requesting an SA antenna. However, due to equipment failures, not all SA antennas support all
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services.The NCC maintains equipment status, and therefore must insure that a customer is
assigned to an SA antenna capable of supporting the services requested.
The definition of the resources within ROSE accounts for this close coupling of two different
resource types (antennas and services). To do so, the physical antennas were defined as the most
primitive resources. Each service was then defined as a pool of physical antennas capable of
supporting that service. In order to insure that all SA services for an event were assigned to the
same SA antenna, combinations of services were defined as resources that list all of the physical
antennas capable of supporting all services in that combination. The customer then specifies a
service combination as a requested resource. ROSE assigns the event to a physical antenna listed in
the service combination definition. This physical antenna is no longer available to other requests
for the time frame requested. However, this strategy does allow multiple services from the same
request to be assigned to the same physical antenna.
Other resources, such as interface channels and duty factors, are more independent and made a
fairly simple transition into FERN and ROSE. Requests for certain customer interface channels do
imply a need to request certain duty factors, however this relationship impacts the original request
generation and not the scheduling process. Interface channels are simple capacity resources;
customers request a single unit of each interface channel and they are either available or not. Duty
factors are consumable/renewable resources, where customers request multiple units corresponding
to their required maximum bandwidth. The combined bandwidth of all services from all customers
cannot exceed a certain threshold.
Scheduling Ground Rules. The majority of the scheduling ground rules were worked into the
resource definitions. The duty factor constraints were implemented as consumable/renewable
resources as mentioned above. Resource setup buffers specify the amount of time required between
each use of a resource for reconfiguration for the next support. The SN uses two setup buffers for
many resources, one where the next use of the resource is in another event (external buffer), and
one within the same event (internal buffer). FERN has an option within the resource definition for
specifying a minimum gap between each use of the resource, but is incapable of expressing internal
event buffers. Since all external buffers are equal to or slightly larger than setup buffers internal to
an event, only the external buffers were implemented. Not using internal buffers was insignificant
to the benchmark, since the likelihood of an event containing back-to-back use of a resource within
the internal buffer is improbable, given the experience of current SN customers.
There are additional ground rules that specify that all services within an event must be on the same
TDRS, and that if a service stops and restarts within an event, the same antenna shall be used for
each instance of the service. These restrictions were incorporated into the scheduling algorithm.
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The NCC Lookahead Algorithm. The NCC lookahead algorithm uses a conflict avoidance strategy.
The basic principle is to examine the placement options of an event, and schedule it in the spot that
is least likely to create a conflict with a lower priority pending request. Figure 2 illustrates the logic
flow as implemented in ROSE.
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Activities Activity to
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Figure 2. Lookahead Algorithm Logic as Implemented in ROSE
The lookahead algorithm implemented in ROSE, has some subtle differences with the NCCDS
implementation. The NCCDS version looks for potential conflicts across services; the ROSE
version looks for them across physical antennas. It was determined that this difference would have
no impact on schedule outcome. The NCCDS version selects the best location for an event based
on the combined potential for conflict across all services in the event. The ROSE version selects
the best location for each activity (or service) individually. In flexible requests, it is possible to
have more than one activity per event, therefore the best location for the event is not guaranteed.
However, for Phase I, where the requests are relatively inflexible, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between activities and events and no impact should be seen.
Other differences occur in the minute details of the implementation. These include differences in
step size when sliding the start time around within an open window, and differences in the size of
the Weighting factors in computing a conflict sum for each start time and resource option. In both
implementations, potential conflicts with the next highest priority request are weighted more
heavily than potential conflicts with the very lowest priority request. Also, potential conflicts on
resources that are in higher demand are weighted more heavily than potential conflicts on
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infrequentlyusedresources.TheROSEimplementationtookadvantageof a ROSE feature that
calculates current resource utilization, so that the resource weights can be adjusted dynamically.
Requests. The SN services are grouped as an event in a SAR. However, FERN structures its
requests hierarchically, as shown in Figure 3. The generic structure specifies repetition instructions,
the activity specifies a sequence of steps and the duration of each step, and the step specifies the
resources that are required for that period.
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• Activies I
I " Priority ]
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1 r
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Representations
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Figure 3. FERN Structure
Steps within an activity are strictly sequential, whereas SN services specified in a SAR typically
overlap. Current NCC SARs require the start time of all services to be fixed with respect to one
another. This restriction allows the time slicing of the event when converting to FERN. Whenever
a service either starts or stops, a new step is defined. Steps then list all resources required for all of
the services that are ongoing at that time. For example, an event composed of SSAF, SSAR, and
Tracking services, would be represented by an activity with four steps as shown in Figure 4. SA
services are time sliced within the activity, however, they always follow the same order (i.e.,
forward, return, tracking). Thus the combination of FERN activities and steps represent current SN
events with services being time sliced among the steps.
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Figure 4. Time Sliced Event Represented in FERN
SAR Input Translator. A SAR translator, was written in the Unix interpreted language AWK. This
translator reads in the SAR and reformats it into.FERN using the time slicing methodology. Since
current SARs are non-repeating, the FERN requests will also be unique, with one generic composed
of one activity for each SAR. Each generic and activity is labeled by customer and SAR message
id. Each step name lists the customer, message id, and all configuration codes supported during
that step. Another FERN structure called an annotation, describes each configuration code. The
information in the annotation is not used by the scheduling logic, but only by the display system.
Annotations permit services to be displayed as a whole, and not time sliced into multiple steps.
The configuration codes specified in the SAR contain important information concerning requested
resources. Since configuration code definitions are in the NCC database, a configuration code
database was built for the SAR translator. The SAR translator database is significantly smaller than
the NCC configuration code database since it includes only that information required to support
resource allocation and only contains those configuration codes actually used during the test week.
The SAR translator also references the list of the mission priorities. These are the default priorities
inserted into the FERN requests. However, some users had several critical requests that were given
a higher priority. These request priorities will be manually modified in the FERN requests. After
all SARs are run through the SAR input translator, separate FERN request files will be created for
each customer. The only other file needed for the Phase I test is the file describing the SN
resources to be allocated. A schedule can then be run using the lookahead algorithm.
SAR Output Translator. The ROSE output schedule is to be submitted back to the NCCDS to
verify that ROSE does not inappropriately schedule any requests. The ROSE output schedule must
be translated back into the SAR format. Another translator has been developed for this purpose.
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TheresultingSARsshouldexpressno flexibility at all, sincetheyrepresentscheduledevents
assignedto specificresources.However,theSARformatdoesnotdirectly expressall required
resources;someresourcesarespecifiedin theconfigurationcodes.TheSARoutputtranslator
determinestheconfigurationcodesusedby eacheventandreferencesthemin theoutputSAR.
Unfortunately,mostconfigurationcodedefinitionsexpressflexibility in theantennachoices. If the
NCCDSwereto chooseadifferentantennathanwhatROSEactuallychose,thechangein one
eventcouldcausearippleeffectandproduceadifferent schedule.However,it appearsthatthe
NCCDSallocatesantennasin numericalorder. Theresourcesin FERNcanbelistedin asimilar
manner,sothatthesearchpatternin bothsystems houldbethesame,andresultin thesame
assignments.If thisstrategyfails,however,newconfigurationcodesmustbedefinedwith very
specificresources,andtheSARoutputtranslatorcanbesetto referencethesenewcodes.
Phase I Preliminary Results and Status
As of October 1, 1993, we have completed the NCCDS baseline schedule and the description of the
result follows. The ROSE schedule is expected to be run later in October after the host workstation
is completely installed and procedures are completed for handling classified data.
The forecast week selected was September 13-19, 1993 (256/00:00:00 - 262/23:59:59 Z). The
seven day operational forecast process for this week took place beginning on August 30, 1993. We
extracted the SARs on August 31 and performed the NCCDS baseline schedule run on September
1st. The NCCDS baseline schedule run included 1028 unclassified SARs and took just over 45
minutes to complete. We measured the primary and secondary resource scheduling separately.
Primary resources are the SA and MA Forward (MAF), and start time tolerances are used to
schedule these resources. The STGT era secondary resources used in this schedule run were the
MA Return (MAR), customer interface channel, MDM bandwidth, and Stat Mux bandwidth.
Table 1 summarizes the initial result of the NCCDS schedule run for the unclassified customers on
STGT by order of spacecraft priority before any conflict resolution was applied. The declined
SARs were due to conflicts on the following resources:
90% - SA or MAF Conflict
10% - MAR Limitation
<1% - User Interface Channel Conflict (one HST request declined)
The set of declined SARs attributable to the MAR limitation are due to the difference between
WSGT and STGT resources. TDRS spare was assigned to the third equipment set at STGT
which does not support MA, hence, SARs for TDRS Spare MAR were declined. Therefore, in
actuality nearly all the SARs were declined due to SA or MAF conflict. The results indicate that
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lowerpriority customerswho specifytolerancesin theirrequests,like COBE, do increasethe
likelihood of gettingtheir requestsscheduled.
SN
Customer
G RO Critical
% SARs
w/Tolerance
STS - 51
SA
Flexibility
% SARs
Scheduled
% SARs
Declined
0 Yes 100 0
UARS Critical 0 Yes 100 0
99 10
<1
No
Yes 64 36
0 Yes 74 26
92 Yes 67 33
99 Yes 66 34
95 Yes 55 45
Yes
Yes
70 89
54
79
99
11
46
21
HST
GRO
TOPEX
EUVE
UARS
COBE
ERBS
Total
Table 1. NCCDS Forecast Baseline Schedule Statistics Prior to Conflict Resolution
The NCCDS baseline schedule also had the following computer run time statistics (mm:ss):
Primary SN resources: 03:06
Secondary SN resources: 42:11
Total: 45:17
Similar statistics will be generated for ROSE under Phase I testing in October. Upon
completion, we will compare the NCCDS and ROSE schedules and computer run times, and
verify that ROSE did not schedule any conflicts. Finally, we will analyze the remaining SARs
from NCCDS which were not resolved during the manual conflict resolution process, and any
SARs from ROSE which do not get scheduled.
PHASE II - Procedure Improvement and Flexibility Analysis
The Process. As in Phase I, key drivers for devising the process for procedure improvement
involve time and realism, so again we will compare NCCDS and ROSE schedule runs using
operational SARs and compare the number of events/minutes scheduled and the computer run
times. The configuration codes, prototype events and the spacecraft priority list used in Phase II
will be the same as that used in Phase I. However, in this phase we will also compare the times to
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performtheentireprocedureto createaforecastscheduleincludingconflict resolution.Figure5
illustratesthePhaseII process.
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Figure 5. Phase II Process Overview
The NCCDS baseline schedule run for Phase II was performed by the operations personnel. The
week selected is the same week as that used in Phase I. When coordinating with each customer for
Phase I, we also requested that each customer save the scheduling data used to generate their SARs
for support of Phase II. In addition, operational schedule run data, observation notes, and conflict
resolution notes were saved. This data will be used to analyze the additional types of flexibility
available to the customer.
The additional types of flexibility will be specified as Flexible Scheduling Requests (FSRs) in the
FERN language. ROSE will utilize the FSRs to generate a forecast schedule that will be compared
to the NCCDS operational schedule run on WSGT resources. At first, it may seem inappropriate to
compare an NCCDS schedule run on WSGT resources to a ROSE schedule run on STGT resources.
However, it turns out the differences between the resources have minimal effect on the computer
and procedure run times. As for the customer perspective, we expect the differences in WSGT and
STGT resources to have minimal effect on the use of flexibility. Of course, the difference in
resources will be considered when comparing NCCDS and ROSE schedules in terms of number of
events and minutes of support scheduled. Finally, ROSE will again generate specific SARs that
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correspondto theeventsscheduledusingtheFSRs.ThespecificSARswill bescheduledusingthe
NCCDSto provideadditionalresourceallocationverificationaswith PhaseI. Thephysical
environmentis thesameasPhaseI.
User Scheduling Data Collection
In order to translate the original SARs into flexible requests, we need to understand the customers'
true flexibility options. We need to understand how they chose where to schedule the requests
initially, and how they chose what conflict resolution options were acceptable to them, and which
options were preferred over others. We also need to collect any data, such as user antenna views
(UAVs), that they may have used in making those decisions. We felt that this data should be
collected as soon after the test week as possible, so that the activities were still fresh in the
customers' minds, and that files and tapes were not overwritten or deleted.
For this data collection process, we visited all of the GSFC Mission Operations Center (MOCs) and
interviewed their scheduling personnel. We also requested that they complete a short questionnaire
concerning the conflicts they encountered during the test week, and how they were resolved. By
personally visiting each customer, we were able to gain a very clear and detailed understanding of
the customer's side of the process for the test week, as well as collect the scheduling aids (e.g., view
period data).
The types of flexibility that different customers may have that cannot be expressed in the current
SAR are the ability to accept:
• Shorter service duration
• Any TDRS as long as it is in view
• Service start time tolerance
• Wider event start time tolerance
• Different type of service (MA vs SA)
• Moving the contact to another orbit
• Periodically repeating an event
One of the key flexibility concepts is SA service start time tolerance with respect to MA services
within same the event. A previous study showed that 71% to 79% of Hubble Space Telescope's
conflicts could be resolved using this type of flexibility. 11 The time sliced event representation
strategy discussed under Phase I allows flexibility in the relative start times of the different services.
Prep_u'ing the FSRs. For Phase II, the request representation we settled on was to have one activity
for each physical TDRS antenna requested (versus one activity for each event in Phase I). The
generic data structure allows conjunctions of activities, therefore one generic would specify that the
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activitiesin aneventmustall bescheduledasaunit on thesameTDRS. This representation
strategyallows flexibility in therelativestarttimesof thedifferentactivities.
MostFSRswill begeneratedmanuallybasedonaninterpretationof thedatacollectedfrom the
MOCs. For mostcustomersthiseffort is notexpectedto beexcessive,sincetheycanusethe
repeatabilityfactorof flexible scheduling,andoneFSRcanreplacemanySARs. For those
customerswho wouldnotuseflexible scheduling,theSARtranslatorcanregeneratetheir specific
requests.TheSARtranslatorwill likely bemodifiedto alsosupportflexible non-recurring
requests.After theFSRshavebeencreated,thecustomerswill verify thattheyrepresentacceptable
conflict resolutionoptionsin thecorrectorderof preference.
Phase II Preliminary Results and Status
The NCCDS operational schedule with WSGT resources and including manual conflict resolution
was completed during the forecast week of August 30, 1993, and the results were collected. The
number of events at the end of the operational NCCDS schedule run was higher than at the
beginning of the week for the initial forecast schedule. This discrepancy is due to additional (late)
SAR submissions during the forecast week, and conflict resolutions that include splitting one event
into two.
Based on the customer interviews, there were no resolution options exercised that week that could
not be expressed in an FSR. Some requests simply could not be satisfied as there were no
acceptable resolution options. We are optimistic that ROSE will be able to find conflict resolution
options for all requests that were eventually scheduled. The MOCs will also be asked to judge if
the options that ROSE found were as good (or maybe even better) than those found manually. We
hope to be able to estimate the number of staff hours saved by Using flexible scheduling over
manual conflict resolution. Table 2 shows the results for the operational schedule after conflict
resolution. The column entitled "% Increase over Baseline" shows the additional percentages of
requests scheduled over the first run of the forecast schedule before any manual conflict resolution
was completed.
Generation of the NCCDS operational schedule had the following computer run times (mm:ss):
Primary SN resources: 06:30
Secondary SN resources: 118:30
Total: 125:00
In addition, 60 hours of forecast schedule operator support time (including wait time for MOC
responses to recommended resolutions) were allocated to the manual conflict resolution procedures
for the week. The NCCDS preliminary results from Phase II, as compared to the baseline schedule,
illustrate the significant increases in scheduled support due to the manual efforts of the forecast
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operators and customer scheduling personnel. The goal of the flexible scheduling concept is to
automate conflict resolution in the schedule run. Similar data will be collected for ROSE during
Phase II testing.
SN
Customer
GRO Critical
% SARs
Scheduled
% SARs SA
w/Tolerance Flexibility
i
100
% Increase
over Baseline
0 Yes 0
UARS Critical 0 Yes 100 0
STS - 51 0 No 100 1
HST < 1 Yes 99 35
GRO 0 Yes 94 20
TOPEX 92 Yes 100 33
EUVE 99 Yes 98 32
..,,,,
UARS 95 Yes 91 36
COBE 70
ERBS 99
Total
,Yes
Yes
99 10
86 22
97 18
Table 2. NCCDS Operational Forecast Schedule Statistics After Conflict Resolution
Lessons Learned to Date
The ROSE evaluation exercise began in May 1993, and in a relatively short time frame we have
established a methodology and collected necessary test data for both phases of testing. This same
methodology could be adapted to similar technology evaluations by other operational systems or by
the NCC for other proposed enhancements.
It was necessary to coordinate the collection of data both in the NCC and the MOCs for the selected
forecast scheduling week. The evaluation team held regular status meetings and established close
contacts with scheduling and database operations personnel which had several benefits. Many
detailed but critical points were uncovered and resolved during the process. Everyone maintained
an eye on the evaluation goals and stayed well informed. Close cooperation was needed between
government and contractor personnel, as well as between organizational elements. However an end
result was the high level of interest in the process and results.
In the process of understanding the scope of scheduling in the NCC, we learned about subtle details
of the database with its embedded scheduling ground rules, and the importance of finding an
appropriate representation for SARs. The initial conversion of the NCCDS database into FERN for
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ROSEinput tookaboutastaffmonthof effort for bothanalysisandimplementation.Representing
eventsasoverlappingserviceshadto becarefullyaddressedin ROSEastherewerealternative
implementationapproaches.Oncedetermined,the implementationof theSARtranslatorwasfairly
straightforward,takingonly a couplestaffweeks.
TheIookaheadalgorithmdevelopedfor ROSEwasbasedon theNCClookaheadalgorithm.
However,theROSEalgorithmtakesintoconsiderationtheflexibility optionswhicharenotpartof
theNCC algorithm. Furthertestingandsomemodificationswill berequiredto fully validatethe
ROSEalgorithm,howeverthetolerancesandopenselectioncapabilitiesin thecurrentSARshave
beensuccessfullytested.Approximately9 staffmonthsof effort wentinto theredesign,Ada
implementation,andtestingof theROSEalgorithmtodate.
As weprepareto actuallyrun thevalidationbenchmarktestonROSE,weanticipatethatadditional
testingmayberequired,in spiteof successfullytestingindividualcomponentsof thebenchmark.
However,we feelwehavedevelopedarobustmethodologythatwill beableto adaptto thenew
lessonswewill learn.
Conclusions and Future Work
Technology transfer to operational elements involves the necessity of having to maintain support
while upgrading to a new way of doing business. The NCC requires a proof-of-concept
benchmark, such as the one we have described, in order to verify the value of proceeding with
the time consuming task of transitioning into operations. In addition to the validation of ROSE
for producing SN schedules, a usability test of the ROSE user interface is also in process. The
ROSE usability test is designed to verify that the interaction techniques provided by ROSE fully
support the scheduling tasks performed by scheduling operators. Thus direct evaluation by NCC
Operations personnel will assess ROSE utility and drive the need for modifications.
If a new technology proof-of-concept such as ROSE is successfully demonstrated in the testing
process the next step is to develop a methodology for transition into operations. A complete
operations concept is required, addressing both the NCC and MOC roles and operational
procedures in the Flexible Scheduling approach. Since a major change to the NCC requires
changes of the customer community, representatives of the SN and the MOCs have been
working on a joint paper, "Space Network Flexible Scheduling Enhancements", to identify
desired enhancements which will be validated in Phase II. Finally, detailed plans for integration
of the new technology into the NCC, and plans for formal acceptance testing will be required.
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Abstract
The flexibility and robustness of a monitor and control (M&C)
system are a direct result of the underlying inter-processor
communications architecture. A new architecture for M&C at the
Deep Space Communications Complexes (DSCCs) has been developed
based on the Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) process
control standard of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) suite of
protocols. This architecture has been tested both in a laboratory
environment and under operational conditions at the Deep Space
Network (DSN) experimental Venus station (DSS-13) . The Venus
experience in the application of OSI standards to support M&C has
been extremely successful. MMS meets the functional needs of the
station and provides a level of flexibility and responsiveness
previously unknown in that environment. The architecture is
robust enough to meet current operational needs and flexible
enough to provide a migration path for new subsystems. This paper
will describe the architecture of the Venus M&C system, discuss
how MMS was used and the requirements this imposed on other parts
of the system, and provide results from systems and operational
testing at the Venus site.
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Introduction
The Deep Space Network (DSN) operates the Venus facility at
the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex as a research site
to conduct experiments in new tracking techniques, communication
technologies, and instrumentation. In response to expanding
demand on station resources generated by the new 34-meter Beam
Waveguide Antenna, a new monitor and control system was developed
and installed based on OSI protocols [i]. As an experimental
facility, the Venus site is constantly changing. New
instrumentation is moved to the station and tested on a weekly
basis. The procedures to support observations or spacecraft
activities change daily. However, Venus is also used routinely
for radio astronomy observations and the High Resolution Microwave
Survey (HRMS). The Station Monitor and Control system was
designed to support the constantly changing conditions at the
station, while providing reliable support for operational
experiments.
Requirements
The basic requirements for Station Monitor and Control were
derived from the requirements for monitor and control of the DSN
operational facilities. The operational facilities are a
collection of computer automated antennas and support equipment
which are linked together with a Local Area Network (LAN) . The
station is operated from a set of central control consoles which
support the following requirements:
!) Allocation of station resources to provide assignment of
subsystems in support of station activities.
2) Support data files are received at monitor and control
and redistributed to subsystems as required.
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3) Operator directives entered on monitor and control
support the configuration and operation of subsystems.
4) Subsystem health and performance is displayed on monitor
and control.
5) Subsystem event or alarm conditions are generated and
reported to monitor and control.
6) Monitor data is exchanged between monitor and control and
the active subsystems based on negotiated interface
agreements.
In addition to these basic requirements, the constantly changing
environment at Venus created the following requirements.
i) The Station Monitor and Control system must support the
addition of a new subsystem without modification to the
software.
2) The Station Monitor and Control system must support
modification of displays and construction of new displays
without new software deliveries.
The additional requirements reflect concerns for flexibility and
low life cycle costs. The design of Station Monitor and Control
makes extensive use of commercial software products with the tools
that provide the required flexibility.
Station Monitor and Control Architecture
The OSI based monitor and control architecture enables
operation of the Venus site through a single operator workstation.
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OSI protocols are used to link the operator workstation and the
various station subsystems across the LAN. Commercial software
packages based on the OSI Manufacturing Message Specification
(MMS) protocol were employed to support all interprocessor
communications. A commercial Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) software package was incorporated to support
most of the operator interface functions through a graphical user
interface (GUI). The extensive application of commercial software
packages made it possible to build and install the system in one
year at substantial cost savings [2].
There are two aspects to the OSI based monitor and control
architecture. The first is the communications architecture which
employs all seven layers specified in the OSI Basic Reference
Model. Support for the communications architecture resides on all
of the station computers. The second aspect involves the
structure of the program (or programs) that runs on each of the
station computers. This structure is called the software
architecture and is tightly coupled to the computer hardware, the
operating system, and the computer language employed. Since 98%
of the software for Station Monitor and Control was purchased,
much of the software architecture was set by the vendors. This
discussion is therefore limited to those components used to
integrate the commercial products into a working system. Both
aspects of the architecture are depicted in Figure 1 and the
station network configuration is seen in Figure 2.
Station Monitor and Control Implementation
The Station Monitor and Control system was initially
implemented on an Intel 80386, 33 MHz computer running the
Interactive UNIX operating system. The computer platform was
provided to the project and selection of the software components
was governed by the platform. The selection of the UNIX operating
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system was made to provide a flexible multi-tasking environment.
The platform and operating system directed the selection of the
specific MMS/OSI software package. In addition, the platform and
operating system led to the selection of a Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) software package called Dexterity. The
Dexterity product met all of the basic requirements to support the
operator interface and provided an Application Program Interface
(API) to support software development. The software development
effort was limited to providing a link between Dexterity and the
MMS network services.
The MMS software package provided a set of libraries and
sample code to build MMS service calls. Using this package and
the Dexterity API, the following elements were developed to
support the MMS/OSI netwonk services:
o The MMS-Dexterity Network Server provides all of the
network services for Station Monitor and Control. The
network server is a program that runs concurrent to
Dexterity under the UNIX operating system and by UNIX
convention is called a daemon.
o The Dexterity Interface Program is used to initiate the
MMS-Dexterity network server to take action. The program
is initiated to run when an operator uses the mouse or
keyboard to trigger some network action.
o The MMS-Dexterity Timer Program runs concurrent to the
network server and provides a heartbeat to initiate polling
of subsystem status data.
The key and most complex element of the software architecture
is the MMS-Dexterity Network Server. The network server is
started simultaneously with the Dexterity product and is table-
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driven, so changes to the network can be accommodated without
changing the network software. The network server establishes the
environment to communicate across the LAN by reading a table with
all of the network address information. Next, the network server
reads a set of tables that identify all of the control and
performance parameters used to operate the subsystems. Finally,
the network server establishes communications with the Dexterity
database.
Once initialized, the network server is ready to support all
of the network communication services required to operate the
complex from the Station Monitor and Control workstation. Station
personal operate the complex through a graphical user interface
(GUI) managed by the Dexterity software. The Dexterity software
supports operator actions through the keyboard or a mouse. The
Dexterity database services the user screens. In addition, the
Dexterity product provides a set of tools to build and manage the
GUI screens. The basic operation of the station is accomplished
as follows:
i) Station resources are allocated to support station
activities by establishing a connection between Station
Monitor and Control and the selected subsystems.
Resources are released by concluding the connection.
process of establishing and releasing a connection is
accomplished using the mouse.
The
2) Subsys£em health and performance is read by or reported
to Station Monitor and Control using the }4MS variable
read service or the information report service. Changes
in subsystem status and performance are echoed on Station
Monitor and Control using the same MMS services.
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3) Operators control a subsystem by entering configuration
parameters through the GUI into the Dexterity database.
The operator action triggers the Dexterity Interface
Program to execute and pass the selected parameters to
the Dexterity Network Server. The network server
extracts the selected data from the Dexterity database
and writes the data across the network to the subsystem.
4) Support data files are received by Station Monitor and
Control from JPL across the NASA Science Internet.
Operators distribute support files to individual
subsystems using the MMS file transfer services. The
operator uses a Dexterity screen to enter the file name
to be transferred, the destination file name and the
destination subsystem.
5) Subsystem event or alarm conditions are supported in two
ways. Both methods combine the MMS information report
service with the Dexterity alarm service. In the first
method, the subsystem is programmed to report data based
on changing conditions. The subsystem software engineer
can report on change, report on critical condition and/or
report on return to nominal condition. The Dexterity
database is then configured to alarm the operator when a
reported data element goes outside its limits. In the
second method, the subsystem is programmed to report a
text message to Station Monitor and Control. The
conditions that warrant a text message are left to the
discretion of the subsystem software engineer. The text
message is sent to Station Monitor and Control using the
MMS information report service. The Dexterity database
is configured to display these text messages as events or
alarms as a function of the message type.
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6) Monitor data is exchanged between directly between
subsystems based on negotiated interface agreements using
the MMS read variable service or the MMS information
report service.
Subsystem Integration
All of the subsystems at the Venus site are based on the
Intel 80x86 computer and the DOS operating system. Personal
computers and the DOS operating system are frequently used by
experimental subsystems because they are inexpensive and simple to
program. DOS is a "single user" operating system and supports
execution of only one program at a time. The subsystem program is
structured to establish the subsystem configuration and status on
execution, and to run in a continuous loop until an operator
interruption triggers termination.
The key element in the application of MMS is the abstract
model called the Virtual Manufacturing Device (VMD). The VMD
model is used to describe the externally visible characteristics
of a real device. Software modules which manipulate a real device
are called VMD objects. These objects can be manipulated using
MMS services such as context management, variable access, domain
management, semaphore management, and event management services.
State changes detected in the real device and defined in the VMD
model can trigger MMS services. For the implementation at Venus,
a minimum of effort was required to make the subsystems appear as
VMDs.
To minimize the impact of the monitor and control effort on
subsystem development, software routines were developed to provide
network integration with a minimum of impact to the subsystem
code. The impact to subsystem code is reflected in the pseudo-
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code below:
main ()
(
dsn_init_mms(); /* routine called to set up the
network environment */
set_up_subsystem__environment();
while( not_interrupted_by_operator )
{
monitor_subsystem_operations();
execute_subsystem_commands();
dsn comm server(); /* routine called to check
for network messages */
)
set_subsystem in safe_shut_down_conditions();
dsn_terminate_mms(); /* routine called to terminate
the network environment */
exit();
A summary of the MMS services and routines developed for the
subsystems and the Station Monitor and Control workstation is
provided below.
MMS Context Management Services
The routine dsn__init_chan() is used by a client subsystem to
initiate communications with a server.
The routine dsn_conclude() is used by a client subsystem to close
an association with a server subsystem.
The routine dsn__listen() is used by a server subsystem to open a
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communication resource. The communication resources for each
subsystem, commonly referred to as channels are established when
the subsystem initiates operation. A subsystem that operates as a
server will allocate listen channels for clients establish
communications. The dsn listen() routine is provided to permit a
subsystem to allocate additional channels as server channels while
operating. The dsn_stop listen() is used to close a channel in
the listen mode.
The routine dsn abort() is used by a client to terminate a client-
server association without regard for pending requests. This
service is intended for use under special conditions and not to be
used in place of the dsn_conclude() service.
MMS File Management Services
The routine dsn_copy_file() is used by a client subsystem to copy
a file from a server subsystem.
The routine dsn send file() is used by a client subsystem to
invoke the MMS obtain file service in which a server subsystem
copies a file from a client subsystem.
The routine dsn delete file() is used by a client subsystem to
delete a file from a server subsystem.
MMS Variable Services
The routine create__dsn__mms__types() is used to establish a variable
as a network object. Subsystem implementors use this routine to
register variables that will be managed across the network. The
registration process identifies the address of the variable, its
type and size to the subsystem network software.
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The routine reg_write_var_indic_func() is used to identify a
function to be called by the server when a specific named variable
is written across the network. For example, a server subsystem
could have a physical switch that is set according to the value of
a named variable. By design, the switch must be reset to its new
condition on change of the named variable. The server subsystem
software engineer can write a function that affects the physical
change of the switch and use the reg_write_var_indic_func()
routine to associate the function with the named variable. When
the write indication is received for the associated named
variable, the function is called.
The routine reg_write_var_confr__func() is used to identify a
function to be called by the client when a specific named variable
is written across the network and the write confirmation is
received by the client. Extending the example above, a client
could have a sequence of actions to perform that are dependent of
the server subsystem switch position. The client subsystem
software engineer can write a function that affects action that
can only occur after the switch reset has been affected. The
client function can be associated with the named variable write
confirmation using the reg_write_var_confr_func() routine. When
the write confirmation is received for the associated named
variable, the function is called.
The routine reg_read_var_indic_func() is used to identify a
function to be called by the server when a specific named variable
is read across the network. For example, the status of some
element of a server subsystem is reflected by a named variable.
The subsystem software engineer can write a function to update the
status and associate that function with the specific named
variable using the reg_read_var_indic_func() routine. When the
read indication is received, the function will be called and the
read response will reflect the latest status.
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confr func() is used to identify aThe routine reg_read_var_
function to be called by the client when a specific named variable
is read across the network and the confirmation is received by the
client. Extending the example above, the client subsystem
software engineer will write a function to take action on the
status returned by the server subsystem. That function is
associated with the specific named variable using the
reg read var_confr func() routine. When the read confirmation is
received by the client, the function is called.
The routine reg_info_report_func() is used to identify a function
to be called by the client when a specific named variable is
reported by a server using the dsn_send_info_rpt() service.
Summary
The Station Monitor and Control system has been operating on
a daily basis at the Venus site since December 1992. The
operation personnel have developed an extensive knowledge and
understanding of the system. The station personnel perform
routine configuration management and develop new tools and
displays as conditions change.
The implementation of the Venus Station Monitor and Control
has demonstrated that the MMS/OSI protocols can be used to support
interprocessor communications in a spacecraft tracking station.
The integration of a commercial user interface package with ah MMS
network server has created a powerful, flexible tool to support
the constantly changing requirements at the site. Most of the
cost savings derived from the MMS/OSI approach comes from the
application of commercial products. The software developed in
this activity to support the MMS network services on Station
Monitor and Control is less that 20,000 lines of code. The
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commercial software products represent more that 750,000 lines of
code. The functional capabilities provided through the
combination of these two technologies offer great potential for
cost savings.
The integration of the two commercial products required three
months with an additional three months of comprehensive testing
before delivery to the station. We have recently integrated a
different SCADA product with the same MMS product on a Sun SPARC.
Though the API for the new SCADA product was different, the
process only required two months. The table driven approach to
the network interfaces and the SCADA products provide a flexible
environment for station personal to respond to changing
conditions.
The MMS/OSI communications architecture also provides a
flexible environment to changing requirements. The Virtual
Manufacturing Device model for subsystems provides a single
interface to network services. When the High Resolution Microwave
Survey project discovered problems with their interface to the
antenna equipment, the implementation of a network gateway was a
straight forward process, requiring no modifications to the
network.
The most difficult part of the effort was upgrading the
individual subsystems to enable them to operate over the LAN.
Because the decision to proceed with an integrated, centralized
M&C system was made after the subsystems began development, the
subsystems were, in essence, retrofitted to support the new
architecture. Fifty percent of the Station Monitor & Control
effort was spent modifying the subsystems to include a LAN
interface, addressing problems which occurred due to the
limitations of the DOS operating system chosen by the subsystems,
and integrating a variety of commercial packages to support
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subsystem-specific problems.
The Venus Architecture is now serving as a baseline for
testing automation concepts. The open, flexible architecture has
greatly reduced integration time. Venus is serving as an
operational testbed for the Link Monitor & Control Operator
Assistant, an Artificial Intelligence-based tool which automates
configuration, calibration, test, and operation of ground station
equipment [3].
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Summary
This paper provides an analytical formulation to predict scheduling success for a class of
problems frequently referred to as activity scheduling. Space Network communications
scheduling is an example of activity scheduling. The principal assumption is that the activity start
times are randomly distributed over the available time in the time line.
The formulation makes it possible to estimate how much of the demand can be scheduled as a
function of the demand, number of resources, activity duration, and activity flexibility. The paper
includes computed results for a variety of resource and demand conditions. The results
demonstrate that even with highly flexible activities, it is difficult to schedule demand greater
than 60 percent of resources without the use of optimization and conflict resolution capabilities
in the scheduling system.
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Abstract
An analytical formulation is derived to predict
the success of scheduling activities on discrete
multiple resource time lines using sequential
approaches. Success is defined in terms of the
probability of scheduling a single activity and
the number and cumulative duration of
scheduled activities' The results are extended
to include scheduling activities with flexible
start times. The principal assumption is that
the activity start times are randomly
distributed over the available time in the time
line.
Introduction
This analysis addresses a type of scheduling
problem frequently referred to as activity
scheduling. Each activity is assumed to use
one of a set of equivalent resources. Each
resource can be used to perform only one
activity at any time. The activities are
independent and have no predecessor
relationships. Each activity has a specified
duration and start time, although the
possibility that the start time is flexible is also
considered.
Scheduling becomes challenging when not all
of the activities can be scheduled because of
conflicting demand for the resources. The
question then becomes: which activities get
scheduled and at what times, and which do not
get scheduled?
Ideally, an objective should be defined that
can be used to identify the optimal schedule
and select a scheduling approach that achieves
or nearly achieves an optimal schedule as
defined by that objective. A typical objective
might consist of maximizing the sum of
values assigned to each scheduled activity. If
the value were the same for each activity, then
maximizing the value is equivalent to
maximizing the number of scheduled
activities. If the value were proportional to the
duration of the activity, then maximizing the
value is equivalent to maximizing the total
time scheduled.
Because optimally solving such problems is
complex, most approaches do not attempt to
achieve optimality directly and have resorted
to a sequential scheduling approach (see
Figure 1). A sequential scheduling approach
typically begins by using heuristically
determined metrics to order the activities by
priority. It then considers each activity in
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Figure i. Sequential scheduling approaches
Activities to be scheduled
Scheduled activities
priority order and attempts to find an available
time for using one of the resources. Assuming
such a time exists, a second heuristic approach
determines the start time. If previously
scheduled activities conflict with all possible
start times, the activity is not scheduled. In
either case, the next activity on the list is then
considered for scheduling.
The principal method for evaluating
scheduling approaches is to determine the
extent to which the objective is met.
Evaluation is typically accomplished by
establishing benchmark problems and
generating test schedules. The evaluation
criteria generally include the fraction of
activities and the fraction of activity time that
gets scheduled. This paper provides an
analytical technique for predicting scheduling
success in these terms.
A closely related issue is the fraction of
available resource time that gets scheduled.
Providing resources is generally costly, and,
before spending money to provide additional
resources, managers want to be sure that the
existing resources are being used efficiently to
perform the specified activities.
The first part of this paper presents the
derivation of the probability of a single
additional activity being successfully
scheduled on either a single or multiple
resources. An iterative process is then defined
to determine the overall probability of
successfully scheduling any number of
activities. Next the benefits to improved
scheduling success from start-time flexibility
are included. Finally, the distribution of gaps
remaining in the time line is discussed.
Single-Activity Scheduling Success
Scheduling success probability is derived by
considering an attempt to schedule a single
additional activity on a resource time line that
contains a number of activities already
scheduled. Given a single, discrete, resource
time line (see Figure 2) with n randomly
scheduled activities at start times and with
durations
{si,di}i=l, n
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Figure 2. Scheduling a new activity in a resource time line that contains
previously scheduled activities
Time line of t=0
scheduled activities_> _ d, F-- ... _t,
New activity_ l 8 I
a G+8
Conditions under which
the new activity will
conflict with a
previously scheduled
activity
Si si+di
L di I
si s_+d_
[ rl, I
si<_<si+di
{3 < si<cl+_
such that
si + di < si+!
consider a new activity with duration 5 and
random start time or. The new activity will
not be scheduled successfully if its start time
conflicts with any previously scheduled
activity (s_ < cr < s i + d_) or if a previously
scheduled activity has a start time that
conflicts with the new activity
(_ _< s__<o + 8).
Since G is uncorrelated with any previously
scheduled activity, the probability that it will
not conflict with a previously scheduled
activity is given by the fraction of the time
line remaining unscheduled
where
t a = the length of the time line
and the remaining time is given by
tr = ta- _ di
i=1 ,n
The probability that no previously scheduled
activity has a start time that conflicts with the
new activity is determined by considering a
compressed time line of length tr (see
Figure3), generated by removing the
scheduled activity durations from the
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Figure 3. Compressed time line with scheduled activity durations removed
Available time line
t=O . . • t=t,
F----_e,,g ,,,
_...
Compressed time line
available time line. The previously scheduled
activities appear with zero duration randomly
distributed throughout the time line. For each
of the n previously scheduled activities, the
probability that start time s i will not conflict
with the new activity (si < c or s_ > c + _i) is
given by
(,
under the assumption that
_5<< t, and di << ta
to avoid any effects from the ends of the time
line. Combining the probability that _ is not
in conflict with any previously scheduled
activity, with the probability that none of the
si are in conflict with the new activity, results
in the probability P, that the new activity can
be scheduled
el
tr _ _)1 n
In the limit that n becomes large while (t/t,)
remains fixed
P1 ---_lim P1
n---_oo
= (1 - L)e--I_LL)_]
where
di
i=1,n trZ = - 1 - - = scheduled load
ta ta
1 Lta
i= 1,n
= average duration of scheduled
activities
If each activity can be scheduled on any of m
equivalent unconstrained resources, then P_
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Figure4.Single-activityschedulingsuccess
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becomes the probability that the new activity
can be scheduled on each of the m resources.
The probability of successfully scheduling an
additional activity on any of the m resources is
then
Pm=l-(1-Pl) m
Figure 4 shows the probability of successfully
scheduling a new activity of average duration
as a function of the already scheduled load.
For small values of L, the probability
decreases as 1-L". For larger values of L, the
exponential causes the probability to fall more
rapidly. For a single resource, by the time L
has reached 30 percent, the scheduling success
for a new activity has fallen to 46 percent.
Four equivalent resources are required to keep
the single-activity scheduling success above
50 percent for 50 percent loading.
Integrated Scheduling Success
Scheduling success integrated over all
activities is determined by applying P,,
iteratively. Consider N activities with random
start times to be scheduled on m equivalent
resources. The first m activities can each be
scheduled successfully without conflict, one
activity on each resource. Therefore, the
number of activities and the scheduled load
are
n(m) = m
j=-I ,mL(m) =
ta
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For activities j=m+I,N, the steps are
1;
2;
3:
Compute the probability Pro(J) to
schedule activity j, given n(j-1)
previously scheduled activities out
of j-1 attempts
Update the number of activities
scheduled out of j attempts
n(j) = n(j- 1) +Pro(j)
Compute the scheduled load
L(j) = L(j - 1) + e,,0)dj
ta
The average scheduling success can then be
computed as the ratio of the number of
scheduled activities to the number of
attempted activities
n(N)
N
or as the ratio of the scheduled time to the
attempted time
taL(N)
Edj
j=! ,N
If all of the activities are of the same duration,
then the two measures are identical. Figure 5
illustrates the integrated scheduling success
when all activities are of the same duration. If
the demand is for 50 percent of the available
time on 4 resources, 90 percent of the
activities will be scheduled successfully. With
2 resources, 79 percent will be scheduled
successfully. If the demand is for 70 percent
of the resources, the success for 4 resources
drops to 79 percent and it drops to 69 percent
for 2 resources.
Start-Time Flexibility
The activity start times for some scheduling
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Figure 6. Start-time flexibility
si+di
1
New activity start time O" _+_
that conflicts with a [ ....... ,
previouslyscheduled I I:
activity .......
Conflictresolvedby Si+ di si+ di+5
problems are not fixed. Rather, they have
flexibility x such that they can be scheduled to
start at any time between _ and cr + x. The
benefit of the start-time flexibility can be
determined by considering an activity (see
Figure 6) with start time _ that conflicts with
a previously scheduled activity of duration d_,
scheduled to start at time s,, si < _ < s, + d_. If
"c> s_+ d_ - or, then the conflict with activity i
can be resolved by adjusting the new activity
start time to s_+d_. The probability that this
resolution is possible is given by
for
{I: <di}
For larger values of z, the probability of
resolving the conflict is 100 percent. The
average probability for resolving a conflict
with the new event start time is given by the
product of the probability that the new activity
conflicts with the previously scheduled
activity i, multiplied by the probability that a
conflict with activity i can be resolved,
summed over all previously scheduled
activities
n,,
i= 1,n
wherefis the normalized flexibility
The probability of successfully scheduling the
new activity is determined by multiplying Lf
by the probability that another activity will
have been scheduled in conflict with the
adjusted activity and by adding the result to
the previously determined value of P_
P1 = (1 -L +
Figure 7 shows the probability for
successfully scheduling a new activity of
flexibility f= 1 of average duration as a
function of the already scheduled load.
Because of the flexibility, this data shows
significant improvement in scheduling success
when compared with Figure 4. For a single
resource scheduled at 30 percent of available
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Figure7. Single-activityschedulingsuccesswith flexible start times
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time, the scheduling success for a new activity
increases from 46 percent to 65 percent. With
4 equivalent resources, 50 percent scheduling
success can be maintained up to a demand of
65 percent of available resources.
The improvement in integrated scheduling
success is illustrated in Figure 8. Increasing
flexibility from f = 0 to f = 0.5 increases the
Figure 8. Integrated scheduling success with varying flexibility
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scheduling success by approximately 5
percentfor high levels of demand.Increasing
flexibility to f = 1 increases scheduling
success by an additional 5 percent.
Duration Flexibility
As previously indicated, the exponential term
in P_ dominates the linear term for larger
values of scheduled load L. The impact of the
exponential term can be partially reduced by
first scheduling the larger duration activities
and" then scheduling the shorter duration
activities.
Figure 9 illustrates scheduling success when
the demand above 40 percent is divided into
twice the number of activities, each activity of
half the duration of the activities below 40
percent. This success is compared to
scheduling success when all activities have the
same duration. With the reduced-duration
activities, scheduling success is increased by
approximately 5 percent. In practical
applications, durations of unschedulable
activities can be reduced to improve
scheduling success.
Highly Flexible Start Times
As the flexibility of start times increases, the
probability of successfully scheduling an
activity increases. For values of x>d_,
conflicts of the new activity start time o with
a previously scheduled activity can always be
resolved (see Figure 6) by delaying the new
activity to start at the end of the conflicting
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activity. The linear term in the scheduling
probability is eliminated, and the single
resource success probability becomes
P1 = e
This probability is actually a lower bound.
The new activity is also schedulable if the
start time s i of a previously scheduled activity
conflicts with the new activity and if
or+ x> s_+d_.
For values of x > d i + d_+1 + 5 (for an average-
duration activity 5=<d>, this value
corresponds approximately to f>3); the
success probability increases further, as
illustrated in Figure 10. If the length g_ of the
first gap following the start time cr of the new
activity is less than the duration of the new
activity, gi < & then the new activity will not
be schedulable in that gap. This probability is
given by
(le-E )_
If the new activity is not schedulable in the
first gap, then its start time can be delayed to
the end of the next previously scheduled
activity. The probability is identical that the
gap following this activity is also too small in
which to schedule the new activity.
Consequently, the probability that the new
activity will be schedulable in one of these
two gaps is given by
P1 = 1-
2
As "_ increases further, scheduling success
continues to increase. Figure 11 illustrates the
Figure 10. Highly flexible start times
[New activity cannot be 5
scheduled in the first gap._ "_
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Figure11.Single-activityschedulingsuccessfor highlyflexiblestarttimes
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significant gain in scheduling success that
accrues from this added flexibility for an
average-duration activity. It also illustrates
that, even with this amount of flexibility, it is
difficult to successfully schedule beyond a
demand of 60 percent of the resources.
This conclusion depends on the assumption
that scheduled activities are placed randomly
within their schedulable start-time flexibility.
Techniques exist for selecting start times to
optimize resource use. These techniques
effectively reduce the size of small gaps and
increase the size of large gaps, thereby
improving scheduling success.
Gap Size Distribution
The difficulty in scheduling more than 60
percent of the resources results from both the
time line being heavily scheduled and the
remaining gaps being too small for additional
activities to be scheduled. This problem can
be understood by determining the distribution
of gap sizes.
The probability v(g) for an individual gap to
have a length greater than value g can be
determined by selecting the end, s i + d_, of any
scheduled activity and by considering the
probability that no other activity is scheduled
within gap g from this point. This probability
is precisely the same probability derived
earlier for scheduling an activity with a
nonconflicting start time
L g
V(g) = e
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Thedistributionof gapsizes(seeFigure12)is
given by the probability of finding a gap
betweeng and g+dg
(,/3dv(g) = _I___LL_e-[,5,.,_a_]
m _w/-_g
As the resource becomes more heavily
scheduled, the remaining gaps become
significantly smaller than the average activity
duration, making them unusable for
scheduling average-duration activities. The
amount of time T(g) remaining in gaps larger
than g is given by
T(g) =_ng_a-_dg
g
=n(g+ (1--_)(d)1 e-[ _I5L'<_]
The ratios of T(g) to ta and tr are given by
to = _+(1-L) e- L g]
and
( ) L,-i7-r= 1 + (1-L)(d) e-
which, in the case g=<d>, go to
T(g) L
= e (I-L)
ta
LT(g) i
t-'-_"-- (l-L) e C'-L)
Figure 13 illustrates the fraction of the time
line remaining in gaps larger than the average
activity duration as a function of scheduled
load L. For example, when 50 percent of the
time line has been scheduled, only 37 percent
of it consists of gaps larger than an
2.50
Figure 12. Gap size distribution
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Figure 13. Fraction of time line in gaps larger than average-duration activities
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average-duration activity. When L reaches 70
percent, only 10 percent of the time line
consists of gaps larger than an
average-duration activity. The remaining 20
percent is in gaps that cannot be used to
schedule activities of average or larger
duration. The time in these gaps can be
recovered by adjusting activity start times to
reduce the size of small gaps and increase the
size of large gaps.
Conclusion
This paper provides formulae to compute
success for scheduling individual activities
with start-time and duration flexibility on
single or multiple resources. An iterative
technique is presented for determining
scheduling success integrated over all
schedulable activities. It demonstrates the
significant increase in scheduling success that
can be achieved when scheduling flexible
activities. It also provides a distribution of
sizes of gaps remaining in the time line and
demonstrates the dramatic decrease in time
remaining in large gaps as scheduled time
increases.
This analytical formulation can be used to
calculate realistic estimates of scheduling
success without actually developing
schedules. Such estimates can be used for
capacity planning or predicting scheduling
success for varying combinations of activities
and resources.
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Andre Fortin
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Greenbelt, MD 20771
Summary
Over the past two years, the Network Control Systems Branch (Code 532) has been investigating
control and status networking technologies. These emerging technologies use distributed
processing over a network to accomplish a particular custom task. These networks consist of
small intelligent "nodes" that perform simple tasks. Containing simple, inexpensive hardware
and software, these nodes can be easily developed and maintained. Once networked, the nodes
can perform a complex operation, without a central host. This type of system provides c.n
alternative to more complex control and status systems which require a central computer. This
paper will provide some background and discuss some applications of this technology. It will
also demonstrate the suitability of one particular technology for the Space Network (SN) and
discuss the prototyping activities of Code 532 utilizing this technology.
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Introduction
Over the last two years, under a research project, the Network Control Systems Branch (Code
532) at Goddard Space Flight Center has been investigating distributed intelligent control and
status networking technologies. These emerging technologies use distributed processing over a
network of smart devices or "nodes" to accomplish a particular custom task, like home
automation, without a central host. These networks are designed to be simple and inexpensive
for an engineer to develop and implement a custom task. This paper will provide some
background and discuss some applications of this technology. It will also demonstrate the
suitability of one particular technology for the Space Network (SN) and discuss the prototyping
activities of Code 532 utilizing this technology.
Background
A continuing trend to convert from centralized to distributed intelligent control and status
systems seems to have become widespread. A wide spectrum of systems designed for industrial
automation, building controls, automobiles, and consumer products are following this trend. The
reasons for this trend are numerous.
Centralized control and status systems consist of remote sensors that provide feedback to a
central microcontroller, which in turn sends signals to monitors and actuators. Each centralized
control system is unique with its own input/output and processing requirements. It consists of
large computational engines that process the inputs and outputs of a whole suite of sensors and
equipment and relay the changes and actions to the appropriate targets. These systems are
expensive to develop and install, and very difficult to expand and maintain on an
ongoing basis.
Intelligent distributed control and status systems consist of nodes with embedded intelligence
where each node performs a simple task. Nodes may be devices such as proximity sensors,
switches, motion detectors, and relays. While individual nodes in this system perform a simple
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task, the entire system performs a complex operation such as automation of a building, factory
or a house, without the need for a central host.
Intelligent distributed control systems have a number of significant benefits over centralized
control systems. These systems have lower starting costs by using simple and common methods
of communicating between all nodes of the system, like using one protocol. The networking
nature of these systems facilitates graceful growth by easing expansion and reconfiguration.
These systems cut installation costs by sharing common wiring among nodes. Finally, the
flexibility of these systems allows many diverse products and applications to intemperate.
Existing networking technologies such as local area networks (LANs) could be used to network
these distributed processing systems. However, the Ethernet protocol used to operate a LAN
would be an overkill for the requirements of a control and status network. Ethernet is designed
to move huge amounts of user documents, data bases, and graphics files among computers, file
servers, and printers. A control/status network involves moving relatively short data frames
carrying command and status information that trigger actions within devices. Ethernet is much
more complex than what is necessary for a control/status network. A control/status scenario
could be implemented with a LAN. Such a system, however, would be a large, expensive
development effort with complex hardware and software for each node. New technologies have
recently been introduced that provide a full package of hardware and software development
tools, a microprocessor or microcontroller, I/O interfaces for interfacing to sensors and
actuators, a network operating system, and a communications protocol to develop these
distributed intelligent control and status networks.
Examples of Uses
Targeted uses of distributed intelligent control and status networks include industrial, home, and
office automation. Particularly custom uses are known to exist for cars and mobile homes.
These environments have special needs. The nodes must be small, inexpensive, and sometimes
use existing wiring. Some of theses networking technologies have multiple physical media
available to allow for node to node communication, such as existing power lines, RF, and twisted
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paircable.
A goodexamplefrequentlygivenby distributedintelligentcontrol andstatusnetworking
vendorsis a systemthatcontrolsandmonitorscommonequipmentfoundin thehomeor office.
Consideranodein everydevice,suchasthepoweroutlets,thelights, the light switches,the
smokedetector,themajorappliances,andthesecuritysystem.Sucha system,in theeventof a
fire, coulddisablepowergoing to theoutlets,flashtheoverheadlightsnearemergencyexits,turn
off majorappliances,like afurnace,andperhapsturnon thesecuritysystem(if thereis no fire
alarm,like in ahome). This wouldall beaccomplishedwithoutacentralhost.Thesmokealarm
nodewould detectthe smokeandsendtheappropriatemessagesto theapplicablenodes.All of
thesenodeswouldbenetworkedvia theAC power.
Anothergoodexampleis a systemto simplify thewiring in avehicle. In thedashboardand
steeringcolumnof avehicle,largeamountof cablesrun from thepassengercompartmento the
enginedepartmento controlvariousdevicesaroundthecar. Thelights (rearbrakelights,
parkinglights, andheadlamps)arejust onesubsystemwithin avehiclethatneedscontrolling
from theoperator. Presentlythesedevicesarecontrolledby manydevotedwiresrunningfrom
thesteeringcolumn/dashboardto the individual lamps.Consideronewire runningbetween
everything,theheadlamps,thebrakelights,theparkinglights, andtheswitches/controls.Each
lampwould containa nodethatwouldcontrolit andeachswitch/controlin thepassenger
compartmentwould alsohavea node. Thesenodeswouldsignaleachotherbasedonoperator
input. Theheadlampnodewould turn on thehigh beamif it receivedasignalfrom a switch
nodelocatedneartheoperator. Becauseof thenetworkingnatureof this technology,theparking
light nodewould ignorethemessageto activatethehighbeamsincethis messageis not for that
node.
From the previous examples, it can be seen that this networking technology provides for
simplification of wiring and providing for automation. Other features include simplicity of
engineering and maintenance. Nodes, like in the previous example, that are designed to be light
nodes can be generic. Specific features of a light node can be determined at installation time and
not at manufacturing time. A building engineer or home owner would not have to stock various
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light nodes for repair, special features like blinking during a f'Lre alarm (assuming the node is the
closest light to an escape exit) can be programmed at installation time. Ease of engineering is
also a good trait of these technologies, due to the nature of the simple hardware and processors
used in the nodes.
There are several vendors that offer these technologies in which some are very focused on a
particular application. General Motors has a system called CAN, targeted for vehicle automation
and control. CEBus, a home automation standard, is available free for any manufacturer to
design nodes for. The Local Operating Network (LON), designed by Echelon Corporation, is a
flexible technology that can be used in many applications and environments. It may be well
suited for systems here at NASA. All of these proprietary distributed intelligent control and
status systems can provide homes, offices, industrial plants, and large systems with simple
methods to meet their control and status needs.
Local Operating Networks OLON)
The current control/status systems in the Space Network are centralized and card-caged.
Some of these systems involved a considerable amount of design and development effort and are
very difficult to expand and maintain. Additionally, the equipment utilizes a number of different
interfaces such as GPIB, MS 1553, RS232, and RS422. The control systems for this scenario
have dedicated, point-to-point connections to each equipment. Therefore, interoperability
between the equipment is a major problem that demands a large amount of software
overhead and processing requirements from the centralized computer system. LON offers a
single chip, networking solution to these problems that is inexpensive, modular, interoperable,
flexible, and easy to develop. Other control/status networking technologies that were considered
were focused on particular applications and did not provide the flexibility demanded by the
Space Network systems. This technology has the most potential for successfully replacing or
complementing a variety of centralized data processing, data distribution, and fault isolation and
monitoring systems within the Space Network.
The technology centers around a single VLSI chip called the Neuron. This inexpensive,
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multiprocessorchip (lessthan $10) implements a multitasking network operating system, a
networking protocol that conforms to the 7 layer OSI model, and a flexible input/output
interface through built-in device drivers. Neuron chips provide all the necessary functionality to
intelligently process a node's inputs and outputs and relay that information to other nodes over a
local network. One Neuron is required for every node on the distributed control and status
network. A variety of nodes can be designed each serving different functions. Once these nodes
are created and communicating among themselves, a distributed processing control and status
network called a LON is created.
The integrated hardware/software development system of LON allows the engineer to easily
design and test a small, simple node with custom hardware tied to the Neuron's generic I/O
interface and custom application software that defines the functionality of the node on the
network. This software is written in a unique, network programming language called Neuron C.
This proprietary language is an extended version of ANSI C that provides support for new data
types, statements, and function libraries. These enhancements optimize the chip for hardware
interfacing to I/O devices and real-time, node-to-node communications on a network.
Neuron C shields the programmer from the hardware details of input/output processing, the
protocol details of the physical medium being used, and the details of packet generation,
addressing, and transmission. This makes the application software short and simple and spares
the programmer from learning a new protocol. The development system allows the engineer to
thoroughly debug the node's hardware with this application code through a process of single-
stepping through hardware breakpoints. The development system's capability for network
management and monitoring allows the engineer to test the nodes with other nodes on a
prototype network on this system and manage the network once all the nodes are installed and
operational. Thus, LON's integrated development environment makes node design quick and
easy.
The protocol in which these Neuron-chip based nodes talk to each other is called LONTALK.
This 7-layer protocol has been optimized for movement of relatively short data frames carrying
control/status information. It provides support for multiple transmission media which include
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twistedpair (which runs from 4.9Kbps to 1.25Mbps), radio frequency (4.9Kbps to 625Kbps),
powerline (10Kbps), and even custom media to suit the designer's specific needs. The protocol
is actually transparent to the medium used, allowing a variety custom distributed control and
status networks to be easily created.
LON technology simplifies the development and maintenance of distributed, intelligent control
and status networks by providing an inexpensive communications and control processor, an
integrated hardware/software development system, and a control/status networking protocol in
one package. Thus, these distributed nodes are designed, developed, tested, and installed with
minimum effort and time. Adding a new node to the system is simply a matter of connecting it
to the network and making other nodes on the network aware of the new node. Thus, expansion
is simplified. The LONTALK protocol solves the problem of interoperability among different
nodes. Thus, Local Operating Networks resolves the problems of increased node development
time, increased installation costs, difficult expansion, and a lack of interoperability currently
experienced in the design of centralized control and status systems.
Prototyping Activities of Code 532
After researching into several distributed intelligent control and status networking technologies,
Code 532 decided to evaluate the LON technology. Under a research project, Code 532 procured
the necessary hardware and software to evaluate and prototype LON. A technical paper was
written that describes in detail what was accomplished in the research and evaluation phase of
the LON. Technical information can be found in this paper located in the Code 532 branch
library.
After the research and evaluation phase, a prototype system using LON was placed in an
operational environment in the Network Control Center (NCC). This system, called the Block
Rate Monitor (BRM), consists of a block counter, a gateway, and a host computer. The block
counter is a LON node that passively monitors four NASCOM lines. This node counts the
number of NASCOM blocks per second and checks for clock presence. The statistical data is
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thenpassed over a LON dedicated twisted pair cable to the gateway. The gateway is also a LON
node that converts data sent over the LON to RS-232. This protocol converter allows a
workstation to interface to the LON. The workstation receives the statistical data and provides
the operator with bargraphs (see figure 1) and stripcharts (see figure 3) to evaluate existing
traffic. The operator can also graph logged data for a historical perspective of line traffic (see
figure 2). The workstation logs 20 days worth of traffic statistics for four NASCOM lines.
Figure 1. Example main window with bargraphs. Figure 2. Example of historical data
Figure 3. Example strip chart output from BRM application (driven with random data).
With the Block Rate Monitor, the operator can conveniently monitor, in real time, the line
activity from a console. The operation of a transmitting system can he deduced as well. If it is
not generating any blocks, the system could be down, or there could be a bad cable or patch.
This system has already been used to determine if line rate increases were needed (from 112Kb/s
to 224Kb/s), but these monitored lines do not have heavy traffic loads and therefore an increase
in the line rate was not approved. This system is a very small LON. It only consists of two LON
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nodes,ablock counter,andagateway.Thenextphaseof our prototyping a control and status
network in an SN environment will greatly expand the LON and the concept of remote traffic
monitoring.
The second prototype system is called the Data Integrity Monitoring System (DIMS). This
system will consist of 40 LON nodes that each monitor a NASCOM line. Each node, or Data
Integrity Monitor (DIM), accumulates statistical data of one NASCOM line and is physically the
size of 2 cigarette packs. The cost of each node will be around $350. These nodes can count
blocks, evaluate the eRe, count bad blocks, determine the clock rate, and detect inverted data.
With each node monitoring different NASCOM lines, a LON of nodes is created that relays line
activity to the operator. Just as in the first prototype, a gateway receives the status information
from each DIM and sends it to a workstation.
This workstation will have a new application that will allow the operator to use this system for
performance monitoring, fault isolation, and traffic monitoring. With DIMs located on the inputs
and outputs of a system, performance monitoring would be achieved. By comparing the graphs
of the traffic on the input and the outputs, a time difference should be observed and indicate the
time it took for a block to be processed. Since the workstation application has detailed physical
diagrams of the site interconnections along with traffic gauges on the lines, fault isolation would
be achieved by an operator noting that a line showing no activity should, in fact, have some
activity. This would direct the operator to step back in the diagram of the system, to find the
break in the system. The operator would have to determine by this application, which patch
panel has been mispatched, which cable has gone bad, or which system has failed.
Our prototypes, utilizing the LON technology, are concepts similar to the Small Network
Management Protocol (SNMP). SNMP is designed for Ethernet and works with Ethernet host
computers. The DIMS, on the other hand, can incorporate any communication line protocol
monitor and works as a layer on top of the existing communications lines. The advantages for a
DIMS approach include passiveness, non-interference with operational communication
lines/systems, and a multi-protocol line/system monitoring. The advantage for an SNMP
approach would be a software only system that monitors Ethemet systems on existing Ethernet
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hostmachines.SNMPis moreinexpensiveandsimple,but is limited to Ethemet.
Future plans in these prototyping activities include building nodes that monitor other
communication lines (like MIL-STD-1553, GPIB, and Ethernet) and expanding the system to
monitor every communication line in the NCC. Future nodes will be much smaller and cost
under $150.
Conclusion
Distributed intelligent control and status networking offers a new and unique solution to the
traditional methods of performing control and status. The problems of increased development
time, lack of flexibility, lack of interoperability, difficult expansion, and difficult maintenance
that we face with centralized control and status vanish with this new method of networked
control and status.
Local Operating Networks appears to be on the forefront of this new trend by offering an
inexpensive, flexible solution that resolves all of the problems experienced in the design of
centralized control and status systems. Our prototyping efforts will determine this technology's
feasibility to the Space Network systems.
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Summary
The demand for and availability of Space Network resources are subject to short-term fluctuations
and long-term changes. Generation of acceptable schedules under changing demand and resource
availability will require the use of different scheduling policies. This paper identifies several such
scheduling policies. It defines metrics for evaluating schedules using the criteria directly related to
these scheduling policies. Then it applies the metrics to compare several schedules generated for
a scenario representative of 1998 SN demand and resources. Finally, the paper describes a
method for using these metrics to evaluate schedules based on multiple criteria.
1. Introduction
The demand for and availability of Space Network (SN) resources are subject to short-term
fluctuations and long-term changes. Increased demand during shuttle flights is an example of
short-term demand fluctuation. Resource unusability because of repair or maintenance of related
ground systems is an example of a short-term fluctuation in resource availability. Growth in
number of customers and their demand for SN resources is an example of a long-term demand
change.
A scheduling policy that results in acceptable schedules under one demand-resource scenario may
lead to unacceptable and inappropriate schedules under a different demand-resource scenario.
For example, allocation of resources in strict priority order, without regard to other factors, is
likely to result in acceptable schedules when the demand to resource availability ratio is low to
moderate. The same policy is likely to result in totally unacceptable schedules for lower priority
customers when the demand to resource availability ratio is high. Otten, which scheduling policy
is appropriate for a given demand-resource scenario is unclear. Furthermore, although a
scheduling policy generally implies a unique schedule effectiveness criterion, acceptability of a
schedule depends on multiple schedule effectiveness criteria.
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Therefore, to develop acceptable operational schedules for the use of SN resources, the Network
Control Center must:
• Create alternate schedules using alternate scheduling policies
• Evaluate alternate schedules based on multiple schedule effectiveness criteria
This paper identifies alternate scheduling policies and discusses evaluation of the alternate
schedules they produce, based on criteria associated with these policies.
2. Alternate Scheduling Policies
Many parameters are associated with the SN resource scheduling problem. Some more important
parameters are
• NASA-assigned customer priorities
• Service duration flexibility in terms of nominal and minimum duration
• SN commitments in terms of specified success rates
Potential interdependencies among these parameters imply many possible mutually exclusive
scheduling policies:
• Maximize nominal duration events in priority order
• Maximize near-nominal duration events in priority order
• Maximize minimum duration events in priority order
• Satisfy specified event success rates at near-nominal duration in priority order
• Satisfy specified event success rates at nominal duration in priority order
• Satisfy specified time scheduled success rates at nominal duration in priority order
• Satisfy specified time scheduled success rates at near-nominal duration in priority order
• Balance event success rates at near-nominal durations
• Balance event success rates at nominal durations
• Balance schedule time success rates
A scheduling algorithm used for generating schedules should be consistent with the applicable
scheduling policies, in addition, even when scheduling policy specific algorithms are available,
multiple schedules based on different scheduling policies may need to be generated because the
choice of the appropriate scheduling policy for a given demand-resource scenario is not clear.
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Whenscheduling algorithms which are not explicitly consistent with applicable scheduling policies
are used, generation of multiple schedules with different scheduling heuristics, heuristic control
parameters and/or algorithms is essential. Resulting multiple schedules must then be compared on
the basis of the criteria relevant to the applicable scheduling policies. The following paragraphs
describe those criteria, define metrics for comparing schedules based on those criteria, and
describe the use of the metrics for comparing schedules based on sets of the criteria.
3. Evaluation of Alternate Schedules
Scheduling success rate (that is, percent or total number of requests scheduled) has been the
traditional criterion for schedule effectiveness. Scheduling success rate is an adequate measure of
schedule effectiveness when the initial scheduling policies are unimportant or do not affect the
resulting schedule, for example, in a demand-resource scenario in which every request is
successfully scheduled at the requested duration. However, scheduling success rate alone does
not adequately measure schedule effectiveness under demand-resource scenarios that requires
rejection or scheduling of many requests at reduced durations.
For example, consider two schedules: Schedule X and Schedule Y. Figure 1 shows plots of the
cumulative number of requests scheduled versus priority for the two schedules. Schedule X is
biased in favor of higher priority users, whereas Schedule Y is biased in favor &lower priority
users. Clearly, Schedule Y should not be selected if the primary scheduling policy is to maximize
number of scheduled events in priority order. If the policy is to maximize the scheduled requests,
then Y, which has more requests scheduled than X, should be selected.
Which scheduling policy is appropriate for a given demand-resource scenario? Acceptability of a
schedule often depends on multiple schedule effectiveness criteria, even though the initial
scheduling policy implies a unique schedule effectiveness criterion. Some criteria relate directly to
the various initial scheduling policies; the rest relate to other desirable qualities in an effective
schedule.
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Figure 1. Schedule X Satisfies Priorities Better Than Schedule Y
3.1 Evaluation Criteria
The criteria for schedule evaluation discussed in this paper are categorized as follows:
• Maximizing success rates in priority order
• Satisfying specified success rates in priority order
• Balancing success rates among customers
• Minimizing the impact of undesirable gaps between successive scheduled requests
None of these criteria involves the success of any specified individual requests. Specific
requirements for the success of individual requests are assumed to be ensured by means of
appropriate algorithm and problem definition, that is, correct definition of requests and
enforcement of constraints.
3.1.1 Maximizing Success Rates in Priority Order
Scheduling success may be defined as the percentage of events scheduled or as the percentage of
requested time scheduled. Maximizing success rates in priority order means maximizing the
success rate of a given customer without considering the success rates of lower priority
customers.
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These definitions lead to two distinct criteria:
• Maximization of event success rates in priority order
* Maximization of requested time success rates in priority order
For schedule comparisons based on one of these criteria, comparing the success rates in priority
order is sufficient. A schedule that has the maximum success rate for the highest priority best
satisfies the criterion. However, strict adherence to only one criterion could result in failure to
consider schedules that may be nearly as good for the highest priority and superior for lower
priorities. Table 1 shows three sample schedules, with the number of events requested and
scheduled for each priority.
Priority
1
Number of Events
Requested
100
Number of Events Scheduled
Schedule A Schedule B Schedule C
80
2 100 85
3 100 65
90 91
80 75
60 65
45 40 404 100
Table 1. Schedule Statistics by Priority for Three Sample Schedules
Comparing the schedules strictly on the basis of maximization of success rates in priority order
results in selecting schedule B to be the best: Schedule B has 91 priority-1 scheduled events, as
compared to 90 priority-1 scheduled events for Schedule A. However, such a comparison does
not indicate the nearness of Schedules A and B, and it fails to recognize that Schedule A has
gained five priority-2 events and lost only one priority-1 event and five priority-3 events. Such
gains and losses between adjacent priorities among different schedules make the near equivalence
among schedules difficult to recognize from the raw information (as shown in Table 1), especially
when the number of priorities is large. Near equivalence of schedules is more easily recognizable
from a table of cumulative events scheduled in priority order. Table 2 presents the cumulative
events scheduled for the example shown in Table 1.
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Cumulative Number of Events Scheduled
4
Cumulative Number of
Events RequestedPriority Schedule A Schedule B Schedule C
1 100 90 91 80
2 200 170 166 165
3 300 230 231 230
400 275 271 270
Table 2. Cumulative Events Scheduled, by Priority for Sample Schedules A, B, and C
Table 2 shows the following:
• Schedules A and B are nearly the same and Schedule C is substantially worse when the
number of events scheduled for priority 1 alone are compared.
• Schedule A is substantially better than Schedules B and C when cumulative number of
events scheduled for priorities 1 and 2 are compared.
• All three schedules are nearly the same when cumulative number of events scheduled for
priorities 1 through 3 are compared.
• Schedule A is substantially better than Schedules B and C when cumulative number of
events scheduled for priorities 1 through 4 are compared.
This analysis suggests that schedule A is either nearly the same as or better than Schedules B and
C at every priority level and that Schedule A is better than Schedule B, even though Schedule B
best satisfies maximization of event success rates in strict priority order. Figure 2 presents the
information from Table 2 in graph form and illustrates the desirability of Schedule A over
Schedules B and C.
The preceding analysis led to a definitive conclusion on a simple example with four priorities and
three schedules. However, it would be difficult to come to any definitive conclusion using tables
like Table 2 and charts like Figure 2 when the number of priorities and the number of schedules
are large. The chart would have crisscrossing plots, rendering visual recognition of an overall
better schedule a difficult task. Furthermore, this type of analysis based on subjective judgment is
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not suitable for automated comparison of schedules. Automated comparison of schedules based
on maximization of success rates in priority order requires a more comprehensive method
involving numerically computable evaluation metrics. The following few paragraphs suggest such
metrics.
3OO
25O
z
E
O 100
--_-- ScheduleA
ScheduleB
--*-- ScheduleC
5O I I-
2 3
Priority
I
4
Figure 2. Cumulative Number of Events Scheduled Versus Priority
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Maximization of event success rates in strict priority order implies that each event for a given
priority is more important than all lower priority requests combined. In this scenario, request for
a given priority has a value that is the sum of the values of all requests for lower priorities. Ifv_ is
the value of an ith priority event, and n, is the number of requested ith priority events, then
vp=l
v_ = _ vk.nk for i <p
k_'+l
Values computed in this way grossly overstate the differences in values of events of adjacent
priorities; they also disallow compensating for any loss of higher priority events with a gain in the
number of lower priority events scheduled (as in the example.) In reality, the differences in
relative values of events of adjacent priorities are much smaller than those given here.
The true differences can be expected to be consistent with compensation of loss for higher
priority events by a larger gain for adjacent lower priority events. A practical comparison of
schedules should be based on values of events that more reasonably represent the true differences
between adjacent priorities, without understating the differences between widely separated
priorities. Setting event values proportional to the total number of requested events for lower
priorities is suggested here as a more reasonable representation of the true differences between
values of events of different priorities. Mathematically, if N, is the value of an ith priority event,
and n i is the number of requested ith priority events, then
Np=l
p
N_= _ nkfori<p
/_4+1
where
p = number of priorities
Therefore, the following metric, based on the weighted sum of scheduled events with weights
equal to N_, is a reasonable suggestion for comparing schedules based on maximization of
scheduled event success rates in priority order:
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p-- p
where
p = degree of maximization of event success rates in priority order
st = number of requests scheduled for ith priority
The denominator in the formula represents the maximum possible value of a schedule and is used
to limit the value of the metric p between 0 and 1.
Similarly, assuming that the value of a unit of requested time for a given priority is proportional
to the combined requested time for all lower priorities, the metric for comparing schedules based
on maximization of requested time success rates in priority order can be defined as:
P
ZEz, 
1;-'p
y_,t,r,
_-1
where
= degree of maximization of requested time success rates while enforcing priorities
zj = time scheduled for ith priority
6 = time requested for ith priority
Tp= l
T,= _ tkfori<p
/¢_+1
Schedules A, B, and C from Table 1 by applying the previously defined metric p for maximization
of event success rates in priority order produces the schedule rankings shown in Table 3. The
resulting rankings clearly indicate that Schedules A and B are nearly equally preferable; however,
the slightly higher metric value of Schedule A appears to have captured the advantage of the
additional five priority-2 events over the loss of a single priority-1 event.
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iSchedule A Schedule B Schedule C
Value ofp 0.816 0.812 0.791
Rank 1 2 3
I
Table 3. Metric Values and Rankings of Sample Schedules A, B, and C
3.1.2 Satisfying Specified Success Rates in Priority Order
The metrics for comparing schedules using the criterion of satisfying specified success rates in
priority order can be based on a rationale very similar to that used for the metrics for
maximization of success rates in priority order.
In terms of satisfying specified event success rates in priority order, scheduling more than the
specified event success rate for any priority has no value. That is, any events scheduled over and
above the minimum specified success rates have zero values. Therefore, the maximum number of
events that must be scheduled to meet the criteria for ith priority with a specified success rate of
qi is n, q,. Assuming that a value W_ of an ith priority event is proportional to the number of
events required to satisfy the specified success rates at all the lower priorities,
Wp=qp
p
Wt = _ nkqk for i <p
/_+1
where
0_<q,_<l
The following metric based, on the weighted sum of the nonzero-value scheduled events with
weights equal to W_, is a reasonable suggestion for comparing schedules based on satisfying
specified event success rates in priority order:
_
p
_Min(s_,n,qi) Wt
i=l
P
_,niqiWj
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where
)"= degreeof satisfyingspecifiedeventsuccessratesin priority order
Similarly, from the perspective of satisfying specified time scheduled success rates in priority
order, scheduling more than the specified requested time success rate for any priority has no
value. That is, any time scheduled over and above the minimum specified success rates has zero
value. Therefore, the maximum time that must be scheduled to meet the criteria for ith priority
with a specified success rate of qi is t_q, Assuming that a value U_ of an ith priority event is
proportional to the time required to satisfy the specified success rates at all the lower priorities,
Up =qp
Ui = _ tkq_ for i <p
/_4+1
The metric, based on the weighted sum &the valuable (nonzero value) scheduled events with
weights equal to U, for comparing schedules based on satisfying specified scheduled time success
rates in priority order is
P
___Mm(z_,tiqi)Uj
tp= p
_, t,q_U,
k=l
where
tp = degree of satisfying specified scheduled time success rates in priority order
3.1.3 Balancing Success Rates Among Customers
The scheduling criterion of balancing success rates among customers implies a goal to generate a
schedule with equal success rates for all customers. This criterion, when applied literally, is fully
satisfied even by a schedule with zero success rates for all customers. Hence, this criterion should
be interpreted to imply balanced success rates among customers with maximum combined success
rate of all customers.
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The combined event success rate c of a schedule can be calculated as
P
_=I
C _nl
6-1
The success rates for all customers are balanced when the success rate for each customer equals c.
Therefore, scheduling more events for a customer than are necessary to provide a success rate of
c has zero value from the standpoint of balancing event success rates. Furthermore, scheduling
additional events for a customer with a success rate greater than or equal to c could have an
adverse impact on customers with success rates lower than c. Therefore, an event scheduled for
any customer over and above the required number to provide a success rate of c can be assumed
to have zero value from the standpoint of balancing event success rates. Hence, the number of
nonzero-value events scheduled for the ith priority customer can be calculated as Min (s_cn,).
The total number of nonzero-value events scheduled can be calculated as
Min(s,, cn,)
l=l
It naturally follows that the total number of nonzero-value events scheduled is a reasonable basis
for a metric to compare the schedules based on the criterion of balancing event success rates
among customers. Hence, the metric o_ for comparing schedules based on the criterion of
balancing event success rates among customers can be defined as
_Min(s_,cni)
i=1
O_ -_ p
From the perspective of balancing time scheduled success rates, scheduling more time for a
customer than necessary to provide a success rate d, where
_1 Zi
d=m
P
_-1
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hasa zero value from the standpoint of balancing time scheduled success rates. Therefore, the
total nonzero value time scheduled can be calculated as
Min(z, dt_)
As a result, the metric I$for comparing schedules based on the criterion of balancing time
scheduled success rates among customers can be defined as
_ Min( z i ,dG)
_ _1
3.1.4 Minimizing the Impact of Undesirable Gaps Between Successive Scheduled Requests
A schedule that includes an event for every customer request is obviously the schedule that best
satisfies the customer. The time gaps between each consecutive pair of events (i.e., between
events 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and so forth) in siJch a schedule are within the maximum gap
size implicitly intended by the customer, based on the requested start times and tolerances. When
some of the customer's requests are not scheduled, these gaps exceed the customer's intended
maximum gap size. Figure 3 shows an excessively long gap could mean loss of data for the
customer.
A customer is less likely to have adverse impacts when the customer's scheduled events and
declined events are more evenly interspersed in time than when otherwise. For example, a
customer who has requested six events is more likely to have an adverse impact when the last
three requested events are declined than when every other requested event is declined, even
though the number of declined events is three in both cases. Generally, most customers can
endure one declined event between two scheduled events without a significant loss of data;
however, customers who have two or more declined events in succession are likely to experience
a significant loss of data. Therefore, the amount of data loss in an excessively long gap can be
expected to be proportional to the length of the gap in excess of twice the sum of the duration
and the intended gap. Further, the duration of the event may be assumed to represent the amount
of data transmitted during the requested event.
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Figure 3. Potential Loss of Data Because of Excessively Long Gaps
Mathematically, if t is the average duration of the requested events for a customer, g the
maximum gap intended by the customer, and e the length of the gap between any two successive
scheduled events for the customer, the loss of data I because of gap e can be approximated by
Max{ O,e-2(g+t) }t
l(e) =
This formula can be used to estimate the data loss associated with each gap for each customer.
The total data loss associated with a schedule, L, is estimated by summing the data losses
associated with all gaps for every customer. Among all schedules, the schedule having the
minimum total data loss is the most desirable.
3.2 Schedule Evaluation Example
Metrics defined in the preceding sections were used to evaluate schedules for a scenario
representative of the expected 1998 SN demand, assuming availability of 4 single access antennas.
Table 4 summarizes the demand scenario which represents support of one week's demand for 11
customers requesting a total of 1,555 events and 42,084 minutes. All the unmanned flight
customers are assumed to have duration flexibility. In addition, some customers are assumed to
have start time flexibility. The flexibility parameters used in the scenario are based on discussions
with the associated customers and, therefore, are representative of the true flexibility available to
these customers.
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Customer
STS-121
SSFreedom
SIRTF
AXAF-S
EOS-AM1
HST
GRO
TOPEX
XTE
Landsat-7
TRMM
Total
Priority
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Events Nominal
Requested Dur. (Min)
Minimum
Dur.
Flexibility
(*/,)
Requested
Time (Min)
Specified
Suet. Rate(*/,)
208 50 50 0 9,119 90
202 50 50 0 9,305 60
195 22 12 0 4,290 60
194 22 12 0 60
10
15
67
40
4,268
3,270
3,510
1,560
218 15 60
60
60
195 18
52 30
28 18
16
14 100 504 60
50 25 15 100 1,250 60
109 24 14 0 2,616 60
104 23 20 87 2,392 60
1,555 42,084
I
Table 4. Demand Scenario for Schedule Evaluation Example
Seven different schedules, P through V, were generated for the example using different
scheduling strategies. Computer Sciences Corporation's Space Network Scheduling Prototype
generated the schedules. Table 5 shows the number of events scheduled for the seven schedules.
Table 6 shows the amount of time scheduled for the seven schedules.
Table 7 shows the values of metrics for the seven different schedules for the example. Table 8
shows the ranking of the seven schedules for each ofthe metrics. As is apparent from Table 8,
different schedules are ranked number 1 for different metrics. For example, Schedule U is the
best schedule in terms of maximizing events in priority order (p), whereas Schedule Q is the best
in terms of maximizing scheduled time in priority order (x). Even though Schedule Q maximizes
scheduled time in priority order, it ranks very low in terms of maximizing the number of events
scheduled (see Table 8).
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Customer
STS-121
SSFreedom
SIRTF
AXAF-S
EOS-AM1
HST
GRO
TOPEX
XTE
Landsat-7
TRMM
All
p Q
206 207
202 202
109 152
106 154
119 140
66 92
7 27
25 25
25 36
14 45
15 47
894
R
192
Schedule
S
189
T
143
U
207
V
207
186 185 140 202 202
141 148 146 187 164
151 150 157 182 166
148 155 175 214 188
117 104 149 155 133
2834 40
2625
47
2826
1127 1157
35
28
42 39 47 47 44
58 56 89 89 69
63 59 87 91 69
1139 1199 1449 1308
Table 5. Number of Events Scheduled for the Example
Customer
STS-121
SSFreedom
SIRIT
AXAF-S
EOS-AM1
HST
GRO
TOPEX
XTE
Landsat-7
TRMbl
All
P
9057
9305
Q
9090
9305
2398 3111
2332 3119
1785 2010
R
8372
28031 31656 3
8506
Schedule
S
8282
8476
T
5991
5972
U
7334
7237
V
8617
8838
2844 3058 2998 2930 2744
2993 3081 3200 3104 2835
2138 2245 2513 2696 2394
1188 1524 1977 1746 2537 2318 1935
210 608 817 680 981 932 764
450 446 443 464 460 460 462
625 815 951 906 1086 922 850
336 820 1076 1057 1882 1567 1300
345 808 1147 1100 1754 1626 1203
1264 31095 29347 31126 31942
Table 6. Time Scheduled for the Example
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Metric
_,ximiz__ in_iority
order
M_niz, ti_ in_ority o,_
Satisfy Sl_-ifiod event _
r,_, in_ority or_r
metes rat_ inpriorityorder
Balance mcerttsuccess rates
Lo_ ofdJ0J
P
p 0.7411
x 0.8388
7 0.9509
0.8470
0.4584
0.5186
4210
Schedule
Q R S T U V
0.8438 0.8124 0.8102 0.7400 0.9645 0.9072
0.8874 0.8327 0.8328 0.6761 0.7677 0.8512
0.9906 0.9999 0.9949 0.8518 1.0000 1.0000
0.8932 0.8372 0.8368 0.6751 0.7697 0.8561
0.6343 0.6871 0.6716 0.7460 0.9018 0.7910
0.6428 0.6649 0.6620 0.6741 0.7085 0.6746
1119 3693 4327 14775 230 397
Table 7. Evaluation Metrics for Schedule Evaluation Example
Metric
_aximize events in lmOrity order
Victimize time in priority order
Satisfy _qtled eventsu<xx-ssrates
in_oaty o,a_
Satisfyspecifiedsc.hcduledtime
successritesin_orityorder
Balanceeventsuccessrates
Balancescheduledtimesuccess
Lou ofdata
P
O{
L
Schedule
P Q R S T U V
6 3 4 5 7 1 2
3 1 5 4 7 6 2
6 5 3 4 7 1 1
5 4 1 3 7 6 2
7 6 4 5 3 1 2
7 6 4 5 3 1 2
5 4 2 6 7 1 3
Table 8. Schedule Rankings Based on the Evaluation Metrics for the Example
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Therefore, selecting the best schedule depends on whether a single criterion or multiple criteria
are to be used. Multiple criteria requires a more complex selection procedure. First, weights
proportional to the level of importance must be assigned to each relevant criteria. Then, the
schedule that minimizes the weighted sum of ranks is the most satisfactory schedule, based on the
selected multiple criteria.
For example, if it is equally important to maximize time (x) and maximize events (p) in priority
order, then the weights assigned for maximizing events in priority order and for maximizing
scheduled time in priority order should each be set at 0.5. Schedules Q and V are the best
schedules in this case. Because in this case Schedules Q and V are equivalent from the
perspective of maximizing events in priority order and maximizing scheduled time in priority
order, the two schedules could be further examined on secondary criteria for example, balanced
success rates. In such a case, Schedule V would be superior to Schedule Q.
4. Conclusion
This paper has described a formal mathematical procedure which allows automated comparison of
schedules based on scheduling policy specific criteria.
Evaluation of schedules based solely on the total number of scheduled events has been shown to
be inadequate to fulfill the current SN priority order scheduling policy. As the demand for SN
resources increases, evaluation of schedules based on total number of scheduled events will
become even more inadequate and the SN will need to use alternativecriteria. This paper
identified several alternative scheduling policies and derived schedule evaluation metrics which are
directly related to those policies as well as the currently used priority order scheduling policy. It
described a method to use these metrics in comparing schedules based on multiple criteria. The
method which is suitable for automated schedule comparison involves the following steps:
• Calculation of the metrics for all possible criteria ( ct, I_,7, etc.)
• Ranking the schedules based on each of these criteria
• Assigning weights to each of these criteria based on relative importance each criterion
• Finding the weighted sum of the criteria specific ranks
• Selection of the schedule which minimizes the weighted sum of ranks.
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THE TEST ANALYSIS RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (TARS)
MEETING THE CHALLENGES OF
THE NETWORK'S TEST PROCESSES
Prepared By:
Robert L. Stelmaszek and Douglas R. Lumsden
NASAJGSFC 531.4 Loral/GSFC 531.4
1.0 Summary
The Networks Systems Test Section (GSFC 531.4) is responsible for managing a variety
of engineering and operational tests used to assess the status of the Network elements relative
to readiness certification for new and ongoing mission support and for performance trending. To
conduct analysis of data collected during these tests, to disseminate and share the information,
and to catalog and create reports based on the analysis is currently a cumbersome and inefficient
task due primarily to the manual handling of paper products and the inability to easily exchange
information between the various Networks elements.
The Test Analysis and Retrieval System (TARS) is being implemented to promote concise
data analysis, intelligible reporting of test results, to minimize test duplication by fostering a
broad sharing of test data, and perhaps most importantly, to provide significantly improved
response to the Network's internal and external customers. This paper outlines the intended
application, architecture and benefits of the TARS.
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2.0 Introduction
The NetworksTestSectionof theTelecommunicationSystemsBranch in the Goddard
SpaceFlight Center'sNetworksDivision managesthedevelopmentandconductof a varietyof
testsand simulation activities for the purposeof ensuringcontinuing compliancewith all
Networks internal and external,spaceand groundbasedinterfaces.This responsibilityalso
includesall Networksreadinessactivitiesfor supportof upcomingmissionsas well as routine
characterizationof systemsfor performancetrendingevaluations.
- The Challenge
The participants for the conduct of these test and simulation activities can vary from
strictly on-site personnel such as for Station Readiness Tests, to a globally diverse team typically
involved in network end-to-end tests. In all cases the Network's control point is the GSFC
Network Control Center (NCC) staffed by a Test Director CTD) who manages the end-to-end
coordination and test conduct. One of the TD's responsibilities is to generate a written test report
which is supplemented by reports from each participating test element. Ideally, these various
inputs are synthesized into a comprehensive set of data and conclusions in harmony with each
participant's assessment. This, however is not always the case due to the cumbersome process
of creating, collecting and summarizing various paper reports containing test results information.
During the planning phase for these tests there is rarely any research done to assess if data
collected during previously run tests could apply to the test being planned to potentially negate
the need for even running the test. This is largely because of the difficulties inherent in searching
paper files for data which may or may not exist. Clearly significant amounts of valuable
Networks resource time could be saved with the ability to utilize sets of test data to satisfy
multiple needs.
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- The Solution
The Test Analysis and RetrievalSystem(TARS) is being implemented to meet the
challenges of the Network test processes. The purpose of the Test Analysis and Retrieval System
(TARS) is to convert today's paper intensive data collection, archival and dissemination
environment into a work station based electronic media system which will facilitate ease of
access to test data for on-line analysis, trending, and report generation. Once the first phase of
TARS is established locally at GSFC it is planned to be augmented to extend its availability to
other Networks facilities involved with testing such as the White Sands Complex. A number of
existing informational data bases will then be integrated with TARS to provide a comprehensive
archive of data from, for example, TDRS satellite performance tests which are used for
end-of-life trending forecasts.
3.0 The Test Analysis Retrieval System (TARS)
3.1 TARS Overview
TARS is a database driven system which stores and enables access to test data and results
of various network testing. The system provides common access to a shared database and other
software on a Netware fileserver. The objective of TARS is to convert the current paper intensive
test data environment to an electronic system utilizing state-of-the-art 10Base-T Ethemet LAN
technology and a relational database configuration which facilitates on-line sorting and searching
of test data using keywords and relationships.
TARS is being developed by the Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate's
(MO&DSD's) Systems Engineering and Analysis Support (SEAS) contractors specifically for the
Networks Test Section Code 531.4. The system is designed to comprise a collection of available
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware and Software with a minimum of specially designed
software integrated into a system able to assemble and control the results of network test data.
TARS will create test reports, provide system users with easy access to archived data, and
perform analysis and comparisons of specific data types useful in assessing performance curves.
A primary goal of the system implementors is to assure efficiency, effectiveness, and user
friendliness for it's various users.
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TARS consistsof three major hardware components, the file server, work stations, and
the LAN. TARS is a relational database driven system which will initially perform the five major
functions of data collection, data storage, data manipulation, data distribution and data display•
Additional TARS capabilities including assembly of characterization test data and plotting and
graphing of engineering information in hard copy form are planned•
3.1.1 TARS Mission Integration Test Support
The TARS will support many facets of the GSFC MO&DSD network mission integration
and testing efforts. Network mission integration is a progressive process of certifying that the
network resources are ready and qualified to support a particular mission• Figure 3.1.1 depicts
the mission integration chronology including the tests, activities, and users which TARS is
designed to support.
FIGURE 3.1.1 TARS AND THE MISSION INTEGRATION PROCESS
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Network mission integration begins when network support and test requirements are levied
on the Network by the projects, or mission managers. These requirements are managed and
controlled by the MO&DSD Mission Support Mangers (MSMs), Mission Readiness Managers
(MRMs) and the Data Systems Managers (DSMs). These requirements will be entered into the
TARS database and matrixed to the corresponding test activities to assure test requirements
traceability and consummation.
The primary function of TARS is in support of the mission integration and test processes.
This process typically begins with element engineering testing, progressing to compatibility
testing, ground and space network verification testing, operational readiness testing and training,
and culminating with on-orbit testing. Throughout this mission integration "life cycle" the TARS
allows common access to a shared data base and software on a network file server. Through an
existing local area network, TARS is designed to archive and assemble the results of the test
data, generate plotting information, and create graphics and text of the test data in a hard copy
or screen format. TARS will enable historical test data retrieval (search and sort), test analysis,
statistical comparisons, and data formatting for test technicians/engineers, management and the
space network users.
3.1.2 The TARS Users
TARS has potentially many users. These users can be classified as internal and external
users. For the purpose of this paper the internal users are defined as on-site GSFC Building 12
test personnel who have access to TARS via the local area network and have direct on-line access
to the TARS access server. The external users are those test personnel that are located off-site
or ouls_d_ o[GSFC Building 12. Such external users include the NCC, and the SEAS and NMOS
contractor faciiii_es. The external users are pljanned to include off-site Network locations such as
the White Sands Complex (WSC) ar, d various Ground Network (GN) stations and potentially the
Deep Space Network (DSN) station_ Details of the T.AaRS user capabilities and potentials are
described in the succeeding paragraphs. Figure 3.1.2 depicts the general TARS user support
configuration. .
i
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FIGURE 3.1.2 TARS USER SUPPORT CONFIGURATION
Hardware/Software Overview
INTERNAL TARS USERS
GSFC Bldg 12
Local Workstations
o Local Peripherals
o Local Applications
PHONE
TARS PRINT
SERVER
TARS FILE SERVER
o Shared Applications
- Spreadsheet
- Word processor
- Database, ...
EXTERNAL TARS USERS
NCC, WSC, GN Stations,...
3.1.2.1 Internal User
The primary internal user of the TARS is the GSFC Mission Operations and Data Systems
Directorate's Network Test Section. The TARS allows the Network Test Section personnel to
archive test data and retrieve the data for analysis and reporting. TARS enables the NetworkTest
Section personnel to review engineering test requests and compare them with archived data to
assure that tests have not been previously performed and/or that the dat_( is not currently
availablel If the testing involves a unique test scenario the system will provide data which assures
that test plans and briefing messages will accomplish the desired results and can be coordinated
with the WSC and other test participants, i
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- Network TestManager(NTM)
The Network Test Manager(NTM), is the mission verification lead for Network Test
Section. The NTM utilizes TARS to store and to trace network test requirements and to assure
that those requirements are met either through analysis or testing. As tests are performed the
N TM assures that al! pertinent tesl_ data is gathered and archived in the TARS. The test data
includes test characteristics, test article and spacecraft parameters, discriminators, and test issues
and discrepancies. The NTM will use data in TARS to assess and analyze the test results.
- Test Conductors and Test Analysts
The network test con0uctors and test analysts will use the TARS to store test data for
future or real-time analysis. The test conductors will use TARS to develop comprehensive test
results _ports and analysis studies. The system will be used to transform test data into tabular,
graphic, and narrative reports. Test analysis will be conducted using report output or through "on-
screen" data display and manipulation.
3,1,2,2 External User
The external users will use TARS primarily for test data retrieval, evaluation and analysis,
and as planned, will use it for data input and test reporting. Network site personnel (i.e. NCC,
WSC, GN, DSN sites, etc.) will eventually have the ability to access the TARS database directly
via a site termina! and a modem. This system will enable test data input/archiving and will
provide the site personnel with real-time access to test data, test analyses and reports, and it will
enable a_urate research and evaluation of previous test runs.
3.1.3 TARS Process Description
The following sections will describe the general structure of TARS describing it's
components in terms of functionality and providing a general description of the specific products
and applications, Figure 3,!,3 illustrates the TARS process flow.
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FIGURE 3.1.3 THE TARS PROCESS FLOW
TARS Process Flow Diagram
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3.1.3.1 Data Input, Storage and Manipulation
Test Data is input to TARS through the use of either a spread sheet or directly via a
database template. The compatible spreadsheets include Lotus 1-2-3, Quattro or Excell. These
spreadsheet applications provide the framework for the entry and sorting of test data. Data import
and export templates will be used to transfer the data from the spreadsheet to the database format.
A database template will also be available directly to enter the data into the relational database.
The TARS FoxPro database aids the user in insuring the accuracy of the data by checking the
data characteristics (i.e. number of words, field type, decimal placement, maximum and minimum
values, etc).
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Thesystemstoresinformation in the form of data files. Although it is possible to organize
the contents of data files in a wide variety of ways, it is important to note that TARS uses a
relational database structure which resides on a LAN file server rather than a "fiat" database. This
relational database not only enables the user to store data but also to change, find (search, select),
rearrange (sort, prioritize, categorize), analyze, and relate/compare data in the data base.
|,:/
I
l
!
i
The relational database files within TARS will contain infinite sets of records. Each record
will be further divided into fields that can h0Id various types of data. This type of data
organization provides a table of information where the horizontal rows of the table represent the
records and the vertical columns represent the fields. For example, the TARS application uses
a relational database file to store the characteristic data of a particular test run. Each record in
the file will contain various types of information for the particular test run and equipment/
systems, while each field in the file contains the same type of information for all test runs. Figure
3.1.3.1 provides a typical example of a portion of a space network test data file.
Similar to the columns of a table or index, the fields can be of various lengths, and can
hold various types of data. A TARS test data file typically contains fields representing dates,
numeric values (ie. data rates, decibels, frequencies, channels, ratios), logical values (ie.
True/False, Yes/No), and fields representing strings of characters such as test descriptions,
resources titles, and analysis/evaluation statements. Like the rows of a table, each record has the
same set of fields (although the contents of the field vary). The contents of the fields on a
particular record, like the contents of a particular row on a table, are related to one another and
this relationship is the origin of the term relational database.
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FIGURE 3.1.3.1 THE TARS DATA FILE FORMAT (Sample)
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3.1.3.2 Data Processing Techniques
In order to combine powerful functionality, flexibility, and easy assess, TARS was
conceived in terms of sheii]_rograms and are programs. Shell programs, written in FoxPro
language, provide access to main facilities of TARS including the following features:
- Menus and pop-up lists of available options
- Standard input screens and updating procedures
- Automated procedures to invoke core programs such as sort,
select, filter, append, query and import/export.
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Coreprogramsinvokefunctionssuchasdataanalysis,andreportwriting. Theseprograms
readtheir datadirectly from files thatthehostFoxProinterpreterunderstands,andgeneratestheir
resultsin the form of FoxProfiles. As a result,most typesof datamanipulation- data input,
modification, queries,simple reports - can be accomplishedin FoxPro, which provides a
particularlyrich andopen-endedsetof commandswith whichto manipulatedata.The useof the
FoxProapplicationmakesTARS a highly flexible anduser-definabletestanalysisand testdata
retrievalsystem.
TheTARS performsqueriesor searcheson multiple parameters. These parameters include,
but are not limited to, test dates, test data (for characterization tests), results of ElF testing
(Go/No Go), test personnel/conductors, test location, test type, test levels, test issues/problems,
and various data results.
3.1.3.3 Graphics Capabilities and Report Products
TARS will use several methods of graphics and report generation. The primary application
to generate graphs of test data is Harvard Graphics. Typically a user will access TARS to
"interrogate" the archived data; retrieve the pertinent historical test data based on the desired
query, sort, and/or select criteria; and then import the data or files to his/her local system. Once
the data is resident on the user's local system, he has the ability to generate graphics, charts,
plots, etc. using the available graphic applications on his local system. In addition, reports and
analysis text will be generated using standard word processor applications in conjunction with
database ASCII files and tabular printouts.
The products which the TARS generates or facilitates will be associated with the life
cycle of the integration and test process for a particular mission or system implementation.
Typically, the system will generate data files, graphs, and text needed to create reports. The
products may range from system trouble reports to weekly test reports to network test and result
reports. The TARS will also be used to support various system analyses, studies and evaluations.
Figure 3.1.1 above further illustrates some of the TARS products associated with the integration
processes.
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3.4 TARS Hardware Configuration
The TARS hardware configuration is a compilation of existing GSFC Code 531.4
resources and procured COTS hardware. The configuration consists of a-local area network
(LAN), work stations, a file server and access server, and modems.
The existing GSFC Code 531.4 10Base-T Ethernet LAN is in place and in use by test
section NTMs, NCC test console and test analysis personnel. This LAN will be augmented to
interconnect the TARS work stations and the TARS fileserver using Novell Netware software.
The TARS work stations will be configured with Microsoft DOS 5.0 or above, and
Microsoft Windows 3.1. Figure 3.4. illustrates the minimum requirements for a typical TARS
user terminal or work station.
FIGURE 3.4 THE TARS USER TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS
TARS WORKSTATION MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
DOS PC Macintosh
386 SX
4 MB RAM
4O MB HARD DISK
VGA MONITOR
MOUSE
ETHERNET CARD (INTERNAL USER)
MODEM (EXTERNAL USER)
WINDOWS 3.1
DOS S.O
MAC PLUS
4 MB RAM
40 MB HARD DISK
VGA MONITOR
SYSTEM 7
ETHERNETCARD (INTERNAL USER)
MODEM (EXTERNAL USER)
The file server is comprised of a full-height tower 486DX2/66 CPU with 286 KB - 25
nanoseconds of cache memory, and 16 MB - 60 nanoseconds of user RAM expandable to 32
MB. The server processor speed will be 500 to 550 MB SCSI 11 milliseconds. The server will
also house a 1.0/2.0 GB DAT compatible tape drive with a software driver and backup
application software for system routine and emergency backup capability.
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4.0 Conclusion
The Test Analysis and Retrieval System (TARS) represents a major 15rocess improvement
using the latest database technology, off-the-shelf equipments, and available efficiencies. This
system will improve the access, archival, analysis, and reporting of the extensive and valuable
data associated with the many Networks test and verification activities and processes. This system
is a practical tool used to enhance the Networks data analysis and retrieval efficiency,
effectiveness and productivity.
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Summary
A member of the constellation of TDR satellites (TDRS) has
experienced a failure of its prime earth sensor. Failure of the
remaining earth sensor could result in the inability of the
satellite to control its attitude and provide user services.
Loss of the satellite would be a serious event. The multiple
access (MA) antenna array on the TDRS has been proposed for use
as a backup sensor for the attitude control system. This paper
describes our analysis of the performance of the MA array as an
interferometer used for accurate attitude determination.
A least squares fit of a plane to the MA phase information
appears to represent the TDRS body roll and pitch within about
0.i °. This is sufficient for SGL pointing and MA and SSA user
services. Analytic improvements that include ionospheric
correction may yield sufficient accuracy for KSA user services.
Spacecraft Confiquration
The Tracking Data and Relay Satellite (TDRS) is three axis
stabilized and in geostationary orbit. The roll axis (X) points
in the direction of orbital velocity, the pitch axis (Y) is
perpendicular to the orbital plane with its sense in the south
direction, and the yaw axis (Z) is toward earth nadir. Each TDRS
contains two earth sensors (infrared sensors) and coarse and fine
sun sensors (solar cells). When the satellite is in normal
operation the earth sensor in use (the second one is a backup) is
Pi__ PA_i,E BI.AHI( NOT FILMED
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scanned across the earth at a rate of 4 Hz along a line that is
5 ° above the equator. The earth disk as seen by the TDRS is
± 8.6 ° . The length of the scan line is an indication of roll and
the position of the scan line relative to scan center is an
indication of pitch. The earth sensor resolution is 0.01 ° and
knowledge of the spacecraft roll and pitch attitude is maintained
to 0.08 ° . Mechanically the roll and pitch attitude is controlled
by changing the speed of two momentum wheels whose axes are in
the YZ plane and whose net vector is in the negative Y direction.
Yaw attitude is maintained separately via the course and
fine sun sensors and thrusters and is not considered in the
paper.
For normal operations the space-ground-link (SGL) antenna
must be pointed at the White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT). Its
antenna beamwidth is ± 0.375 ° . The MA forward beamwidth is ± 3 °
and the MA return is ± 1.5°; thus, if the TDRS body can be
maintained for SGL pointing, MA services can also be provided.
The S-band Single Access (SSA) antenna beamwidth is ± 0.76 ° and
the K-band Single Access (KSA) beamwidth is
± 0.12 ° . In order to provide KSA services the TDRS body must be
maintained to, or at least known to, ± 0.08 ° . If accurate roll
and pitch attitude were not maintained, the TDRS would not be
able to function.
In the mid 1970's the ATS-6 spacecraft was used to
experiment with the concept of using antenna element phases for
attitude control. Using the interferometer concept, the phase
between two elements was measured onboard the spacecraft and sent
to the ground via telemetry. Comparison of actual attitude, also
sent in the telemetry, lead to the conclusion that RF phase
differences received in separate antenna elements could be used
for attitude control. Previous authors have proposed using the
TDRS MA antenna system for attitude control (Reference i). This
is, however, much more complicated than the system used in the
ATS-6 experiment.
The TDRS MA system is composed of 30 separate antenna
elements with separate amplifiers, separate IF frequencies, and
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30 separate SGL carrier frequencies. The 30 separately received
signals are sent to the ground at 7.5 MHz increments over a
225 MHz band at Ku-band. On the ground the 30 different SGL
carrier frequencies are converted to a common IF frequency (160
MHz at the WSGT and 29.75 MHz at the Second TDRS Ground Terminal
(STGT)) so that they can be phase shifted and combined into a
single signal for receiving a user spacecraft's data. For normal
MA communications these phases are combined on the ground after
several up and down conversions using several different local
oscillators (LOs) both in the spacecraft and in the ground
equipment. Even with all of the LOs referenced to the ground
station common time and frequency standard (CTFS), it is not
uncommon for phases to drift tens of degrees over a several hour
period. An MA calibration emitter is placed at a known position
on the earth (at the WSGT and the STGT) so that the system can be
recalibrated (every 18 minutes for WSGT). For the MA
communications service where the signals are phase shifted and
summed, a 40 ° phase error for example, in half (15) of the
elements would cause only a 0.5 dB degradation, which would not
result in a serious service impact. On the other hand, a 40 °
phase error will cause a 0.4 ° error in attitude determination,
which is unacceptable. The fact that the MA system works for
communication services does not imply that it will be good enough
for attitude control.
Attitude Control Modes
The usual attitude control modes for a standard TDRS after
insertion in a geosynchronous orbit are: (i) Earth Mode, (2)
Normal Mode, and (3) Sun Mode (Reference 2). The normal sequence
for a TDRS after separation from the inertial upper stage is for
the satellite to transition from earth mode to the normal mode.
User services are provided when the satellite is in the normal
mode. Upsets and stationkeeping can cause the satellite to
transition from normal mode to earth mode and from earth mode to
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sun mode.
below:
Detailed descriptions of the modes are presented
Normal Mode
During normal mode operation the pitch and roll attitude is
determined by one of the earth sensors. Yaw attitude is
determined by ground software; there is no onboard yaw control.
Yaw attitude is constrained (not controlled) by the combination
of angular momentum and yaw momentum drive interactions.
Usual operation of a TDRS is in the normal mode, in which
the attitude control system is coupled directly to the earth
sensors. Attitude is controlled by the reaction wheels which
periodically require thruster firing for unloading when the
momentum becomes excessive. Even though the earth sensor is
scanning the earth at a 4 Hz rate, the attitude control system
requires earth roll and pitch updates at one per second and
averages every two updates.
Sun Mode
Sun mode operation has pitch and yaw attitudes determined by
the coarse sun sensor. Rates for all axes are determined by
three of the four gyros which are turned off due to lifetime
constraints when in normal mode. With the solar arrays
positioned at 90 ° or 270 ° , the plus or minus X-axis is pointed at
the sun. The reaction control wheels (momentum wheels) are
allowed to run down, and a roll rate of 0.12°/sec to 0.25°/sec is
imposed around the X-axis to provide an earth sensor sweep search
mode to locate the earth. Position and rates are controlled by
the reaction control system (thrusters). This mode is used for
safe storage and in preparation for recovery from loss of Earth
reference.
Typical transition from the sun mode to the earth mode
occurs at about 6:00 a.m. or p.m. (local spacecraft time). When
the earth sensor detects the earth, ground commands stop the roll
rotation about the X-axis, and attitude control is established to
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keep the body of the spacecraft such that the earth nadir is
normal to the MA array on the satellite. The earth sensor
continually monitors the earth, provides roll and pitch
information in the S-band telemetry for attitude control.
Earth Mode
In earth mode the pitch and roll attitude errors are
determined by the earth sensor; yaw attitude is normally
determined either by one or more gyros or by the fine sun sensor.
Control is maintained by the reaction control system (thrusters).
During earth mode the solar array drives can be ground commanded
into the "clock" mode to track the sun as the body of the
spacecraft rotates once per day about the - Y-axis to keep
pointing at the earth's nadir.
Transition to normal mode operation is established by ground
commands which spin up two reaction wheels and cycle the normal
mode processing registers (Reference 2).
Normal and MA Mode Attitude Control
The normal attitude control mode is referred to as a short
loop because all signals are processed onboard the TDRS. Earth
sensor data, wheel speeds, and other sensor data are also
reported to the ground in the telemetry. With inoperative earth
sensors a new mode must be created that will use the MA phase
information that is sent to the ground as part of a normal MA
service. A fixed ground S-band, PN spread signal source at the
MA frequency is required for the phase measurements. The MA
calibration emitter is the signal of choice. The advantage of
using the calibration emitter rather than a separate dedicated
source is that the corrections generated by the MA system for its
internal calibration provide the information needed to calculate
TDRS body attitude changes from nominal. The 30 phases from each
of the antenna elements can be processed into roll and pitch
angles in well under one second. Based on the MA phase
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determined roll and pitch, momentum wheel bias commands will be
sent to the spacecraft via the normal S-band command link.
Propagation time from TDRS to earth and back to the TDRS is about
0.25 seconds. Since the RF speed of light propagation time plus
the ground calculation time is on the order of magnitude of the
current onboard ACS function (i sec), we do not expect this new
long loop control mode, which we will call "MA Mode", to severely
impact operations.
Several factors degrade the accuracy of the MA mode compared
to normal (earth sensor) mode. The ground received M_ phase
shifts are due to several factors:
i. change in attitude of the TDRS relative to the earth
2. change in range from the (calibration) signal source
3. thermal drift in components
4. propagation changes in the ionosphere
5. instability of phase locked oscillators
If item 1 was the only cause of phase shifts, accuracy would be
superb. Item 2 affects the analysis but not the accuracy. It
should be noted that the operational MA system assumes the
spacecraft body is nadir pointed when it calculates the
calibration phases. If the body is off-pointed, the calibration
will allow the MA to continue to work, but the SGL signal will
degrade.
Next will be described the tests and analysis performed to
evaluate the feasibility of creating the MA attitude control mode
defined above.
Feasibility Measurement and Analysis
A series of tests conducted at WSGT and STGT have
investigated the RF links required for performing attitude
control with the MA system. The tests to date can be divided
into three sections:
i. Forward Interference Test - Will the MA forward noise
signal interfere with S-band control of a TDRS?
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Forward Beacon Test - Can the ground station receive a
forward noise signal and detect the main beam as it is
swept across the station? This is required in order to
transition from sun mode to earth mode, normal mode or
MAmode.
Return Phase Test - How stable are the phases received
when pointing an MA return beam at a stationary
emitter?
These tests are described in more detail below.
Forward Interference Test
The MA forward system in a TDRS requires a forward drive
signal for standard operation. The proposed MA ACS system
acquisition mode would use the forward MA system with no input
signal; thus, the forward drive signal will be noise amplified by
the onboard RF equipment. The main operational concern is whether
or not this noisy forward signal will couple into the S-band
telemetry, tracking, and control (TT&C) receive equipment on the
TDRS and interfere with operation of the satellite. During
normal operations with earth sensors, the TT&C is switched to Ku-
band before an MA S-band emission is activated.
The interference test showed no change in the operation of
the S-band command and telemetry system as a function of the
operation of MA Forward system with a noise drive signal. Our
conclusion was that use of the MA forward system for acquisition
would not interfere with S-band TT&C.
Forward Beacon Test
The next step was to sweep the forward noise signal across
the WSGT by commanding the TDRS MA forward phase shifters. The
forward signal is again a noise signal from the MA forward
equipment on the satellite, since there was no link with the
ground station through the K-band SGL, thus simulating the
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situation that would exist during an attitude reacquisition.
During this test the cold sky measurement was taken as baseline
for WSGT receive equipment; the MA forward beam from 12 MA
elements was sequentially stepped across WSGT in East-West and
North-South directions; and the received signal levels were
compared to a reference signal injected into the S-band
simulation receive equipment at WSGT and recorded.
Figure 1 shows the noise level when the beam was pointed
directly at WSGT as well as 12 ° east of WSGT. When pointed 12 °
east, the power was less than 0.i dB above background. Figure 2
shows the MA forward antenna pattern received at the WSGT when
the noise emission was scanned along the North-South direction to
simulate the spacecraft rolling prior to earth acquisition.
Return Phase Test
The Return Phase Test conducted at STGT was a first cut at
determining the accuracy and resolution of the MA return system's
capability of measuring the spacecraft attitude when in an MA
attitude control mode. From earth sensor telemetry data we
confirmed that the satellite had a stable attitude, and
therefore, the phase shifts required to point the beam at the
stationary user were not influenced by changes in spacecraft
attitude.
The STGT Multiple Access Beamforming Equipment (MABE) can
provide operators with extensive diagnostic information, in part,
because of its digital design. Easy access is afforded to the
computed amplitudes and phases required to calibrate the
different wire lengths and component delays of the 30 signal
paths from the MA antenna elements on the TDRS to the point where
they are added for a user service. The 30 calibration vector
phases were recorded every ten minutes over a four hour period at
the common IF frequency. If there were no electronic drift
factors and the spacecraft body was not rotating, the difference
between any pair of calibration phases would be constant. When
the TDRS body rotates the calibration phases change to
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compensate. We have developed an algorithm to convert the
calibration phase changes into a measure of roll and pitch.
The first set of 30 phases measured at time zero was used as
a reference and was subtracted from all of the following phase
sets. Within each set of 30 phases at a given time, the phase of
the central geometric element was subtracted from the other 29
values to compensate for TDRS longitudinal motion. We are
interested in rotational motion only. The remaining phases were
then converted to be between ± 180 ° instead of 0 ° to 360 °. Using
the wavelength of the incoming S'band signal, 0.131 m, the phases
were then converted to lengths. Knowing the XY geometric
position of each of the 30 MA elements on the TDRS body and using
the length found from the phases as the Z value, we have 30
points in space for each data set, representing the normalized
zero phase plane of the incoming RF signal. A least squares fit
of a plane in three dimensional space to these points was
calculated and the normal to the plane was determined. The
normal or pointing vector orientation relative to the Z axis
represents the body angle displacement from nadir. The pointing
vector was resolved into roll and pitch angles. Figure 3 shows
the variation of the roll and pitch angles over a four hour
period.
Conclusion
MA forward S-band noise emissions are detectable on the
ground and can be used as a course estimate of spacecraft roll
during orbital insertion or recovery from an upset.
The four hours of return data collected indicates that the
phase differences of an incoming plane wave on each of the 30 MA
antenna elements can be used as a sensor to accurately determine
the TDRS spacecraft roll and pitch attitude.
Earth sensor readings indicated a typical body divergence
less than 0.01 ° while the least squares fit to the MA phases
indicated a divergence of about 0.12 °. Thus, based on the
limited data, it appears that attitude control commands should
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not be issued for apparent roll and pitch errors of less than
0.i ° when operating in the MA mode. This would allow the SGL,
MA, and SSA antennas to be pointed to well within their 3 dB
beamwidth.
We are currently pursuing a more refined data analysis
scheme that may yield more accurate attitude determination and we
are exploring the possibility of improved results by considering
the differential ionospheric phase shifts in the SGL carrier
frequencies. A draft plan that outlines the further testing
required for establishing an operational MA control procedure is
being evaluated by NASA.
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ABSTRACT--CASPR is an analysis package
which determines the performance of a coded
signal in the presence of Radio Frequency Inter-
ference (RFI) and Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN). It can analyze a system with convolu-
tional coding, Reed-Solomon (RS) coding, or a
concatenation of the two. The signals can either
be interleaved or non-interleaved. The model
measures the system performance in terms of
either the Eb/N 0 required to achieve a given Bit
Error Rate (BER) or the BER needed for a con-
stant Eb/N 0.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stanford Telecom developed CASPR for
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's (GSFC)
Communications Link Analysis and Simulation
System (CLASS). CASPR determines the effect
of RFI on a satellite communications signal trans-
mitted across a non-linear Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite II (TDRS-II) channel. This sys-
tem required the development of several new and
unique analytic algorithms for determining the
signal performance in the presence of RFI.
CASPR determines the performance of a
signal in the presence of RFI and AWGN. The
performance is measured in terms of either the
Eb/N 0 required to achieve a given BER or the
BER needed for a constant Eb/N0.
Two types of RFI are analyzed: pulsed
Gaussian noise and pulsed sinusoidal noise.
CASPR can model multiple pulsed Gaussian and
sinusoidal sources transmitting simultaneously
with Poisson or periodic arrival distributions and
unique EIRPs, duty cycles, and pulse durations.
CASPR supports a wide variety of coding
schemes and system parameters. These are shown
in Table 1.1.
Table 1. I: Input Parameters
Parameter
_/N0
Data Rate
Type of Coding
Signal Format
PN Coding
Signal Modulation
Clip Level (AM/AM
AM/PM
RFI
Possible Values and Units
any real number in dB
1) Convolutional rate, 1/2 or I/3
2) RS (255,223)
3) Concatenated Convo/RS
(Either may be with or without
ideal interleaving)
NRZ, BiPhase
Yes, No
BPSK, QPSK
dB's above mean signal power
dB/deg above mean signal power
See Section II
SECTION II. RFI ENVIRONMENT
CASPR is designed to predict the perfor-
mance of TDRS user satellite communications in
the presence of RFI and AWGN. As shown in
Figure 2.1, RFI can corrupt communications
signals for both forward and return links, prima-
rily corrupting the space-to-space links.
CASPR treats RFI pulses with common char-
acteristics (pulse duration, type, EIRP, and duty
cycle) as a single source. The pulse duration is
the length of time the pulse exists; the type is
either Gaussian or sinusoidally varying (SV); the
EIRP is the RFI power; and the duty cycle is the
proportion of time the pulse is present. Noise-
like RFI is modeled as pulsed bandlimited addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). SV RFI is
modeled as pulsed sinewave interference with a
constant amplitude and a random initial phase
and frequency. The frequency of the sinusoidal
This work was supported by NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center under contract NAS 5-31500. 209
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Figure 2. I: RFI Noise in Satellite Communications
pulse is constant over the pulse duration. How-
ever, different pulses have different frequencies,
which are uniformly distributed within the TDRS
transponder bandwidth.
SECTION III. OVERVIEW
This section gives an overview of the model.
The system includes two subsystems: the chan-
nel subsystem and the coding subsystem. This
section also describes the input/output at each
stage of the model.
Figure 3.1 shows the CASPR flow diagram.
The user first enters input parameters to the
channel subsystem, which models the signal and
the RFI environment and subsequently predicts
symbol statistics at the input to the channel de-
coder. These symbol statistics are then entered
into the coding subsystem, which determines the
BER.
Degraded
Symbol
Subsystem Subsystem BER
Figure 3.1: The CASPR Model Flow Diagram
The channel subsystem uses the system pa-
rameters as input and predicts symbol statistics at
the TDRS-II receiver (before coding). New algo-
rithms were developed which use a characteristic
function approach to quickly determine the sym-
bol statistics at the TDRS-II receiver. In addition,
the channel system contains a Monte-Carlo simu-
lator that determines more precise statistics. A
single analysis can use either the Monte-Carlo
simulator or the characteristic function approach
to determine the symbol statistics.
The coding subsystem uses the symbol statis-
tics generated by the channel subsystem to deter-
mine the signal BER. The symbol statistics char-
acterize the symbols at the input to the decoder.
The symbol statistics for each source include the
average burst length and the 8-level soft decision
bin probabilities of the symbols. These bin prob-
abilities correspond to the probability of a re-
ceived symbol being quantized to a particular soft
decision level of the Viterbi decoder.
The RFI, which occurs in pulses, causes burst
errors in the signal. Each RFI source causes a
different type of burst statistic. The analysis
separately characterizes the signal degradation
due to each of the RFI sources and for AWGN
alone. The analysis also calculates the probabil-
ity of transitioning from one type of source to
another, based upon the duty cycles and charac-
terizes the signal degradation for the system as a
whole. This conditional information is used in
the coding subsystem modules discussed below.
The system uses one of several different
program modules, depending on the coding
scheme and whether or not the symbols are inter-
leaved [1,2,3]. CASPR uses a new importance
sampling algorithm to determine the BER for a
non-interleaved, convolutionally encoded signal
[1]. It uses a new Markov chain analysis to
determine the BER for a non-interleaved RS
coded channel [2], and it uses a new combined
simulation and Markov chain analysis to deter-
mine the BER for a concatenated convolutional /
RS encoded signal [3].
IV. CHANNEL SUBSYSTEM
Two different modules exist in this model
which can calculate the degradation due to AWGN
and RFI noise. The first is an analytic model
which uses a characteristic function approach,
and the second is a simulation.
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Theanalyticmodelhasa run-timewhich is
independentoftheBER,whereasthesimulation's
run-time is inverselyproportionalto theBER.
Theanalyticmodelis recommendedwhenalow
BER is required(i.e. lessthan 10-4 beforeany
codinggain is takeninto account).Thesimula-
tion modelis slower in manycases,but makes
fewerassumptions.
A. The CharacteristiC Function Module
The analytic model uses a characteristic func-
tion approach. The characteristic function ap-
proach is based on the general approach de-
scribed in [4] but uses new characteristic function
equations. The analysis separately calculates the
characteristic function of a desired symbol and of
each RFI source which interferes with the desired
symbol. It then combines these characteristic
functions by multiplying them together. Finally,
it calculates the 8-level soft decision bin prob-
abilities from the characteristic function.
The model has two modes of operation, de-
pending on the pulse width of the RFI. If the RFI
pulse width is larger than the symbol, the errors
will occur in bursts. In this case, the model
separately calculates symbols corrupted with each
RFI source. If, on the other hand, the RFI pulse
width is smaller than the symbol duration, the
module calculates a composite characteristic func-
tion.
B. The Simulation Module
The simulation module calculates the degra-
dation due to AWGN, RFI, and amplifier non-
linearities through the use of a straightforward
simulation. Additionally, it demodulates and
detects the distorted symbols. It then 8-1evel
quantizes the symbols and tabulates the statistics
discussed in Section I.
V. CODING SUBSYSTEM
The coding section of the analysis follows the
symbol statistics section. Its inputs are the out-
puts from the symbol statistics section. In sum-
mary, these are the number of RFI sources, their
lengths, the probability oftransitioning from one
type of source to another, and a set of 8-level soft
decision levels for each source.
This subsystem can analyze systems which
use either convolutional coding (with Viterbi
decoding), RS coding, or a concatenation of the
two. Itcan analyze any of the above systems both
with and without ideal interleaving. This inter-
leaving is on the bit level for the convolutional
code and on the symbol level for the RS code. For
the concatenated coding system, this interleav-
ing may be on either or on both codes. A list of
all possible analyses follows:
1. No coding
2. Convolutional coding only
2a. With convolutional interleaving
2b. Without convolutional interleaving
3. RS coding only
3a. With RS interleaving
3b_ Without RS interleaving
4. Concatenated Convolutional / RS coding
4a. With both convolutional and RS inter-
leaving
4b. With convolutional interleaving only
4c. With RS interleaving only
4d. Without any interleaving
Due to the large number of possible analyses,
it was necessary to develop several different
algorithms, including both simulation and ana-
lytic models. The total number of algorithms
incorporated here is six, three of which have been
specially developed for this model. The follow-
ing is a list of these six, the last three of which are
the new models.
1. Uncoded (UnCod)
2. R0 analytic approximation(R0) [4]
3. Conventional convolutional coding
simulation (VitS)
4. Importance sampling convolutional
coding (ImpS) [ 1]
5. RS stand-alone analytic, using a Markov
Chain (MC) [2]
5a. With interleaving (RS-MC (A))
5b. Without interleaving (RS-MC (B))
6. RS concatenated analytic, using a
Markov Chain [3]
6a. With interleaving (Con-MC (A))
6b. Without interleaving (Con-MC (B))
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Figures5.1 - 5.4 showtherelationshipbe-
tweenthe type of analysisrun and the model
which isused.Alsogivenarethetypeof bursts
whichoccurateachstep.TheletterF standsfor
fixed,G standsfor geometricallydistributed,B
standsfor bursts,andW standsfor thewait time
in-betweenbursts.Forexample,FBmeansthat
theburstshavea fixed length.
distributedwait time in-betweenthem. This is
takendirectly from the input statisticsof the
model.However,intheconcatenatedmodel,the
inputstatisticstotheRScoderhaveburstlengths
whicharegeometricallydistributed.Thereason
for this is discussedbelow,in SectionC.
Weoutlinethealgorithmswhichthecoding
subsystemusesin eachof thesix modelsin the
following paragraphs.Run-timesgivenarefor
anHP9000series800computer.
FB
I P-I + F
InputStatistics
Figure 5.1" No Coding
1 FB[-_ RO I
_ _ ionvoCoding
Un-_int ImpS
FB
GW
BER
BER
A. The Uncoded Module (UnCod)
This module simply adds up the noisiest four
of the eight soft decision levels to come up with
the BER.
B. The R0 Analytic Approximation Module
 R0J
This module first determines the cutoff rate,
R 0, from the 8-level soft decision values for the
channel as a whole, using a simple equation. It
then determines the BER through a curve fit
which is based upon a simulation. The total run
time for this module is less than one second.
Figure 5.2: Convolutional Coding Only
Input
Statistics
p-_ RS-MC (A)_---_b- BER
F_I I RS Coding
Un-lntl RS-MC (B)F-I_ BER
Figure 5.3: RS Coding Only
',, I--------] _,,I
FB _ GB [-_ Con-MC (A)t -'1_ BER
I__ Un-lt'_nt Con-MC (B)_ -D" BER
Figure 5.41 Concatenated Convolutional/RS Coding
These models contain two different types of
burst statistics. Note that the input to the first
level of coding in each case has bursts which are
of a fixed length, but which have a geometrically
C. The Conventional Convolutional Codinz
Simulation Module (VitS)
The VitS module is a straightforward simu-
lation. The noisy channel outputs are simulated
using a random number generator. The decod-
ing process is also simulated in a way which
directly corresponds to the decoding process of
an actual Viterbi decoder. The output statistics
here are the BER, the mean burst length, and the
mean time between bursts.
Both the burst length and the time between
bursts are assumed to be geometrically distrib-
uted, where a geometric distribution is defined
as follows:
P(b = m) = PB(1 - PB) m-l, m > 0
where PB = 1 / mean burst length
Note that the probability of burst length or wait
time falls exponentially as the length or the time
increases. The model assumes that half the bits
in a burst are in error, including the first and last
bit. By definition, none of the bits in a wait time
are in error.
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Sincethismoduleisasimulation,itsrun-time
is inverselyproportionaltotheoutputBER. The
Viterbi decodingprocessis relativelycompli-
cated,sothe run-timefor a low BERcould be
prohibitively long. However,for concatenated
convolutional/ RS codes, the necessary output
BER of the Viterbi decoder is relatively high,
even if the total system BER is very small.
Typically, an inner code BER of 10-3 is suffi-
ciently small. This BER can be simulated with
reasonable accuracy in about 5 minutes.
D. The Importance Sampling Convolutionol
Coding Module (VitS)
The Imps module has the same inputs as the
VitS module, and it uses the same geometric
distribution assumption. The only output, how-
ever, is the BER.
Since this module may have to deal with very
small BER' s, it must be more efficient than the
VitS module. It achieves this increase through
importance sampling, a technique used to bias
the channel statistics so that error (important)
events occur more frequently than they would in
an unbiased simulation [5]. It uses a weighting
function to offset this bias. This function gives
the ratio of the probability of a specific error
occurring in an unbiased channel to the same
error occurring in the biased channel. These
values are computed through the use ofa Markov
chain technique.
The run-time of this model is independent of
the output BER. To get a reasonable level of
accuracy takes about 1 hour with this model.
Note that for a BER of less than about 10 -4, the
run-time would be less if the VitS model were
used instead of the ImpS model. Therefore, the
model always initially attempts to obtain the
BER through the VitS module. However, if it
appears that the BER will be less than 10 -4 after
a short period of time (100,000 bits), the model
switches over to the Imps module.
E. The RS Stand-Alone Analytic Module (RS-
MC_
The RS-MC analytic module makes several
simplifications in order to make the analysis
achievable. First, each bit may be in only one of
two states: the burst state or the no-burst state.
The statistics of the no-burst state are found by
taking the weighted average of the statistics of all
the input states except the no-burst state. Second,
each burst is assumed to completely overlap a
symbol or symbols, so that either all of the bits in
a symbol or none of the bits in a symbol are in the
burst state.
The analysis proceeds as follows: the mod-
ule uses the input statistics to calculate a prob-
ability of symbol error for each of the two states.
A MC calculates the probability that a symbol is
or is not hit by a burst. If a symbol is hit, the MC
calculates the probability that the symbol is at the
beginning, the end, or anywhere in the middle of
the burst. IfRS interleaving is used, RS-MC (A)
calculates the BER based upon symbol errors
which are independent of one another. If RS
interleaving is not used, RS-MC (B) calculates
the BER based upon dependent symbol errors
(several symbols in a row in error).
This is an analytic module, so the run-time is
very short, about 5 seconds, and is independent of
the BER.
F. The RS Concatenat¢_t Analytic Module
(Con-MC)
The Con-MC analytic module assumes that
the bursts which are output from the Viterbi
decoder and into the RS encoder come in bursts
which have geometrically distributed burst and
wait times. The mean value of these two distri-
butions (the only value necessary to characterize
them) is determined in the VitS module de-
scribed above.
This model uses two Markov chains. The
first calculates transition probabilities for transi-
tions from one bit to another. The second calcu-
lates transition probabilities for transitions from
one symbol to another. Module Con-MC (A)
calculates the BER for the ideal interleaving
case. It uses information from the first MC only
and assumes that bursts errors occur for bits
within a symbol. However, it assumes that these
bursts errors do not occur from one symbol to
another, so symbol errors are independent. Mod-
ule Con-MC (B) calculates the BER for the non-
interleaved case and uses information from both
Markov chains. It assumes a geometric distribu-
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tionof bursterrorsthroughout,sosymbolerrors
occurin bursts.
Like the previousmodule,this oneis ana-
lytic, sotherun-timeis very short,about5 sec-
onds,andis independentof theBER.
VI. RESULTS
Thissectionpresentsresultsforcodesgener-
atedbythreedifferentcodingsystems:aconvo-
lutional code,a RS code,and a concatenated
convolutional/ RS code. These correspond to
Models 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Each figure
graphs the BER against Eb/N0. The convolu-
tional codes used are rate 1/2, constraint length 7.
The RS codes used are (255,223) codes, which
have 8 bits per symbol.
Figure 6.1 shows results for convolutional
coding, both with and without interleaving, and
for an RFI environment with six sources. Each
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Figure 6.1 : Convolutional Coding With and Without
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RFI burst has a length of 22 coded symbols. Note
that interleaving results in a large improvement.
Figure 6.2 is for a RS code, again with and
without interleaving with one RFI source. It has
infinite power and a duty cycle of .005. We
present results for bursts of lengths 5 and 20.
Note that interleaving results in little improve-
ment for a burst length of 5, but a lot of improve-
ment for a burst length of 20.
Figure 6.3 shows results for a concatenated
code without interleaving. There is no RFI here.
For high BER's, the model results were com-
pared to simulation results, and the two models
agreed to within. 1 dB.
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VII. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a model which can ana-
lyze the degradation due to RFI for a coded
communication system. It can model many cod-
ing schemes including: convolutional, RS, and a
concatenated RS convolutional. Itcan also model
any combination of interleaving or non-inter-
leaving. The model is made up of several differ-
ent modules, including four which use algo-
rithms developed specifically for CASPR.
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Summary- The S-Band radio frequency (RF) link between the Merritt Island (MILA)
Tracking Station and the Space Shuttle launch pads is a critical communication path for pre-
launch and launch operations. The proposed siting of the Center for Space Education (CSE)
at the Visitor Center required a study to avoid RF line-of-sight blockage and reflection paths.
The study revealed the trees near MILA's 9-meter (9-M) antennas are obstructing the optical
line-of-sight. The studies found diffraction is the niain propagation mechanism. This paper
describes a link model based on the Geometric Theory of Diffraction.
1.0 Introduction
The S-Band radio frequency (RF) link between the Merritt Island (MILA) Tracking
Station at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and the Space Shuttle launch pads is a critical
communication path for pre-launch and launch operations. The Visitor's Information Center
(VIC) is located near the lines-of-sight. As new buildings are added to the VIC, care has
been taken to avoid RF line-of-sight blockage and reflection paths. The proposed siting of
the Center for Space Education (CSE) at the VIC required extensive theoretical and
experimental studies [1], [2], [3].
The work, performed by NASA, Bendix, Lincom and ECAC, identified scattering from
buildings, vegetation, and the launch pad as probable causes of link degradation. In addition,
weather was found to be a factor in altering the RF propagation. Field probes in front of the
MILA 9-M antennas determined the trees in the near-field were placing a severe illumination
taper on the antenna aperture. The modeling of the RF perturbation caused by the trees is the
focus of this report.
PRS_ PAGE BLAI'_K NOT FtLh_ED
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2.0 RF measurements
Currently, an optical line-of-sight does not exist between the 9-M antennas and the
launch pads. Maximum signal strength at MILA is achieved when the 9-M antennas are
pointed at the top edge of the forest. 7I'he maximum signal pointing angle is above the line-
of-sight angle, meaning the top edge of the trees appears to be a diffraction source. Previous
studies [4] have modelled this effect as knife-edge diffraction. Multipath, however, has also
been detected. Improved test procedures to measure the influence of diffraction and multipath
individually were conducted during a test trip to MILA in May 1992. Data analysis showed
that, although multipath was detected, diffraction was a stronger mechanism [5]. A
theoretical forest attenuation model developed George Washington University was also
employed [6]. The model determined the forest was "hard". That is, the average attenuation
is high, therefore multipath effects will be minimal. Using the measurements and the model,
it was determined that link maintenance analysis would be based on diffraction models.
3.0 Diffraction Theory and Modelling
The MILA diffraction model is based on the Geometric Theory of Diffraction [7].
The model has two modes of operation. One mode calculates RF energy incident at a given
point on an antenna's surface in the presence of blockage. The second mode calculates the
total received RF power of a reflector antenna due to either direct (free-space), diffracted, or
the combined RF energy.
The RF energy originates from an omnidirectional power source at the launch pad and
may be partially blocked by a perfectly-conducting knife-edge obstacle (see Figure 1). This
set-up closly parallels the actual conditions at MILA. In the MILA link, the polarization of
the transmitted signal is circular. The MILA diffraction model, however, utilizes linear
polarization. Circular polarization can be modeled by properly phasing and summing the two
orthogonal linear received electric fields.
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Figure 1 MILA diffraction model geometry.
The received electric field at the output of the 9-M antenna may be calculated on the
basis of the following development. The incident (i.e. non integrated) direct E field is found
as,
f
EoCh ) =. Z(h) _R (g-j= (1)
where h = vertical height on the 9-M antenna aperture
R = distance from the transmit antenna to the 9-M antenna
k = the wavenumber = 27t/'£
Z(h) = 0, blocked
= 1, unblocked
Function Z(h) determines, by the given geometry, whether the transmitted energy is blocked
by the tree-line or not. The incident diffracted E field at the 9-M antenna is found as,
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Ed(h ) = _" * e-Jh,', CDCH *A ¢-Jtp
4xp /
where p' = distance from the transmit antenna to diffraction edge
p = distance from diffraction edge to the 9-M antenna aperture
CDCH = diffraction coefficient for vertical polarization
(or CDCS = diffraction coefficient for horizontal polarization)
A = spatial attenuation function for diffracted power.
(2)
The diffraction coefficient CDCH, a complex quantity, is generated from an expression
dependant upon the incidence angle ¢', the reflected angle of diffraction ¢, the distance from
the diffracting edge to the source, D', the distance from the diffracting edge to the receive
antenna, D, and the assumption that the diffracting edge is a perfectly-conducting half-plane.
The function A, represents the spatial attenuation for the diffracted field, and is given by,
(3)
The received E field is found as a function of the incident signal integrated over the
gain function of the receive antenna aperture. The model assumes no E field variation in the
horizontal direction of the aperture. This is a valid assumption because the direct and
diffracted fields incident on the antenna are planar and cylindrical fields, respectively. The
gain function of the receive antenna is generated by a separate reflector antenna model [8].
The model breaks up the aperture into horizontal segments of width ES _. and calculates the
complex values for the electric field (far field) on the aperture. An equivalent field for the
segment is generated, thus the 9-M antenna gain model becomes a phased array with vertical
dependance only. This simplification greatly reduces the computation time for the model.
For the present study, an optimal value of ES=I was used. The antenna may also be pointed
at an angle 0 with respect to the horizontal plane. The received (integrated) field, E r can be
found as,
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k
where Hto _ = height of the forest edge
D = distance of the forest edge to the 9-M antenna
G(h) = gain function of the 9-M antenna
Eok = incident direct field (equation 1)
E,_ = incident diffracted field (equation 2)
(4)
It is mathematically possible to analyze the contributions of the direct and diffracted
fields independently. All cases can be analyzed as a function of blockage height and distance
from the antenna, signal frequency, or antenna pointing angle. Both the magnitude and phase
relationships are calculated for each case and can be plotted in terms of electric field or
power.
4.0 Simulation Results and Analysis
The first check of the GTD software was the calculation of the 9-M antenna receive
elevation pattern. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the experimental and theoretical results.
The peak receive signal, as expected, occurs when the 9-M antenna is pointed to an elevation
angle corresponding to the closest tree-line. The experimental and calculated patterns show
good agreement out to the first sidelobe. The slightly higher than expected receive energy at
low elevation angles may be due to forest multipath and/or ground reflections.
Figure 3 shows the MILA 9-M received energy for a simulated forest being trimmed
in height. The 9-M received energy contributions for direct, diffracted, and total signal are
shown. For the current blockage case, the trees near the 9-M are at a height of 45 ft. The
trees would have to be reduced in height to 30 feet, all the way out to the VIC, to recover the
direct signal. Figure 4 shows the results of trimming the forest back and leaving the closest
trees at a height of 45 feet. The trees would have to be trimmed back nearly 5,000 feet for
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the direct signal to match the diffracted signal level. This approach would result in a mile
long deforested path.
5.0 Forest Characterization
To apply the model to the MILA forest, the forest height and tree locations are
needed. The bulk of the trees are located along the swampy mile-long path between MILA
and the VIC. During the MILA link studies, surveyors targeted selected tree-lines and
obtained a few height/position measurements.
A technique known as stereoscopic photography is being used to map out the heights
and positions of the trees. Photos are taken of the trees from the vantage point of a cherry
picker located at MILA. Two pictures, separated 50 to 100 feet, are taken at precisely known
locations. The photos are then scanned into a computer. The location of the Vehicle
Assembly Building and rockets at the VIC are used as reference objects for the analysis. The
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tree imagepositionandimageshift betweentheright andleft photosis usedby a spreadsheet
programto calculatethetree's heightandpositionon map.
6.0 Conclusions
The GTD Diffraction Model is a valuable tool for modelling the MILA/Shuttle S-Band
RF Link. Tree cutting at MILA is extremely difficult due to strict environmental regulations.
The diffraction model is currently being used to evaluate various tree cutting scenarios at
MILA. The preferred approach is selective cutting. With the help of the GTD Diffraction
Model, the benefits of a potential tree cutting can be evaluated and justified.
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THE AUTOMATED CONFLICT RESOLUTION SYSTEM (ACRS)
By Ted Kaplan, Andrew Musliner, David Wampler
Stanford Telecom
7501 Forbes Blvd
Seabrook, MD 20706
(301) 464-8900
ABSTRACT--The Automated Conflict Resolu-
tion System (ACRS) is a mission-current sched-
uling aid that predicts periods of mutual interfer-
ence when two or more orbiting spacecraft are
scheduled to communicate with the same Track-
ing and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) at the same
time. The mutual interference predicted has the
potential to degrade or prevent communications.
Thus the ACRS system is a useful tool for aiding
in the scheduling of Space Network (SN) com-
munications.
I. INTRODUCTION
NASA' s Network Control Center (NCC) sched-
ules communications of orbiting spacecraft
through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS). Since most TDRSS users
operate with the same polarization and at the
same or similar frequencies, there is a potential
for communications "mutual interference" be-
tween users. Also known as self-interference,
mutual interference has the potential to occur
when two or more spacecraft are communicating
with the same TDRS at the same time. Naturally,
as the number of concurrently orbiting user space-
craft increases, so does the probability for mutual
interference.
When mutual interference occurs, it has the
potential to delay signal acquisition, cause data
degradation, and even loss of lock for a user
spacecraft. Thus it is critical, especially during
manned flight missions, for the communications
schedule to avoid periods of potential mutual
interference. In order to mitigate the interfer-
ence, the NCC created a requirement for a Net-
work tool that predicts mutual interference.
Stanford Telecom developed ACRS to support
satellite communications scheduling by NASA's
NCC. ACRS is a mission-current tool designed
to analyze communications problems arising
when two or more orbiting spacecraft are sched-
uled to communicate with the same TDRS at the
same time. ACRS provides an exhaustive in-
depth look at the mutual interference potential
between the many user spacecraft missions cur-
rently in operation. The detailed output charts
produced, along with the suggested interference
mitigation techniques, provide the NCC with an
accurate tool for mission-current user scheduling
and mutual interference prediction and mitiga-
tion.
The NCC uses ACRS outputs on a weekly basis
to predict potential spacecraft mutual interfer-
ence and on a daily basis during critical Shuttle
mission support. A newly developed implemen-
tation of ACRS is currently undergoing opera-
tional prototype testing within the NCC Opera-
tions Control Room (OCR). This classified ver-
sion of the software incorporates the actual NCC
communications schedule and will be utilized in
an ongoing fashion by the NCC operators to
accurately predict potential interference periods
during scheduling operations and mission plan-
ning. It is the analysis contained in this NCC
OCR version of ACRS that is detailed in this
paper.
II. THE ACRS SYSTEM
ACRS, as implemented within the NCC OCR,
runs on an HP 9000 735 Unix workstation. The
workstation is connected, via an eavesdropping
LAN Probe, to the NCC Inter-Segment Network
(ISN). This network connects the Flight Dynam-
ics Facility to the NCC and carries all relevant SN
schedule and orbital data in a real-time manner as
it is generated. Using the LAN Probe, ACRS
continually extracts the current orbital and sched-
ule data and stores it in a specialized database
system for later use. The data stored can then be
used in the performance of ACRS analyses on
past, present, or future mission data.
Specifying an ACRS analysis is done via a
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user-friendlygraphicaluserinterface(GUI) de-
signedtothespecificationsof the NCC operators
who use the system. Figure 1 shows a typical
input screen from the ACRS analysis system.
Whereas the specifics of operating ACRS will
not be discussed in this paper, below is a brief
listing of some of the many functions available to
the ACRS operator. For details on how to operate
ACRS in the NCC OCR, see [3]:
• Specify and run an ACRS analysis.
• View a list of previously executed ACRS
analyses.
• View the outputs from any previously ex-
ecuted ACRS analysis.
• Backup the ACRS databases to tape.
• Restore the ACRS databases from tape.
• Backup ACRS analyses to tape.
• Restore an ACRS analysis output from
backup tape.
• View/modify the ACRS orbital and SN
schedule databases.
• Validate the data within the ACRS data-
bases.
III. ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
ACRS provides a clear picture of communica-
tions interference caused by and to other orbiting
satellites, calculating all periods of compromised
return link TDRS communications for all users.
In predicting impeded communications, ACRS
analyzes three areas of operation:
• Data degradation
• Acquisition delay, and
• Loss of bit synchronization.
In order to accommodate mission-current analy-
sis for the NCC and Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC) distribution, ACRS is designed
to process a large number of interference combi-
nations in a short period of time. An interference
combination is comprised of a pair of user com-
munication links, one called the desired link, and
the other the interfering link. ACRS is capable of
rapidly processing all possible interference com-
binations of desired and interfering links. Inter-
ference periods are calculated for each commu-
nication link of each operating TDRSS user space-
i ii i
Figure I. ACRS Analysis Screen
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craft versus all other links of all other operating
TDRSS user spacecraft.
The inputs for ACRS include:
• Link characteristics for all of the communi-
cation links to be analyzed.
• Accurate orbital and SN schedule informa-
tion for each user.
• TDRS receive antenna patterns.
• Analysis-specific run parameters.
The ACRS analysis involves a three-step pro-
cess:
1)
2)
3)
First, the required discrimination is calcu-
lated for each interference combination
based on the worst case scenarios. This
value indicates the necessary power differ-
ential for the uninterrupted operation of the
desired link when the desired and the inter-
fering links are in the same line of antenna
boresight from TDRS.
This value is then used to calculate the
interference threshold angle which is the
computed difference between the TDRS-
to-interferer and TDRS-to-desired look
angles.
Finally, the databased interference thresh-
old angles for each interference combina-
tion are compared on a timepoint-by-
timepoint basis with the actual inter-user
angles (see Figure 2) to produce an accu-
rate summary of possible'mutual interfer-
ence between user links. When the actual
inter-user angle is less than the interference
threshold angle, interference is likely to
occur.
operator selects to consider the communi-
cations schedule data, ACRS will only pre-
dict mutual interference if both the desired
and interfering user are scheduled to com-
municate with the same TDRS at the same
time (subject to the above inter-user angle
criteria). Alternately, if the communica-
tions schedule data is not used, ACRS will
predict mutual interference if both the de-
sired and interfering users are simply line-
of-sight closest to the same TDRS (subject
to the above inter-user angle criteria). Us-
ing the schedule data has the effect of
dramatically reducing the predicted inter-
ference periods.
Each of the above analysis steps is depicted in
Figure 3 and described in more detail in the
sections below.
INPUTS
• LINK CHARACTERISTICS
• TDRS RECEIVE ANTENNA PAT'I'ERNS
• SPACECRAFT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
• TDRSS COMMUNICATIONS SCHEDULES
• ANALYSIS SPECIFIC RUN PARAMETERS
ANALYSIS PROCESS
DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLD INTERFERENCE
CALCULATOR ANGLE INTERVAL
CALCULATOR CALCULATOR
OUTPUTS
• TDRS VIEW PERIODS FOR EACH USER SPACECRAFT
• INTERFERENCE INTERVALS FOR ALL DESIRED/INTERFERING LINK
COMBINATIONS
- DATA DEGRADATION (WITH RK OBSERVATION INDICATOR)
- ACQUISITION DELAY
• SUGGESTED MITIGATION TECHNIQUES
Inter-User Angle
Figure 2. Inter-User Angle
Since ACRS has access (via the ISN) to the
actual communications schedules, ACRS
has the option to utilize these schedules in
its mutual interference predictions. If the
Figure 3. ACRS Analysis
IV. DETAILED ACRS ANALYSIS
PROCESS
A. Coicuiation of Required Discrimination
The first step in the ACRS analysis entails
determining the amount of discrimination re-
quired to avoid interference for each pair of
desired and interfering links. This value is used
as input to the Interference Threshold Angle
Calculator. ACRS is presently set up for the
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calculationof three types of required discrimina-
tion thresholds. These thresholds are necessary
to avoid:
1) Data degradation
2) Acquisition delay, and
3) Loss of bit synchronization.
For threshold calculations, desired channel
energy-to-noise density (Es/N 0) or equivalently,
probability of error (Pe), is determined from
requirements documents and Communications
Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS,
NASA GSFC Code 531.1) analyses that corre-
spond to operation of the desired channel with
zero margin. The actual desired channel Es/N0 at
the receiver is determined from CLASS link
budgets. For each combination of links, the
interfering power level, Pi/N0, is then found that
results in the desired channel operation at the
zero margin level. The difference between the
actual interfering power level and Pi/N0 is the
required discrimination that would enable the
desired channel to operate without interference.
The actual interfering power level is determined
from CLASS link budgets.
CLASS link budgets are updated regularly.
The desired user's link budget includes losses
due to pointing, Radio Frequency Interference
(RFI), and hardware distortion that reflects the
age of the TDRS satellite. Hardware distortion
and pointing losses are not included in the inter-
fering user' s link budget thus resulting in a worst
case interference scenario. Free space loss is
calculated assuming the desired and interfering
satellites are at the maximum distance from
TDRS. Since the actual satellite geometries
vary, the free space loss will only be accurate to
within about .5 dB.
ACRS uses analytic and simulation packages
to search for the interfering power level (Pi/N0)
that results in the Pe corresponding to desired
channel operation with zero margin. Since hard-
ware distortion losses are small (approximately
.5 dB), the communications channel is assumed
to be linear. With this assumption, a characteris-
tic function approach can be used to find Pi/N 0.
Pe is calculated from the characteristic function
of the signal with interference and noise. The
program searches for the interfering power level
(Pi/N0) that results in the Pe that corresponds to
desired channel operation with zero margin.
In the case of data degradation, zero margin
corresponds to Pe = 10-5 (10-4 for Shuttle S-
band). Pe is calculated by integrating the charac-
teristic function of the desired signal with mixed
interference signal and noise, over all phases of
the interfering signal. Averaging over all phases
of the interfering signal is a reasonable approxi-
mation to the actual interference situation where
different Doppler rates result in a time-varying
phase of the interference signal relative to the
desired signal.
For acquisition delay and bit synchronization,
simulation and specified values from require-
ments documents are used to determine the de-
sired carrier-to-noise density that results in op-
eration with zero-dB margin. The characteristic
function approach is then used to determine the
Pi/No that results in desired channel operation
with zero margin.
TDRSS signals are either BPSK or QPSK
modulated. The I- and Q-channels of the desired
signal are analyzed separately, whereas both I
and Q channels of the interferer are included in
the characteristic function. The characteristic
function includes averaging of all phases of the
interfering signal relative to the desired signal
and also averaging the interfering chip polarities
using Bernoulli trials. The channel noise is
assumed to be Additive White Gaussian (AWG).
After simplifying, the characteristic function
becomes
C(u) = e-U2/4 + Ju_/N_"
_Iico,(u A,co.<O))_o.,_,uB,_o,(e>),_°,u_ _o.,(0)),_.'toBQ_o.,(O>)_o
where
Es = energy-to-noise density of the desired symbol (I- or Q-channel
No
NI = _T"_'I)
The brackets indicate a floor function with the
fraction rounded to the lowest integer.
TS = the symbol duration of the desired (I- or
Q-) channel.
TI = interfering signal, I-channel, chip dura-
tion. If the desired signal is PN
modulated, the interfering chip duration
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is thesmallerof the interferersymbol
durationandthedesiredPNrate.
TQ= interferingsignal,Q-channel,chipdura-
NQ= (T_)
tion.
= effectiveamplitudeof theI-channelchip,
AI = CE! ° TITs ;
interfering with the desired symbol.
= effective amplitude of the Q-channel chip,
= energy-to-noise density of an interferer I-channel chip.
No
AQ= TS ;
interfering with the desired symbol.
= fractional part of an I-channel chip, inter-
EQ = energy-to-noise density of an interferer Q-channel chip.
No
NI)B, =V N'o'0_!-! _s-
the interference is tuned to the same frequency as
the desired signal. If the interfering signal is off-
tuned from the desired signal, then filtering may
significantly reduce the interfering signal power.
The interfering power that is not filtered is as-
sumed to be centered at the carrier frequency of
the desired signal.
TDRSS signals are either uncoded, 1/2 or 1/3
rate convolutionally coded. Using the character-
istic function, the Pe can be determined for each
of these cases. In the uncoded case the Pe is given
by
The inner integral is a Fourier transform that is
f o t"*
Pe = / / C(U) eJ u z du dz
.I.,
used to change the characteristic function into a
density function. The outer integral is used to
determine the Pe from the density function.
In the coded case, the decoder is assumed to
consist of an eight level quantizer and Viterbi
decoder. The Pe is calculated from a heuristic
expression [ 1] based on the computational cutoff
rate R0. The parameter R0 is given by
where
fering with the desired symbol.
= fractional part of a Q-channel chip, interfer-
BQ=_ EQ Ts (___.Qs_ NQ)No TQ
ing with the desired symbol.
The total interference power, Pi/N0, is related to
El/N0 and EQ/N0 by
where
El Pi Tl P_
N00 = No |Pil
PI = I-channel power of the interferer.
PQ = Q-channel power of the interferer.
The characteristic function above assumes that
8
Ro =-log2 2 {l{P(i'+l)l/2 + P(i/-l)'/2)} 2
i=l
P(i/+ 1)= the transition probability that the trans-
mitted bit is positive and the ith quan-
tizer level is received. Since the chan-
nel is assumed to be symmetric, a nega-
tive transmitted bit has the same tran-
sition probabilities as the positive bit,
but in reverse order.
The optimum step size between quantization
P(i/+l) = P((9-i)/-1) = Ihqo_"'_ .[fC(u)eJuzdudz
Inletw_d
boundaries for an 8-level quantizer has been
determined for a Gaussian channel to be _/2,
where _ represents the standard deviation of the
noise component at the output of the coherent
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integrateanddumpdetector.
The probability of errorequationwasdevel-
opedheuristically,byadjustingconstantsothat
theequationmatchedtheresultsfromaGaussian
noisechannelsimulationof a Viterbi decoder.
Theequationthatresultsisshownbelowforboth
rateI/2 and1/3constraintlength7convolutional
codes.
where
K2(R) ld 21-R"-I 1
In(Pe)= In(K 1(R))+_ [ 1+ea(R''-b)1
R= code rate
a = 3.017
b = 1.602
Kl(l/2) = 102.3 Kl(1/3) = 42.284
K2(1/2) = 5.834 K2(1/3) = 5.918
Averaging over all phases of the interfering
signal as described above is a reasonable ap-
proximation to the actual interference situation,
where different Doppler rates result in a time
varying phase of the interference signal relative
to the desired signal.
B, Interference Threshold Angle Calculator
The Interference Threshold Angle Calculator
computes threshold angles required to meet the
desired discrimination. These angles are the
inter-user angles (see Figure 2) between the de-
sired user spacecraft and the interfering user
spacecraft, as viewed from TDRS. It is assumed
that the desired user spacecraft is directly in line
with the TDRS antenna boresight. For Multiple
Access (MA),this means that the beam is formed
in the direction of the desired user spacecraft.
Thus, the computed threshold angle is the mini-
mum angular difference between the TDRS an-
tenna boresight and the TDRS-to-desired look
angle necessary to attain the required discrimina-
tion. However, it should be noted that since
discrimination versus angle-off-boresight is not
a strictly increasing function, the required dis-
crimination may also be achieved for some angles
less than the threshold angle.
The actual discrimination is the sum of gain
discrimination and polarization rejection. The
gain discrimination is acquired from the TDRS
Antenna Pattern Databases. Although the actual
TDRS MA antenna pattern and associated gain
discrimination will vary slightly with the posi-
tion of the desired user spacecraft, the databased
gain discriminations used by the ACRS model
are accurate to within .2 dB for spacecraft alti-
tudes under 1000 kilometers. Polarization rejec-
tion is only applicable if the signals from the
desired and interfering user spacecraft are oppo-
sitely polarized.
Three types of threshold angles are computed,
all of which are worst-case scenarios: data deg-
radation, acquisition delay, and bit synchroniza-
tion loss. These three types of angles are com-
puted for all possible desired/interfering link
combinations, and are computed for each TDRS
using the method described above. An output
value of zero for a threshold angle indicates that
interference cannot possibly occur for the link
combination. These calculated threshold angles
are used as input to the Potential Interference
Interval Calculator.
C. Potential Interference Interval Calculator
The Potential Interference Interval Calculator
uses actual TDRS and user spacecraft orbital data
to compute TDRS view periods for, and potential
interference intervals between active TDRSS
users. All TDRS view periods computed are
based strictly on line-of-sight visibility. Data
degradation and acquisition delay interference
intervals are computed, corresponding to two of
the three types of threshold angles computed by
the Interference Threshold Angle Calculator.
Interference intervals are computed for all se-
lected TDRSs. For a given TDRS, an interfer-
ence interval is defined as an interval of time for
which the following conditions hold:
1) Both the desired and interfering user space-
craft have line-of-sight visibility to the given
TDRS.
2) The inter-user angle between the desired
user spacecraft and the interfering user
spacecraft as viewed from the given TDRS
is less than the appropriate threshold angle.
3) If the analysis is to consider the actual
communications schedules for the user
spacecraft, those schedules must exist in
the ACRS schedule databases and include
overlapping desired and interfering user
service periods for the given TDRS.
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Beforeeachrunof thePotentialInterference
Interval Calculator, the analyst must specify
severalrunparameters.Themostimportantof
theseare:
1) StartingGreenwichMeanTime (GMT) of
the run.
2) Duration of the run.
3) Which TDRSs are active for the run.
4) Which user spacecraft are active for the
run.
5) Whether or not scheduling data will be
considered for the run.
The orbital data for each active TDRS and user
spacecraft is obtained from the Orbital Informa-
tion Database (OID). The orbital data is continu-
ally updated by received orbital information
from the ISN. The state vectors from the OID are
propagated forward to the next vector or the end
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) of the run. The
orbit generator used is one whose force model
only includes the oblate Earth. Assuming the
spacecraft does not maneuver, the state vector
error is less than 10 seconds per week of propa-
gation.
Between the start GMT and the end GMT of
the run, spacecraft state vectors and all of the
geometric calculations are performed at discrete
time points, ten seconds apart. Thus the start and
stop times of view periods or interference inter-
vals are only accurate to the nearest 10 seconds.
In addition to start times, stop times, and dura-
tions, the Potential Interference Interval Calcu-
lator provides other outputs for each interference
interval. For each interval, possible mitigation
techniques, if any, are provided. A mitigation
technique is listed for an interval if it is both a
possible option and will prevent the interference
from occurring. However, there is no guarantee
that employing a suggested mitigation technique
will not cause an interference problem with
another link. Suggested possible mitigation tech-
niques include changing the frequency, polariza-
tion, or supporting TDRS for the desired or
interfering user.
Additionally, for all data degradation interfer-
ence intervals, a flag is provided indicating
whether or not the interference event will prob-
ably be observable in real-time at White Sands
Ground Terminal (WSGT) or the NCC. This
flag is set if the angle between the two user
spacecraft is less than the appropriate bit syn-
chronization loss threshold angle, predicting a
loss of bit synchronization due to interference.
D. Solar Interference
ACRS predicts solar interference by treating
the Sun in a manner similar to most other inter-
fering user spacecraft. The Potential Interfer-
ence Interval Calculator uses the desired user's
position, the sun's position, and the appropriate
Interference Threshold Angle to compute pre-
dicted intervals of solar interference which could
cause data degradation, late acquisition, or loss
of bit synchronization.
Computation of the interference threshold
angles for solar interference differs from the
standard computation as described in the section
above on the Interference Threshold Angle Cal-
culator. First, the required brightness tempera-
ture must be computed for each link of each
desired user spacecraft. The required brightness
temperature is defined as the brightness tem-
perature which, when added to the normal sys-
tem noise temperature, will reduce the desired
user's link margin to zero. The link margins used
are the same as those used in computing the
required discrimination (see the section above
on Calculation of Required Discrimination).
The required brightness temperature is then
used to compute time-dependent solar interfer-
ence threshold angles. This angle is defined as
the minimum angular distance required between
the TDRS receive antenna and the center of the
sun to guarantee that the brightness temperature
as seen by the TDRS antenna is less than the
previously computed required brightness tem-
perature. A different angle is computed for each
month for each desired user spacecraft link. The
time-dependence is necessary to allow for the
different levels of solar activity at various times
in the solar cycle. The solar interference thresh-
old angle is computed by using a detailed model
of the TDRS antenna pattern and a model of solar
emissions in the appropriate frequency band
during the desired month. The solar model is
identical to that used in the CLASS Solar Inter-
ference Analysis package.
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V. DESCRIPTIONOFACRSOUTPUT
Theoutputproducedfor agivenACRSanaly-
sis run is a mutualinterferencesummarychart
which canbedisplayedon thescreenor printed
out on a localprinter. A subsetof oneof these
chartsisshownin Figure4. Thesummarycharts
aredivided into 24-hourperiodsreferencedas
days.TherearethreetablesdisplayedperTDRS
for eachday:
• TDRSview periods
• Acquisitiondelayinterferenceintervals,and
• Datadegradationinterferenceintervals.
The view period table lists all of the user
spacecraftconsideredandthedateandtime for
thebeginningandendof eachmutualinterfer-
enceinterval.Theformatof theacquisitiondelay
anddatadegradationtablesare,for themostpart,
thesame.Thedesireduseris identifiedfollowed
by columnsof information for each possible
mutualinterferenceoccurrence.The first three
columnsidentify thestart,stop,anddurationof
theinterferenceinterval,respectively.Thedata
degradationtablecontainsanadditionalcolumn
identifying,withadoubleasterisk,thepredictsof
interferencesevereenoughto be visible to the
NCCorWSGTduringreal-timeoperations.The
nextcolumnidentifiestheoperationalink of the
desireduserasdefinedinappendicesattachedto
eachACRSoutput.TheinterferingLink ID and
CLASS AUTOMATED CONFLICT RESOLUTION SYSTIKM ANALYSIS #561
TDE VIEW PERIODS FOR DAY 1
...........................
4377 6/29/1993 01 01 0 6/29/1993
3782 6/29/1993 0: 0:0 6/29/1993
6951 6/29/19_3 0:0:35 6/29/i993
1398 6/29/1993 01 6:35 6/29/1993
1446 6/29/1993 0:24:5 6/29/1993
4625 6/29/1993 0131155 6/29/1993
2057 6/29/1993 0140115 6/29/1993
4377 6/29/1993 0:30115 6/29/1993
3782 6/29/1993 I: 3:5 6/29/1993
6951 6/29f1993 1141125 6/29/1993
1298 6/2911993 1:47115 6/2911993
4625 6/29/1993 2:9:35 6/29/1993
1446 6/29/1995 21 8:15 6/29/1993
2057 6/29/1993 2:19:5 6/29/1993
,782 6/29/1993 2147:15 6/29/1993
437 _ 6/29/1993 2:35:5 6/29/1993
2157 6/29/1993 3:57:55 6/29/1993
1398 6/29/1993 31311 5 6/29/1993
6951 6/29/1993 3:22:5 6/29/1993
4625 6129/1993 3:47:45 612911993
1446 6/29/1993 3:52:25 6/29/1993
0:2:45
0124:15
0:58:35
I: 7: 5
1:26: 5
1:26:25
1:36:15
1156125
2:6:45
2:39115
2:52:55
3:4:35
31101 5
3114155
3:46:45
3151:15
4: 0: 0
410: 0
4: 0: 0
4: 0: 0
4: 0: 0
06129/93
CLASS AUTOMATED CONFLICT _ESOLUTION SYST-D4 ANALYSIS ,561
ACQU_S=T!ON DELAY !NTERF_ENCE INTERVALS FOR TDE ON DAY
START GMT: 6/29/1993 0:01 0
FINAL GMT: 612911993 4: 0:0
06t29/93
DES-'KKD USE/_ : 1398
DUR DES i RED
_T,'-.RT -IME L'qD TIME iSEC) LINKID
.........................
:5o.,'o1:so5 18O/OLO7O5 -_o _-_
180/01,_505180/010705 120 M24LL002K002 K
"__,0,_._,051 180/010705 120 .Vd_LL002KOC2K
1._0,'C11:.05180.; 010TC- _ 120 MMLL002K002K
I_C :11:_05 18_./0_- 0715 120 .ViMlL0 C 2 K0 C 2 K
°.-.e_.5_5 "80/010705 120 MMLL002K0C2K
l¢.O _=7:._15 !80/021005 110 ._/LL002 E002 K
L%0,:7-:_15180;021005 110 ,U_MLL002K002K
2._0/C2:815180/021005 i!0 MM_L0C2K002K
/_:':27_15180/021005 Ii0 MMLL002K002K
1%0_C2C815 !80/021005 Ii0 MMLL002K002K
1_._ ,'.7:815180/021005 if0 MMLLC02K002K
,8_ 0217.. 170 MMLL002K002 K
11._ t2:_45 "80/'021235 2.70 :_24LL002K002K
190:2:_45 180_021235 i"0 MY_LOO2KOO2K
" _:" ,n7^945 190,021235 170 MN/_L002K002K
2._._ :_.945 "80,021235 '_70 MMLL002K002K
-_: _'_4_35 ._. 0252,, 700 MS4LL002K002K
,-'.Z-._2&_35 150"02521-5 200 MMLL002K002K
l-'._ :249"5 1_-C.:025255 200 YIMLL002K002K
INTERFERING POSSIBLE
LINKID USER MITIGATION
..............................
.MHLM001K00IK 1446 NONE
MI_LH004K004K 1446 NONE
M24LH004K032K 1446 NONE
S/_H001K001K 1446 NONE
SMLH004KOC4K 1446 NONE
SMLH004K022K 1446 NONE
.'_MLH001K001K 1446 NONE
_'_LH004K004K 1446 NONE
_OlLH004K032K 1446 NONE
SMLH001K001K !446 NONE
SMLH004K004K 1446 NONE
S.W_H004K03=K 1446 NONE
SMIHC32KS12K 4625 4
SMLH032K2_6E 4625 4
SI_._H022K032K 4625 4
._MLH032K022K 4625 NONE
._S4LH001K022K 4625 NONE
.'*S4LH001KOCIE 1446 NONE
MMLM004K004K 1446 NONE
MMLH004KC2=K 1446 NONE
Figure 4. Sample ACRS Output
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useraredisplayedin thefollowingtwocolumns.
Thefinal columncontainsanypossibleoptions
for interferencemitigation. Theseoptionsare
describedindetail inanACRSoutputappendix.
(For detailedinformationonACRSoutputfor-
mats,see[3]).
VI. CONCLUSION
As the numberof TDRS userspacecraftin-
creases,so doesthe potential for interference
arisingfrom two or morespacecraftcommuni-
cating simultaneouslywith the sameTDRS.
ACRS is a new tool usedfor mission-current
mutualinterferenceprediction,andalthoughit is
still intheoperationalprototypestage,theimple-
mentationof ACRSin theNCCOCRis already
beingusedasanaid for communicationsched-
uling. Future enhancementsto the program,
alreadyunderdevelopment,includeforwardlink
mutualinterferencepredictionandrefinedmu-
tual interferencealgorithmsbasedontheresults
of ongoingvalidationsstudiesof ACRSoutputs
vs. actualobservedmutualinterferenceevents.
ACRS will help theNCC accomplishthe ever
morechallengingjobof schedulinguninterrupted
communicationsfor NASA missions.
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ABSTRACT-- Stanford Telecom developed the
Three-Dimensional Event-Driven Graphics En-
vironment (3D-EDGE) for NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center's (GSFC) Communications Link
Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS). 3D-
EDGE consists of a library of object-oriented
subroutines which allows engineers with little or
no computer graphics experience to program-
matically manipulate, render, animate, and ac-
cess complex three-dimensional objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
3D-EDGE was developed to allow program-
mers with _ittle or no computer graphics experi-
ence to incorporate three dimensional solid ob-
jects into their programs. Other programmatic
graphic interfaces [1,2] such as PHIGS require
the user to have an in-depth knowledge of the
type of object being modeled and how it is
manipulated. This limits programmatic access of
three-dimensional objects to people who have
three dimensional computer graphics training.
3D-EDGE, on the other hand, uses very simple
commands to manipulate, access and render the
solid model. The user only needs to learn a few
3D-EDGE commands to use any three dimen-
sional object because 3D-EDGE has the same
generic interface for every object. This allows
the user to access objects without knowledge of
their internal data structure.
II. OVERVIEW
3D-EDGE can incorporate a wide variety of
solid model representations, keeping their inter-
nal structures invisible to the user. Thus, once a
user is familiar with 3D-EDGE, he/she can ma-
nipulate, render, animate and access any object
regardless of its internal configuration.
Figure 1 shows the 3D-EDGE data hierarchy.
The figure shows the 3D-EDGE data dependen-
cies, and the supporting subroutines for each data
type. The remainder of this section describes
Figure 1 in detail.
Objec| Instance
Data Subroutines Data Subroutines
Object Key lo_l objec_ Instance Key clear_EO/
Object ID r_r_e_object Instance IO _i create_/raztanee
Class Type _-_ Referenced get_poi
Primative Tree Object Key get..poll_Jons
Event List Event Control reuove lrust_ee
ari reex:le r Iris t ancePO! List
\
,LEventIon I ECV
Fig. I. 3D-EDGE Data Hierarchy Diagram
The database contains a description of a three
dimensional object, an associated list of events,
and a set of Points of Interest, (Pors, these are
discussed below). Events control location, ori-
entation, and any other configurable features of
the model. For example, CLASS's model of the
Space Shuttle contains events which control its
location, orientation, the percentage Shuttle doors
are opened, and the gimbal angles of the anten-
nas. The Shuttle doors are opened by changing
an appropriate event's value (e.g. "DOORS
OPEN" event ).
An instance contains a list of Event Control
Variables (ECV's) that specify values for every
event. Since the user never modifies the object
itself, only the instance, multiple instances of the
same object can be controlled simultaneously
This work was supported by NASA Goddard Space
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while maintaining data integrity and minimizing
memory usage. The user updates the ECV's
through a set of 3D-EDGE subroutines. The
configuration of the instance is calculated only
when the user either renders (graphically dis-
plays the instance of an object) or accesses
information from the instance. Dynamic motion
and animation can be effected by interactively
changing ECV' s and re-rendering.
The user accesses information about an in-
stance of an object by calling an appropriate
query routine. The query returns to the user
information which may include, but is not lim-
ited to, a polygonal description of each surface on
the object, a surface color, a surface dielectric
constant, and a Pol. A Pol is a location and
direction on an object which moves with the
object. For example, a Pol can be the location
and direction of an antenna boresight, which
automatically moves with the antenna.
Figure 2 shows an overall flow diagram of a
3D-EDGE program. The user first loads an
object from the database. Then one or more
instances of the object are created. The instance
is modified by using the update_ECV subrou-
tine, which changes a particular ECV in an in-
stance. For example, an update_ECV can be
used to open Shuttle doors or to gimbal antennas.
Next, either information about the instance (e.g.
polygonal locations or dielectric constants) may
LoadObject
I
_lCreate
nstance(s) _
i_-_
CUpdate
ECV(s) __
CRender i _Get I
Instance3 C GetPOI 3 LPolygons_
I Application Specific
Analysis Routines ._
[
I
_emove Object 3
Fig. 2. 3D-EDGE Flow Diagram
be accessed or the instance rendered. This pro-
cess can then be repeated or the object is dis-
posed of if it is no longer required.
III. OBJECTS
An object refers to a three dimensional
model. 3D-EDGE is designed to allow easy
programmatic access to these objects. Each
object belongs to a particular class. The class
refers to the underlying solid model description
of the object. For example, the polygon class
(currently the only class supported) refers to
objects made from polygonal surfaces. Addi-
tional proposed classes of objects include de-
scriptions based on extrusion, B-spline and fractal
solid model representations.
A. Hierarchy
Objects are comprised of a set of hierarchi-
cally related components known as primitives.
Primitives are related to one another through
transformation matrices. An example of this
hierarchical structure is a simplified Space Shuttle
object which is comprised of 8 primitives: a
fuselage, a nose, a tail, two cargo bay doors, and
a robotic arm comprised of three parts: a turret,
forearm and clamp, as shown in Figure 3. The
fuselage is the root primitive which has five
children: the nose, tail, doors and turret. The
shoulder in turn has one child, the forearm, and
the forearm one child, the clamp.
FUSELAGE
NOSE
TAIL
LEFT_DOOR
RIGHT_DOOR
TURRET
FOREARM ]
tJ t c .P I
Fig. 3. Simple Shuttle Primitive Hierachy
The use of a hierarchical structure simplifies
the model definition and provides a natural mecha-
nism for specifying the manipulation of the model.
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If anevent is invoked to rotate the turret of the
robotic arm, the rest of the arm moves as well.
This is true for all parent-child pairs. As the
parent moves, so do the children and the children' s
children, on down the line. Thus, by rotating an
object's root primitive the entire object is
effectively rotated in space.
B. Attributes
Attributes are used to define an object's
physical characteristics. Examples of attributes
include color, reflective coefficient, and dielec-
tric constant. An object inherits a set of attributes
from 3D-EDGE based upon the object's class.
An object's attributes are defined within the
object' s database.
C. Inheritance
Inheritance, an important feature in 3D-
EDGE, takes two forms: events and attributes.
Both are inherited from more general levels to
more specific levels. For example, if an object's
root primitive is defined to be "white" in the
database, then the rest of the objedt is considered
to be "white." However, if a particular primitive
has "blue" as the value of its color attribute, that
primitive and any of its descendants will also be
"blue" unless they too re-specify the color at-
tribute.
D. Points of Interest
A Point of Interest ("PoI ") is a location and
direction on a primitive which moves with the
primitive. By using 3D-EDGE's query lan-
guage, the location and direction of the PoI may
be retrieved at run-time. This allows program-
matic use of the information. A program devel-
oped for CLASS uses a PoI to represent the
antenna beam (boresight) of a satellite's gimbal
antenna. As the antenna moves, so does its
boresight. The PoI information is then used to
any other variable attributes ofthe model. Events
are characterized by the following parameters:
Type, Level, and Order.
This concept of events lies at the heart of 3D-
EDGE because it means that the user needs to
know nothing about how the object is defined in
order to manipulate it. From the user's perspec-
tive, the type or level of the event is irrelevant.
The event need only be defined for the object and
invoked by the user; 3D-EDGE takes care of the
rest.
A. Event Types
Events may be either simple or complex. For
example, CLASS's model of the Space Shuttle
contains events which control its attitude (orien-
tation in space), the percentage the Shuttle doors
are opened, and the gimbal (rotation) angles of
the antennas. A simple event on the Shuttle
would be a "ROLL". In real terms this means a
rotation of the Shuttle about its positive x-axis. A
complex event would be "OPEN_DOORS"
which it entails rotating two different object
components about their respective rotational axes.
B. Event l_,¢vels
Events are defined at three different levels:
the object level, the class level and the system
level. Object level events are object -specific
and as such are defined in the object's database.
Class level events are those that are defined
within 3D-EDGE code but only for a specific
class of objects. System level events are events
which are defined in 3D-EDGE system code for
all objects. The "ROLL" event noted above is a
system level event as it is defined for all objects.
However, the "OPEN_DOORS" event is an ob-
ject level event defined only for the Shuttle.
C. Event Order
Computer graphics algorithms typically use
controlthecamera(theuser'sview)inareal-time translation and rotation matrices to manipulate
graphics package. The scene is then viewed
from the antenna along its boresight.
IV. EVENTS
Each object has an associated list of events.
Events are used to control and manipulate the
object. They control location, orientation and
objects. These matrices must be applied in a set
order to achieve the desired effect. For example,
a translation issued before a rotation will place an
object at a different location than the same rota-
tion issued before the translation.
In 3D-EDGE, the user can specify events in
any order. However, the order in which the
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events are actually invoked is defined by the 3D-
EDGE system. An example of this is the way
Shuttle antenna gimbal angles are specified. Two
separate angles are necessary to define the posi-
tion of a gimballed antenna: azimuth and eleva-
tion. Mathematically, the order in which the
transformations are performed on the object's
data points is relevant. Therefore, within the
database for the Shuttle the events
"SET_AZIMUTH" and "SET_ELEVATION"
are defined such that they will be performed in
the appropriate order at run-time. However, the
user can update the ECV's in any order and
achieve the same results.
D. Event Control Variables (ECV)
ECV" s are used to control events. The ECV's
are specified as either an explicit value or as a
percentage of the event's range. How the ECVis
to be specified is event-dependent. An example
of an event requiring an explicit value is the
"SET_AZIMUTH" event defined above. When
invoking the event, the user could specify an
ECV of 240, which would mean "rotate the
antenna about the appropriate axis two-hundred
forty degrees." The "OPEN_DOORS" event for
the Shuttle is an example of an event whose ECV
is to be specified as a percentage. When invoking
the event, the user could specify an ECV of 50,
which would mean "open the Shuttle bay doors
halfway." The full range of motion of the doors
is defined in the object's database.
V. INSTANCES
The user creates an instance of an object in
order to control, access and render the object at
run-time. The instance and its associated sub-
routines are illustrated in Figure I. An instance
of an object consists of a pointer to the instance
(called an instance key), an instance identifier, a
pointer back to the object, (called an object key),
and a set of ECV's for all events defined for the
object. It is the instance that is used to either
render an object or access information about the
object.
Since the user never modifies the object it-
self, multiple instances of the same object can be
controlled simultaneously while maintaining data
integrity and minimizing memory usage.
VI. SUBROUTINES
Subroutine calls are the vehicle through which
the 3D-EDGE system routines are accessed.
There are subroutines for loading objects, invok-
ing events, and querying for information about
objects. Interfaces to the subroutines are avail-
able for both C and FORTRAN. One of the
subroutines that allows the user to get informa-
tion about the object is "get_polygons". The
"get_polygons" subroutine returns to the pro-
gram the transformed data points describing the
current configuration of an instance of an object.
By passing a mask which describes the informa-
tion to be extracted, "get_polygons" can be used
to access other information about the object like
dielectric constants and color. Although these
attributes usually remain constant for the object
at any configuration, it is often useful to access
this type of information.
VII. EXAMPLE PROGRAM
Figure 4 contains a sample program. The
program" first loads the Space Shuttle object by
passing the name of the database containing a
model of the Space Shuttle, "shuttle_file," to the
"load_object" subroutine which then returns an
integer object key, "object_key." "object_key"
is then used by the "create_instance" subroutine
to create two different instances of the Shuttle.
"create_instance" is invoked by passing to it the
"object_key," specifying an "instance_id" ("DIS-
COVERY" or "COLUMBIA" in this case), and
specifying a load preference. An integer in-
stance key, used to reference the instance in the
remainder of the program, is then passed back.
Once the two objects are instantiated the
program loops 100 times changing the variable i
from 0 to 99. Within the loop, "DISCOVERY",
identified by its instance key, "Discovery_key,"
and "COLUMBIA," identified by its instance
key, "Columbia_key," have their configurations
altered by invoking specific events. Specifically,
"DISCOVERY" has its doors opened, is pitched,
and is yawed by i, i/5, and i respectively. "CO-
LUMBIA" only has its doors opened i'2 percent
of their range of motion. (Note: Since the
"OPEN_DOORS" event is defined with
"HARD_LIMITS" of 0 < x < 100, for any value
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/* LOAD OBJECT */
object_key = load object(shuttle_f]le);
l* INSTANTIATE SHUTTLE */
Discoverykey = create_instance(object_key,
"DISCOVERY",LOAD_ABSOLUTE);
Columbia_key = create_instance(objecLkey,
"COLUMBIA",LOAD_ABSOLUTE);
/* LOOP */
for (i=0;i< 100;i++) {
update_ECV(Discovery_key,"OPEN_DOORS",i);
update_ECV(Discovery key, "PITCH ",i/5);
updat¢_ECV(Discovery_key,"YAW",i);
update..ECV (Columbia_key,"OPEN_DooRS ",i *2);
get_.polygons(Discovery_key,VERTEX_NORMAL I
DIELECT, polygon_points_array l,
num_points 1);
get_polygons(Columbia_key,VERTEX_NORMAL I
DIELECT, polygon points_array2,
num_points2);
process_polygons(polygon_points_array l,
num_pointsl);
process_.polygons(polygon_points_array2,
hum_points2);
}
Fig.4. Sample Program
of i or i'2 > 100, the doors will only be opened
the maximum of 100 percent.) Once all of the
ECV's have been changed, subroutines are called
which will cause the instances' configurations to
be calculated. In this case, the subroutine is
"get_polygons." This subroutine causes the
polygons, their vertex-normals, and their dielec-
tric coefficients to be passed back to the program.
The first call calculates the points specifying the
polygons for "DISCOVERY" and passes back
"num_points 1" points in the
"polygon_points_arrayl" array. Similarly, the
next call to "get_polygons" returns the
"num points2" points defining "COLUMBIA"
in the array "polygon_points_array2." The pro-
gram then calls its own routine
"process_polygons" to do the actual analysis
desired.
VIII. RESULTS
Figure 5a shows a model of the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) satellite which
was incorporated into 3D-EDGE. 3D-EDGE can
render GRO, move it, change its orientation,
gimbal the antennas, and rotate the solar panels.
The solar panels are rotated by first creating an
instance of GRO, and then updating the
"ROTATE_PANELS" EVC. Figure 5b is the
GRO satellite after the solar panels have been
rotated.
Fig. 5a. GRO before "ROTATE_PANELS"
Fig.5b. GRO after "ROTATE_PANELS"
by +50 Degrees
CLASS uses 3D-EDGE in several of its
programs to manipulate and render solid models.
The CLASS Multi-Path Program (MPP) cur-
rently uses 3D-EDGE to control a three dimen-
sional description of the spacecraft it is analyz-
ing. The MPP has a minimal software interface
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to3D-EDGEbecauseasinglequeryof the model
returns the necessary information (the dielectric
constants and locations for each surface). The
3D-EDGE generic interface also allows the MPP
to interchangeably use any spacecraft. Addition-
ally, the CLASS Flight Performance System
(FPS) uses 3D-EDGE for a graphical display of
multiple models during a simulated Shuttle mis-
sion.
Before the development of 3D-EDGE,
CLASS analysis programs that used solid mod-
els had severe limitations. These limitations
included long development times, non-portable
applications, lack of solid model data integrity
between programs, and programs that could not
interchangeably use different objects. 3D-EDGE
solves these problems with an easy-to-use stan-
dardized graphics environment.
IX. CONCLUSION
3D-EDGE was designed on the principle that
it is more important and efficient to spend time in
the definition of a three-dimensional model than
in the incorporation of that model into software.
3D-EDGE requires that when an object's data-
base is being developed the events be defined
along with the solid model description of the
object. However, once defined, an object can be
used by anyone with a knowledge of 3D-EDGE,
even if they have minimal knowledge of 3D
graphics. Further, by using abstract events and
classes of data, virtually anything can be mod-
eled and manipulated using only a small set of
subroutines.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the approach used by Booz.Allen & Hamilton to redevelop the
Network Control Center (NCC) Test System (NTS), a hardware and software facility
designed to make testing of the NCC Data System (NCCDS) software efficient, effective,
and as rigorous as possible" prior to operational use. The NTS transmits and receives
network message traffic in real-time. Data transfer rates and message content are strictly
controlled and are identical to that of the operational systems. NTS minimizes the need for
costly and time-consuming testing with the actual external entities (e.g., the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) and the White Sands Ground
Terminal). Discussed are activities associated with the development of the NTS, lessons
learned throughout the project's lifecycle, and resulting productivity and quality increases.
INTRODUCTION
NAS,_fs Spaceflight Tracking and Data
Network (STDN) provides continuous
telecommunications coverage for low-earth
orbiting spacecraft such as the Space
Shuttle, the HST, and the Gamma Ray
Observatory. The NCC, located at the
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Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),
serves as the interface between the STDN
and its customers, who primarily use the
network to retrieve science and telemetry
data from these spacecraft.
consists of automated
scheduling, fault isolation,
monitoring, communications, and display
The NCC
planning,
performance
systems(collectively called the NCCDS)
that manage and control the network's
resources.
Recognizing this situation, GSFC
management commissioned the
developmentof a new NTS in late 1989.
Although the STDN offers a set of
standardservices to all scienceusers, the
addition of new users and new STDN
elements requires modifications to the
438,000 lines of source code in the
NCCDS. The most recent major change
to the NCCDS was driven by the
integration of a new Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) earth
terminal in White Sands,New Mexico, the
Second TDRSS Ground Terminal
(STGT).
The STGT integration requires intensive
testingof new NCCDS softwareaswell as
tests of the changes to the interfaces
between the NCCDS and each STDN
user. The existing test systemdeveloped
prior to 1983 was coded in assembly
language and could not fulfill these test
requirements. In addition, the user
interface wascumbersomeand supported
only a single tester. The alternative was
to test with the operational sites, which
posed unacceptable risks to ongoing
support of high profile user missions.
Figure 1 portrays the role of the NTS in
the context of the STDN. Testers use the
NTS to simulate and test all external
interfaces to the NCCDS. The NTS can
also validate operational scenarios,
provide an off-line test platform for new
NCCDS software releases, and collect a
wide variety of test data for analysis by
developers and operations personnel.
The testing process consists of three
phases shown in Figure 2. The first phase
involves the development of test scripts,
messages, and timing delays to simulate
actual operational scenarios. For example,
schedule requests from the HST POCC
would be sent to the NCCDS, validated,
and acknowledged. In the second phase,
the test scripts are transmitted over actual
NASA communication (Nascom) lines to
the off-line NCCDS, while logging all
message traffic. In phase three, the
message traffic is analyzed to verify that
test objectives were met.
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DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
In addition to those requirements
documented in the System Requirements
Specification [NTS93], several project
goals were set. The system had to meet
the schedule for the implementation of
STGT-related changes in the NCCDS
software. In addition, existing
functionality and command syntax had to
be replicated to minimize the learning
curve required for NCCDS test teams.
The human-machine interface had to be
user-friendly and permit concurrent use.
Finally, the NCCDS testing process had to
be made more efficient by automating as
many functions as possible. Likewise, the
NTS development approach had to meet
a set of objectives that the development
team believed were vital:
• To perform only those tasks that
directly added value and directly
contributed to the success of the
project
• To have end-users play a vital role
throughout the project life-cycle
• To develop a system that promotes
encapsulation, maintainability,
modularity, extensibility, and re-use
• To define a process that is
measurable, manageable, and
repeatable.
To meet these goals and objectives, a
phased implementation schedule was
selected. The first release of the system
met these major goals: duplication of the
present functionality, implementation of
the new functionality required for STGT-
related modifications, as well as a new
human-machine interface. Subsequent
releases were used to continually
automate the testing process, save time,
and support more rigorous scenarios.
DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
The NTS development approach followed
the traditional waterfall model in which
the process cascades from one level to the
next in a smooth progression [SEL92].
While this is neither unique nor
groundbreaking, the model was deemed
sufficient to meet the project's goals.
However, the development team realized
that a number of inefficiencies embedded
in the development process had to be
justified or eliminated to stay on schedule.
Examples include excessive amounts of
documentation, inefficient configuration
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managementprocedures,extendedreview
and approval cycles, and responding to
issuesnot relevant to the project. The
development team believed that a more
streamlined and flexible approach was
preferable to the rigid, structured
approach prescribed by the waterfall
model. The philosophyof "Lean Software
Development"describedby Basili [BAS92]
and basedupon the work of Womack, et.
al. [WOM90], seemeda perfect fit. This
conceptinvolvestailoring the development
process to the needs of the product.
Additionally, the Plan-Do-Check-Actcycle
of Continuous Process Improvement
espoused by Deming [DEM86] was
applied to the developmentprocess,rather
than to the product. As the project
progressed, the entire process was
continually refined and lessons learned
were incorporated into subsequent
development cycles.
Another key element in the approach was
to include the NTS users in weekly
functionality discussions and demonstra-
tions aimed at specifying and clarifying
new NTS requirements. The results of
these meetings were captured and
documented. Through numerous
discussions, the NTS development team
gained an in-depth understanding of the
users' needs. This knowledge and first-
hand experience allowed both developers
and users to recommend and refine a
number of enhancements that saved time
during test sessions, increased the quality
of testing, and decreased the amount of
human-intensive analysis that was common
to the testing process. Not only was
testing more efficient in the NCC, but the
new NTS eliminated most of the
preliminary testing sessions with each of
the 34 external entities.
The development team also determined
that the content of the design reviews was
not directly adding value to the project.
All too often, no substantive issues were
raised at the reviews, mainly because the
attendees were users concerned with what
the system would do, and not how it was
to be implemented. With the approval of
GSFC management, the number and
content of the reviews were tailored to
explain the system from a user's
perspective. System features were
discussed, followed by a brief overview of
their implementation. Finally, an
operations concept of the feature was
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presentedusing ToolBookTM, a PC-based
animation tool. These reviews, coupled
with frequent human-machine interface
demonstrations and a full day of hands-on
training produced a system that exactly
matched user expectations.
The development team also selected the
Transportable Applications Environment
(TAE) Classic for the user interface.
TAE, developed for GSFC and
maintained by Century Computing,
consists of an interface that interacts with
the user and manages the execution of
application programs, while shielding the
user from the host operating system. TAE
provides a hierarchical menu system, on-
line, context-sensitive help, parameter
range checking, and a tutor mode to help
new users build valid command strings.
Thus, the users were required to learn
only the NTS interface and not concern
themselves with the operating system. By
using TAE, the development team saved
an estimated 630 staff days (approximately
$250K) of development effort. The single
user problem was alleviated by hosting the
system on a Masscomp 6600 computer.
The Masscomp is a Unix-based
timesharing system that supports 16
concurrent users.
The software, developed in C, was
designed with reuse in mind. Various
standalone programs were developed to
assist the user in developing test data,
changing the system configuration, and
analyzing test results. The human-
machine interface to all of these tools is
common and contains over 7000 lines of
reused software. In addition, a library of
common functions was developed,
containing over 3500 lines of code. In
total, over 18% of the software was reused
in subsequent releases to implement new
functionality.
Due to the development team's close
working relationship with the user group,
problems were usually resolved and tested
on the development system prior to
receipt of the official documentation
describing the problem. In addition, the
team foresaw a problem associated with
dual mode use (classified vs. unclassified).
Sanitization of over 1.3 gigabytes of disk
storage would require 4 hours. The team
recommended removable disk drives,
resulting in sanitization time being
reduced to only 5 minutes.
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RESULTS
The results of the principles applied on
this project can best be described
quantitatively. Figure 3 presents software
error rates for the three development
cycles. Table 1 presents software
productivity metrics, based upon the
philosophy of Putnam and Myers [PU'I_2].
These statistics suggest that continual
refinement of the development process
FIGURE 3
SOFTWARE ERROR RATES
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TABLE 1
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METRICS
Lines
Of Code l
(LOC)
Staff
Months z
(Effort)
Calendar
Months z
(Time)
Productivit,(
Parameter"
(PP)
Release 1 22,023 83.0 14.0 5315 9
Release 2 26,773 89.5 11.0 8690 11
Release 3 21,836 53.0 9.5 10261 12
Productivity
Index 4
(Pl)
NOTES
.
2.
,
Booz.Allen-developed software only.
Effort and Time are calculated from the beginning of the design phase (following the
Software Requirements Review) until conclusion of the code/unit test phase.
The Productivity Parameter (PP) is calculated according to the following equation:
PP = (LOC)/(Effort/B)(1/3) (Time) (4/3)
.
B, the special skills factor, is a function of size. For all releases, B = 0.18.
The Productivity Index (PI) is obtained from Table 2.3 of [PU'I92].
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resulted in higher productivity and lower
error rates. User satisfaction ratings of
the tool's functionality, completeness of
the User's Manual, and the quality of
training continues to be high. Suggestions
for system enhancements and additional
functionality were prioritized and
addressed in each new release with no
impact to cost or schedule.
In May of 1993, the NTS development
effort was selected as one of five
representative software projects to be
part of a Booz, Allen, corporate-wide
software process assessment based upon
the criteria developed by the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI). The Institute
has developed an instrument to assess an
organization's software development
process. The results of this self-
assessment showed that the NTS
development team was functioning as a
Level 2 organization while exhibiting
many of the qualities characteristic of a
Level 3 organization. These results are
significant because the SEI process
assessment procedure is geared more
toward larger, more functionally
segmented organizations (e.g., those
having separate configuration manage-
meant, quality assurance, test, and
document preparation teams), whereas the
NTS development team never consisted of
more than 10 members.
CONCLUSIONS
Applying the principles of Lean Software
Development and Continuous Process
Improvement resulted in an increase in
productivity and quality. This increase
allowed for the delivery of additional
functionality at no additional cost. Even
though each release was successful, the
development team continued to look for
ways to improve and streamline the
development process. Getting the user
community involved from the very
beginning and soliciting their input
throughout the entire development process
is a key strategy for success. Software
development is by nature a dynamic
process, constantly evolving and maturing.
Change is a part of that process, and is
not only necessary, it should be required.
The approach described here has resulted
in the delivery of three separate releases
of NTS software totaling 80,000 lines of
source code. Each of these releases was
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delivered on or ahead of schedule and 3-
5% under budget. The NTS is functioning
as intended, allowing testers to perform
more robust and exacting tests on the
target software. In fact, during the first
few weeks of operational use, testers using
the new NTS uncovered several defects in
the NCCDS software that had not been
discovered by its developers or during any
of the previous independent test phases.
The NTS provides a significant increase in
tester productivity over the previous
system, permitting simultaneous test data
creation, test execution, and results
analysis. The system was designed and
documented to support future growth and
changing requirements. It is a user-
friendly test tool, decreasing the overall
certification time of the NCCDS software,
while greatly improving testing accuracy.
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SATELLITE COMMUNICATION HARDWARE EMULATION SYSTEM
(SCHES)
By Ted Kaplan
Stanford Telecom
7501 Forbes Blvd
Seabrook, MD 20706
(301) 464-8900
ABSTRACT-- Satellite Communication Hard-
ware Emulator System (SCHES) is a powerful
simulator that emulates the hardware used in
TDRSS links. SCHES is a true bit-by-bit simu-
lator that models communications hardware ac-
curately enough to be used as a verification
mechanism for actual hardware tests on user
spacecraft. As a credit to its modular design,
SCHES is easily configurable to model any user
satellite communication link, though some de-
velopment may be required to tailor existing
software to user specific hardware.
and extensions of the system have expanded the
CLASS system capability to provide a general-
purpose communications system analysis and
design tool for use by both the network and the
network user. CLASS models all elements of the
network system, user system, and communica-
tions channel environment. It is capable of
providing a rapid, reliable, and accurate perfor-
mance analysis of virtually all communications
system performance measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Communications Link Analysis and
Simulation System (CLASS) has been devel-
oped by Goddard's Networks Division to pro-
vide a tool for evaluating the performance of
space communication links through the network
communications and tracking support elements,
especially TDRSS. Subsequent enhancements
COMMUNICATIONS LINK ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION SYSTEM
CLASS, developed to evaluate the performance of
space communication links through network communi-
cations and tracking support elements.
II. SCHES OVERVIEW
Most "recently, the CLASS team has devel-
oped the Satellite Communication Hardware
Emulator System (SCHES), a powerful simula-
tor that emulates the hardware used in TDRSS
links. SCHES is a true, bit-by-bit simulator that
models communications hardware accurately
enough to be used as a verification mechanism
for actual hardware tests on user spacecraft. As
a credit to its modular design, SCHES easily is
configurable to model any user satellite commu-
nications link, though some development may be
required to tailor existing software to user-spe-
cific hardware.
Hardware modules in the communication
link are simulated effectively in SCHES using
separate software modules. Each of these mod-
ules uses compatible input and output files which
consist of data streams for the bit-by-bit simula-
tion. The input file for any one hardware simu-
lation module acts as the driver for that module.
That module, in turn, produces an output file
which drives the next module, while additionally
allowing for the calculation of statistics at crucial
points between modules. These analytical statis-
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ticsprovideotherwiseunobtainableinformation
ontheperformanceof eachindividuallymodeled
hardwaresubsystem.Finally,theindividualsimu-
lation outputs are combinedand analyzedto
produceacompleteandaccuraterepresentation
of theproposedusersatellitelink.
This simulationapproachrequiresthe pro-
cessingof statisticallysignificantsamplespaces
whichusuallymeansmuchlargerdatabasesthan
arerequiredbyananalyticalapproach.Nonethe-
less,therearepowerful advantagesto this true
simulationapproach: it servesnot only as an
analysistool but also as a designtool, for the
flexibility to alter individual channelelements
enablesto observetheeffectsthesechangeshave
ontheoverallchannelperformance.In particu-
lar, it affordsus die ability to characterizethe
transientfeaturesof TDRSS.
Whenlargeamountsof datahavebeencol-
lectedon thebehaviorof a particularhardware
module,atruehardwaresimulationfor thathard-
ware subsystemmay no longer be necessary.
Instead,the simulationcanbe replacedwith a
functionalmodelthatusesappropriatestatistics
tocorruptthedigital datastream.Thisfunctional
model can provide the sameaccuracyas the
directemulationmodel,whenpredictingsteady-
statechannelperformance,butwith thepotential
for enormouslyincreasedsimulationrunspeeds.
The computationalsupport for SCHES is
providedbysoftwarehostedonanHP9000com-
puter,runningundera UNIX operatingsystem
environment.Thesystemincludesauser-friendly
interfacefor runcontrol,providedon aMacin-
toshII. The capabilityto visually monitortest
run activitiesis supportedthroughtheuseof a
videomonitor.
III. IMPLEMENTATION FOROMV
SCHESwastestedduringthecourseof ataskto
develop a completemodel simulation of the
OrbitalManeuveringVehicle (OMV) video te-
L
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A block diagram of the CLASS channel simulation system.
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lemetryreturnlink. OMV wasto bearemotely
piloted spacecraft,designedto be part of the
spacetransfersystem.
The OMV video signal neededto be ex-
tremelyrobusttoallow thepilot on thegroundto
view atarget. Videocompressionandforward
errorcorrection,asdescribedbelow,ensuredthe
qualityof thepictureatthegroundterminal.The
camera'svideo signal was first digitized and
compressedby2-Ddifferentialpulsecodemodu-
lationandHuffmancoding.Error resistancewas
addedthroughtheuseof Reed-Solomonencod-
ingandHelicalinterleaving.A rate- 1/2convo-
lutionalcodewasaddedwith periodicconvolu-
tional interleavingsothatthe datacouldbe re-
layed via TDRSS. Then, from White Sands
GroundTerminal,thedatawassentto Johnson
SpaceCentervia DOMSAT.
The pilot's commandsto the OMV vehicle
weretransmittedby theforwardlink. Errorsin
thedatatransmission,however,wereexpectedto
result primarily from thermal noise and radio
frequencyinterference(RFI) corruptionof the
TDRSSS-bandreturn link betweenthe OMV
flight vehicleandtheTDRSSspacecraft.
Theessentialconceptsof theSCHESmodel
of theOMV channelsimulationareillustratedin
thesecondfigure.
oi,i,
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Exponential and geometric fits to burst duration
statistics
The model is separated into three subsystems:
the video compression unit and video reconstruc-
tion unit, which are modules unique to OMV; the
Reed-Solomon coder-encoder subsystem; and
the TDRSS link subsystem, which is part of
standard CLASS. Each subsystem is further
divided into modules. Each module simulates a
hardware function and produces a data file which,
in turn, drives the next module.
The DOMSAT link was not discretely mod-
eled in the SCHES simulation because the BER
through this link was reduced, through forward
error correcting, to very low value. The other
blocks in the system were exact, bit-by-bit hard-
ware emulations of the actual system and to-
gether were used to characterize both transient
(synchronization) behavior as well as static be-
havior of the channel.
IV. RESULTS
More than 20 simulations of the OMV return
video link were completed, each requiring 25
hours of run-time. Runs were made with 50
frames apiece of data (approximately 5 million
bits), and had varying effective isotropic radiated
power (EIRP) margins and RFI environment
conditions. The hardware simulation and the
many test points provided the user with equiva-
lent information to that acquired from actual
hardware tests. Statistical processing was done
by manipulating the data files after the simula-
tion was over and by producing plots, histo-
grams, and tables.
Statistics from different runs were plotted
versus EIRP margin for each RFI condition. This
data provided an easily understood statistical
display of the actual performance characteristics
of the video channel under varying environmen-
tal conditions.
Examples of some of the statistics produced
are shown in the table and the third figure. These
statistics are for an OMV communications link
through TDRS-East, in a high RFI environment
and with an EIRP margin of- 1.5 dB. The fourth
figure shows both the original picture frame
(upper left), the reconstructed video display (lower
right), as well as relevant channel statistics, as
they appeared at run-time on the video monitor.
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Channel Characteristics
Summary of OMV when Operating with a 1.5-dB EIRP Margin
in a Worst-Case TDRS-East Environment
oUnits :_Value
:,Analysis ID
,RFI
EIRP Margin
Data rate
Number of lines per subframe
Initial stepsize
Number of frames
Number of codewords transmitted
t +
+Number of (convolunonally coded) symbol.s
+
Stmbtics Before DE-PEI
]A908041411
ISSA.TDRS.EAST
_ dB _ I 1 t S
Kbps !97220
16
frames ',50
odewords 12390
ymbols i_9'751.200
i i
Units [Value
i % of symbol [-0.57
+% of symbol !2.18
+ !0i •
1.17E-2Ibursts 186.577
symbols i 12
symbols _13.68
symbols i I I. 10
symbols i 3.96
symbols i2.43
correct symbols !3.54
correctsymbols '3.12
17.58E
*.Mean Clock Janet
iSumdard Deviation of the Clock Jitter
:Symbol Slip Rate
'Random Error Rate
_+Number of Bursts
Burst Window
!Mean Burst Error Duration
Star_:l Deviation of Burst Error Duration
Mean Errors Per Burst
iStanda_ Deviation of Errors Per Burst-
!Mean Space Between Errors in a Burst
'Standard Dcviadon of Space Between Errors in a Burst
i Error Rate Due to Burst
(# of Bursts _(Mean # of Errors Per B urst_
Number or Symbols Transmitted
;Total Error Rate -- (Error Rate Due to Bursts) + (Random Error Rate)
Transition Probabilities
IMO/I)
Pr(I/I)
Pr_2/I)
Pr(3/l )
Pr(4/1 )
Pr(511)
Pr(6/I)
Pr(7/I )
Pr_7/O)
Pr(6/O)
Pr(5/O)
Pr(4/O)
Pr)3/O)
Pr(2/O)
Pr(O/O)
Predicted Viterbi Decoder Error Rate
Analysis 1D
18.7E-2
.61274
.12864
.t19934
.06842
.(Mqa.O
.0234 I
01091
.00714
.61286
.12810
.09973
.7571
.04215
.02348
.01075
! 7_
-00 __
2.64E-3
Ac)08041411
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Summary of OMV when Operating with a I.S-dB EIRP Margin
Statistics After DE-PEI
I
i Random Error Rate
i Number of Bursts
Burst Window
!Mean Burst Error Duration
i Standard Deviation of Burst Error Duration
i Mean Errors Per Burst
i Deviation of Errors Per Iburst
i Mean Space Between Errors in a Burst
Standard Deviation of Space Between Errors in a Burst
:_Error Rate Due to Bursts
II m I I
•Stati_tkt After the Blterbi Decoded ..................
in a Worst-Case TDRS-East Environment
Units
bursts
symbols
symbols
symbols
symbols
symbols
correct symbols
correct symbols
I
MRs ............
Value
1.17E-2
198.02 !
12
14.93
12.20
3.73
2.17
4.10
3.08
7,57E-2
Value
"loud Error Rate.
In-Sync Error Rate
Number of Bursts
Burst Window
Mean Burst Error Duration
STandard Deviation of Burst Error Duration
i Mean Errors Per Burst
!Standard Deviation of Errors Per Burst
!Longest Burst
t
I
;Statistics After the Reed Solomon Decoding
IUndecodable Codewords in-Sync
•Undecodable Codewords Out-of-Sync
IDecodable Codewords In-Sync
iDecodable Codewords Out.-of-Sync
i
iln-Sync Codeword Error Rate
First In-Sync Codeword
bursts
bits
fits
bits
bits
bits
bits
Units
Codewords
5.219E-3
5.219E-3
4730
6
7.96
6.84
4.77
3.75
57
IValue
'162
Codewords
Codewords
Codwords
I
128
_2209
iO.O
.068
2O
a) The first 8 codewords are durnrny data used in initialize
the helical interleaver.
b) A codeword is declared in-sync when its sync counter
value stays at 15 for two codewords.
FirstDecodable Codeword AfterDeclaring In-Sync
Number of Freewheeling Events
Freewheeling Value
Max Sync Counter Value
Number of Subframe Replacements During Initial Sync
Number of Subframe Replacements After Initial Sync
Total Number of Subframes
Sub frames
29
47
14
2
24
148
6OO
Lowest
Standard
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The video monitor display for the OMV analysis.
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INTERFERENCE MONITOR
By Jeffrey Freedman and Catherine Ruseau
Stanford Telecom
7501 Forbes Blvd.
Seabrook, MD 20706
(301) 464-8900
ABSTRACT- Stanford Telecom developed the
Interference Monitor (IM) for NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center's (GSFC) Communications
Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS).
IM is a software program used to predict long
term (i.e. 30+ years) statistics for mutual interfer-
ence intervals of TDRS user spacecraft.
I. INTRODUCTION
TDRS user spacecraft periodically lose com-
munication signals due to mutual interference.
Mutual interference is defined as the interference
between two spacecraft attempting to communi-
cate with the same TDRS satellite at the same
time. If the TDRS antenna discrimination is
sufficient, two spacecraft can communicate at
the same time with the same TDRS without
mutual interference. However, when the user
spacecraft appear close to each other (from point
of view of TDRS), mutual interference may
occur and communications can be lost.
The Interference Monitor (IM) was devel-
oped to predict long term statistics for intervals of
mutual interference. IM simultaneously simu-
lates the orbits of multiple user spacecraft while
gathering interference statistics over long peri-
ods of time. IM can simultaneously simulate 100
user spacecraft orbits at I second intervals over a
30-year period. By examining many years of
calculated orbits, IM can present an accurate
statistical depiction of when, where and how
much mutual interference will impair a user
spacecraft's ability to communicate. The output
plots and charts produced by IM provide NASA
with accurate data for network and mission plan-
ning, interoperability studies and TDRS load
analyses. What follows is an in-depth descrip-
tion of the analysis and the capabilities of IM.
II. ANALYSIS
IM uses an analytic pre-processing module
and a simulation module to determine mutual
interference statistics. The pre-processing mod-
ule performs all the communications analysis in
advance, and determines the conditions under
which mutual interference can occur. The simu-
lation module records statistics for user space-
craft as they meet these conditions.
The angle between two user spacecraft as
seen from TDRS will determine if there is poten-
tial mutual interference between the two user
spacecraft. This angle is called the inter-user
angle and is shown in Figure 1. Separate anten-
nas on TDRS communicate with each user space-
craft. The boresight of the TDRS antennas are
pointed at the appropriate user spacecraft. As
long as the inter-user angle is large, the interfer-
ing signals are transmitting to back lobes of the
other antennas and mutual interference is negli-
gible. However, when the inter-user angle is
small, the interfering signals are transmitting to
the main-lobe of the other antenna and commu-
nications can be lost.
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Figure 1. INTER-USER ANGLE - The angle, o_,
between the desired ad interfering user spacecraft
Figure 2 is a block diagram describing the
operation of the program. IM first determines the
minimum inter-user angles for which reliable
communications between each pair o fuser-space-
craft can be maintained. This calculation is
performed by the The CLASS Automated Con-
flict Resolution Sytem (ACRS) [ 1] which takes
into account all communication parameters and
the antenna pattern in determining the minimum
inter-user angle.
Figure 2. IM Block Diagram
The minimum inter-user angles are then fed
into the IM simulation engine. The IM engine
performs a point-by-point simulation of each
spacecraft's orbit. At each point, the spacecraft's
location is determined. IM then assumes that
each spacecraft communicates with the nearest
visible relay satellite. The inter-user angle be-
tween each pair of spacecraft are calculated, and
if the inter-user angle is less than the minimum
angle computed by ACRS, statistics are recorded.
Time is then incremented and the process is
repeated.
The orbit generator used by IM was devel-
oped specifically for this project and uses a
simple geometric model. From the input orbital
parameters, the orbit period, the precession rate
and the initial orbit are determined. These com-
puted orbital elements are used to calculate the
location of the user spacecraft in the orbit plane.
Next, the orbit plane is rotated by the inclination
angle and spun about the earth's axis at the
precession rate, as shown in Figure 3.
IM's orbit generator is designed for speed
rather than accuracy so long term statistical data
can be calculated quickly. Since it is impossible
to predict exact orbits for an extended period of
time anyway, the statistical output is sufficiently
accurate.
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Figure 3. IM Orbit Generator
III. IM CAPABILITIES
IM has many features which make it a versa-
tile tool for evaluating long term mutual interfer-
ence. In a single simulation, IM can incorporate
as many as 100 different user spacecraft, imple-
ment several different communication plans and
derive mutual interference predictions from years
of communication data which has been sampled
at increments of time as small as a second. Each
communication plan considers a different num-
ber of frequency channels and/or different fre-
quency assignments for each user spacecraft. IM
can demonstrate when, how much and with whom
long-term mutual interference occurs for various
communication plans. In addition to the numeric
results, IM can reveal where mutual interference
occurs utilizing an interactive graphics display.
The ability to incorporate different commu-
nication plans in a single simulation make IM a
useful tool for frequency planning. The number
of communication channels can be varied to
create different communication plans within a
single simulation. By varying the number of
channels, optimal frequency allocations can be
identified. Special users can be added or elimi-
nated and their PN coding ability can be turned
on or off to determine ifPN coding will provide
mutual interference isolation.
Mutual interference statistics provided by
IM include: the percentage of days with a certain
number of minutes of mutual interference, the
maximum hours of daily mutual interference and
the maximum hours of weekly mutual interfer-
ence. IM produces mutual interference statistics
for each active user spacecraft. Each IM simula-
tion can consider an individual user spacecraft
against every other individual spacecraft (see
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Figure4) or againstaparticularcombinationof
anyorall of theotheruserspacecraft(seeFigure
5).
Figures4 and5arestatisticsfrom a25-year
run. IM simulateda25-yearperiodin 1minute
stepsandsimultaneouslygatheredstatisticsfor
36 spacecraft.The entire simulationtook ap-
proximately3 hourson anHP 9000model730
computer.Figure4 showsthemutualinterfer-
encebetweentwo EOSsatellites.It showsthat
lessthan1percentof thedayshadmutualinter-
ferencethatwasgreaterthan40minutesindura-
tion. Figure 5 showsthe mutual interference
betweenanEOSsatelliteand36othersatellites.
Noticethatover1percentof thedayshadmutual
interferenceperiodsgreaterthan130minutes.
AMOUNT OF INTFRI"ERENCE IN MINUTES
Figure 4. EOSI vs. EOS2
]
,_5_- FORWARD LINK }-
INTERFERENCE OCCURS 0.690 % OF THE TIME I
4o-_- ........... WEEKLY INTERFERENCE [ _
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AMOUNT OF IN'TE RFE RF_NCE IN MINUTES
Figure 5. EOS ! vs. All Other Users
displays when coverage loss due to mutual inter-
ference occurred over the time-line of a given
day. Figure 6 depicts the time-line of a worst
mutual interference day. A worst day for a
desired user is defined as the day with the small-
est number of total contact minutes. Coverage
loss due to mutual interference includes any
period of mutual interference and any contact
period less than 10 minutes. The horizontal bars
indicate when mutual interference and Zone of
Exclusion (ZOE) outages occurred. The total
number of contact minutes and the longest period
of time with no contact are also displayed on the
chart.
To visualize where mutual interference oc-
curs, the IM interactive graphics mode is avail-
able. The interactive graphics mode displays up
to three active user spacecraft and the location of
mutual interference events on world maps. Maps
of the world from the view point of each TDRS
satellites are available as well as a fiat map of the
entire world (see Fig. 7.) Flags are displayed on
the map in the location where mutual interfer-
ence occurred. As the simulation progresses,
flags collect and areas that experience the most
mutual interference can be identified. At any
given time, the IM graphics simulation can be
interrupted and communication and orbital pa-
rameters of any or all of the user spacecraft
altered to determine feasible mutual interference
mitigation techniques.
The example shown in Figure 7 is a gray scale
print of a color screen. The flags that represent
mutual interference make a cross-hatch pattern
in-between the continuous sinusoid dotted lines
of the orbital paths of the spacecraft (note that the
orbital paths of the spacecraft and the flags rep-
resenting mutual interference are much more
apparent when displayed in full color.) In Figure
7, the areas identified with the most mutual
interference are immediately before and aider the
ZOE over the Indian Ocean. Mutual interference
is more likely to occur in these areas because the
inter-user angles are decreased when user space-
craft are near TDRS horizons.
IM can also characterize when mutual inter- IV. CONCLUSION
ference occurs by producing a time-line chart Interference Monitor predicts long term mu-
(see Figure 6). The time-line interference chart tual interference statistics between two or more
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Figure 7. IM Interactive Graphics Screen
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spacecraft. IM is used by NASA GSFC for many
projects: for network and mission planning and
as an aid for both frequency and polarization
allocation. NASA headquarters has employed
IM for a user spacecraft loading study to help
determine network and mission plans for TDRS
II user spacecraft. IM is also frequently used by
the Space Network Interoperability Panel (SNIP)
to study possible interoperability scenarios be-
tween the relay satellite systems of NASA, the
Japanese Space Agency (NASDA) and the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA.) The ease of use and
flexibility of IM enables NASA to efficiently
determine optimal satellite configurations for the
Space Network of the twenty first century.
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Abstract
This paper describes the packet switched Instrumenters
Communication System (ICS) that has been developed for the
Command Management Facility at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
to support the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) spacecraft. The GRO
ICS serves as a vital science data acquisition link to the GRO
scientists to initiate commands for their spacecraft instruments.
The system is ready to send and receive messages at any time, 24
hours a day and seven days a week. The system is based on X.25
and the International Standard Organization's (ISO) 7-1ayer Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocol model and has client and
server components. The components of the GRO ICS are discussed
along with how the Communications Subsystem for Interconnection
(CSFI) and Network Control Program Packet Switching Interface
(NPSI) software are used in the system.
1 . INTRODUCTION
The Command Management System (CMS) at NASA-GSFC supports
scientific experiments by providing for the planned, safe
operation of scientific spacecraft. CMS software is responsible
for command request processing, command load generation and
checking, constraint checking, automatic command sequence
generation, and onboard computer memory management for the
spacecraft. One of the primary ground interfaces supported by
the CMS is an electronic interface with the remotely-located GRO
Instrumenters (NASA/GSFC, [1986]) that allows them to take
science data acquisition requests from GRO scientists and
translate the requests into command requests. The interface is
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essential for GRO science data acquisition as well as the safe
and effective control of the GRO spacecraft.
The GRO ICS is based on the International Standard Organization's
7-1ayer Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocol model. A
schematic representation of the ISO-OSI model is shown in Figure
i.
Level
7 I Application_1_
I
6 I Presentation
USER SERVICES
5 I Session _ ---_
Type of unit
Exchanged
4m_ Application ! ues._e
I
Presentation I Message
I
Session I Message
4 _1 Message
P_ket
2 Frame
HOST A NE-rVVC)t_ HOST B
Bit
Figure 1. Representation of the ISO-OSl Model for Network Architecture
Each level within the OSI model performs a specific function
while allowing the systems being connected to have a
heterogeneous nature. The functions of levels 1 to 3 of the
model deal with the internal mechanisms of the network and their
interfaces to the hosts. This is significant for X.25 because
the highest level of protocol that X.25 defines is the packet
level (or X.25 at Level 3) which takes care of all OSI network
(Level 3) layer functions and some transport layer (Level 4)
functions. Levels 4 and above deal with protocols for
controlling processes on the hosts themselves.
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The first three (bottom) levels of the GRO ICS were implemented
using X.25. These levels control the exchange of data between
the user devices and the packet network node of the packet
switching network. At the physical layer (layer I), the NASA
Communication (NASCOM) Division provides dedicated communication
services to accommodate data transfer between the CMS and the
users. The top four layers were developed and integrated for the
GRO ICS in accordance with the ISO model recommendations.
The GRO ICS has been designed and built with the client/server
concept to provide each of the four remotely-located GRO
Instrumenters with an X.25 interface that is able to send and
receive messages at any time, 24 hours a day and seven days a
week. For incoming messages from any GRO Instrumenter the ICS
functions as a server to store and forward the messages to the
CMS for further processing. For outgoing messages from the CMS
to the investigators, the ICS functions as a client to establish
a communication link to the designated instrumenter's
communication server task. In addition to client and server
components, the GRO ICS includes the Application Programming
Interface (API) component and the Network Subsystem Software
(NSS) component. These components are shown schematically in
Figure 2. Each of .the components is described in more detail in
the following sections of this paper.
2. THE SERVER
The GRO ICS has four identical servers, one for each GRO
Instrumenter, and each server has a subserver. Each server
controls the attaching, detaching and scheduling tasks of the GRO
ICS and maintains the sessions which are in progress. Certain
tasks are attached by the server at the start up time while
others are attached as they are required. At the start up, the
server task attaches LSTNRIS, LSTNR2S and one standby receiver
task (SUBSRV01) . If the server receives a ring request from an
investigator, it posts the standby receiver task (SUBSRV01) and
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attaches a new standby receiver task (SUBSRV02). For every new
ring request the standby receiver task is posted and a new
receiver task is attached in the standby mode. This procedure is
faster than attaching a receiver task after the receipt of a ring
request.
The LSTNRIS and LSTNR2S tasks are similar to each other, except
that they listen for different types of messages. LSTNRIS
listens for supervisory messages (ring-only requests) coming over
LCN0. At the same time, LSTNR2S listens for all non-supervisory
messages on LCN0. LSTNRIS is scheduled to be executed at the
highest priority among all the subtasks of the server, which
ensures the quickest possible reply to incoming ring requests.
As soon as a message arrives at either the LSTNRIS or LSTNR2S
tasks, the server task is posted and the content of the message
is deciphered to determine whether it is Logical Channel Number
(LCN) oriented or a non-LCN oriented. If the message is LCN
oriented, the server determines which of the attached tasks is
assigned to that particular LCN. If the message is non-LCN
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oriented, the server posts each and every read task as well as
the write task. Each task will in turn process the message.
After determining the responsible task for a supervisory message,
the server posts the task and action is taken by either the
READRIS or the WRTFILIS task. The function of READRIS task is to
read all the data coming from the FEP for the specified LCN
value. The function of the WRTFILIS task is to write the
incoming data messages to one of the four user files (MIEGRET,
MIBATSE, MICOMPTEL or MIOSSE), depending on who initiated that
session. WRTFILIS is created so that the processes of writing
data to a file and receiving data messages can be done
asynchronously.
3. THE CLIENT
The client (sender) task has some similarity to the receiver task
(SUBSRV) . The client attaches two tasks (LSTNRIC and READRIC)
during initialization. The function of the LSTNRIC task is to
listen for incoming replies over the specified LCN from the FEP.
The SESPROC task builds the session control blocks as the session
handshaking requests are received from the session control file
(X25CNT.DATA). The client then initiates a session by sending a
connect request for an available LCN and a ring request to the
appropriate remote host. After a ring has been accepted, the
client initiates the session initiation handshake. If the above
steps are successful, the client sends the message from the
output queue (X25OUT.DATA) to the appropriate remotely-located
instrumenter.
After successfully sending data to the remotely-located
instrumenter, a session termination request is sent to the host
followed by a clear request to terminate the connection. The
client task will perform these steps every time an automatic or
manual session handshaking request is received from the operator.
The advantage of initiating an automatic session handshake is
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that sending and receiving session control blocks and
transmitting data is accomplished without any delays or session
sequencing errors. When there is no communication activity, the
client can be terminated gracefully so that only the server's
listener task is active. With this design for the client
component, the overhead on the GRO ICS operating system is
significantly reduced.
4. THE APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API)
The API provides users with access to the X.25 networking
capability and the API application programs that are running
under the IBM MVS operating system. Several C-language
application programs were written for the API to access the NSS.
5. THE NETWORK SUBSYSTEM SOFTWARE (NSS)
The NSS acts as a message processor for requests for network
services from the API application programs. The GRO
Instrumenters are able to establish connections, send and receive
data, and terminate connections via requests that are passed by
the NSS to the network. The NSS multiplexes requests from users
through I/O sub channels while it manages all of the queues and
control blocks necessary to support network traffic. The NSS is
interfaced to the Comten 3695 Front End Processor (FEP) which has
an X.25 interface to the IBM 4381 mainframe that supports the
CMS.
6. CSFI AND NPSI SOFTWARE
The GRO ICS currently uses IBM Communications Subsystem for
Interconnection (CSFI) software. CSFI is a communication and
transmission control program for networking IBM computers with
non-SNA hosts through an X.25 network. CSFI was developed by IBM
in France as the Generalized Transaction Monitor for Open System
Interconnection (GTMOSI) software. The product became available
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as CSFI in Europe and Canada in April, 1990. GSFC was able to
obtain CSFI in Dec. 1990, a month before CSFI was officially
released in the U.S. This allowed the GRO ICS to be the first
system in the U.S. to use CSFI software under the MVS operating
system.
CSFI allows state-of-the-art communication system applications to
be written through a programming interface. The programming
interface consists of a set of macro statements that can be
invoked in an assembler language program. CSFI also provides
ready-made services for frequently used types of connections
between heterogeneous elements. Some of these services may be
customized to a user's unique requirements. In addition, CSFI
provides the user with the ability to process X.25 call packets.
When a call packet is received from a GRO Instrumenter, CSFI
sends out a call accept packet and starts the server task to
receive data. The server calls a subserver that creates a queue
to store any data received from the instrumenter. A timer is
started and the server waits for a message from the instrumenter.
If a session initiation request is received, the server sends a
session initiation acceptance message and waits for the next
message. If a message initiation request is received, the server
sends a message initiation acceptance message and waits for the
next message. If data is received, it is written to the queue
and the server waits for another message. If a message
termination request is received, the server sends a message
termination confirmation message and waits for the next message.
If a session termination request is received, the server sends a
session termination confirmation message, waits for the primary
to terminate, and passes control to the subserver.
When there is data, a subserver is called by the server. A
sequential queue is created to receive the data, control is
passed back to the server, and the server waits for the subserver
to terminate. Once the subserver has terminated, an entry from
the queue is read. If the entry is a message header, bytes 4
through 32 are translated to EBCDIC and the remaining part of the
buffer is filled with null characters. The message name is
retrieved from the header, and the header is written to one of
four user files (MIEGRET, MIBATSE. MICOMPTEL and MIOSSE),
depending on who initiated the session. If the entry consists of
data, bytes 4 through the end of the record are translated to
EBCDIC and written to a dataset. If the entry is a message
trailer, bytes 4 through 32 are translated to EBCDIC and written
to the dataset. Finally, the dataset is closed and the event is
queued to the monitor. These steps are repeated for each event
until the queue is empty.
A client transaction is started by CSFI when a call packet is to
be sent out to the GRO Instrumenter. The files to be sent are
read from the X25CNT.DATA file using the READCNT transaction.
Based on the destination, the proper connection is established
using the CONN macro. A session initiation request packet is
built and a session initiation request message is sent to the
secondary partner. When a message is received from the secondary
partner, the message is deciphered. If the message block
received is a session initiation acceptance block, the client
sends a message initiation request message and waits for the next
message. If a message initiation acceptance message is received,
the client sends the data packets. After the data packets are
received by the secondary partner, the client sends a message
termination request message and waits for the next message. If a
termination confirmation message is received, the client sends a
session termination request message and waits for the next
message. If a session termination confirmation message is
received, the session with the secondary partner is ended.
In addition to the CSFI software, the current GRO ICS uses the
X.25 Network Control Program Packet Switching Interface (NPSI)
software from NCR. NPSI provides an interface for Systems
Network Architecture (SNA) users to use X.25 Packet Switched Data
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Networks (PSDNs) in conjunction with their existing networks.
This interface allows SNA host processors to communicate with
both SNA and non-SNA equipment over PSDNs that use X.25
protocols. The NPSI software has General Access to X.25
Transport Extension (GATE) features that enable a host
application program to completely control the establishment and
clearing of X.25 virtual circuits. With this software, the GRO
ICS is able to control the operation of the packet level protocol
on individual virtual circuits, the operation of the X.25
interface for including incoming and outgoing calls, and the
status of the link.
7 . CONCLUSIONS
The GRO ICS provides a vital electronic link between the Command
Management Facility at GSFC and the remotely-located GRO
Instrumenters. The successful design of the GRO ICS depends on
the ISO-OSI 7-1ayer protocol model, X.25, the client/server
concept, packet switching technology, and commercial CSFI and
NPSI software. The GRO ICS was the first system in the United
States to use the IBM CSFI software under the MVS operating
system. The NCR NPSI software with GATE features was very
helpful for connecting the SNA host with non-SNA hosts on the
X.25 packet switched data network.
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Summary
The Return Data Delay technique which requires knowledge of
spacecraft range is commonly used for correlating a spacecraft
clock against a ground time standard when millisecond accuracy is
required. An analysis is presented that allows using the user
spacecraft clock calibration system (USCCS) to correlate a
spacecraft clock to better than one microsecond accuracy. The
basic USCCS algorithm has been simplified and it is shown to
results in about one microsecond accuracy without requiring
orbital information. By considering the relative motion of the
user satellite, the TDRS and the earth station about the center
of the earth, a correction of almost two orders of magnitude can
be made. Such accuracy is required for scientific investigations
that require correlating coincident radiation or particle
detection with a remote laboratory.
Backqround
An accurate absolute time reference is required on
scientific spacecraft for operational purposes and for
correlating scientific data. Typical accuracy required for many
satellites has been of the order of one millisecond; examples are
ERBS, SMM, SME, UARS, EUVE, _ LANDSAT and HST. This accuracy is
obtained by reading the spacecraft clock (or oscillator count
values) simultaneous with a particular bit edge in the telemetry.
As the telemetry is received on the ground an absolute time
reference is recorded periodically for selected bits in the
telemetry. The absolute ground receipt time of the bit edge that
was simultaneous with the onboard clock reading can thus be
determined. Orbital knowledge and equipment time delays then
allow the calculation of the time the particular bit was created
on board and, hence, the time the spacecraft clock was read based
on the ground clock. The reading on the spacecraft clock is sent
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to the ground in a later portion of the telemetry and serves as a
clock calibration by Comparing it with the earth based standard.
The main limitation in this method, which is referred tO as
the return data delay (RDD) or return channel telemetry delay
(RCTD), is accurate knowledge of the spacecraft range (and thus
the space propagator delay) from the ground receiving station.
The calculations are done after a pass with the tracking, data
and relay satellite system (TDRSS) and uses predicted orbital
positions. The results are extremely sensitive to the quality of
the orbital data but can be accurate to about 3 _s with respect
to the ground time reference (atomic clock at the NASA Ground
Terminal (NGT)). The RDD method is an open loop method.
The CGRO project decided that because they required a i0 _s
clock setting accuracy, they would take advantage of the pulses
used in the TDRSS spacecraft ranging system and implement a
closed loop time correlation technique. This became the user
spacecraft clock calibration system (USCCS). GPS accuracy is
approximately l_s and today would be a competing technique.
UsiDq Ranqe pulses for Time Correlation
The standard ranging technique used in the TDRSS is a closed
loop method in which a pulse is sent from the TDRSS ground
station at White Sands New Mexico (WSGT) to a user via a TDRS and
then returned from the user to the WSGT via the same TDRS. The
signal propagation time which is used to determine the range to
the user is combined with the known TDRS orbit to determine the
user satellite orbit. The time accuracy between pulses is
specified to be ± 35 nanoseconds. For orbit determination,
doppler shift is also used.
The changes required to use the range pulses for timing
were:
i.
to extract the range pulse from the spacecraft
transponder and use it to trigger a reading of the
spacecraft clock.
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• to make an absolute time reading of the ground station
range pulse transmission time, and the range pulse
receipt time. For range purposes the delta between
these times were measured accurately but the absolute
times were not.
The range pulses, referred to as pseudo random (PN) code
epoch pulses, are the part of the PN spectrum spreading code used
in the TDRSS where there are 18 ones in a row. The code has a
length of 256 x 1023 chips (PN bits) generated at a rate of
approximately 3MHz. This results in a PN epoch pulse
approximately every 0.085 milliseconds (25500 Km at the speed of
light)•
USCCS
The basic concept of the USCCS time correlation method is
extremely simple. When a PN epoch pulse is transmitted from the
ground the time is recorded, t I. It arrives at a spacecraft at
some time t 2 which is unknown. The spacecraft transponder
immediately retransmits the pulse to the ground where its arrival
time, t3, is recorded. Upon receipt of the pulse at the
spacecraft, the spacecraft's clock is read and the reading, t2_ ,
is transmitted to the ground along with other telemetry. On the
ground, t 2 is calculated from t I and t a and compared to t2,c for
calibration. The pulse arrival time at the spacecraft t 2 is
approximately half-way between t_ and t3.
tI + t3
t2 - 2 (i)
When the signal propagation is viewed by an observer on the earth
it may seem that this in not an approximation. Proper analysis,
however, requires that the system be viewed from an inertial
reference frame•
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For a low earth orbiting (LEO) spacecraft at about a 400 Km
altitude, and a geosynchronous relay satellite, the round trip
distance traveled by an epoch pulse never varies by as much as
25500 Km, thus, there is no ambiguity between a transmitted epoch
and its corresponding return epoch. No orbital information is
needed, other than t I and t 3, when correlating epochs to
approximately determine t 2.
Accuracy of the USCCS
The correction to half-way between t I and t 3 does no___tdepend
on the LEO spacecraft velocity or the RF signal doppler shift.
The correction does depend on the LEO position and the fixed
quantities: earth rotational speed; geosynchronous relay
satellite rotational speed; relative position of earth station;
and, of course, the speed of light. The solution for t2 with the
various motions is now examined and numerical values are given
for an example of orbits in the earth equatorial plane. It will
be shown that the required correction of up to about 1 _s is
asymmetric with the relative position of the LEO and relay
satellite and, thus, not related to the doppler which is almost
symmetric. The doppler can be used if orbital data is not
otherwise available to determine the longitudinal component of
the relative ground station, TDRS, and user position, which can
then be used to determine the required correction to Equation i.
Doppler
Consider the example of an object (user spacecraft) moving
away from a fixed observer at a constant velocity, Figure 2. The
frequency transmitted from the observer, fl, and received by the
observer, f3, are different (doppler), BUT the transmitted epoch
pulse is at the user at a point in time t 2, which is exactly
half-way between when it leaves the observer, t,, and returns to
the observer, t 3. Note that the relative velocity, v, between
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observer and user spacecraft can be determined from the
observer's measurement of forward and return PN periods, T I and
T3, respectively. For the USCCS, an observer at the WSGT on a
slowly rotating earth and a spacecraft in orbit, the above
concept is approximately true. For the constant velocity case
this equation is exactly true no matter how fast the user
spacecraft is moving.
A simulations viewing earth, TDRS, and user spacecraft
actual motion from a reference frame moving with the center of
the earth shows the correction term to Equation 1 to be less than
1 _s and, again, independent of the user spacecraft motion,
Figure 3. This analysis thus tells us that Equation 1 is
accurate to 1 _s.
Special relativistic considerations are not included since
they are of the order v2/c 2 and which is about one nanosecond
(v2/c 2 x round trip time of 0.5 second).
Simulation
We observe the three bodies from above the north pole of the
earth with the earth center being the center of our reference
frame, and the TDRS and user orbit in the same plane, Figure 3.
Due to the earth's curved path (orbit) around the sun this also
is not a true inertial reference frame, but the remaining errors
are below our desired accuracy.
From Figure 3, we see that the forward path and return path
are not the same. Since the forward and return paths are
different, the signal that left the ground at t I and returned at
t3 is not at the spacecraft exactly half-way in between. Since
the signal is at the user for only an instant of time at t2, it
may be intuitive that the difference in forward and return time
is independent of the user spacecraft velocity. This is similar
to the constant velocity example given earlier.
The difference in forward and return travel time is due to
both the earth and TDRS motion. Clearly the TDRS motion during
the 0.25 second that the signal travels from the TDRS to user and
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back to TDRS causes a difference in forward and return travel
time. In addition, a more subtle effect is the difference
between the GT-to-TDRS and TDRS-to-GT travel time. As a signal
moves through space from the GT to TDRS-E, the TDRS is moving
away. Thus, the distance traveled by the signal is greater than
the instantaneous GT-to-TDRS distance, similarly, as a signal
travels from TDRS-E to the GT, the GT moves toward the signal so
the distance traveled by the signal is less than the
instantaneous distance, since the TDRS and GT are always in
fixed relative positions, the forward travel time of one pulse is
the same as the forward travel time of the following pulse.
Similarly, the return travel time from TDRS to GT for successive
pulses is the same. For TDRS-E the forward time is .395 _s
longer than the return time. For TDRS-W the values are reversed.
We now consider the portion of the signal path between the
TDRS and the user. The computer simulation shows the signal
travel time from TDRS to the user to be a maximum of 0.466 _s
longer than the travel time from the user to the TDRS. This
occurs when the angle between the TDRS and the user spacecraft is
approximately 90 ° , the LOS point. At AOS the values are reversed
because the user is approaching the TDRS and the TDRS-to-user
time is less than the user-to-TDRS portion. For a user in a
polar orbit, the effect is less.
The net effect of combining the GT-TDRS and TDRS-user
portions is such that for TDRS-E at LOS the forward travel time
is 0.86 _s longer than the return travel time. At AOS it is
about 0.072 _s less, Figure 4. For TDRS-W the conditions are
reversed.
As in the constant velocity example of Figure 2, the forward
and return PN periods T l and T 3 can be used to determine the
longitudinal component of the user's velocity, v. In the real
case the complete motion, as shown in Figure 3, must be taken
into account, but the results will be approximately equal to that
given by the equation for v in Figure 2.
The maximum doppler effect will cause the PN period at the
spacecraft to vary by about 2 _s from the period transmitted from
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the GT. Thus, the return PN period at the GT will be a maximum
of 4 _s different from the transmitted. Even though the PN
periods as measured at the GT reflect the longitudinal component
of the velocity of the user spacecraft, Figure 5, their magnitude
does not directly relate to the correction needed in the USCCS to
determine t 2. The values of T l and T 3 serve only to tell us where
the user is in his orbit relative to TDRS. The geometry of
Figure 3, the TDRS motion and earth rotation, must then be used
to calculate the sub-microsecond correction needed to obtain the
correct value of t 2. That is, T l and T 3 at a given time are used
to find v. Knowing v we can find the relative orbital angle
between TDRS and the user, Figure 5. Once the angle is known,
the difference between the forward and return travel time, t F -
tR, can be found from Figure 4 and used to find the correction
required for Equation i.
t1+t 3 tF-t R
+ (2)
t2 - 2 2
Correction Term
Using Figures 3, 4 and 5, we can model the correction term
t F - t R as follows. The user velocity as seen from TDRS (not
orbital velocity) varies approximately sinusoidally as
Or-
v _ VuSin
2 8 c
-i00 ° <= Or <= i00 ° (3)
where:
8 r is the relative angle between the TDRS and user
measured from earth center,
_U
8c is cos -i -- , the relative angle at which the user
r r
is moving directly toward or away from TDRS,
v u is the user's orbital speed.
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In terms of T l and T3, v is approximately
V- C (4)
Equation 3 is used to solve for 8,
Or = 2Oc sin -I uv
v u
(5)
where v is known in terms of T l and T 3 from Equation 4.
From Figure 4, the correction term t F - t R can be represented by
tF - tR _ .4665 sin 8z + .3945 _s (6)
Using Equation 2 with this correction yields about two orders of
magnitude correction over Equation i. T l and T 3 are sufficiently
slowly varying that T1(tl) and T3(t3) will suffice.
Conclusion
Exploring the physics of the USCCS for the CGRO because of a
problem that was found to be simply a misplacement of data in the
telemetry, lead to the previous analysis. After examining the
full signal path from an inertial point of view it became clear
that the basic formula, t 2 = (tl+t3)/2 , is accurate to 1 _s
without any further correction (except of course, equipment
delays). The analysis did show that greater accuracy,
approaching that of the TDRSS ranging system, is possible but
requires knowledge of the relative position of the user
spacecraft and ground station relative to the TDRS. Other
limitations in the system as currently implemented are that the
time tags are only resolved to 0.I _s; and, although sub
microsecond accuracy with respect to the ground station time
standard is possible, it is only kept within about 1 _s of UTC.
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Figure I. System Overview
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v = constant
T, = FWD PN period at GT
T= = PN period at SC
T = RTN PN period atGT
Z, = FWD PN wavelength at GT
= PN wavelength at SC
;q = RTN PN wavelength at GT
c = speed of light
t 2 =
tl + t3
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Fixed Observer
T I < T 2 < T 3
Figure 2. Signal Path For Object At Constant Velocity
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SUMMARY
The Code Converter/Clock Regenerator (CCCR) provides a low-cost alternative to high-
performance Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) bit synchronizers in environments with a
large Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). In many applications, the CCCR can be used in place
of PCM bit synchronizers at about one fifth the cost. The CCCR operates at rates from
10 bps to 2.5 Mbps and performs PCM code conversion and clock regeneration. The
CCCR has been integrated into a stand-alone system configurable from one to six channels
and has also been designed for use in VMEbus compatible systems.
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ABSTRACT
The Code Converter/Clock Regenerator (CCCR) provides a low-cost alternative to high-
performance Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) bit synchronizers in environments with a
large Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). In many applications, the CCCR can be used in place
of PCM bit synchronizers at about one fifth the cost. The CCCR operates at rates from
10 bps to 2.5 Mbps and performs PCM code conversion and clock regeneration. The
CCCR has been integrated into a stand-alone system configurable from one to six channels
and has also been designed for use in VMEbus compatible systems. This paper compares
the functions and performance of the CCCR to those of the higher-cost PCM bit
synchronizers and describes typical applications of each device as well as the use of the
CCCR to reduce system costs at the Merritt Island (MIL) Tracking Station.
1. BACKGROUND
The primary functions of the CCCR and PCM bit synchronizer are identical; however,
each device has been designed to operate in different environments. To provide a clearer
identification of the differences between these units, some background information is
presented on their basic functions.
29O
Pulse Code Modulation
Applicability. This discussion of PCM is limited to the encoding scheme as it applies to
standardized binary/digital symbol based systems.
PCM. The CCCR and PCM bit synchronizer perform functions in support of the serial
transmission of digital data. Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) is a method commonly
employed in this form of data communication. For the purpose of understanding PCM,
consider a simple communication system consisting of a data source and a data receiver
connected via a single conductor, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Communications System
For a binary system, PCM def'mes a set of simple rules governing the transmission of
digital data (i.e., a logical "one" or logical "zero") from the source to the receiver by
varying the potential on the wire over a period of time referred to as the bit period.
Although there are a number of different standardized binary PCM coding schemes, all are
based on two simple characteristics of the signal being transmitted: voltage levels and
voltage transitions. Assume that the potential in the wire can only assume one of two
discrete voltages (V 1,V2) at any time. In addition, if you were to view the signal over the
entire bit period, changes in the signal voltage level occur only at the beginning and/or
center point of the bit period. The voltage level and voltage transitions from one level to
another represent the logical data value being transmitted.
PCM. For example, two binary PCM codes that are most frequently used in serial
communications are Non Return-to-Zero-Level (NRZ-L) and Biphase-Level (Bi_-L).
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NRZ-L. The simplestPCM format is NRZ-L. NRZ-L PCM specifiesthat when the
transmittedsignalhasa voltageof V 1, a logical "one" is beingtransmittedand whenthe
signalhasa voltageof V2, a logical "zero" is being transmitted. Figure 2 showsthe
relationshipof thedigital databeingtransmittedversusthecorrespondingPCM signal.
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Figure 2. Examples of NRZ-L and Bi_-L PCM Codes
NRZ-L and Clock. One of the deficiencies of NRZ-L is that during transmission of a
long sequence of all "zeros" or all "ones", the signal's transition density becomes low
causing errors at the daia receiver. These errors are due to timing variations between the
data source and the data receiver. In this case, the data receiver is not able to identify the
bit period boundaries due to the non-transitions within the transmitted signal, thus causing
bit errors. To eliminate this problem in using NRZ-L, most digital equipment requires that
a synchronous clock signal also be transmitted with the data signal. The clock and NRZ-L
data signal relationship is also shown in Figure 2.
Bi_-L. Bi_-L is another popular PCM format because it eliminates the need for
transmitting a clock signal with the data signal as in the case of NRZ-L. Bi_-L
accomplishes this by combining the timing and data information into one signal. The bit
period is divided into the start of the bit period and the center-bit period. A transition
must always occur at the center-bit period location in the signal. These transitions are used
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by the receiver equipment to extract or recover the synchronous clock from the PCM
signal. The logical data value being transmitted is also represented during the center-bit
period transition. A transition from V 1 to V 2 indicates a logical-one value and a transition
from V 2 to V 1 indicates a logical-zero value.
IJCM Code Conyersion and Clock Regener_Ition
Much of the equipment used by the Ground Network (GN) accept only serial data in
NRZ-L format with a synchronous clock signal provided; however, in some applications,
the use of BiO-L format has several advantages over NRZ-L. For example, since BiO-L
does not require an associated clock signal, the complexity of data switching systems is
greatly reduced. In addition, BiO-L eliminates the problem of data errors that can be
caused by clock and data skew arising from the data and clock signal being transmitted
across paths of different lengths.
In systems that use both NRZ-L with clock and BiO-L, special interface devices are
required to marry the PCM signals and receiver equipment (refer to Figure 3). These
interface devices need to-have the capability of accepting data in either NRZ-L or BiO-L
and providing a PCM code conversion to the alternative PCM format. This function is
referred to as PCM code conversion. The devices must also be capable of extracting the
clock information and producing a synchronous clock signal with the converted NRZ-L
data for the receiver equipment. This function is referred to as clock regeneration or
clock recovery. The CCCR and PCM bit synchronizer are two of these interface devices
capable of both PCM code conversion and clock regeneration.
II °I or Io° I ccc.Source PCM Bit I PCM Bit NRZ-LI _ Synchronizer _ Sy_oo_or I DataReceiver
Figure 3. Example of PCM Code Conversion and Clock Regeneration
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2. CCCR SYSTEM
General Descrintion
The CCCR was designed and developed for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) by AlliedSignal Technical Services Corporation (ATSC). The
CCCR was designed and developed under the Bit Synchronizer Reduction (BSR) project
for MIL. The BSR project and its applicability is detailed in Section 4. The CCCR
consists of a 19-inch-wide by 10.5-inch-high by 23-inch-deep chassis housing two
redundant power supplies and one to six CCCR Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Local
operation is performed through a front panel keyboard and fluorescent display. Figure 4
provides an illustration of the CCCR.
, ooo
II
II
Figure 4. Code Converter/Clock Regenerator
]_unctional Canabilities
The following summarizes the capabilities of the CCCR:
Multiple-Channel. The CCCR system is configurable from one to six independent
channels of PCM code conversion and clock regeneration.
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Code Conversion and Clock Regeneration. Each CCCR channel is capable of
accepting and performing PCM code conversion and clock regeneration on any of the
following PCM codes: NRZ-L,M,S; Bi_-L,M,S; and Delay Modulation (DM)-M,S.
Source Input. Each CCCR channel is capable of accepting eight independent data
sources and performing source selection.
Input Characteristics. The CCCR is configured to accept input signals with either
Unipolar (q'I'L) or Bipolar (1 Vpp to 10 Vpp) voltage levels.
Dedicated NRZ-L and Clock Output. The CCCR provides a dedicated output signal
pair consisting of the NRZ-L representation of the input data with a synchronous clock.
PCM Coded Output and Clock. A PCM coded output is provided for each CCCR
channel and can be configured for any of the following PCM formats: NRZ-L,M,S, Bi_-
L,M,S and DM-M,S. A synchronous clock associated with this output is also provided.
Fault Tolerance. Fault tolerance is provided by the use of redundant power supplies and
in-line fuses on the power lines of each CCCR PCB.
Remote Operation. Remote configuration and monitoring is provided by a separate
parallel data port for each CCCR channel.
VMEbus Compatibility. The CCCR PCBs have been designed such that they may also
be used as a slave device in a VMEbus system.
Design Overvifw
The intent of the CCCR design is to provide the code conversion and clock regeneration
capability at a low cost for environments in which signal conditioning is not required.
Additionally, the intended application required the CCCR to provide a programmable data
rate, thus the CCCR is capable of supporting data rates from 10 bps to 2.5 Mbps. Most
low cost commercial code converter/clock recovery units can only be configured for one
or several fixed rates.
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Code Conversion and Clock Regeneration. The CCCR implements a simple algorithm
for the code conversion and clock regeneration function. The algorithm only requires two
Integrated Circuits (IC): a Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) and a Electrically
Programmable Logic Device (EPLD). A block diagram of this circuitry is shown in Figure
5.
8xBitRat dBtNCO 8x(Bit Rate) Sync. NRZ-LEPLD
48 Mhz Sync.
"l ,v"1
PCM Input Data
Figure 5. Code Conversion/Clock Regenerator Circuit Block Diagram
The NCO is loaded with a phase-value which is used with the input reference clock of 48
MHz to generate a precise frequency of 8 times the expected PCM bit rate. The 8 times
clock is used by the EPLD tO perform the actual code conversion and clock regeneration
of the signal. The EPLD also produces a status signal indicating the synchronization
(Sync.) status of the device to the incoming signal. A detailed block diagram of the Bit
Sync. EPLD logic is shown in Figure 6.
For the eight PCM codes, that are accepted by the CCCR (NRZ-L,M,S; Bi_-L,M,S and
DM-M,S), three pieces of information must be accumulated by the EPLD logic on the
incoming PCM signal in order to identify the logical data values. Transitions in the signal
need to be identified along with the direction of the transition (i.e. High-to-Low or Low-
to-High). In addition, the Bit Synchronizer EPLD must correctly identify the beginning
and center of the bit period based on the signal voltage transitions and the associated rules
for the PCM format being accepted.
The algorithm used in the bit synchronizer EPLD is based on an eight times sampling of
the signal over the bit period. Depending on the PCM code being received, the clock
Generator is able to divide the eight times clock into a clock consistent with the bit period
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of the data. The Clock Generator also synchronizesthe clock to the incoming signal
based on transitionsin thedatasignaland the specifiedPCM characteristics.
8xClock
Transition
Detector
LH
8xClock
LH
Delta
Clock
Generator Bit Clock ...
r
8xClock ._
PCM
Conversion
Error
Counter
Error
Delta
LH
8xClock
Sync
Control
NRZ-L
Clock
Sync ___.
Figure 6. Functional Diagram of the Bit Synchronizer EPLD Logic
Using the generated clock, transition information and input PCM format the PCM
Conversion functional block determines the logical data value associated with the input
signal. Based on the rules for the selected PCM format being accepted, the Sync Control
block indicates a lock on the incoming signal as long as the input PCM signal does not
violate these rules. Each violation of the PCM rules, is registered by the Error Counter.
If the Error Counter reaches its maximum value, an error signal is generated causing the
Sync Control logic to indicate a loss of lock on the incoming PCM signal. Figure 7
provides a timing diagram for the internal bit synchronizer EPLD for an input in Bi_-L
format.
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Figure 7. Bit Sync. EPLD Tim_g Diagram
This sampling method is a simple algorithm for determining the logical value of the input
PCM signal; however, the output from the Bit Sync EPLD will contain jitter on the clock
and NRZ-L data of up to one quarter of the bit period due to the sampling. To reduce the
jitter on the output of the CCCR, the NRZ-L data is clocked into a data buffer prior to
output. The data is then clocked out of the data buffer using a reduced rate clock from
the NCO.
Since the clock used to shift data in and out of the buffer may vary slightly in frequency, a
rate-adjust algorithm is implemented to prevent exceeding the storage capacities of the
buffer, resulting in a loss of data. An embedded controller on the CCCR is used to
calculate the approximate incoming data rate based on the clock generated in the Bit Sync
EPLD. The following equation is used to determine this rate:
Calculated Rate = Counter Value/Sample Time
where Sample Time = I/[(Desired Precision)*(Configured Bit Rate)].
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The NCO is then adjusted either slightly above or slightly below the calculated rate (taking
into account the error of the calculation: Error = 2/[Sample Time]) based on a half-full
signal generated by the data buffer.
In order to prevent excessive delays due to the buffering of data, a size programmable
buffer was designed. The buffering is accomplished using two First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
IC's and a buffer controller EPLD. A 64x8 bit FIFO is used for lower data rates. The
buffer controller EPLD is capable of varying the data width into and out of the FIFO from
1 to 8 bits based on the input rate. For higher data rates, a 512x8 bit FIFO is used. Again
the buffer controller is configured to operate at a word width from 1 to 8 bits. The
embedded controller calculates the size of the buffering required and sets up the buffer
controller based on the configured data rate. The buffer size required is calculated as
follows:
Buffer Size = Configured Bit Rate/[(FIFO Width)/(Maximum Allowable Delay)].
Figure 8 shows a diagram of the variable size buffer as implemented on the CCCR.
B/S Clock
B/S NRZ-L
FIFO Width
FIFO L, Enable _i!_;_!_:!
64x82...
512x8
,_qCO/8 Clk
NRZ-L
Figure 8. Variable Buffer Diagram
Finally, the NRZ-L data from the buffer is converted to one of the eight possible PCM
formats by a code converter EPLD. The general rules used to generate the PCM data are
described in Table 2. The entire design supporting all eight PCM codes is implemented in
12 ICs.
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Table2. PCM Format Definitions
PCM Format
NRZ-L
NRZ-M
NRZ-S
BiO-L
Bi_-M
Bi_-S
DM-M
DM-S
Definition
r
"One" is represented by V 1.
"Zero" is represented by V 2.
"One" is represented by a change in level.
"Zero" is represented by no change in level.
"One" is represented by no change in level.
"Zero" is represented by a change in level.
Level change occurs at center of every bit period.
"One" is represented by a transition from V 1 to V 2.
"Zero" is represented by a transition from V 2 to V 1.
Level change occurs at beginning of every bit period.
"One" is represented by a center bit period transition.
"Zero" is represented by no center bit period transition.
Level change occurs at beginning of every bit period.
"One" is represented by no center bit period transition.
"Zero" is represented by a center bit period transition.
"One" is represented by a l_evel change at the center bit
period.
"Zero" followed by a "zero" is represented by a level
change at the end of the first "Zero" bit. No level change
occurs when a "zero" is preceded by a "one".
"Zero" is represented by a level change at the center bit
period.
"One" followed by a "one" is represented by a level
change at the end of the first "one" bit. No level change
occurs when a "one" is preceded by a "zero".
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3. CCCR VERSUS PCM BIT SYNCHRONIZERS
Although the CCCR and PCM bit synchronizer perform the identical functions of PCM
code conversion and clock regeneration, the devices are not interchangeable in all
applications. The CCCR was designed specifically to provide a low-cost PCM code
converter and clock regenerator unit that operates from 10 bps to 2.5 Mbps. The CCCR
is also intended to be used in environments where noise considerations are negligible and
signal voltage levels are deterministic.
PCM bit synchronizers have the additional capability of filtering, Automatic Gain Control
(AGC), and direct current (dc) offset adjustments for noisy environments were signal
characteristics may vary. In applications where cost is a major consideration and the
added features of the PCM bit synchronizer are not required, the CCCR provides a low-
cost alternative to the high-cost PCM bit synchronizer. Table 1 provides a comparison
between features of the CCCR and PCM bit synchronizer.
Table 1. Summary of_CCCR vs. PCM Bit Synchronizer Functions and Cost
Function
Filtering (Noise)
Input Amplitude
Maximum dc Offset (based
on a zero volt center)
CCCR
No
1 Vpp to 10 Vpp
40%
PCM Bit Synchronizer
Yes
.25 Vpp to 15 Vpp
100%
Automatic Gain Control No Yes
PCM Code Conversion Yes Yes
Clock Recovery Yes Yes
Sync with External Clock 1 bit < 1000 bits
Max. Input Sources 8 1-6
Remote Configuration Yes Yes
Variable
$2,400
Bit Delay
Per Channel Cost
Fixed
$5,000 - $12,000
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Thefollowing sections provide examples highlighting those applications best suited for the
CCCR and those applications where the full features of a PCM bit synchronizer are
required.
An Application Using PCM Bit Synchronizers
PCM bit synchronizers are extensively used at tracking stations and serve as interface
devices between the RF equipment and data processing equipment. Figure 9 provides a
simplified block diagram of this process. RF modulated spacecraft data is down-linked to
the ground station where the receiver/demodulator RF equipment extract the serial PCM
data stream. PCM bit synchronizers are then used to perform the PCM code conversion
to NRZ-L format and the clock recovery function required for the data-processing
equipment. It is common for the output from the receivers/demodulators to contain some
undesirable signal characteristics such as noise, dc offset, varying amplitude and wave
form rounding. Because of these signal characteristics, high performance PCM bit
synchronizers with f'fltering, dc offset adjustment, AGC, and wave squaring are required
for signal conditioning::
=
RFSignal _
! !
Receiver/
Demod.
PCM
Data
PCM
_- Bit
w
Sync.
NRZ-I_J Data
Process.
CLK _Equipmenl
Figure 9. An Application of PCM Bit Synchronizers
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An ADnlication Usin_ The CCCR
Figure 10 provides a detailed diagram of the tracking station example described in the
previous section (Figure 9). The use of the high performance PCM bit synchronizer is the
same as in the previous application; however, in this example, a switching system has been
added along with a variety of data sources and data sinks. BiO-L is used for routing the
signal throughout the tracking station since the transfer of data only requires one signal for
this code (refer to background section). The data-processing equipment require input in
NRZ-L with a synchronous clock, so a single channel of the CCCR is provided for each
input to the data equipment.
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Figure 10. Application of the CCCR
Although high cost PCM bit synchronizers could be used for the code conversion and
clock regeneration performed by the CCCR, in this example, this would have been
expensive and unnecessary. Signal conditioning has been performed by the PCM bit
synchronizers located in the RF equipment room and the distributed Bi_-L signal has a
fLxed voltage level (TTL or Bipolar) with minimal variations. This application is best
suited for the lower cost CCCR units.
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4. BIT SYNCHRONIZER REDUCTION PROJECT
The CCCR was designed and developed under the Bit Synchronizer Reduction (BSR)
project for the Merritt Island Tracking Station (MIL). A total of 48 PCM bit
synchronizers are used at MIL, configured as shown in Figure 11.
COMMUNICATIONS
ROOM •
iiiiiiiiiiiiii
:i:i:i:i:i:i:I
Data Equipment Room
B/S
B/S
B/S
B/S
B/S
B/S
I
B/S
Clock _NRZ-L TCDS
O Clock ,d SSMENRZ-L_
_ Clock _,1
_ Clock ,dNRZ-L_
_ ClockNRZ-L_
Clock ,.3 DHENRZ-L_I
Clock
NRZ-L_
DMS
Figure 11. MIL PCM Bit Synchronizer Configuration Before (BSR)
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In this application, the high performance PCM bit synchronizers are not located within the
RF system, but are distributed within the data processing system. Every input to each of
the data systems shown uses a high-performance PCM bit synchronizer for signal
conditioning and PCM code conversion of the signals from the RF equipment room. Two
models of PCM bit synchronizers are used in this system: an earlier series with lower
performance (37 units) and a newer digital model with higher performance capability (11
units).
The increasingage and obsolescenceof the oldermodel PCM bitsynchronizerisresulting
in an increasedcost in sustainingthese units. A considerablecost savings would bc
achieved by reducing the maintenance requiredfor the PCM bitsynchronizers.The most
directmethod of reducing the maintenance cost is to replace all the older PCM bit
synchronizerswith newer, low maintenance PCM bitsynchronizers.This approach was
determined tobe too costlybased on currentcommercial prices.
Instead of replacement, an alternate approach to reduce the number of PCM bit
synchronizers was selected for MIL. In this approach, the newer model PCM bit
synchronizer will be used to accept and perform signal conditioning on the signals from
the RF Equipment Room. The output from these high performance PCM bit
synchronizers would then be distributed to the other data equipment. The many channels
of code conversion required for the data equipment will to be performed by lower cost
CCCR systems developed specifically for this application. Figure 12 shows the MIL
configuration using the CCCR systems.
Using the CCCR units, all 37 of the older PCM bit synchronizers will be eliminated. The
remaining 11 higher performance PCM bit synchronizers will be combined with 7 similar
spare units to provide the initial processing of the PCM data originating from the RF
Equipment Room (refer to Figure 12). Nine CCCR units will be delivered for use as PCM
code converters and clock regenerators for the remaining data processing equipment.
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Figure 12. MIL Configuration Using CCCR Systems
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5. SUMMARY
The low cost benefits of the CCCR are exemplified by the application of the units at MIL.
It is estimated that approximately $56,000 a year is being expended in maintenance at MIL
on the older PCM bit synchronizers. By implementing the reduction using CCCR units as
described in Section 4, a cost savings of $150,000 to $350,000 is achieved over estimated
replacement cost of $250,000 to $450,000. In addition, since the CCCR requires
essentially no adjustments, the maintenance cost for MIL is reduced by approximately
$56,000 per year. The CCCR units are expected to be used until the MIL system is
completely redesigned in approximately four years, which results in a total savings from
maintenance of $224,000.
Another benefit resulting from the implementation of the CCCR units is that an overall
performance increase in the system was obtained. The maximum bit rate supported by the
older PCM bit synchronizers was 1.2 Mbps. With the use of the CCCR units at MiL, the
overall maximum bit rate is 2.5 Mbps, an increase of over 50 percent.
6. CONCLUSION
The CCCR is a low-cost PCM Code Converter/Clock Regenerator that has been
specifically designed for communications systems not requiring signal conditioning. Often,
high-cost PCM bit synchronizers are used in these applications since commercial code
converters and clock recovery units operate only at fixed frequencies. The CCCR provides
an alternative to the PCM bit synchronizers by performing code conversion and clock
regeneration at rates from 10 bps to 2.5 Mbps.
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ARRAY SIMULATIONS PLATFORM (ASP)
PREDICTS
NASA DATA LINK MODULE (NDLM)
PERFORMANCE 1
Allen David Snook
Loral Aerosys SEAS
Through a variety of imbedded theoretical and actual antenna patterns, the array
simulation platform (ASP) enhanced analysis of the array antenna pattern effects for the
KTx (Ku-Band Transmit) service of the NDLM (NASA Data Link Module). The ASP
utilizes internally stored models of the NDLM antennas and can develop the overall pattern
of antenna arrays through common array calculation techniques.
ASP expertly assisted in the diagnosing of element phase shifter errors during KTx testing,
and was able to accurately predict the overall array pattern from combinations of the four
internally held element patterns. This paper provides an overview of the use of the ASP
software in the solving of array mis-phasing problems.
I. Introduction
One path of development for highly directional antenna assemblies is the use of a matrix,
or array, or antenna elements arranged in such a manner as to produce a highly focused beam
of transmit energy, or to serve as a highly selective receive antenna. The use of antenna arrays
to perform these functions dates back to the 1920s. 2
Similarly, the use of the modern computer and specialty software to calculate patterns for
arrays of antenna elements is not a new science, either. The ASP differs from previous work not
on the merits of it's code, but the application of the code towards the solving of array alignment
problems.
Developed for NDLM testing in support of R. Stelmaszek, GSFC Code 531.4,
Networks Test Section, and K. Perko, GSFC Code 737.2, Instrument and
Advanced Development Section.
W. L. Stutzman and G. A. Thiele, "Antenna Theory and Design," Wiley, 1981, Ch. 3
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II. Ideal Application
The NASA Data Link Module (NDLM) array antenna, pictured in Figure 1, is comprised
of several individual communications antenna experiments. Of these, the KTx (Ku-Band
Transmit) portion of the NDLM is of unique interest. The KTx is the only subsystem on the
NDLM package that possesses a beam-steering capability. Through the use of mechanical phase
shifters, the four elements comprising the KTx subsystem can be moved in phase relative to each
other. The elements of the KTx are configured in an arrangement known as a planar array,
with a rectangular disposition.
Ku-Band
Receive
<
1.2 m _.
S-Band
Receive and Transmit
Antenna (SRxTx)
(0.6 m x 1.2 m)
Ku-Band Data,
S-Band Tracking System (KJ)ST)
includes KTx elements
1, 2, 3, and 4
Figure 1. NDLM illustrated
The solitary data structure upon which the ASP software acts is, of course, the antenna
element specifications. The variables of interest for each antenna element are 1) location in x,
y, z space, 2) the relative amplitude, 3) the relative phase, and 4) the element type. As illustrated
in Figure 2, the KTx element centers, form a square in the xz plane, with the basis of the square
as 0.279 m. (Element spacing, at the principal KTx operating frequency of 15.0034 GHz, is
about 14k)) As readers with experience in array construction are aware, that large a spacing will
immediately contribute to the creation of numerous additional lobes in the overall array pattern.
3 _ wavelengths
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Element 1 : (0.14,0.0,-0.14)
Element 2 : (-0.14,0.0,-0.14)
Element 3:(-0.14,0.0,0.14)
Element 4 : (0.14,0,0.14)
*coordinates in meters
/
x' J
+x //
/
+z
/
/
/
/
+EL
t/
+Az " +y
Center-to-Center distance for elements is 0.279 m
Figure 2. KTx geometry
It is
much work
subject, the
not the purpose of this paper to provide a treatise on array antenna dynamics, as
has already been covered on the subject. For a comprehensive discussion of the
reader is referred to the previously referenced text by Stutzman (1981). For the
purposes of this paper, a modest understanding of array factors is recommended.
The ASP was asked to prepare an analysis of a planar array of four isotropic sources,
F(0,q)=l.0, with an inter-element basis of 27.9 cm, an operating frequency of 15.0034 GHz,
identical relative amplitudes and phases. This exercise performs, in essence, an analysis of the
KTx, with the effects of the element patterns removed. The array pattern is given in Figure 3.
The previously mentioned grating lobes would appear to ruin the chances of any
directivity ever being obtained from an antenna with this geometry, but bear in mind the removal
of the effect of the KTx element pattern. KTx element patterns were taken on several occasions,
and the average pattern data for each element in azimuth and elevation was collected and
integrated into the code for ASP. Off-axis data was estimated using an interpolation function,
as no off-axis data was readily available for the elements. The patterns were discretized in half-
degree increments, with linear interpolation providing the pattern values for the remainder of the
curves. The patterns for each element are presented in Figure 4a through d for elements 1
through 4, respectively.
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Detailed _r _utout
Phese I - 0.000 dle_Hse _plitvee I - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dB)
Phase 2 - 0.000 de,seen, Amplit "_L" 2 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 d_)
phsio 3 - 0.000 degreeal Jdlplit_l 3 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 d_)
Phase 4 - 0.000 de.reel, _plitude 4 - 1.000 ( o.0000 dB)
AsLwuth ha hortsontelw and elevation vs=t£cal.
ColllOntS| Le_Pale :Lit all below _efeEencew -3_ led -10 ¢L_ centers indicated
-4.0 -3.( -3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1._ 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0
,-1, _1 -1 o _1 -i -v :-1, , -i o
2.8 -$ -17 -7 -$ - - -S -? -17 -I:., _ -, -v -e -12 -20 -10 -e -: -, -, -, -7 -, -10 -20 -12 "; -;
2.0 -14 -I4 -IS -17 -20 -21 -19 -16 -IS -14 -14 -14 -lS -1_ -19 *28 '20 -17 -15 -14 -14
1.6 -S -S -G -7 -lO -19 -9 *T -_ -S -S -5 -( -7 -g -19 -10 -7 -( -5 -S
,., _, ::o., _l, _,-1, -, :: -"
o., o -1 -1 _ __ .. -s __ _, -. -, -_-i -1 o
o.o o o -1 -t -14 -s -14 4 .q -I o o
-It :: -$-14 -6 -3_ ol -1 0-o,4 -I -s - 6 -is 7 4_ -1
-o., -s -I -2/-, -l_ __ __
-1.G - -19 -? -S - - o6 -7 -9 -19 -10
-2.0 -14 -14 -lS -1? -20 -28 -19 -IG -lS -14 -14 -14 -15 -IG -19 -28 -20 -17 -15 -14 -14
-2.4 -G ., -? -8 -12 -20 -10 -, -7 -' -G -, -7 -8 -10 -20 -12 -8 -7 -, -,
-e -17 ...... - -is :
-7 -15 -
-4 -14 -5 /_ __1 -1 0 -I *1 -2_ -S -14 -S _d_ -S *l 0
Figure 3. Pattern for an Array of lsotropic Elements, KTx Basis
Detailed printout
phase 1 - 0.000 de.tees, _ap_it_de 1 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dJ)
phase m 0.000 6e_pCiSS, _Jlplitu_le 2 " 0.000 (-99Y.0000 _)
phase _ 0.000 (_q:eel_ _diplit_o 3 0.000 (-999.0000 _)
Phase 4 - 0.000 dieg[ees, J_lit_¢_ 4 - 0.000 (-999.0000 cUB)
Az_Uth is hox_sontal, and elevation vertical.
COlmonts: Leve_a in (Lt _olo_ roferonce_ -3_ and -10 _ conto_Zl indicated
-4.0 -_.E -_.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1,2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.l $.2 3.6 4.0
).6 -40 -$8 -)2 -27 -25 -21 -1_ -1_ -1_ -15 -1S -15 -15 -1G -1_ -17 -S9 -21 -24 -28 -)_
].2 -]5 -34 -_8 -2_ -18 -1_ -14 -12 -11 -10 -10 -10 -10 -11 -11 -12 -14 -1_ -19 -2_ -28
2.8 -32 -31 -25 -i9 -iS -13 -11 -9 -8 -8 -7 -? -B -8 -8 -9 -11_9 -14_11 -14-1£ -20_18 -23-2S
2.4 -30 -28 -22 -17 -S] -10 _ _-4_'__2_3_5-4 -4 -4 -T -9 -12 -1G -21
_.o -_e -_ -=o -. -11 -e - _, ._ -e -11 -is -_o
1._ __ __ -2o -s, -1o -e :_ ___ _ _! __ __ __-__ __ __ -11 -Is -_o1._ __7 __, -1, -1_ -lo -_ __ _, _1o -1, -1,
o., __ __ _. -1_ -, -_ :_ _- __ __ .1o -1, -.
0.4 -2£ -24 -IS -12 -9 -_ -4 -? -10 -I$ -1_
-0._ -2s -_4 -Is -1_ -_ -_ -s -e -s0 -14 -s_
-o.e __ -2s -1) -13 -_ -_ :_ -3 _, -_ -e -ss -Is -20
-1.2 -27 -25 -15 -14 -lO -7 -? -9 -12 -I$ -21
-2.0 -2g -28 -22 -1$ -12 -IO -T -9 -12 -14 -15 -23
-2.4 -SO -29 -23 -17 -1S -11 -g -7 -_ -G -5 -5 -_ -£ -6
-8 -8 -7 -7 -8 -8 -° -9 -11 -14 -1$ -20 -2S
-2.8 -32 -3l -2S -S9 -15 -13 -11 -9
-3.2 -SS -33 -2? -21 -S8 -IS -S4 -12 -10 -10 -_ -g -tO -10 -11 -11 -14 -15 -lg -23 28
-3._ -3T -3_ -30 -24 -20 -18 -1_ -14 -1) -13 -12 -13 -13 -13 -1) -14 -1_ -S9 -21 -2S -30
Figure 4a. Element 1 Amplitude Pattern
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Detailed Printout
Phase 1 - 0.000 doqxoos, kmplit_ i - 0.000 (-999.0000 riB)
Phase 2 - 0,000 degrees# Ampllt_do 2 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dB)
Phase 3 - 0,000 degrsslr Amplitude 3 - 0.000 (-ggg.0000 riB)
Phase 4 - 0.000 degrees, _p11tt_o 4 - 0.000 (-999.0000 riB)
AzJJml_h is hoz_sontelw and elevation vertical.
Cosmmnts: _..OVelS in d_ 6elow reference, -33_ahd -10 dB ¢ontouxs indicated
-4.0 -3.6 -3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -l.G -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.G 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0
3.6 -33 -27 -23 -20 -17 -IG -15 -13 -13 -12 -11 -12 -12 -13 -13 -14 -15 -17 -20 -24 -29
3.2 -30 -24 -IS -16 -14 -13 -11 -10 -10 -g -0 -0 -9 -g -10 -ll -12 -14 -17 -2l -26
2.8 -28 -22 -17 -14 -12 -10 -9 -8 -7 -7 -6 -4 -7 -7 -8 -g -10 -12 -15 -18 -24
2.6 -26 -20 -15 -12 -10 -9 -7 -6 -S -S -4 -4 -S -5 -6 -T -8 -10 -13 -17 -22
2.0 -25 -10 -14 -11 -, -7 -6 ........S _ 5 6 -7 -, -11 -15 -2114 2, 17 . 1o , , o o , , 1o . ,o
1.2 -23 -17 -12 -g -7 -6 -4 - -4 -5 -7 -10 -14 -19
0.4 -22 -14 -12 -9 -4 -5 -4 -6 -8 -13 -18
0.0 -22 -14 -11 -8 -4 -4 -4 -4 -8 -12 -18
-0.4 -23 -14 -12 -9 -7 -5 -4__Z:-4 -S -7 -9 -13 -19
-0.8 -23 -17 -13 -10 -7 -4 -5 - -4 -S -7 -10 -14 -19
-1.£ -25 -19 -14 -11 -9 -8 -4 -5 -4 -4 _ -4 -4 -S -6 -7 -8 -12 -15 -21
-2.0 -26 -20 -14 -13 -11 -g -9 -7 -6 -5 -4 -5 -5 -6 -G -7 -g -10 -13 -17 -22
-2.4 -28 -21 -17 -14 -12 -10 -8 -8 -7 -6 -6 -6 -4 -7 -7 -| -10 -12 -14 -10 -23
-2.8 -28 -23 -18 -16 -14 -12 -11 -10 -8 -8 -7 -8 -8 -8 -g -10 -12 -13 -14 -20 -25
-3.2 -31 -25 -21 -18 -16 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -g -10 -10 -11 -11 -12 -14 -15 -18 -22 -27
-3.4 -34 -28 -23 -20 -18 -16 -15 -14 -13 -13 -12 -12 -13 -13 -14 -15 -16 -18 -21 -24 -30
Figure 4b. Element 2 Amplitude Pattern
Detailed Printout
Phase I - 0.000 degrees, _aplitude 1 - 0.000 (-999.0000 cLB)
Phase 2 " 0.000 degreese Juaplit_ 2 " 0.000 (-999.0000 dB)
Ph&8o 3 m 0.000 degrees e _dmplit_de 3 " 1.000 ( 0.0000 _u)
Phase 4 - 0.000 degreel, AJtplitud4* 4 - 0.000 (-898.0000 ¢L8)
Azimuth Is horizontal, and elovatlon vertical.
Canments! Levels in dB below regoxonc*, -3,:_ and -10 dE ¢ontouxs indicated
-4.0 -3.4 -3.2 -2.0"-2.4 -2.0 -1.4 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.4 4.0
3.6 -44 -35 -20 -24 -22 -20 -19 -17 -16 -14 -14 -16 -14 -16 -17 -18 -20 -22 -25 -28 -34
3.2 -39 -29 -32 -18 -14 -15 -13 -12 -11 -11 -10 -10 -11 -11 -12 -12 -14 -17 -20 -23 -20
2.0 -34 -24 -20 -15 -13 -12 -10 -_ -0 -0 -? -0 -8 -8 -8 -10 -11 -14 -17 -20 -25
2.4 -34 -2S -18 -14 -12 -10 -9 -8 -7 -G -4 -4 -4 -? -? -8 -10 -13 -15 -19 -34
2.0 -32 -23 -14 -12 -10 -9 -7 -4 -S -4 -4 -4 -4 -5 -S -4 -8 -11 -13 -17 -22
1.6 -31 -21 -19 -10 -0 -7 -s -4 -_ -4 -s -_ -9 -12 -15 -20
1.2 -30 -20 -14 -9 -7 -6 -4 - -4 -s -0 -11 -14 -19
°i iiiililiiiii o.4 -29 -20 -. -9 _? __ :I -? -1o -14 -.0.0 -28 -19 -ll -8 -_ -4 -? -9 -13 -18-0.4 -29 -19 -13 -S -4 -S -? -10 -13 -10
-0.8 -29 -20 -13 -9 -7 -S -5 -7 -10 -14 -1'
-1.2 -3o -=0 -93 -9 -7 -, -e -11 -, -18
-1., -30 -:0 -1, -10 -0 -, -4 -3_-2 -2 -2 -2 -_ -z _ -4 -6 -0 -_ -14 -20
-_.0 -30 -21 -14 -10 -8 -4 -s -4 _--_L_:2 --____._w_-3 -4 -4 -9 -11 -19 -_o
-:.4 -33 -_3 -17 -12 -10 -9 -7 -, -s -s ..... s -, -7 -0 -11 -. -17 -2_
-_.0 -_ -_, -19 -19 -13 -12 -1o -_ -, -7 -7 -7 -8 -n -o -, -11 -14 -14 -_0 -29
-3.2 -39 -2_ -:_ -10 -14 -19 -13 -1= -11 -11 -10 -12 -1; -11 -1_ -12 -. -17 -_0 -_3 -_e
-3._ -43 -33 -2? -23 -21 -19 -17 -14 -1S -15 -15 -IS -15 -15 -16 -17 -19 -31 -34 -27 -33
Figure 4c. Element 3 Amplitude Pattern
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Detailed pzl_tout
Phase I m 0.000 de_rees, Jusplitude m 0.000 (-999.0000 d3)0.000 degrees, Aapl_t_Le _ 0.000 (-999.0000 dB)
l, haee 0.000 (_ggg. O000 dB)
phase 3 m 0.000 deq=eesr Ampl_t_ 3 m
Phase 4 m 0.000 de_cess, Amplitude 4 1.000 ( 0.0000 cue)
Az_t_ is horisontale and elevation vextical.
Comilents: Levels :Ln cLB below _sference, _ and -10 dB contou:s :TLnd_cated
0.8 1.2 1.(; 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.i; 4.0
-4.0 -3.i; -3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.011 -1.i;|7 -2.214; -0.816 -0.4_1S -0.0_15 0.4.|5 -14; -14; -1? -18 -19 -22 -25 -28 -34
$.i; -34 -_8 -2S -22 -20 -1 - - - -- -^ .10 -11 -11 -12 -13 -14 -17 -20 -23 -30
3.2 -29 -23 -20 .l? -15 -14 -12 -11 -11 -_v -Lv *-7 -7 -8 -8 -10 -11 -14 -16 -20 -2t;
,., _,, _20-,,-,,-,/,-,: -: -: -: -_ -; _, -, _9 -, -_ -_-,,-,, _,7 _2,
.,1 :; : _; . _ :0 _, _ :: .,: _, _,i; _2_2.4 -23 -18 -,4
1., -21 -t9 -_= -9 -, , :_ :, -" -*' -_
___ _ -: -; _; - _. _,o _,, _201.2 -20 -15 -11 -8 -i; -S 4
o.* -t9 -. -;o __ -,o -13 -2o
o.o -1_ -t3 -to -7 :_ -9 -7 -,o -t3 -2o
-8 -4 -4 -_ -8 -11 -*4 -20
_0., _,, _1,_,0
-_.2 _. _,,-1_ _, _ __ :_ _, _, _,2-,,--
-t.i; -21 -ti; -tz -o :_ -7 -,o -x3 -ti; -22
-$ -S -4 -4 -_-: -_ -" - -8 -9 -12 -15 -18 -24
-2.0 -22 -1i; -IS -10 -i; -6 -7
-2.4 -24 -18 -IS -12 -10 -$ -7 -i; -i; -S -S -S
-Z.8 -:)i; -21 -17 -IS -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -8 -7 -8 -8 -8 -9 -10 -11 -14 -17 -20 -27
-3.2 -29 -23 -20 -17 -IS -13 .]L2 -11 -11 -10 -10 -10 -11 -11 -12 -13 -14 -17 -20 -23 -29
-3.i; -32 -27 -23 -20 -18 -17 -15 -:L5 -14 -14 -13 -1) -14 -14 -15 -1i; -17 -20 -23 -21; -33
Figure 4d. Element 4 Amplitude Pattern
The ability of the.software to model the elements and their environment was limited by
the amount of data available upon which to construct the virtual antenna. For this reason, the
ASP was unable to make use of element phase vs. angle data--only amplitude vs. angle data was
available. It would be advantageous, for the sake of competition in the simulated environment,
to obtain and implement this data in future uses of the ASP software.
Again, returning to the linear array of two isotropic elements, the replacement of the
isotropic elements with the appropriate synthesized KTx patterns results in the following result
for an analysis of A! and A4, again with equal amplitude and phase. In this representation, the
A14 elements will produce a pattern affected by array factors only in the elevation pattern.
This is a significant improvement in directivity over the isotropic example of Figure 4.
But wait! I thought this KTx was a two dimensional array! Why, yes, it is. Expanding
our example to include all four elements, with their individual patterns, identical relative
amplitudes and phases, results in the pattern in Figure 6 obtained from ASP at 15.0034 GHz.
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Detailed printout
Phase I - 0.000 degrees, Amplitude 1 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dB)
Phase 2 - 0.000 degreol, Amplitude 2 - 0.000 (-999.0000 dJB)
Phase ] - 0.000 ciogEeeer Amplituicke 3 - 0°000 (-999.0000 cJJ)
Phase 4 m 0.000 de•jTeee# Amplitu¢_ 4 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dUB)
Azimuth is horlwontal, end elevation vertical.
Comments: Levels Ln dis 1_1ow _oferenoe, -3dB and -10 d_ contours indicated
mumm
-4.0 -3.6 -3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.$ -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.& 4.0
3.& -3¢ -31 -27 -24 -22 -20 -18 -17 -l& -l& -15 -15 -16 -l& -17 -18 -19 -22 -25 -28 -34
3.2 -32 -26 -23 -20 -17 -15 -14 -13 -12 -12 -11 -ll -12 -12 -13 -14 -15 -18 -21 -24 -30
2.8 -29 -23 -20 -17 -15 -13 -12 -11 -10 -10 -9 -10 -t0 -11 -11 -12 -14 -16 -19 -23 -28
2.4 -27 -21 -18 -16 -14 -13 -12 -11 -11 -10 -10 -10 -11 -11 -12 -13 -14 -17 -20 -23 -29
2.0 -26 -20 -17 -15 -14 -14 -13 -16 -17 -17 -14 -14 -14 -15 -14 -13 -19 -20 -23 -29 -29
1.6 -25 -18 -15 -13 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -7 -6 -7 -? -8 -8 -9 -11 -13 -16 -20 -25
1.2 -23 -18 -14 -12 -9 -8 .......... 8 -10 -13 -17 -22
0.8 -22 -|7 -13 -10 -8 -& ._ -S -4 _2 -2 _ :4 -S -S _ -& -8 -11 -15 -21
0.0 -21 -l& -12 -9 -6 -5 -4 -7 -10 -13 -19
-0.4 -22 -16 -13 -10 -7 -5 -5 -7 -10 -14 -19
-0.8 -22 -17 -13 -10 -8 -& -& -8 -11 -15 -21
-1.2 -24 -18 -14 -12 -10 -8 -7 -5 -S -*---_ -_ -4 -5 -5 -6 -8 -10 -13 -17 -22
-l.& -25 -19 -16 -14 -12 -10 -9 -9 -8 -8 -7 -7 -8 -8 -9 -10 -11 -14 -17 -20 -26
-2.0 -26 -20 -16 -15 -13 -12 -11 -12 -12 -12 -13 -13 -13 -14 -15 -20 -16 -20 -22 -25 -37
-2.6 -26 -22 -19 -17 -15 -14 -13 -12 -12 -11 -11 -11 -11 -12 -12 -13 -15 -17 -20 -24 -29
-2.8 -30 -24 -20 -13 -14 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -10 -10 -10 -11 -11 -12 -14 -17 -19 -23 -28
-3.2 -32 -26 -23 -20 -17 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -11 -11 -11 -12 -12 -13 -25 -18 -20 -24 -30
-3.$ -34 -29 -25 -22 -19 -18 -16 -15 -14 -13 -13 -13 -13 -14 -14 -15 -17 -20 -22 -26 -32
Figure 5. Pattern for 1 & 4 Synthesized Elements, KTx Basis
Detailed Printout
Ph&ae 1 - 0.000 degreem, Aml>Iitude I - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dLB)
Phale 2 - 0.000 degreee, Amplitude 2 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 _B)
phaJe 3 m 0.000 degreeJa Alplitude 3 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dB)
Phame • - 0.000 dlegreee# Amplitu_e 4 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 ¢L92
ABtJUth is hori_ontals 4uld elevation ve_t_oal.
C_mmentez Levels _ dB below zeference, -3dB and -I0 dB contours indicated
-6.0 -3.£ -3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.0 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0
3.£ -36 -30 -26 -24 -24 -25 -22 -19 -16 -1S -14 -14 -15 -17 -19 -23 -24 -23 -24 -27 -32
3.2 -33 -26 -22 -20 -20 -23 -20 -15 -13 -12 -11 -11 -12 -13 -16 -23 -21 -20 -21 -24 -29
2.8 -31 -24 -20 -18 -17 -1_ -24 -15 -12 -10 -9 -10 -10 -12 -15 -24 -23 -20 -20 -23 -28
2.4 -31 -23 -19 -17 -15 -15 -17 -20 -14 -12 -10 -10 -11 -12 -14 -20 -22 -23 -22 -24 -28
2.0 -33 -24 -20 -18 -1£ -15 -15 -16 -16 -15 -13 -13 -15 -17 -19 -18 -20 -19 -21 -25 -29
1.6 -29 -24 -21 -21 -18 -14 -11 -20 -fl -7 -7 -7 -e -10 -13 -16 -15 -15 -16 -19 -25
-17 -22
0.0 -24 -19 -l& -14 -16 -14 -_ -8 -15 -11 -11 -12 -15 -20
0.6 -2] -IS -16 -12 -14 -2S -! _ -7 -is -10 -1 -H -16 -19
0.0 -22 -[7 -13 -11 -12 -19 -8 -1• -10 - -10 -13 -18
-0.4 -23 -17 -13 -21 -12 -22 -9 :_ -20 -11 -10 -11 -14 -19
-o.u -24 -la -24 -12 -12 -20 -20 -_ -le -1x -11 -12 -2s -20
-1.2 -26 -19 -is -13 -14 -19 -22 -i -_1 -1_ -_] -1_ -24 -2_ -22
-1.6 -28 -21 -17 -IS -1• -20 -15 -10 -8 -? -7 -8 -9 -12 -17 -14 -15 -Is -17 -20 -25
-2.0 -3o -23 -19 -1_ -1_ -22 -14 -12 -11 -10 -lO -11 -11 -12 -14 -13 -17 -1_ -21 -23 -30
-2.4 -32 -2£ -23 -22 -24 -21 -17 -15 -12 -12 -11 -11 -11 -12 -14 -IS -25 -21 -22 -24 -29
-2.8 -32 -28 -25 -23 -2? -22 -17 -14 -12 -ll -10 -10 -11 -12 -15 -19 -21 -19 -20 -23 -28
-3.2 -33 -29 -25 -2t -26 -23 -18 -2s -_3 -12 -21 -11 -12 -24 -2? -23 -21 -20 -21 -24 -2_
-3.& -3& -31 -27 -24 -27 -26 -20 -17 -15 -14 -13 -14 -15 -16 -20 -26 -23 -22 -22 -24 -31
Figure 6. Complete pattern for all elements active
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The overall gain the patternof Figure6 shouldexceedan individial elementsgain by 6
dB, dueto thesummationof thegains(0 dB)of eachof thefourelements.Of course,if thereal
world producedseriesof individualantennaswith preciselyidenticalgains,andpreciselyphased
networksto drive thoseantennas,theworkwould stopat this point. Thetrue is far strangerthan
that fiction. For the KTx antennas, the following relative amplitudes were observed for the
individual antenna beam peaks (Table 1.) The relative gain measurements were obtained from
in-field measurements, and were used throughout KTx ASP calculations.
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Table 1. Relative KTx element main-beam gains
Element Relative Gain
(dB)
-1.3
Decimalized Gain
0.7413
2 -1.8 0.6607
3 -2.7 0.5370
4 +0.0 1.0000
Further expanding to include these differential gains, and with identical relative phases,
results in the following patterns obtained from ASP at 15.0034 GHz:
Detailed printout
Phase I - 0.000 degrees, Amplitude 1 - 0.741 ( -l.3001 cUS)
ph&le 2 - 0.000 dlegreele J_plit "_t" 2 - O.GGI ( -1.8000 dd_)
phase 3 - 0.000 degrees+ Alsp[itu<lkl 3 - 0.537 ( -2.?003 CLU)
Ph&se # - 0.000 de_gees, _lit_de 4 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 dUB)
AzJ.math ks horisontal# and elevation vogtical.
Commtnto: Leqelm in (US below goferon¢o, -3da end -10 cub contours lndicsted
-4.0 -3.G -3.2 -2.0 -2.4 -2.0 -1.¢ -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.S 2.0 2.4 2.0 3.2 3.G 4.0
3.$ -36 -30 -26 -24 -24 -2? -25 -19 -t? -15 -14 -14 -15 -17 -19 -25 -27 -24 -25 -28 -33
3.2 -32 -26 -22 -20 -19 -21 -22 -16 -13 -12 -11 -11 -12 -13 -15 -21 -25 -21 -22 -24 -29
2.8 -30 -24 -20 -17 -16 -|_ -10 -15 -12 -|1 -9 -0 -I0 -11 -13 -17 -21 -22 -21 -23 -28
2.4 -29 -22 -18 -IE -14 -15 -14 -15 -15 -12 -10 -10 -t0 -11 -12 -15 -17 -23 -20 -26 -29
2.0 -20 -22 -18 -IG -14 -12 -12 -12 -13 -14 -IG -10 -17 -15 -15 -18 -15 -17 -20 -25 -30
1.6 -27 -22 -19 -17 -14 -11 -9 -8 -? -7 -? -8 -9 -12 -15 -IS -12 -13 -15 -19 -25
-11 -13 -11 -11 -l_ -IG -22l., -2, -20 -. -17 -ls -11 -, :I -s _,__a---a._-5 -7
0.4 -22 -17 -14 -12 -1] -11 -? :_ _ _-i -_ -i :i_-_ -;o -9 -9 -11 -14 -19o.o - - 6 - 3 - 1 - 1 - - -6 -l - - -to - 3 -
-0.4 -22 -17 -13 -11 -11 -it -8 :_ -G -10 -10 -10 -11 -14 -19
-0.0 -23 -17 -13 -12 -11 -12 -10 -4 -5 -? -11 -12 -11 -13 -15 -20
-1.2 -20 -. -15 t_ -12 -12 -. -0 _ -s_ :_ , 13 -14 14 -1, -t? -22
-1., -27 -20 -1, -. -1, -13 -13 -11 -, -? -? -? -B -10 -_2 -17 -_, -17 -1, -20 -_,
-2.o -20 -2_ -11 -1_ -XS -14 -13 -1_ -11 -10 -10 -lO -11 -12 -15 -26 -le -19 -21 -23 -30
-2., -30 -24 -21 -20 -1_ -1_ -1, -13 -12 -11 -11 -11 -1_ -14 -_ -_o -10 -1_ -20 -2_ -_9
-_, -_1 -2, -2, -2_ -_ -10 -1, -, -- -10 -10 -10 _2 -1_ -1_ -19 -_, -10 -:0 -2_ -00
__._ _]_ __, __, __, __, -_0 -17 -14 -1_ -11 -11 11 -1_ 1, _ 20 1, 19 -=t -24 29
__, __ -_0 -27 -_, -_, -_] -19 -17 -10 -:4 -1_ -14 -_s -_? -1, -2_ -_1 -22 -2_ -_, -_
Figure 7. Complete pattern for all elements, exact amplitudes
The overall main-beam gain drops to about 4.6 dB, due to the summation of the less than
ideal main-beam gains of each element. This pattern is the best pattern to be expected of the
KTx subsystem, provided all elements are co-phased.
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III. Non-ideal Phase Application
The pattern presented in Figure 8 was obtained for the KTx with elements 1 & 4 active.
It is from this pattern that an off-axis skew of the main beam, and some assymetry in side lobe
levels is apparent. The variable that could be manipulated to correct this assymetry is the relative
phase between the elements. For example, ASP was asked to show the azimuthal pattern when
elements when elements 1 and 4 were cophased 60" behind the 2 and 3 pair. This should result
in a beam skewed in azimuth, favoring the 1 and 4 pair. This is precisely what ASP generated,
the results of which are indicated in Figure 9.
The next step was to run ASP through several simulations, with elemental phases being
modified in a set pattern, to derive the overall relation between misphasing of the elements, and
mispointing of the main beam. After several iterations, the following was determined: For every
30 ° in electrical phase between two elements, the beam would move along a line between the
elements 0.15 ° in spherical coordinates. Additionally, changes in phase between elements had
a dramatic effect on the effect of the array factor on those elements, discouraging and
encouraging the sidelobe levels of the overall pattern.
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KTx Az & El Patterns
A14 SUBARRAY
RFSOC 8-28-92
File A148=11
_t, _ Az4
3 dB BW
SLL
_ ---_-, Azimuth ........eLsv^'r,=,_-z_
÷ ,,.v.,,on
i i ......... i
i i i i _ !
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Angle (degrees)
Figure TBD
Az 3. e * ._.'5 __
EL 1.8 =
AZ -14 dB -13.5 dB
EL -19 dB -5 dB
Figure 8. Actual KTx 1 & 4 Combined Pattern 4
" Taken from SSG-92-205, pg. 50, Pattern DS-5, Aug 28, 1992
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Dot a_lod Pr iAtout
Phase 1 - 300.000 degreem, _pllt_le 1 m 0.741 ( -1.3001 diS)
Phaae 2 m 0.000 4_g]raale _pl_tude 2 w 0.4;4;1 ( 01.1000 d])
Phase $ m 0.000 degreal# Aaapl:Lt_N:le 2 m 0.537 ( -2.T005 CUB)
Phase 4 - 300.000 (:leg[_l a bpl:Lt_cI4 4 m 1.000 ( 0.0000 _UI)
&z_mth :La hoz:Lzontals and elevation vortical.
Commnta_ Levels :Ln dB below zeforonce s -3dB and -10 dB contoLt_l :Lnd_catad
=4.0-3.i-3.2-2.0-2.4-2.0 =i._-1._-0.0--0_4-0.0 0.4 0.0 1.2 1'_ 2.0 2.4 2.0 3.2 3.1 4.0
3.4 -37 -30 -20 -22 -21 -20 -22 -30 -20 -iv -as -14 -14 -lS -16 -10 -_2 -20 -20 -30 -33
3.2 -33 -27 -22 -19 -17 -1( -17 -21 -17 -;4 -11 -11 -11 -lz -13 -ls -_0 -20 -20 -27 -30
2.e -32 -20 -20 -1_ -10 -14 -14 -l_ -14 -13 -10 -10 -10 -10 -_ -13 -lS -20 -3_ -2_ -2_
2._ -30 -2_ -I_ -1_ -_3 -12 -11 -_= -1_ -_ -13 -11 -10 -10 -11 -i= -. -iv -_ -_0 -]_
2.0 -20 -22 -ls -17 -zs -13 -;_ -i_ -12 -_2 -12 -1_ -10 -21 -_ -1_ -lS -_7 -1_ -23 -3o
1._ -25 -20 -17 -15 -15 -13 -11 -10 -8 -? -_ ._ -7 -0 -10 -13 -1_ -15 -14 -_ _|S
1.2 -24 -18 -15 -13 -12 -12 -12 -S -_ -_S -_ -_) -14 -15 -15 -17 -22
0.0 -23 -17 -13 -ll -10 -10 -11 -8 -S _ _-__.1_ __ -? -12 -;5 -14 -1/; -20
0.4 -22 -1_; -12 -9 -0 -0 -9 -8 -4 -S -10 -14 -13 -15 -19
0.0 -22 -ll_ -11 -_) -7 -7 -9 -8 -4 -5 _9 -15 =i3 -15 -1_)
-0.4 -23 -14 -12 -9 -0 -7 -0 -0 -5 -5 -_ -lS -14 -_ -20
-0.8 -24 -17 -13 -10 -8 -8 -g -10 -I; -4_ -2 -2 _-4 -4; -10 -1_ -14; -17 -21
-1.2 -24 -1_ -14 -11 -10 -_ -IO -11 -8 -6 -q -q -4 -S -4 -8 -11 -17 -1_ -1_) -23
-1.g -27 -2! -24 -13 -12 -11 -11 -13 -11 -9 -? -7 -7 -8 -9 -12 -14 -19 -23 -23 -24
-2.0 -20 -21 -I? -IS -14 -13 -13 -14 -13 -11 -10 -10 -10 -10 -12 -15 -17 -20 -22 -24 *30
-2.4 -2_) -23 -20 -14 -17 -17 -14; -IS -13 -11 -10 -10 -11 -12 -13 -15 -20 -21 -21 -;[4 -30
-2.8 -30 -24 -21 -19 -10 -19 -16 -16 -13 -11 -10 -10 -10 -11 -13 -15 -20 -22 -22 -24 -2_)
-3.2 -22 -_6 -23 -20 -19 -20 -20 -17 -14 -12 -11 -11 -11 -12 -14; -14; -21 -24 -23 -25 -30
-3.(; -34; -29 -25 "22 -21 -21 -22 -20 -17 -1S -13 -13 -13 -14 -1(; -10 -23 -24; -24; -27 -32
Figure 9. Skew demonstration
Figures 10a through 10g are included as a demonstration of this beam steering effect, in
which one pair (1,4) of adjacent elemefits are moved in 30 ° increments in phase away from the
other co-phased pair (2,3). Notice the increase in side lobe levels as the differential becomes
larger.
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Dot&ilod PzJ_tout
Phase 1 = 0.000 deg:oos, k_?litvdo 1 - 0.741 ( -1.3001 da)
Pha_e 2 -- 0.000 degrees+ _lltude 2 " 0.G61 ( -1.8000 dB)
Phase 3 " 0.000 ciegreel, J_q)lltu¢[e 3 " 0.S37 ( -2.7003 cUD)
_haSO 4 " 0.000 dog=oes, Am_lit_ 4 " 1.000 ( 0.0000 dB)
As_mth is hozizontal, and olovstio_ vertlcsl.
COnientol Z_lo J_ dB below _o_eEen_o, -°cLB lind -10 ¢LB ¢onto_s J_d_catod
-4.0 -3.6 -3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -I.G -1.2 -0.0 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.O 2.4 2.0 3.2 3.6 4.0
].6 -36 -30 -26 -24 -24 -27 -25 -19 -17 -15 -14 -14 -15 -17 -19 -2$ -27 -24 -3S -25 -$$
3.2 -33 -3G -22 -20 -19 -21 -22 -1; -13 -12 -11 -11 -12 -13 -15 -21 -25 -21 -22 -24 -29
2.8 -30 -24 -20 -17 -16 -15 -10 -15 -12 -11 -$ -9 -10 -11 -13 -L? -21 -22 -21 -23 -28
2.4 -29 -22 -18 -IG -14 -13 -14 -15 -15 -12 -10 -10 -10 -11 -12 -15 -17 -23 -20 -26 -29
3.0 -30 -22 -1| -1£ -14 -12 -12 -12 -13 -14 -I£ -1| -17 -lS -15 -10 -15 -17 -20 -25 -30
1.6 -,7 -,, -19 -17 -14 -11 -, -8 -7 -? -7 -| -9 -12 -15 -15 -12 -15 -15 -19 -251., . ,0 1. 17 15 11., .+ 11 13 11 11 13 1, 22
0.| -23 -19 -IS -14 -14 -11 -? -5 _ --5 -0 -12 -10 -L0 -1, -15 -20
o, ,, 171, 1, 1311, ,.,,1,2.! , 109 , .111, 1,
0.0 -,, -16 -13 -11 -11 -11 -7 -4 _ _t -10 -9 -9 -10 -13 -19
-0.4 -22 -17 -13 -11 -11 -11 -8 -5 - -10 -10 -10 -11 -14 -1_
-0.| -23 -17 -13 -12 -11 -12 -10 -G -4 -5 -7 -11 -12 -11 -13 -15 -20
-1., -25 -18 -15 -13 -12 -12 -12 -0 6 -9 -1] -It -14 -15 -17 -22
-1.( -27 -20 -15 -14 -13 -13 -13 -11 -9 -? -? -? -8 -I0 -12 -17 -17 -17 -10 -20 -2_
-2.0 -2| -22 -13 -IG -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -10 -10 -11 -12 o15 -3G -18 -19 -21 -23 -30
-,.4 -30 -,4 -21 -20 -18 -1¢ -14 -15 -12 -11 -11 -Ll -12 -14 -17 -20 -18 -le -20 -23 -2,
0 -31 -26 -24 -23 -21 -18 -15 -13 -11 -10 -10 -10 -12 -13 -16 -19 -18 -10 -20 -23 28- °
-3., -33 -,0 -25 -,4 -24 -20 -17 -14 -12 -11 -11 -11 -13 -14 -17 -20 -19 -19 -21 -24 -2,
-3.6 -35 -30 -27 -2; -2; -23 -19 -L? -ls -14 -13 -14 -15 -17 -19 -22 -21 -22 -23 -,¢ -52
Figure lOa. 0 ° difference in phase
Pet*il*d prLntout
Phaoe I " 3]0.000 I_o_ooos JUaplitu_e I - 0.741 ( -1.3001 dB)
phaoo 2 " 0.000 degreos, J_plit_o , - 0._£1 ( -1.8000 d_)
Phase 3 - 0°000 (Ikl.4,Teel, /umplitu_k0 , - 0.53? ( -2.7003 CUS)
_hale 4 - 330.000 degroeos _llt_do 4 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 da)
A:JJ_t_ _e horilontll, and olov&tion vo[ti_ll.
C_einentl! Le_ll _ cUS belo_ wo_o[enoo_ -3dm Ikl_d -10 C_ cohto_l _nd_cl_ed
-4.0 -3.0 -].2 -2.0 -2.4 -2.0 -L.E -1.2 -0.0 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 |.2 1._ 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.E 4.0
3.( -3_ -30 -,& -23 -22 -22 -27 -22 -11 -1$ -14 -14 -15 -1_ -17 -21 -2_ -27 -2£ -28 -333._ -3, -,, -,, -1_ -1, -10 -_1 -1, -1, -. -. -11 -11 -. -_+ -17 -22 -2, -,, -25 -,9
_., -,1 -2, -20 -17 -1_ -1, -1, -. -. -. -10 -9 -10 -1o _ -_, -_0 . -,, -25 -,°
_., -30 -,3 -1° -1+ -10 -i2 -12 -1+ -1+ -1, -- -10 -10 -10 -11 -1, -15 -_9 -,+ -3o -302.0 -. -,3 -1, -1, -1, -_ -12 -12 -12 -1, -1, 1, -_0 -. -. -19 -1, -17 -20 -,, -30
_., -2, -21 -1, -17 -15 -1_ -10 -9 -_ -, -, -? -, -10 -1, -10 -1, -1, -1, -1, -,s
+.2 -2, -1, -10 -1, -. -1] -10 .+ _, -_-_+-+_+ + -, :+ -, -11 1, -1, -. -1, -,,
0.| -23 -10 -14 -12 -12 -12 -9 .$ -.-4_-2.2--_P._-. -( -9 -12 -12 -12 -15 -20
0.4 -22 -1_ -13 -11 -10 -11 -9 -5 _0____-_- -S -8 -12 -11 -12 -14 -1,
0.0 -22 -1( -12 -10 -9 -10 -10 -5 -4 -? -12 -11 -12 -14 -19
-0.4 -22 -15 -12 -10 -9 -, -10 "-_ -4 -8 -12 -12 -12 -15 -19
-0.0 -24 -17 -13 -11 -9 -10 -11 -| -S -4 -5 -9 -13 -14 -14 -15 -_0
-1.2 -25 -19 -14 -12 -10 -10 -12 -10 -? -11 -14 -17 -1+ -10 -22
-1.E -'7 -20 -1_ -14 -12 -12 -13 -12 -10 -0 -7 -? -? -0 -10 -15 -17 -20 -20 -21 -2_
-2.0 -'9 -22 -11 -15 -14 -14 -14 -13 -11 -10 -10 -10 -10 -11 -15 -10 -10 -20 -22 -24 -30
-_.4 -30 -'4 -_1 -19 -10 -17 -15 -14 -12 -11 -10 -11 -11 -13 -15 -17 -20 -19 -21 -,3 -29
-2.8 -31 -'5 -22 -21 -20 -19 -IE -14 *12 -11 *10 -10 -11 -12 -14 -L? -20 -19 -20 -23 -20
-3.2 -3_ -,7 -24 -22 -21 -21 -10 -15 -13 -12 -11 -11 -12 -13 -15 -10 -21 -21 -22 -24 -2'
-3._ -3S -29 -2_ -24 -23 -24 -21 -10 -15 -14 -13 -13 -14 -1S -17 -20 -24 -23 -24 -,? -32
Figure lOb. 30 ° difference in phase
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Detailed Pr J_tout
Phase 1 o 300.000 deg_eog, Amplitude I - 0.741 ( -1.3001 dO)
_hase 2 0.000 degrooe, Amplitude 2 - 0.661 ( -I.S000 d_)
Phaa* 3 0.000 degrees, Amplitude 3 w 0.537 ( -2.7O03 d_)
Phaee 4 - 300.000 degrooe, Idsplitude 4 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 ct8)
A|JJuth is horizontal, and elevation ve:tical.
cmmuento: Lmvein in dB below zo_orence, -3da ,nd -10 da contours indicated
m
-4.0 -$.6 -3.2 -2.8 -2,4 -2.0 .1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0,4 -0,0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0
3.6 -37 -30 -25 -22 -21 -20 -22 -30 -2O -17 -15 -14 -14 -15 -16 -18 -22 -28 -29 -30 -33
3.2 -33 -2? -22 -11 -17 -16 -17 -21 -17 -14 -11 -11 -ll -11 -13 -15 -18 -25 -28 -27 -30
2.0 -32 -25 -20 -17 -15 -14 -14 -IS -14 -13 -10 -10 -10 -!0 -11 -13 -!5 -20 -32 -27 -29
2.4 -30 -24 -19 -14 -13 -12 -11 -12 -14 -16 -13 -11 -10 -1o -11 -12 -14 -17 -22 -30 -31
2.0 -28 -22 -19 -17 -IS -13 -11 -11 -12 -12 -12 -14 -18 -21 -17 -19 -15 -17 -19 -23 -30
1.6 -25 -20 -17 -IS -15 -13 -11 -10 -| -7 -4 -4 -7 -8 -10 -13 -16 -15 -16 -19 -25
1.2 -24 -18 -15 -13 -12_ -12 -12 -9 -4 -5 -5-6 -9 -14 -!5 -15 -1"7 -22
0.$ -23 -17 -13 -11 -10 -10 -11 -8 -5 __2__ii _- -7 -12 -15 -14 -14 -20
o.6 -22 -16 -12 -9 -4 -8 -9 -8 -4 -5 -to -!4 -13 -zs -19
0.0 -22 -16 -1! -9 -7 -v -9 -8 -4 -5 -9 -15 -13 -zs -19
-o.6 -23 -16 -12 -9 -0 -v -e -0 -s -s -9 -19 -24 -1.6 -2o
-o., -. -17 -. -1o -, -, -9 1o -6 -4 -4 -, -1o -16 -1, -. -2_
-1.4 -27 -2! -16 -13 -12 -11 -11 -13 -11 -g -7 -7 -7 -8 -9 -12 -14 -!9 -23 -23 -24
-2.0 -29 -21 -17 -15 -14 -13 -13 -14 -!3 -11 -10 -10 -10 -10 -12 -15 -17 -20 -22 -24 -30
-2.4 -29 -2_ -20 -18 -17 -17 -1_ -15 -13 -11 -10 -10 -11 -12 -13 -11 -20 -21 -21 -24 -30
-2.8 -30 -24 -21 -19 -18 -19 -18 -16 -13 -1! -10 -10 -!0 -11 -13 -15 -20 -22 -22 -24 -29
-3.2 -32 -26 -23 -20 -19 -20 -20 -17 -14 -12 -11 -11 -11 -12 -14 -16 -21 -24 -23 -25 -30
-3.6 -34 -29 -25 -22 -21 -21 -22 -20 017 -15 -13 -13 -13 -14 -14 -18 -23 -26 -26 -27 -32
Figure 10c. 60 ° difference in phase
Dete£1ed IPr i_tout
_hte* I - 270.000 degreem, kuplitude I - 0.741 ( -1.3001 dJ)Pheeo 0.000 degreeS, Aw_litude 2 - 0.661 ( -1.8000 din)
ph_e $ 0.000 deg:*es0 Ja_litude 3 - 0.S37 ( -2.700J dB)
_hase 4 - 270.000 degrees, _mplitude 4 m 1.000 ( 0.0000 c_)
&simlth £| hoZito_tal, tnd elevat£on vertic_l.
Commentss Levels in c_ below re_ere_oo, -3cW _d -10 cUD conto_l indiclted
m
-4.0 -3.6 -3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.( -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1._ 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0
3.6 -30 -30 -2S -22 -20 -19 -19 -21 -27 -19 -1_ -14 -14 -1S -IS -17 -20 -24 -30 -32 -34
3.2 -34 -21 -22 -1| -16 -IS -15 -16 -21 -16 -12 -11 -11 -11 -12 -15 -16 -20 -28 -$0 -31
2.0 -$2 -25 -20 -16 -14 -13 -12 -13 -14 -IS -12 -10 -10 -10 -10 -12 -14 -18 -23 -35 -30
2.4 -29 -24 -19 -16 -i3 -12 -11 -11 -;_ -14 -1_ -13 -11 -10 -10 -12 -1] -16 -10 -25 -25
2°0 -26 -21 -1_ -17 -15 -13 -12 -11 -11 -11 -11 -12 -1S -19 -19 -i0 -14 -17 -19 -22 -30
1.6 -24 -19 -16 -14 -11 -12 -12 -11 -9 -7 -6 -6 -6 -7 -9 -11 -14 -18 -17 -19 -25
1.2 -23 -19 -14 -!1 -10 -10 -11 -11 -0 -S - -4 -5 -7 -11 -18 -17 -18 -23
0.9-22-16-12-10-8-8-9-9-7 _l_t- i _ _-9 -16 -16 -1' -210.4 -22 -1_ -it -9 -7 -_ -7 -8 -6 -7 -13 -16 -16 -20
0.0 -_2 -i6 -1i -8 -6 -S -6 -8 -6 -6 -;2 -17 -$6 -20
-0.4 -23 -_ -i_ -8 -6 -6 -6 -7 -7 -4 -_11-4 -21 4 -7 -12 -ll -17 -20
-0.0 -24-18-13 -9 -7 -' -6 -8 -0 -5 "_--..._ -__4 -,-12-19-19-22
-1.2 -26 -1_ -i4 -11 -9 -0 -8 -9 -10 -7 -5 -4 -e -s -5 -7 -9 -14 -20 -_1 -24
-1.4 -27 -_1 -16 -15 -1i -10 -;0 -11 -12 -10 -8 -7 -7 -7 -8 -10 -12 -1_ -_2 -25 -27
-2.0 ,27 -21 -17 -14 -13 -12 -12 -13 -16 -$2 -10 -10 -9 -10 -11 -13 -Is -19 -_2 -25 -31
-_.4 -20 -22 -19 -17 -16 -16 -16 -14 -14 -12 -11 -10 -10 -11 -12 -13 -18 -24 -23 -24 -30
-2.0 -25 -_4 -20 -10 -1_ -16 -17 -17 -14 -12 -10 -10 -10 -10 -11 -i3 -17 -24 -24 -24 -20
-3.2 -31 -_ -2_ -19 -17 -1_ -i8 -I9 -1_ -13 -11 -11 -11 -11 -12 -14 -18 -25 -2S -2_ -30
-].6 -34 -20 -24 -21 -20 -19 -20 -21 -10 -IS -11 -13 -13 -14 -lS -14 -20 -_6 -20 -28 -32
Figure 10d. 90 ° difference in phase
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Dgg_il_d Fzintout
Pha_9 I " 340.000 clegroen, Jd_plitude 1 - 0.741 ( -1.3001 an)
Pha!_ 2 - 0-000 degTzez, JUsplit_ 2 - 0.&61 ( -1.8000 dB)
Phzze 3 - 0.000 degrees, Amplitude ] = 0.$37 ( -2.7003 riB)
Phase 4 i 240.000 degreez# JUsplitude 4 - 1.000 ( 0.0000 riB)
AT:Laeut_ is horlzontal, ud e!evat!on _tical.
C_nta_ la_vg!s in _ _I_ ra_grance, -3_ and -10 de contours indicated
-4.0 -].6 -3.2 -2.e -a,4 -:,0 -1.; -1.2 -0.S -0.4 -0.0 0.4 o.a 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.e 3.2 3.4 4.0
3.6 -6s -3! -3$ -a_ -t9 -18 -27 -;e -_1 -24 -17 -is -14 -14 -15 -16 -18 -22 -2? -34 -36
3.2 -35 -29 -22 -10 -15 -14 -13 -14 -1( -20 -14 -12 -11 -11 -11 -12 -15 -i8 -23 -33 -33
2.8 -31 -a4 -aS -17 -;4 -la -11 -12 -13 -;s -14 -11 -10 -10 -10 -11 -13 -14 -20 -aT -34
2.4 -as -23 -_0 -14 -14 -11 -10 -10 -10 -11 -14 -16 -12 -11 -10 -11 -12 -is -!8 -23 -35
3.0 -26 -30 -!0 -!6 -15 -14 -12 -12 -11 -10 -10 -11 -1) -13 -18 -17 -17 -17 -i9 o22 -30
1,6 -24 -10 -is -13 -12 -12 -12 -12 -10 -0 _4 -6 -6 -6 -7 -9 -13 -22 -i9 -20 -26
1.2 -23 -17 -1: -lo -_ -* -e -9 -2o -6 -4-4-6 -) -14 -al -Is -24
0.8 -22 -16 -1_ -9 -? -6 -6 -? -8 -S __- -7 -11 -19 -19 -22
0.4 -22 -!6 -61 -8 -6 -S -S -S -? -5 -5 -10 -17 -19 -21
0.o -22 -16 -11 -? -s -4 -6 -s -7 -5 -s -9 -is -19 -21
-0.4 - 3 17 -la -e -6 -s -4 -s -_ -_ -s -_ -is -2o - =
-0., -2, -1_ -, -, -? -s -s -_ -_ -_ __ -_ -10 -1, -22 -2_
-1.2 -24 -20 -Is -, -, -? -, -? -, -, -, -_1 -1: -=, -as
-1.4 -24 -21 -16 -13 -11 -, -, -, -11 -_ -, -, -? -? -_ -, -11 -1, -_, -as -_,
-2.o -24 -ao -17 -, -12 -, -_1 -12 -, -_3 -11 -10 -, -, -lO -12 -1, -1, -21 -_s -,2
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Figure 10e. 120 ° difference in phase
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Figure 10f. 150 ° difference in phase
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Figure 10g. 180 ° difference in phase
IV. Application to the Hardware
The next step was to apply these results to the re-tuning of the pattern for the KTx
subsystem, through careful manipulation of the inline mechanical phase shifters. Unfortunately,
the power amplifier driving element A2 (A3 in SSG docs) failed, leaving only elements 1, 3, and
4 with which to work with. Applying the expected amount of phase in the 1,4 combination's
feed network resulted in the following pattern improvement in Figure 11.
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Pattern 212F, AI4
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s Taken from TSG-93-75, pg. 4-24, Pattern 212F/302D, March 2, 1993
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Returningto ASP for a "i4" co-phasedestimatereportedthe following predicted pattern:
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Figure 12. 1 & 4 predicted pattern from ASP
V. Summary
ASP expertly assisted in the diagnosing of phase shifter errors during KTx testing.
Additionally, the software was able to correctly estimate the effect of phase shift on the overall
array pattern developed from each of the internally held element patterns. It would have been
advantageous to work with the complete KTx array, with all elements operating, but due to
system failures, this level of analysis was not supported.
VI. Future Applications
A specially modified version of ASP has been used to obtain predictions for XTE solar
sail blockage effects, including interferometer peaking due to solar sail reflection. Future
applications for Space Network projects ttiay include diffraction effects for eornmunications
regions directly blocked by the XTE solar panels, cross polarized pattern predictions, antenna
squint determination, axial ratio calculations, pattern normalcy (null suggested beamwidths versus
actual beamwidth) and diskette loadabie antenna patterns.
Simulation may even be further extended through the addition of TDRSS link simulation
code, allowing the user to identify degradation in service due to misphasing or misalignment,
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with a standardsix-elementbasedsetof orbital dynamicscalculations.
ASP generates several outputs, including a variable sweep (azimuth and elevation) on-
screen display, a KTx specific printed sweep, elevation and azimuth cuts to ASCII files (Lotus
and Quattro compatible), and an XTE specific contour plot designed to demonstrate solar panel
interference.
Allen David Snook, was born in Fall River, Massachusetts on February 15, 1970. He received
the B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
He joined the Loral Aerosys SEAS contract in 1992. His main area of interest is theoretical
electromagnetics, and the application of computer and software toward solution of
electromagnetics problems.
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Conversion of the Proprietary ROLM Inter-Node Link
from Multimode to Singlemode Operation
by Larry Boucher
GTE Government Services
White Sands Ground Terminal
(505) 525-6976
_I.]MMARY
Many NASA centers have selected ROLM@ _ Computerized Branch Exchanges (CBXs) as
their standard telephone exchange. The ROLM 9751 CBX Model 70 with ROLM software
release 9005 can inter-communicate as a "multi-node" system over a multimode fiber optic link
of 450 to 6,000 meters. Singlemode fiber installations are not supported by ROLM. Two New
Mexico-based NASA satellite ground terminals were already connected via a 6 kilometer
singlemode fiber optic link. The ROLM Inter-Node Link (INL) was converted from multimode
LED transmitters to singlemode laser transmitters and two ROLM CBX systems were
interconnected using the modified INL. On activation, the system operated normally and has
done so for six months. System testing indicates sufficient margin to drive 45 kilometers of
singlemode fiber, an important benefit for widely separated facilities.
ROLM@ is a registered trademark of ROLM Systems
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I. _ODUCTION
The NASA White Sands Complex (WSC) is a tenant of the Department of Defense (DoD)
on the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). The site consists of a space transportation testing
facility operated by the Johnson Space Center (JSC) and two Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS) ground terminals operated by Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). For
external telephone service, the original tenant, White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) is equipped
with a fiber optic Main Point-of-Presence (MPOP) from the local exchange carrier (LEC), US
West. Copper and fiber optic facilities serve the site telephony requirements from the MPOP.
The original TDRS ground terminal, White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT), was provided
a 600 pair copper facility from WSTF and used an analog Dimension .2 branch exchange for
site telephony. In 1989, NASA constructed the Second TDRS Ground Terminal (STGT) and
selected a ROLM 9751 Model 50 with release 9004 software for the branch exchange. By that
time, JSC/WSTF had already converted to a ROLM 9751 Model 70 two-node configuration with
release 9004 software. STGT was not provided with a point-of-presence by the LEC. NASA
contracted US West to install a 6 kilometer long 300 pair copper facility to provide external
telephony service via connectivity to the JSC/WSTF ROLM system and the JSC/WSTF MPOP.
As part of an upgrade plan, NASA removed the leased, analog Dimension telephone system
and installed a purchased, digital ROLM telephone system at WSGT in March, 1993. The
telephone service configuration before these modifications is shown in Figure 1.
A 150MBPS fiber optic MPOP at WSGT was also activated as the external interface. This
MPOP was derived from the 280MBPS JSC/WSTF MPOP. The WSC activation plan included
installation of a 6 kilometer singlemode fiber optic Inter-Facility Link (IFL) between the two
sites. This facility was designed for high data rate transfers of satellite data.
The STGT ROLM system was not capable of receiving high capacity Ti circuits over the
6 kilometer copper facility. Telephone use at STGT was increasing as the station integration and
test activity proceeded. Additional capacity through the JSC/WSTF ROLM system was limited.
It was decided to interconnect the two TDRSS facilities in a ROLM multi-node configuration.
2 Dimension* is a registered trademark of AT&T
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This required conversion of the STGT ROLM system from a 9751 Model 50 to a 9751
Model 70 and from software release 9004 to 9005 along with installation of a suitable distributed
node connection between the two CBX systems. As a multi-node configuration STGT would
be able to share trunking services from the point-of-presence with WSGT, the two CBXs would
be redundant to each other increasing the system availability.
Five implementation options were considered to interconnect the two ROLM CBX systems:
1) installing a multimode fiber optic cable between the two sites to support the ROLM
multimode INL, 2) installing subscriber carrier equipment to carry high capacity circuits over
an existing copper link, 3) using external multimode to singlemode conversion equipment for
ROLM INL connectivity via the singlemode fiber, 4) multiplexing T1 circuits for singlemode
fiber transmission, and 5) converting the ROLM INL Fiber Optic Extender (FOX) hardware to
drive singlemode fibers.
After considering the costs, advantages, disadvantages, and implementation risks of each
of these methods, it was decided to convert the ROLM hardware to a non-standard configuration
to drive the avaJlabie IFL singiemode fibers directly. The advantages were lowest cost and
easiest installation. The disadvantages were no factory support for the modified configuration
and a higher health (vision) risk from the high energy output lasers. This option assumed an
operability and reliability risk since the conversion had never been done before. The risk was
mitigated by contractlng the ROLM Company for engineering support: bench testing the
selected laser transmitter with their proprietary INL protocol and field performance testing the
modified system. The installed configuration is shown in Figure 2.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The ROLM 9751 Model 70 Computerized Branch Exchange is a digital telephone private
exchange capable of supporting up to 1045 simultaneous voice or data connections per node [1].
A multi-node 9751 CBX has from two to fifteen nodes functioning as a single system. Three
multi-node categories are supported based on the distance between nodes. "Collocated nodes"
are up to 61 meters apart and use twinaxial cable for interconnection. "Distributed nodes" are
61 to 6,000 meters apart. When the node separation is up to 300 meters, twinaxial cable is
used. When the separation is up to 450 meters, IBM Type 2 cabling is used. For separations
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of up to 6,000 meters, the proprietary ROLM Inter-Node Link (INL) interface is specified.
Multimode fiber is used for INL node-to-node connectivity. "Remote nodes N are separated by
distances between 6 kilometers and 80 kilometers. Remote nodes use a different ROLM
interface known as the Extended Digital Intertie (XDI) operating over standard T1 transmission
facilities [2]. The WSC application was at the upper boundary for distributed nodes at 6
kilometers between tracking stations.
The INL operates at 74MBPS and supports 545 channels per link. This is more than
sufficient intersite capacity. The system design is robust including a primary and a secondary
fiber optic link. Each of the links is redundant. Eight fibers are required for full connectivity:
four transmit and four receive fibers. Specifications for the interconnecting fiber optic facility
[3] recommend multimode, graded index fiber with 62.5_ core diameter and 125t_ cladding
diameter (other multimode fibers of between 50# and 100/_ core sizes can also be used). A
maximum end-to-end optical power loss of up to 13dB is acceptable for the recommended 62.5/_
core diameter fiber. Specifications call for a source central wavelength of 1310 nm.
The ROLM fiber optic extender (FOX) printed wiring board uses a light-emitting diode
(LED) multimode transmitter module and a positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diode receiver
module. Both of these modules are manufactured by the Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics
Corporation and are designed for a central wavelength of 1310 nm.
Iii. FIBER OPTIC INTER-FACILITY LINK
The ROLM 9751 multi-node installation decision included the use of an existing fiber optic
cable between WSGT and STGT for an Inter-Facility Link (IFL). The IFL has the primary
mission of transferring user spacecraft data between sites for multiplexing and retransmission
to the user's Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) via the NASA Communications System
(NASCOM). This mission requires fiber that can support high data rates with low loss.
The NASCOM IFL specifications [4] are for 6,000 meter bundles of 144 singlemode fibers.
The core diameter of each fiber is 8.3# with 125/z diameter cladding. The fiber is optimized
for dual-window central wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 rim. The maximum attenuation is
0.50 dB per kilometer at 1310 nm and 0.40 dB/km at 1550 nm. Each fiber is terminated at each
end by fusion splicing into a fiber optic pigtail. The pigtails are part of a patch panel with "ST _
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type connectors. The specified total link loss (including 6 dB of reserve and future maintenance
loss) was < 11.9 dB. The IFL Channel Analysis [5] gives a maximum loss of 5.9 dB for the
typical fiber. The IFL has spare fibers. Some of them were allocated for intersite telephony.
The IFL termination racks are located in technical equipment rooms at each site,
approximately 50 meters from CBX equipment rooms. A plenum-rated bundle of twelve
singlemode fibers was routed from IFL termination patch panels to CBX equipment rooms at
the respective sites with patches and splices made to complete an eight fiber link (four spares).
At the completion of this task, an optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) was used to
measure the span. A typical OTDR trace is shown in Figure 3. Results from the OTDR
m_easurements for eight operational INL fibers are summarized in Table 1. The extensions
added less than one dB to the total loss of the span. This facility had all the qualities to support
intra-site telephony _ for being the incorrect type of fiber for the ROLM 1NL. The IFL
telephone extension is shown in Figure 4,
Table 1
Optical Loss for _ended Inter-Facility Link Fibers
Fiber Number Loss, dB/km
1 1.055
2 0.684
3 0.661
4 0.605
5 0.580
6 0.703
7 1.152
8 0.899
Optical Length, km Total loss, dB
5.976 6.30
5.076 4.09
5.976 3.95
5.976 3.62
5.976 3.47
5.976 4.20
5.976 6.88
6.034 5,42
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IV! ENGINEERING EVALUATION OF CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS
Five options were evaluated before making the decision to modify the factory standard INL
Each had advantages,configuration to directly support singlemode fiber transmission.
disadvantages, risks, and associated implementation costs.
1. M01timod¢ Fiber Installation
ROLM factory support for INL connectivity requires a multimode fiber communication
link, preferably one with a 62.5_ core diameter. This option had the least risk; it was the
factory-recommended approach. NASA had already incurred the expense of installing the IFL.
This installation was complete and there was no possibility of adding multimode fibers. The
costs for trenching in a new fiber were too high to be given serious consideration.
2. Subscriber Carder F___uipment Installation
Subscriber carder equipment multiplexes individual channels into a data stream carded over
copper transmission facilities. This option is like the Remote Node method except it uses copper
links. Disadvantages were 1) high cost, 2) lack of ROLM support, 3) use of copper
transmission facilities, and 4) equipment self-maintenance. This option also did not receive
serious consideration.
3. External Multimode to Singlemode Conversion
Commercially available equipment that could 1) receive multimode fiber optic transmissions
for conversion to singlemode and 2) receive singlemode transmissions for conversion to
multimode received considerable attention. Numerous fiber optic equipment vendors were
contacted. This option had high risk; none of the converter vendors would guarantee success.
ROLM would not support this installation and warranty INL functionality. In-house maintenance
was required for additional configuration items.
The problem was bit transition density. The format of ROLM INL protocol is proprietary
and the specification for bit transition density for transmitter and receiver modules [6] suggested
a high duty cycle was required. One vendor intended to support a trial of his equipment, but
this option was rejected before a trial could take place. The cost was higher than conversion
of the INL to singlemode operation. (After completion of our modification, ROLM Engineering
indicated that they were planning further evaluation of external conversion.) This option remains
viable.
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4. Extended Digital Intertie Interface
ROLM requested that the two nodes be connected using an XDI interface with multiple T1
services. Each T1 has a 24 circuit channel capacity. To emulate the performance of the INL,
23 Tls would have to be multiplexed and carried via the XDI. Four Tls were needed to handle
the expected intersite telephony traffic. Since several vendors sell commercially available
multiplexer/demultiplexer equipment; this option was very viable. Most of the vendors could
support the singlemode IFL and provide the multiplexing capacity that was initially needed with
expansion potential by adding modules. This option was almost selected. It had higher cost
than option 3, but was ROLM supported. Disadvantages included self-maintenance of
transmission equipment and lower channel capacity than the INL. Because the multiplexing and
transmission equipment was well proven in numerous field installations by commercial telephone
companies and was ROLM supported, this option had low risk.
5. Conversion of ROLM INL to Singlemode Operation
This option had the highest risk. The ROLM INL had never before been operated over
singlemode fibers and the factory recommended against it. They would not support or guarantee
INL performance. The modified fiber optic extender (FOX) printed wiring boards would not
be under warranty nor vendor repaired if they failed. ROLM objected to using laser modules
on their boards because of Underwriter Laboratory certification. The LED multimode module
was IlL certified, but the laser module was not. NASA has configuration management
procedures for "altered items," so factory objections were not sufficient for rejection. The IlL
safety issue could be managed by placarding modified equipment with warning labels.
The fiber optic transmitter and receiver module vendor had a pin-for-pin replacement
singlemode laser module. This part was expensive, but the overall cost for direct conversion
was much less than any other option. The IFL transmission facilities to use the direct
conversion were already in place. Discussions with the vendor indicated that the multimode
receiver would operate with output from singlemode transmission facilities. The vendor had a
concern of overdriving, or saturating, the receiver module. (Which could have been solved with
in-line optical attenuators.) The remaining risk issue was performance. This was mitigated by
contracting with ROLM for engineering support. Bench testing the laser transmitter module with
the stock receiver module and ROLM 1NL protocol was performed before altering the FOX
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printed wiring boards. Bit-error-ratetestingindicatedthe transmittermodule'selectricalinput
would be compatiblewith the printed wiring board's ECL output logic and that the receiver
moduleworkedwith optical input from a singlemodelaser. Thedecisionwas madeto convert
the ROLM INL from multimodeto singlemodefiber optic operation.
V, MODIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS
The FOX printed wiring boards were modified after bench testing. Each one had the LED
multimode transmitter module removed and replaced by a laser singlemode module. Each
altered board was remarked with a new part number for configuration management. The boards
were marked with a warning label for "Laser Output." The modified FOX boards were
reinstalled into ROLM CBX INL shelves and were connected to the extended IFL via suitable
singlemode fiber optic patch cables. The extended fiber installation had "Laser Output" warning
labels located where a connection presented a potential vision hazard. The modification was
straightforward and required no special precautions besides electrostatic discharge prevention.
1. lVl¢ltimode Transmitter Characteristics
The standard INL multimode fiber optic transmitter module is a Sumitomo DMT-54
Optopia _ module (also listed as DM-54-TA). The DMT-54 transmits digital data signals at
rates from 1MBPS to 125MBPS in non-return to zero (NRZ) formats. The transmitter uses an
InGaAsP LED light source and launches -17 dBm into 62.5_/125# fibers. The electrical input
is differential ECL logic and is certified for data duty cycles of 45 to 55 %. The optical output
connector is a mini-BNC [7].
2. Multimode Receiver Characteristics
The standard INL multimode fiber optic receiver module is from the same Sumitomo
Optopia family. It is the DMR-54 module (also listed as DM-54-RA). It operates at the same
data rates and duty cycle as the transmitter. It uses an lnGaAs PIN photo detector receiver and
has a differential ECL output. The optical input connector is a mini-BNC. The receiver has
an optical input sensitivity, or carder detection level, of -34 dBm with input from a 62.5# fiber
[8]. The input power saturation level is -8 dBm [9]. Dynamic range is 26 dBm.
30ptopia is a registered trademark of Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
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3. Singlemode Transmitter Characteristics
The Sumitomo DM-91-TD is a high speed fiber optic laser transmitter module. It supports
digital data transmission over singlemode fibers with NRZ data rates ranging from 1MPBS to
250MBPS. It uses an InGa.AsP FP laser diode output with a peak emission wavelength of 1.3
#m and a launch power of >-10 dBm. The electrical input is differential ECL. It is a pin-for-
pin replacement for the DMT-54. The optical output connector is an "FC" [10].
4. Transmitter Reolacement Considerations
Several testing and verification objectives for the modification were established. A test plan
to validate these objectives [11] was prepared and testing was conducted to assure that the DM-
91-TD laser transmitter module could replace the DMT-54:
• Verify that the laser transmitter module is physically and electrically compatible with
the LED transmitter module.
• Verify that a simulated link is functional and reliable; i.e., no bit transition pattern
dependency and a bit error rate under 1 X 10E-12 at minimum and maximum line
attenuation for the INL data rate of 74MBPS.
• Measure system attenuation and attenuation margin.
• Verify pseudo-random data performance in INL operation.
VI, BENCH TEST AND VERIFICATION RE_qULTS
Bench tests by ROLM verified the physical and electrical compatibility of the DM-91-TD
module with the FOX printed wiring board. The replacement module needed to be a form, fit,
and functional replacement. This included the physical size and the power requirement from the
on-board 5.2 VDC ECL power supply.
1. Physical and Electrical Compatibility
A) Physical Compatibility
The DM-91-TD has the same 24-pin package as the DMT-54. The output connector is an
"FC" instead of the mini-BNC. This is a preferable connector, especially for singlemode fibers,
since it is noted for good optical alignment and low loss. Singlemode patch cables with FC
connectors are low cost off-the-shelf items.
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B) Power Consumption
The DM-91-TD current requirementfrom the-5.2 VDC ECL powersupplywasmeasured
to be 120ma, which was30 ma lessthan the current requirementfor the DMT-54,
2. BiI ErrQr Rate Testing
Bit error rate testing with different data patterns will show if there are pattern dependencies
and attenuation ranges for low error rate performance. The BER was < 1 X 10E-12.
A) Data Pattern Dependency
A BER test series showed that there were no bit pattern or transition density dependencies
with pseudo-random data and word lengths of up to 2E23-1 bits.
B) i_ Data Rate BER Performance
Tests of the bit error rate performance were made at two da_ rates; 74MBPS and
125MBPS. For both tests, the BER was less than 1 X !0E-12.
C) Receiver Input Power Performance
The maximum input power for the receiver was -8 dBm. BER performance degraded at
higher input power levels. The receiver saturated at -4 dBm.
D) Fiber Optic Cable Attenuation Margin
The simulated fiber optic cable attenuation was varied until the BER increased beyond 1
X 10E-12. The line attenuation must be between -5 dBm and -25 dBm for acceptable BER.
VII. FIELD TEST AND VERIFICATION RESULTS
On installation and activation, the two-node ROLM 9751 CBX system operated normally
with the modified INL. ROLM diagnostic tests revealed no problems. Field testing (with
assistance from the ROLM Company) verified performance margins and provided additional
customer assurance.
1. Optical Power Margin Test Results
Optical power measurements assured that each component of the system was good and
quantified the optical losses through the entire link. Table 2 summarizes these results, The
apparent discrepancies have been attributed to the optical alignment and coupling of the power
meter cable. Optical output of the transmitters ranged from -3.6 to -6.9 dB. The average
measured optical loss through the system was -6.3.
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Table 2
Optical Power Measurements for Modified INL
Fiber
Number
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Averages
Node 1
CBX dB
-3.6
Transmit
-13.7
Receive
-6.9
Transmit
-9.6
Receive
-5.9
Transmit
-11.5
Receive
-4.8
Transmit
-12.0
Receive
-5.2
Transmit
Node 1
IFL dB
-5.1
-10.0
-7.2
-7.3
-6.9
-10.2
-6.0
-9.0
Node 2
IFL dB
-9.9
-6.7
-10.5
-4.4
-10.5
-6.9
-11.0
-5.6
Node 2
CBX dB
-10.1
Receive
-5.6
Transmit
-11.8
Receive
-3.9
Transmit
-11.4
Receive
-5.9
Transmit
-11.5
Receive
-4.7
Transmit
-11.5
Receive
Total Loss
dB
-6.5
-8.1
-4.9
-5.7
-5.5
-5.6
-6.7
-7.3
-6.3
OTDR
dB
-6.30
-4.09
-3.95
-3.62
-3.47
-4.20
-6.88
-5.42
-4.57
2. Attenuation Margin Test
An optical attenuator was inserted at the receiver end of the active INL link. Attenuation
was added until the INL receiver lost lock as indicated by an LED on the FOX board driven
from the carrier detect circuitry on the receiver module [12]. Insertion of 20.6 dB of optical
loss was required to break the INL lock. The INL specification for fiber attenuation is 0.5
dB/km. The attenuation test would then indicate the this system is capable of driving an
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additional 41 km for a total of 47 km. With a one dB margin, the system could drive a 45 km
long fiber, or longer fibers if a lower loss cable was used.
3. Pseudo-Random Data Testing
For confidence, the modified INL was tested with pseudo-random data. Two 120D
ROLMphones °4 were configured for data transmissions at each site and full duplex
communications were established. The test configuration is shown in Figure 5. Pseudo-random
data at 19.2KBPS was sent through the system from one 120D through the pair at the remote
end and back to the other 120D. The test was bi-directional. Each 120D was transmitting and
receiving simultaneously. This test ran error-free for two days. This was insufficient time at
that data rate to establish a bit error rate, but it did add customer confidence for the operational
performance of the modified Inter-Node Link. The system has been in service since March 1993
without any operational problem related to the modification.
VIII, CON(_LUSIONS
The ROLM 9751 CBX Model 70 with software release 9005 can operate in a multi-node
configuration using the ROLM Inter-Node Link over singlemode fibers. Using singlemode
optical fibers requires modifying the ROLM Fiber Optic Extender printed wiring boards to
accept laser transmitter modules in place of the LED transmitter modules. When installed with
a low-loss singlemode span (0.5 dB/km or less), node separation can be up to 45 kilometers.
This node separation distance is comparable to that for "remote nodes," yet the channel capacity
remains high (545 channels per INL) and the cost is less than for Extended Digital Intertie
interfaces. This application is of interest to ROLM users with widely separated facilities or ones
with existing singlemode fiber facilities.
Using external multimode to singlemode optical converters for the same function could be
investigated further. This was evaluated, but was not pursued for this application. A key
advantage is not having to modify and void warranties on the ROLM FOX printed wiring
boards. Commercial converters would have UL certification.
4 ROLMphone is a registered trademark of ROLM Systems
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ABSTRACT-- This paper describes the perfor-
mance of the Ungerboeck and pragmatic 8-Phase
Shift Key (PSK) Trellis Code Modulation (TCM)
coding techniques with and without a (255,223)
Reed-Solomon outer code if they are used for
Tracking Data and Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) S-Band and Ku-Band return services.
The performance of these codes at high data rates
is compared to uncoded Quadrature PSK (QPSK)
and rate 1/2 convolutionally coded QPSK in the
presence of Radio Frequency Interference (RFI),
self-interference, and hardware distortions. This
paper shows that the outer Reed-Solomon code is
necessary to achieve a 10 .5 Bit Error Rate (BER)
with an acceptable level of degradation in the
presence of RFI. This paper also shows that the
TCM codes with or without the Reed-Solomon
outer code do not perform well in the presence of
self-interference. In fact, the uncoded QPSK
signal performs better than the TCM coded sig-
nal in the self-interference situation considered
in this analysis. Finally this paper shows that the
Eb/N0 degradation due to TDRSS hardware dis-
tortions is approximately 1.3 dB with a TCM
coded signal or a rate 1/2 convolutionally coded
QPSK signal and is 3.2 dB with an uncoded
QPSK signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
TDRSS users are expected to require higher
data rates in the future than are currently sup-
ported today. It has been suggested that 8-PSK
Ungerboeck and pragmatic TCM codes can sup-
port data rates that are twice as high as the data
rates currently supported by TDRSS in the same
bandwidth. This paper presents the results of an
analysis which considers the performance of
these codes for S-Band and Ku-Band return ser-
vices in RFI, self-interference, and hardware
distortions. The analysis also considers using the
(255, 223) Reed-Solomon code that is recom-
mended by the Consultive Committee for Space
Data Systems (CCSDS) as an outer code.
This code was selected because it can be easily
II. BACKGROUND
The design of the coding and modulation func-
tions were performed separately in traditional
communication systems. Ungerboeck presented
the concept in [1] that the communications per-
formance could be improved without increasing
the bandwidth requirements by designing the
coding and modulation functions together. He
found that the performance of an uncoded QPSK
signal in Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) can be improved by coding the signal
and increasing the number of phases modulated
onto the carrier. Ungerboeck selected the rate
2/3 convolutional code for use with 8-PSK modu-
lation. Essentially this code maps every two data
bits into three symbols and then the three sym-
bols select one of eight phases to be modulated
onto the carrier. ([1] describes the approach that
is to be used to map each of the two data bits into
one of the eight phases so that the resulting code
is optimum.) This code with Viterbi decoding
can achieve a 10 -5 BER in AWGN with approxi-
mately 3 dB less power than is required for an
uncoded QPSK signal without any additional
bandwidth. Viterbi showed in [2] that another
TCM code can be implemented by coding one
data bit into two symbols with a rate 1/2 convo-
lutional code and leaving one data bit unchanged,
rather than coding both bits with a rate 2/3 con-
implemented with TCM and is effective in pro-
tecting against burst errors due to RFI. It is also
bandwidth efficient since it only requires 14%
overhead. Figure 1 shows the channel model
used in the analysis.
The analysis only considers high data rate
signals since only high data rate signals require
the bandwidth efficiency of TCM codes. The
lower data rate signals can achieve better perfor-
mance with less complexity using a rate 1/2 code.
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Figure I. TDRSS Coding and Modulation Channel Model
volutional code. This TCM code, which is re-
ferred to as a 8-PSK pragmatic code, is easier to
implement and more versatile than the
Ungerboeck code, but it's performance in AWGN
is approximately the same as can be obtained
with the Ungerboeck code. Figure 2 shows the
BER performance of these two TCM codes in
AWGN compared with the performance of
uncoded QPSK and rate 1/2 convolutionally coded
QPSK.
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Figure 2. Performance of TCM and Rate 1/2 Convolu-
tional Codes in AWGN
III. ANALYSIS TOOL
The performance of the TCM and Reed-
Solomon codes in the presence of RFI, self-
interference and hardware distortions was as-
sessed using a Monte-Carlo simulation package
that is described in [3].
IV. RESULTS WITHOUT THE OUTER
REED-SOLOMON CODE
In the pr¢_ence of RFI. The performance of the
TDRSS return service with the TCM codes was
assessed in the presence of the S-Band Multiple
Access (SMA) and Ku-Band Single Access
(KuSA) terrestrial RFI environments shown in
Table 1.
Figure 3 shows the performance of the TCM
codes for a 3 Mega bits per second (Mbps) signal
in the presence of the SMA RFI environment.
This figure shows that the Ungerboeck and prag-
matic TCM codes do not perform well in RFI. In
fact, the performance of the pragmatic code is not
much better than can be achieved with an uncoded
QPSK signal. This is because the performance of
the oragmatic TCM code is driven by the perfor-
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Table 1. RFI Environments for TDRSS SMA and
KuSA Return Services
SMA RFI ENVIRONMENT
5 Pulsed noise RFI sources
The power spectral density of the noise RFI is uniform within the
6 MHz bandwidth
Each RF] pulse has a Poisson distributed arrival time and a
pulsewldth of 3.5ps
The received power level and duty cycle for each RFI source is as
follows:
RFI Source Prec Above TDRS Duty Cycle (96)
Noise Floor (dB)
Source 1 35 0.1
Source 2 25 0,4
Source 3 15 1.5
Source 4 5 2.0
0 ] 5.0Source 5
KuSA RFI ENVIRONMENT
1 Pulsed slnusoidal RF[ source
The frequency of the slnusoldal RFI is a constant during each
pulse, but it changes from pulse to pulse with a probability that is
uniform over the 225 MHz channel bandwidth
Each RFI pulse has a Poisson distributed arrival time
The received power level of each pulse is 50 dB above the TDRS
noise floor
The RFI duty cycle is 0.1%
2/3 code does not provide sufficient error correc-
tion. A lower rate code is needed. A comparison
of Figures 2 and 3 shows that the performance
with the rate 1/2 convolutional code is only
degraded by 2.6 dB due to the RFI. (The Eb/N0
required to achieve a 10 -5 BER with rate 1/2
convolutional coding is 4.4 dB in AWGN and
approximately 7 dB in the SMA RFI). This
explains why rate 1/2 convolutional coding is
currently required for TDRSS SMA return links.
The SSA return service performance with TCM
codes would be degraded by RFI even more than
the SMA return service since the SSA RFI envi-
ronment is even more severe than the SMA RFI
environment.
Figure 4 shows the performance of the TCM
codes for a 10 Mbps signal in the presence of the
KuSA RFI environment. This figure shows that
the Ungerboeck and pragmatic TCM codes do
not perform much better than the uncoded QPSK
in the KuSA return service RFI environment.
The coding is unable to correct the erroi's due to
the RFI. However, the rate 1/2 code can correct
the errors due to RFI.
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Figure 3. Performance of TCM and Rate 1/2 Convolu-
tional Codes in SMA Return Service RFI
mance of the uncoded bit. The performance of
the Ungerboeck TCM code is significantly better
than the performance of the pragmatic TCM code
because this code does not have any uncoded
bits. However, it still suffers about 6 dB degra-
dation at a 10 -5 BER due to the RFI. (The Eb/N0
required to achieve a 10 -5 BER with the
Ungerboeck TCM code is approximately 6.6 dB
in AWGN and 12.6 dB in the SMA RFI). The
problem with the Ungerboeck'code is that the rate
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Figure 4. Performance of TCM and Rate 1/2 Convolu-
tional Codes in KuSA Return Service RFI
The performance of the TCM codes in RFI is
very important for S-Band return services as RFI
can be present for a significant portion of the time
a user is in orbit. For example, the SMA return
service RFI environment considered in this analy-
sis can be present up to 6% of the time. (This is
total time and does not take into account visibility
periods.) Ku-Band RFI statistics cannot be gen-
erated, but RFI events are much less frequent at
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Ku-bandthanat S-band. This is why TDRSS
supportsuncodedsignalson Ku-Band return
links,despitethefactthatuncodedsignalsdonot
performwell in RFI.
In the pre_ence of Self-Interference. Figure 5
shows the TDRSS return service performance
with the TCM codes in the presence of an inter-
fering signal, where the interfering signal has a
lower symbol rate than the desired signal. (This
is the worst-case situation since none of the
interference is filtered at the receiver. But it is
also the most likely situation to occur since only
the high data rate signals require the bandwidth
efficiency of TCM codes.) It was assumed that
the desired signal has a 7 dB Eb/N0 margin,
which is sufficient to ensure that noise is insig-
nificant relative to the interference at high signal-
to-interference ratios. This figure shows that
both the Ungerboeck and pragmatic TCM code's
BER performance is worse than the uncoded
QPSK signal performance. This is because the
decision regions for 8-PSK TCM are closer to-
gether than they are for the uncoded QPSK sig-
nal.
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Figure 5. Performance of TCM and Rate 1/2 Convolu-
tional Codes in the Presence of an Interfering Signal
with a Lower Symbol Rate than the Desired Signal
The performance of the return services in self-
interference is very important for S-Band return
services as there are many users operating at the
same frequency at S-Band. Self-interference is
less of a concern for Ku-Band return services as
there are not as many users currently operating at
this frequency and beamwidths are narrower at
Ku-Bandthan they are at S-Band. However, self-
interference events are expected to increase as
more users operate at the Ku-Band frequency.
In the presence of Hardware Distortions. Table
2 shows the hardware distortions considered in
this analysis and the return service performance
achievable with the pragmatic TCM coded,
uncoded QPSK, and rate 1/2 QPSK signals in the
presence of each hardware distortion individu-
ally and combined together. This table shows
that the Eb/N0 degradation due to all of the
hardware distortions combined is 1.3 dB for the
coded signals and 3.2 dB for the uncoded QPSK
signal.
Table 2. EJN o Degradation due to Hardware Distortions
Hardware Distortion
Name
Data As_tmmeta7
Data Jitter
Gain Imbalance
Phase Imbalance
Phase Noise
Phase Nonlinearit,/
AM/AM
AM/PM
Jitter Rate
Gain Flatness
User
Constraint
Value
3%
0.1%
.25 dB
6"
Y
3"
0.75 dB/dB
12"/dB
0.1
0,3 dB
AH Hardware Distortions
!Combined
Degradation at a I0"$ BER (dB)
Uncoded
QPSK
0.8
0
0.2
0.6
0
06
0,3
0
0
0.7
3.2
_PSK TCM Rate 1/2
Pragmatic / Coded
Ungerboeck QPSK
0.3 0,2
o 0
0.2 0.2
0.5 0.I
0.2 0
0.1 0.1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0,I 0.I
V. RESULTS WITH THE OUTER REED-
SOLOMON CODE
In AWGN. Figure 6 shows the performance of
the concatenated codes using a (255,223) Reed-
Solomon outer code and the TCM codes and rate
1/2 convolutional code as the inner code in the
presence of AWGN. This figure also shows the
performance of the (255,223) Reed-Solomon
outer code by itself in AWGN.
In the presence of RFI. Figure 7 shows the
performance of the concatenated codes with a
(255, 223) Reed-Solomon outer code and either
the TCM code or the rate 1/2 convolutional code
as the inner code in the presence of SMA RFI
environment. A comparison of this figure with
Figure 6 shows that the concatenated code per-
formance with the Ungerboeck or pragmatic TCM
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Figure 6. Performance of (255,223) Reed-Solomon
Outer Code with Various Inner Codes in AWGN
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Figure 7. Performance of the Reed-Solomon Outer
Code with Various Inner Codes in SMA Return
Service RFI
inner code suffers about 3.2 dB degradation at a
10 -5 BER due to the RFI. (The EtCNo required to
achieve a 10-5 BER with the Ungerboeck TCM
code is approximately 5.5 dB in AWGN and
8.7 dB in the SMA RFI). A similar comparison
shows that the performance with the rate 1/2
convolutional code is only degraded by 1.3 dB
due to the RFI. (The EtCN0 required to achieve a
10 -5 BER with rate 1/2 convolutional coding is
3.1 dB in AWGN and approximately 4.4 dB in
the SMA RFI). Therefore, the concatenated code
using either a TCM inner code or a rate 1/2
convolutional code can achieve the required
10 -5 BER with an acceptable amount of degrada-
tion in the presence of RFI.
Figure 8 shows the performance of the concat-
enated codes with a (255,223) Reed-Solomon
outer code and either the TCM code or the rate
1/2 convolutional code as the inner code in the
presence of the KuSA RFI environment. This
figure also shows the performance of the
(255,223) Reed-Solomon outer code by itself.
(The inner code is an uncoded QPSK signal.) A
comparison of Figure 8 with Figure 6 shows that
a 10-5 BER can be achieved with minimal degra-
dation with all of the concatenated codes and
with the (255,223) Reed-Solomon code by itself
(no inner code).
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Figure 8. Performance of the Reed-Solomon Outer
Code with Various Inner Codes in KuSA Return
Service RFI
In the presence of Self-Interference. Figure 9
shows the TDRSS return service performance
with the concatenated codes in the presence of an
interfering signal, where the interfering signal
has a lower symbol rate than the desired signal. It
was assumed that the desired signal has a 7 dB
E_N0 margin, which is sufficient to ensure that
noise is insignificant relative to the interference
at high signal-to-interference ratios. This figure
shows that the BER performance with a concat-
enated code and either the Ungerboeck or prag-
matic TCM codes as the inner code is worse than
the performance without an inner code. The
Ungerboeck and the pragmatic TCM codes are
more susceptible to decoding errors than an
uncoded QPSK signal since the decision regions
of an 8-PSK signal are closer together than the
decision regions of an uncoded QPSK signal and
the Reed-Solomon outer code cannot correct the
decoding errors.
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Figure 9. Performance of the (255,223) Reed-Solomon
Code with Different Inner Codes in the Presence of an
Interfering Signal with a Lower Symbol Rate than the
Desired signal
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The TCM codes without the (255, 223) Reed-
Solomon outer code do not perform well in the
presence of RFI or self-interference. The concat-
enated code which has an outer (255, 223) Reed-
Solomon code and an inner TCM code can achieve
a 10-5 BER in RFI, but it's performance is worse
than an uncoded QPSK signal in the presence of
self-interference. Since RFI and self-interfer-
ence are often present at S-Band frequencies, the
TCM codes with or without the Reed-Solomon
code outer code are not recommended for TDRSS
S-Band return services. However, RFI and self-
interference are not present as often on the Ku-
Band return services as they are on the S-Band
return services so that TCM codes with or with-
out the Reed-Solomon outer code can be used for
TDRSS Ku-Band return services.
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ABSTRACT
The Network Command Processing System (NCPS) developed for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Ground Network (GN) stations by the AUiedSignal Technical
Services, Corporation (ATSC) is a spacecraft command system utilizing a MULTIBUS 1/68030
microprocessor. This system was developed and implemented at ground stations worldwide to
provide a Project Operations Control Center (POCC) with command capability for support of
spacecraft operations such as the LANDSAT, Shuttle, Tracking and Data Relay Satellite and
Nimbus-7. The NCPS consolidates multiple modulation schemes for supporting various
manned/unmanned orbital platforms. The NCPS interacts with the POCC and a local operator to
process configuration requests, generate modulated uplink sequences, and inform users of the
ground command link status. This paper presents the system functional description, hardware
description and the software design.
BACKGROUND
In 1987, ATSC was directed by the NASA to design a replacement spacecraft command system
for the early 1970's vintage Spacecraft Command Encoder (SCE). The project goal was to
devise a system that would titilize state-of-the-art hardware and software, provide on-site fault
isolation and eliminate cumbersome analog alignment requirements. The initial design study
determined that there would be a significant software cost benefit in modeling the system after
the NASA Telemetry and Communications Data System (TCDS). The TCDS is a telemetry data
processing system developed in the mid 1980s which utilized distributed processing techniques
and was the replacement for outdated decommutators and data system computers on the NASA
GN. Due to the differences in functionality between the TCDS and NCPS, only portions of the
hardware components could be re-used. However, the basic hardware system architecture and
the device driver software for these components could be implemented with minimal
modification.
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SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The NCPS provides the POCC and/or a local operator with the capability to command a
spacecraft and to monitor the command system status. Figure 1 is a simplified functional block
diagram of the system. There are three command modes: throughput, local, and hardline. Each
mode has a different source of data. In throughput mode, data is received for uplink via the
NASA Communication (NASCOM) Data Link in 4800 bit blocks. In local mode, data prestored
in command pools is used. Each command pool may contain several spacecraft commands that
are between 16 to 2000 bits in length. In hardline mode, serial command data is received via a
connector on the rear of the NCPS and sent directly to the uplinking hardware with little
intervention from the software.
The NCPS operator uses a menu interface to select one of the three commanding modes. Once a
commanding mode has been selected, the operator enters a spacecraft identification (SID) code
and a file designator character code. These two codes are used to retrieve the selected spacecraft
attribute file from the hard disk which contains default commanding parameters. The NCPS
loads this file into its database memory and enters a prepass state. The current configuration
attributes, status information and menu selection items for modifying spacecraft attributes, is
shown on the video terminal. Each commanding mode has two operating states: prepass and
pass. Prepass is the state of operation prior to uplink. In this state, the operator can modify and
override certain spacecraft attributes. Pass is the state of operation where data is uplinked to the
spacecraft and is entered via an operator menu selection when the system is in the prepass state.
In the pass state, some attributes that do not affect command uplink can be modified, including
selecting and uplinking an idld data sequence between commands.
In the throughput commanding mode, three options are available: uplink immediate, buffered
uplink, and rate adjust. The uplink immediate option permits the command data to be
transmitted as soon as it is received. The buffered uplink option accumulates one command data
block before beginning command transmission to the spacecraft. Buffering allows for
compensation of irregularities in the data arrival time and a precisely metered continuous data
flow to be generated. When the received average data rate is different than the precise uplink
command data rate, a circumstance may arise in which the buffered data may be consumed or an
excessive amount may accumulate. To diminish this possibility, a rate adjustment feature has
been incorporated in which the uplink command rate is varied to match the average command
rate received from the commanding source. If the number of blocks begins to decline, the
software retards the uplink rate. If the number of blocks drops to zero, the software notifies the
operator that an undertow has occurred. The software will also advance the uplink rate when
the number of buffered blocks grows towards a predetermined maximum. The software notifies
the operator that an overflow has occurred if the number of buffered blocks exceeds the
predetermined maximum.
In the local commanding mode, the operator selects commands to be uplinked from a prestored
command file by specifying a command "mark" number. This command will be uplinked
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accordingto the parametersin the selectedspacecraftattributefile upon release by the NCPS
local operator.
In the hardline commanding mode, the operator configures the NCPS for the selected spacecraft
and enters the pass state. Any data received through the hardline connection is uplinked
according to the parameters in the selected spacecraft attribute file. This mode is used at
locations where serial command data can be received directly from a POCC command generator.
This mode is primarily used for testing a spacecraft shortly before launch.
The output of the NCPS is a Phase Shift Keyed (PSK) modulated subcarrier or a modulated
squarewave for the scientific spacecraft and the shuttle, respectively which is routed to the
transmitting system exciter. The subcarrier frequency and the data rate used to modulate the
subcarrier are determined by the selected spacecraft attribute file.
The NCPS system status is reported using Site Status Messages (SSM) and command echo
NASCOM blocks. Options to enable or disable both the SSM and echo block functions are
available from the operator menu.
SSM blocks are generated and transmitted to the project specified by the status destination code
at the rate of one block per second in both the prepass and pass state. SSMs contain information
about the status of the NCPS including information about the site, identification of the spacecraft
being commanded and the status of the uplink process.
Echo blocks contain the data that was uplinked and are transmitted to the project specified by the
echo destination code. There are two types of echo blocks: asynchronous and synchronous.
Asynchronous blocks contain the image of the uplink data as received from the verification
receiver which samples the uplink RF output. Synchronous blocks are the NASCOM blocks that
were received from a project using the source and destination codes interchanged and
transmitted back to the originating project.
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The NCPS is housed in a single 19-in. standard NASA equipment rack. The units mounted in
the rack include a 140 Mbyte hard disk drive, a 51/4-inch floppy disk drive, a streaming tape
unit, a 14-in. color graphics terminal, a standard 101 keyboard and the NCPS chassis. The
functional and ergonomic lay-out provides the operators with easy access to the system. Figure
2 illustrates the NCPS rack elevation layout.
Chassis
The NCPS chassis uses a MULTIBUS I architecture with a 20-slot card cage to accommodate
the six PC cards and to provide for expansion or modification. Of the six board assemblies, one
is a commercially available computer board and five are special purpose custom designed boards
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i.e. SerialTime CodeReceiverboard,Transmit/Receiveboard,External5 MHz board,a PSK
Modulation Board (PMB), and Shuttle Command Module (SCM).
Computer Board
The computer board utilizes a 68030 32-bit microprocessor with 4 Mbytes of RAM. This board
performs the central control function of the NCPS. The system initialization instructions are
stored in EPROM. The computer board also provides interfaces to disks, streaming tape,
graphic video terminal and an external printer.
Serial Time Code Receiver Board
The Serial Time Code Receiver board was developed by NASA. The board decodes the
received serial binary 1 (SB-1) time code which is a Manchester encoded RS-422 signal into
parallel time with millisecond accuracy which the NCPS software inserts into the transmitted
NASCOM 4800 bit block. The source of the SB-1 time code is the station master timing
system.
Transmit/Receive Board
The Transmit/Receive (T/R) board was developed by ATSC for the TCDS and is used to
interface with the NASCOM communication system. It provides the channel for processing a
digital serial data stream of NASCOM blocks entering or leaving the NCPS.
External 5 MHz Board
The External 5 MHz board provides frequency synthesis by using a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
technique. The purpose of the board is to generate a phase coherent 4.096 MHz signal from the
station's 5 MHz signal. A monolithic PLL was used for fractional frequency synthesis in the
External 5MHz board and consists of a Voltage Control Oscillator (VCO), phase comparator
and low pass filter. The monolithic PLL was used in this application because of its low cost and
high performance at frequencies below 50 MHz.
A block diagram representation of the fractional frequency synthesizer is shown in Figure 3.
The phase locked loop operates by producing an oscillator frequency to match the frequency of
an input signal. In this locked condition any slight change in input frequency, fa, first appears as
a change in phase between fa and the oscillator frequency, fc- The phase shift then acts as an
error signal to change the oscillator's frequency to match the fa.
Having a crystal-controlled VCO and phase-locked to the station's precise main timing system
results in a long term stable clock. This procedure was incorporated in the hardware design to
increase the stability of the modulated subearrier.
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PSK Modulation Board
The PSK Modulation Board (PMB) is designed to provide command support for all subcarrier
modulated compatible spacecraft. Control, setup, and ground command verification sequences
are received via the Multibus interface. The command data to be uplinked is received from the
CPU via the Multibus interface in all modes with the exception that in hardline mode it is
received via a direct serial interface.
The PMB is divided into three functional areas: Command Data Control (CDC), Subcarrier
Modulation/Demodulation (SMD), and the Serial Data Interface (SDI). Figure 4 illustrates the
PMB Functional Block Diagram.
The CDC interface permits control and setup of the PMB by the CPU via the multibus interface.
The PMB setup/control words, provided from the hard disk's spacecraft attribute files, select the
subcarrier frequency, data (modulation) rate, data type encoding, command idle, modulating
source, and command mode.
The SMD process generates a composite modulated PSK wavcform and utilizes a stable
frequency source, rate multipliers, a sinusoidal look-up table, a digital-to-analog converter, and a
single pole low-pass filter. The subcarricr rate multiplier along with the frequency reference,
which can be from an on-board crystal or the External 5 MHz board, generates subcarrier
samples at 256 times the selected subcarrier frequency. The subcarrier samples are the result of
a phase counter addressing a sinusoidal look-up table, that is contained in PROM. The PROM
contents are specified by the equation
D i • sin(2 • pi • K/256)
where K represents the address of the subcarrier phase counter and D i represents the sign of the
data sequence. The active single pole low-pass filter eliminates the out of band harmonic power.
The SDI interface is provided to permit the processing of a serial command sequence. When the
serial data mode is selected on the PMB, the transition tracking loop is selected versus the
reference 4.096 MHz. The transition tracking loop drives the subcarrier phase to provide proper
alignment of the subcarrier transitions and the data symbols being transmitted.
Shuttle Command Module
The Shuttle Command Module (SCM) is designed to provide the NCPS with a shuttle orbiter
ground-to-space command link. A series of control data directives are used by the NCPS host
processor to communicate to the SCM. The control data directives include uplink configuration,
modulation source and rate.
The SCM can be configured to operate as both a voice-command multiplexer or as a throughput
device. Figure 5 illustrates the SCM Functional Block Diagram. In a multiplexer configuration,
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theSCM generates a multiplexed uplink sequence containing command patterns supplied by the
selected source and overlays voice supplied from a local Delta Modulation Sub-system (DMS).
The data sources in a multiplexer configuration are host, hardline, and local controller. As a
throughput device, the selected source supplies the entire composite baseband uplink modulating
sequence. The only valid data sources in the throughput configuration are host and hardline. In
either configuration, multiplexer, or throughput, the composite baseband can be encoded with a
rate 1/3 convolutional code with the following polynominal definitions:
G I=D6+D3+D2+D+ 1 ; G2=D6+D5+D3+D2+D+ 1 ; G3=D6+D4+D+ 1.
In support of hardline, analog tape playback, and host throughput rate adjust uplink, the SCM
employs a digital tracking loop with a maximum tracking bandwidth of 200 ppm.
Peripheral
An external serial line printer provides a hard copy of all NCPS activities and status information
and is used primarily for historical data and as a troubleshooting aid.
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The NCPS software development task began in 1987. The original software project included
software to support a wide_range of ground stations and spacecraft. However, several ground
stations were closing and some spacecraft were becoming obsolete. The NCPS was required to
support both the aging spacecraft, as well as, future spacecraft. A design approach to maintain
an ever-changing system was needed. Other projects were also faced with application software
that was developed and modified on a continuing basis. In order to optimize the generation and
maintenance of those applications a distributed operating system and a multi-tasking executive
(MX) were developed to support these projects. A paper "Distributed Operating System for
NASA Ground Station" written by John Doyle in 1987 provides background for the software
section of this paper[1 ].
NCPS Software Design Goals and Considerations
The NCPS software design goal was to utilize as much of the in-house software and tools as
possible without inhibiting the development and uniqueness of the NCPS application. Software
design objectives described in the following paragraphs were considered during the design
phase.
1. A modular approach in software development, allowing for incremental source code revision,
was needed to reassure the growth of the NCPS. In order to support future spacecraft, such as
the Space Shuttle, hardware devices and software drivers would need to be added to the NCPS
baseline without disrupting a current working system.
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2. The design was basedon reusableand replaceablemodules. As tools and software
componentsevolved they could be substitutedfor older and lessefficient ones. Modulesthat
were usedin other systems,suchas,the Transmit/Receiveboardand driver softwarecould be
incorporatedinto theNCPSwithoutmodification.
3. A memory residentdatabasecontaining information that could be accessedinstantly was
needed for updating status displays and the operator interface.
4. Software and tools developed during the NCPS design phase were written in C using the
UNIX operating system on a Heurikon computer. In order to reuse software, a similar
development environment was selected for the NCPS.
5. An objective to automate system documentation through the use of graphical representation
was considered. An in-house software tool known as the Network Adaptive Schema for
Modeling Asynchronous Computation (NASMAC) was developed for previous projects. This
tool allowed for the specification of software systems using directed graphs, and the automatic
transformation of such graphs into operational software. These graphs provided an overview of
the application software without the knowledge of the underlying system. This tool was the
foundation for the NCPS software. It provided application documentation in the form of
directed graphs and a modular design for the software.
6. At the time of the NCPS design, an operator interface was developed in-house. Batch files,
prompts, sequenced commands and a command processor for the menus, along with the
database, display formats and a display processor, facilitated an operator interface that could be
custom designed on the fly. No recompilation of code was necessary. The system database
could be instantly accessed and updated, providing up-to-date status information.
The objectives that were formed proved to be advantageous in the growth of the NCPS and the
support of future spacecraft. Operator interface software, in-house developed tools and device
driver software could be reused while new components and modules could be added.
NCPS Modular Software Design
Once the decision to use a modular design approach and in-house developed software was made,
focus was moved to the NCPS functionality and the software application. Figure 6 is a data flow
diagram which depicts the NCPS application and the software components. Each node on the
data flow diagram depicts a module in the NCPS application. The following is a description of
each of the modules.
1. Ooerator Interface: This module allows for a local operator to communicate with the NCPS
system. Drivers to support terminal and printer devices, alarm functions which provide the
operator with information about the state of the system, and the operator interface command and
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displayprocessorswere reused from previous projects. New command files and ASCII display
formats were created to support the NCPS specific menus.
2. Local Commanding and Utilities: Local Commanding software to support this module was
written specifically for the NCPS. It included a means to create and update command pools, test
files and attribute files. Attribute files are used to configure the NCPS in order to support a
variety of stations and spacecraft. Run-time hard disk file system utilities, developed for
previous projects, were incorporated into the NCPS.
3. NASCOM Interface: The NASCOM interface consists of a driver to support the
Transmit/Receive board that has been used in several projects. The code and hardware for this
module was incorporated in the NCPS without modification. This board receives serial data
from the NASCOM Data Link (NDL) and blocks it in the form of NASCOM blocks. It also
extracts data from a NASCOM block and serially transfers it to the NDL.
4. Throughput Commanding: Throughput commanding for the NCPS software performs
verification of the blocks received from the NASCOM interface and passes it to the PSK
Modulator/Demodulator (MOD/DEMOD) interface for uplink. All code for this module was
written specifically for the NCPS.
5. pSK MOD/DEMOD Interface: The PSK MOD/DEMOD interface is device driver to support
the PSK Modulation Board. It transfers forward and configuration data to the PSK board and
receives echo and status information from the PSK board.
6. ECHO/STATUS Process: This module collects echo and status data and formats it into a
NASCOM block. It creates a header based on information stored in the spacecraft attribute file.
NCPS Space Shuttle Modification
Because of the modular design of the system, the NCPS was able to incorporate software to
support the Space Shuttle in approximately 6 person-months without disrupting the current
working system. Modification to the NCPS software included new command files and display
formats to support a Shuttle specific operator interface. Routines to support forward, echo and
status messages specifically for the Space Shuttle were added. New attribute files were created
to support system configuration for Johnson Space Center (JSC), Tape, and Emergency Voice
Command Fill (EVCF) commanding. The "PSK MOD/DEMOD Interface" in figure 6 was
replaced with the "SCM MOD/DEMOD Interface" which included new device driver software
for the Shuttle Command Module (SCM).
SUMMARY
After detailed research and analysis, the NCPS was developed and implemented to provide GN
sites with command capability for support of spacecraft operations. The modularization and
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commonalityof partshavehelp produceda systemthat canbeexpandedasneeded. Software
and hardwaremodulescanbe addedto the NCPSasrequirementsto supportfuture sitesand
spacecraftareidentified.
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